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The House met at 2:00 P.M. 

Mr.Speaker in the Chair. 

MR. SPEAKER: Order, please! 

I would like to welcome to the House · 

of Assembly on behalf of hon. members a nu111ber of high 

school students from Holy Cross Central High School in 

Eastport and they are accompanied by a number of their 

teachers and parents. I know hon. members join me in 

welcoming these students, their teachers and parents 

to the House of Assembly. 

SOME RON. MEMBERS: 

MR. SPEAKER: 

MR. T. LUSH: 

Hear, hear! 

The hon. member for Terra Noya. 

Mr. Speaker, I beg leave of the 

House to present a petition on behalf of a delegation 

from Eastport. Arrangements were made ~at 

MR. PECKFORD: Point of order, Mr. Speaker. 

MR. SPEAKER: Point of order has risen. 

MR. PECKFORD: As I understand it the - as I assumed 

the order to go today is that because of the problems 

yesterday and the question of privilege raised by the 

Leader of the Opposition and our agreement to using today 

that the normal practice is for the Orders of the Day to 

be dispensed with and that you get automatically into the 

question at hand. 

MR. NEARY: 

trying to do? 

MR. SPEAKER: 

Would the member ~x~iiin what he is 

Order, pleasel Order, please! 

There is no doubt because of the nature 

of the c: motion before the House today that immediate precedence 

is given to that motion and the routine orders are not called. 

The han. member, as I understand, is asking for leave to 

present a petition. There has to be unanimous consent; if 

not, we go into the motion. So I need to do that. 

SOME RON. MEMBERS: Oh, oh! 

MR. SPEAKER: The bon. Leader of the Opposition. 

•. 
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HR.. \L ~!. ROWE: Mr. Speaker, ,since I have made the motion 

and so on,I do not - lV'e can agree on this side,if the· meml:ers 

on the other side will agree, for· the hon. member to present 

his petition. As I understand it; Sir, speaking to the hon. 

member,he made a commitment to a c~rtain group who are here 

in the building today for the event to Fresent this_petition 

today which he thought was going to be Private Members' Day. 

If any individual member here decides not to allow it, Sir, 

that is the end of it,but I would not mind five or ten 

minutes postponement of my particular motion for that 

pur"Pose. 

MR. NEARY: A spe~ker on each side. 

MR. lv.N. ROl-lE: A couple of speakers, Sir, and 

that will be the end of it;.But_as I say,if any individual member 

feels aggrievea by that he can always say"no. For 

our part I think we are in agreement with it. 

~1R.. SPEA.l{ER: What I need to know is whether 

there unanimous consent. 

""1R.. PECKFORl): Fine.I can clear this up very 

quickly. There is not agreement on this side to allow the 

hon. member to proceed with the petition. 

MR. SPEAKER: There is or is not7 

MR.. PECKFORD: There is not. 

MR. SPEAKER: Is not, : ··--

SOME RON • }!EMBERS : Shame! 

HR. SPEAKEF: Order, please! 

The motion before the Hous.e is the 

motion moved last night by the hon. Leader of the Opposition. 

The hon. Leader of t~e Opposition. 

sm'!E RON. MEMBERS : Hear, hear! 

MR. w .N. ROTirJ:::: Hr. Sueaker, it is too bad the !-ton. 

., 
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MR. W.N. RailE: member was not able to present 

his petition for the sake of five or ten minutes since a 

group apparently had come in for the very purpose,as I 

explained to the i:!ouse. · 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Oh,oh! 

:m. w.:r. !Wl·lE: - - - But ··that is as it is, ~~r. 

Speaker • !_t was not any ini!ividual member because 

apparently the Acting House Leader is spemcing on behalf 

of all the memlers on the other side. So that is a 

shame but there it is. 

Ali RO~. }<:EMBER: There they are. 

~1R. w.:~. ROl-lE: Hr. Speaker, yesterday was what 

I consider to be a historic• dccasion ·in this House. The 

han. Speaker of the House of Assel!'.bly handed down a ruling. 

The ruling was given in response to my motion or my notice 

of motion,my point of privilege with a notice of motion 

to the effect that the hon. the Premier,aided and abetted 

by a minister or other ministers,had deliberately misled 

the hon. House in connection with questions asked him 

over t.'te last three years concerning a government building 

to be built on behalf of the government by a third party 

outside the government. 

The Speaker, Sir, Your Honour 

had to decide ~.rhether in your judgement the rights and 

privileges of the House of Assembly,and each of us here in 

this Hause as individual MHAs were so involved, if the 

rights and privileges of the House were so involved. Sir, 

to justify Your Honour the Speaker in giving this whole 

matter precedence, priority,over everything else before 

the House-all orders,all motions,all bills,the Standing 

Orders,the ordinary routine Orders of the Day, Sir, 

whether the matter which I had rais~d involved the 

DW- 3 
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f!R. t'T.n RO~: privileges of this House to 

such an extent that Your Honour ~yourrjudgement should 

decide to give . it precedence over ~verything else. And, 

Sir, Your Honour so decided after several hours of considera-

tion and deliberation.y0 u_,decided that in your judgement 

this case which _ I had raised,the matter which I had presented 

in the House with documentary evidence and ar~ntr.,this 

matter argued on both sides of the House, Sir, this matter 

of privilege was entitled to precedence,w·as entitled to 

priority over everything else before the House of Assembly. 

~ · 

,.. 
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MR. W. N. ROWE: 

And, ·Sir, I do not know if that decision by Your Honour 

is unprecedented or not in this hon. House. I believe it 

may be. Your Honour referred to certain rulings and certain 

statements made by Speakers elsewhere - in Ottawa - and 

Your Honour made a ruling which may be unprecedented in 

this House, a ruling on a poiut of privilege by an 

Opposition member involving the privileges of the House 

alleging that the Premier had seriously misled the House 

and deliberately misled the House. And Your Honour decided 

that a prima facie point of privilege existed, that in your 

judgement the privileges of the House were so involved 

that we should have this debate- that there was a prima 

facie case established - and, Sir, I made my motion. And 

I do not know, Sir, whether it is unprecedented or not. 

There are rules and there are theories covering it, but 

this may be the first time in this hon. House that~in 

actual fact, a ruling to that exact effect was made by a 

Speaker occupying that Chair. Mr. Speaker, that in itself 

is important and noteworthy and should be recognized and 

realized by all members of this House and by all members 

of the media and all member~ of the public who are concerned 

with this matter. 

I rose yesterday, Sir, and I 

submitted that there had been deception and there had been 

a misleading of the members of this House in a systematic 

way, in a continuous and deliberate way beginning in the 

first session of this House following the general election 

of 1975, the first session of the House which I believe was 

in the Spring of 1976, and that the misleading and the 

deliberate deception continued on into the session of 1977 

and that it culminated in this present session of the 

House in remarks made by the Premier two days ago, I believe, 
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MR. W. N. ROWE: in answer to questions as to 

whether there were any deals, arrangements or agreements 

with anybody to build an office building for the 

government. And, Sir, to substantiate my case, I quoted 

certain matters from Hansard over the past three years. 

I went into it in some detail, Sir - I did not quote 

everything that had been contained in Hansard - I picked 

out several of the more blatant examples, and, Sir, 

I then summed it up with, I believe, two or three or 

three or four examples to which I will refer briefly now. 

One of them was on June 3, 1976 where my hon. friend and· 

colleague, then the Leader of the Opposition, the member 

for the Straits of Belle Isle (Mr. Roberts) asked the 

question of the Minister of Public Works concerning the 

building of an office building, and the Minister of Public 

Works then, referred to as Dr. Farrell in the Hansard, 

stated that "A decision has not been made, and when it 

is made I will be announcing it to the House." This 

Sir, some seven or eight months after an agreement had 

been signed by that same hon. gentleman, witnessed by the 

Premier according to the documentation I have tabled, 

and. Sir, by a Cabinet directive made on August 18, 1975. 

That, Sir, I submit, misled this hon. House. And I submit, 

Sir, since the hon. minister involved was the very one 

who signed the document.that it was a deliberate misleading 

of this hon. House, and that is why I have asked that a 

Committee of the Whole of the House be set up in order t~ 

inquire into the serious dllegations that I am making, and 

these allegations which I believe sincerely and in all 

honesty are borne out by the Hansard references and by the 

agreement and the Order in Council - or the Cabinet directive, 

I should say - which was tabled here yesterday. 
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MR. W. N. ROWE: ~other example, Sir, on 

March 28, 1977 when my frieud., the member for LaPoile 

district asked a minister, a new minister of Public 

Works then, referred to in the Hansard as Mr. Rousseau -

MR. NEARY: Rear, hear! 
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HR.W.Rm>'E: Hr. Neary, the member for LaPoile,asked 

the minister a question regarding the task force report on the 

building of office space for the government, And .he went on to 

say, tliis II 
is on Harch 28,1977, 9<!.~ the minister assure the House 

then that in the interim period while the minister is waiting for 

this report that if office space is required that public tenders 

will be called for such office space and that the award will go 

to the lowest bidder? Can the minister assure the House that that 

will be the procedure?" And the minister said "Yes, the minister 

can assure the hon. member~· Maybe they are weasel words, I do 

not know; maybe the words are to be taken absolutely literally, 

"Yes,I can assure him" without meaning what was being said behind 

the words. Well, Sir, I take that to be if this minister knew, 

if he knew of the existence of this agreement and the Cabinet directive 

which I tabled yesterday, and I submit, Sir, he knew orr should have 

known- if he did not know then there are some more serious questions 

to be asked by this Committee of the Whole House -if he did not 

know that is a serious enough situation in itself. But if he knew, 

Sir, then I would submit that he deliberately misl.~d my hon. colleague 

the member for LaPoile 01r. Neary) district in answer to that 

question. 

On June 2,1977 a question was asked by my 

friend,the member for LaPoile (:·Ir.Neary) district~refe=ed to in 

Hansard as Mr. Neary. "Could the hon. the Premier " he asked, "assure 

the House that no deals, no commitments have been made to private 

developers to rent office space either on a s~1ort-te:rm hasis or a 

long-term basis until the government nas the report in its hands and 

decides what t.l"le future is going to be as far as government uew 

buildings or office space is concerned7" And the Premier of the 

Province, Sir, in answer to that question, in the light of the knowledge 

which he had to have having signed or witnessed a document signed a 

year and a l1alf or so i>efore that, with no proof of that document ever 

} 
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HR.ll.:::tOWE: having been rescinded by a deed,for example,fro~ 

ti•e third party concerned,and no evidence that the Cabinet itself 

ever rescinded it, formally or otherwise, the Premier answered tllat 

question of my hon. friend, "Can th~ Premier assure the House that 

no deals, no commitments have been made to private developers to 

rent office space" etc. The Premier said "I most certainly can, 

Hr. Speaker, T.het:.a have absolutely not been any commitments made to 

any developer with office space or without." 

~ow, Sir, if we are taking a reasonable view 

of this whole situation, reasonable men cannot differ on that fact 

situation. It was calculated,I submit, Sir, calculated to deceive 

~y han. member and members of this hon. House. There was no word of 

explanation. nothing to the effect that.yes,my han. colleague the 

Hinister of Public Works signed an agreement ':lad: in August 18,1975 9 

a week before the general election,which I witnessed but that has 

since been rescinded by another agreement from the third party concerned 
:. 

and the Cabinet have all approved it and rescinded the Order-in-council 

which was granted at that time,,_~~ word of explanation like that, Sir, 

because, Sir, I would submit no word of explanation could have been 

given in all truth and honesty. And the fact is that that answer to 

that question deliberately mi s 1,~-d "this hon. House of Assembly, a 

deliberate misleading of the member of the House of Assembly, the 

highest legislative forum in this Province. 

On ~~y 8th, Sir, finally on this matter, the 

question was asked by the member for Trinity-Bay de Verde 01r.F.Rowe) 

regarding the building of office space. A supplementarY; was asked 

by the member for LaPoile (ar. l~eary) district if there was any agreement, 

arrangements or deals made, "Is there an arrangement or an agreement 

to put up a new building',that is all?" asked the member for LaPoile 

(~lr. Neary). "Will the Premier just tell me, yes or no· is there an 

arrangement or an agreement to put up a new building1" An arrangement ~ 

no talk then, in this particular question,about legal agreements or 

something approved by the Court and considered to be legally valid, 
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MR.W.ROWE: A:r~angeJ!tent or agreement or deal, the word 'deal' 

was Qften \l&ed, intention was used i11- some of the questions which 

were asked of the bon. the Premier . 

7 
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MR. W. ROl-lE: 

and ministers opposite, and in each ~ase, Sir, the answer came 

back, no, a bald-faced no; and in this particular case the 

Premier says~ ''Mr. Speaker, I have already answered once. _Maybe 

if one of the pages could come I could _spell it out for the hon. 

member. It is just n-o, Sir.'' And the Premier just wrote on a bit 

of paper, signed, initialed for my hon. friend- . the word •no•- in 

answer to that question. And if that, Sir, is not misleading 

this House, I do not care 1~hat kind of an interpretation are 

put on the words, if that is not ;:uisleading this House lvithin 

the spirit and the letter of an interpretation of the word 

"misleading" and deliberately misleading, then, Sir, there is no 

cvay that one human being can mislead another human being. It is 

not possible. And the fact is that it was calculated to mislead 

and it was calculated to conceal an agreement which had been signed, 

which had been passed over to the third party concerned, I would 

submit, which was accompanied by a Cabinet directive, and which that 

third party considered to be, I would submit, Sir, I certainly have 

not discussed it with him, I would submit because if I were the 

third oarty I would believe it to be a legally binding document, 

an agreement, an Order-in-Council or Cabinet directive, enforcible 

in the courts, and not only legally binding but a moral commitment 

made, a moral commitment made by this government to a third party 

to go ahead with a proposal contained in the agreement and in the 

Cabinet document. And if that is not a deal or an arrangment, or 

an agreement, or an intention, and if anyone in this House can get 

up and say there have absolutely not been, abolutely not been, not 

present tense, but a tense of the English language which covers the 

present and the past, Mr. Speaker, there have absolutely net been 

any agreements with anybody, any developer, to build an office 

building or to rent office space. 

Sir, if that is not calculated to deceive 

and mislead, Sir, nothing uttered by the mouth of man can ever 

deceive another person. And if that is not obvious to hon. members, Sir, 
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~!R. W. ROWE: then I fear for the future of the Legislature 

of this Province. 

Mr. Speaker, yesterday I tabled two documents. 

OJ!.e document was v1hat pu%l)orted to 'b-e an agreement between Her 

~~jesty the Queen in Right of_Ne!foudland, represented by the 

Minister of Public Works, and by a third party outside of this 

hon. House. The agreement was dated; 1975. There was no, as 

I mentioned yesterday, there was no date,day and there was no 

month attached to the agreement. The amount of space to be rented 

in the agreement was 408,000 square feet and the length of the 

term of the lease to be executed in pursuance of the agreement 

was twenty years, at which time the government could buy it back 

at $1.00, the le_aseb_ack scheme in other words, Sir, concerning 

which I will have a word or two to say later in my remarks. 

The minimum rent, minimum, Sir, the word is chosen and used deliberately, 

I would submit, the minimum rent is expressed to be $8.35 per 

square foot. As I mentioned yesterday, all expenses of any kind 

whatsoever were to be paid for by the government, the lessee, and 

the future owner of the building. They were not to be the 

responsihlity of the developer. 

As I mentioned yesterday, Sir, that meant 

that the developer would make a net revenue, not a net profit, a 

net revenue of $3,406,800 to be exact, per year, somewhere around 

$3.5 million a year for twenty years. And over the t\~enty years 

of the lease 
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MR. W. ROWE: which would be executed pursuant to 

the agreement, the developer would ~eceive $68 million and some 

odd dollars as well, nearly $70 million of public funds. Just 

to put it in prospective, Sir, if this buildin~ were to be valued 

at $20 million for example, or built for $20 million, and that 

was the amount that had to be borrowed and invested in order to 

construct that building, and if you.,take over the twenty year 

period $1 million per year out to pay back the capital and 

if you take out another $1 million to $1.5 million, $1.5 million 

would certainly be the outside limit, to pay the intere.st payable 

on the capital, then you have total expenses of $2.5 million 

involving the repayment of capital and interest in respect of. 

that lease, $2.5 million per year, at the outside, which means, 

Sir, that the owner of that_buildin2 and the owner of that 

lease, whether it was the original developer or s_omebody taking 

title to the documents under him, would have a net profit 

every year before taxes of $1 million. 

MR. SPEAKER: Order, please! 

I have to draw to the attention of people 

that notes may not be taken in the galleries. The press gallery 

are the only people who may do that. 

The hon. member for Twillin2ate. 

MR. W. ROWE: Which would mean, Sir, that a developer owning 

the building, or somebody buying or getting the building from him, 

or having the rights to it, would make $20 million over the twenty 

year period in net profits. That is what it means, Sir, reduced 

to its simplest possible basics. Now remember, Sir, that these 

are referred to in the agreement as minimum rental figures. 

Now, Sir, let me say a note, let me make 

l 

. ' 
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I 
Mr. W. Rowe: a note, or have a note in passing concerning l 

II " ! 

the third party concerned in this agreement. 

I would not like to see, Sir, for one moment 

anybody trying_·to drag a red herring over these proceedings, and try to 

attempt or attempt to persuade people publicly or privately that I am 

in any way criticizing the developer or the third party concerned in this 

matter. I am not, Sir. t~~s gentleman and other gentlemen like him 

in this Province, we all know their names-Lundrigan's and Andrew Crosbie 

and perhaps Brown there with SeabQrft and others like them, Sir, developers 

and construction men, men involved in building up this Province,are a 

part of the life's blood of the industry of this Province. And, Sir, they 

continuously put in proposals to governments,Provincial and Federal and 

Municipal, and they are trying to make a buck, and the bigger dollar they 

make the happier they are •. I wish sometimes I was in their position, 

Mr. Speaker; sometimes I do . not,when they lose money as is often the case-

it is a very risky business. They are entitled to make proposals 

to governments, ~nd I am not criticizing them for making proposals to 

governments. 

My criticisms,Sir, are not directed toward that 

gentlema~ · or any other gentlemen involved in this. The criticisms 

involved in this particular case, Sir, should not be diluted. They 

should be concentrated and directed. And they are in my case concentrated 

and directed, and they are directed at the bon. the Premier of this 

Province and any ministers who aided and abetted him in this particular 

scheme. Because, Sir, they are the ones- not the developer -the Premier 

and his colleagues, and members of this Rouse are the ones who are elected 

by the people of this Province to protect the people's interest, not 

developers• interests or their own interes_t.s--;-·eh·~-peo-~les interest. And 

that is who I am criticizing, Sir. And when I spell out in detail the 

nature of this agreement which was entered into by the Minister of 

Industrial Development, signed, witnessed by the Premier -'which in itself, 

I would suggest, Sir, is unprecedented in the annals of agreements signed 

between the government and any outside third party when I criticize this 

agreement I am criticizing the government of this Province for allowing such 
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Mr. w. Rowe: a lucrative deal to take place to begin with and, 

once having signed the deal, once havf.ng signed the agreement to cover it 

up, to keep it secret, to ref.t~se to answer truthfully questions directed 

to the Premier and his colleagues on the matter. That is what I am 

talking about. That is the criticism. This whole case we are involved 

in now, Sir, revolves around not how much money necessarily a developer 

is going to make, although that is an interesting point peripherally 

in it. The point is that there was a misleading statement or a series 

of misleading statements and a deliberate attempt to mislead for three 

years continuously this hon. House on an agreement, an arrangement, a deal· 

call it what you will-that the Premier knew existed and deli~erately 

misled this hon. House about. 

The other document I tabled yesterday, Mr. Speaker, 

purports to be a Cabinet directive and I have seen many of those in my 

time, and I would say that it is a true copy as expressed in the document, 

it is a true copy of a Cabinet directive. The only problem with a 

Cabinet d irective ora Cabinet, Sir, is that Cabinet directives can 

in fact be made, Cabinet meetings can be held- and there is no particular 

quorum of Cabinet required. It is possible for two or three members of 

an administration to get in and hold a Cabinet meeting and have a directive 

signed, and for other members of the Cabinet to be kept in the dark about 

it at that particular time, and unless the document is circulated, a 

Cabinet directive and unless the ministers themselves make direct enquiries 

about i t they can in -fact be kept in the dark. And that may be the 

case in this particular instance, I do not know, We will probably find 

out particul,rly if we have this Committee, Sir, which I hope members 

will vote for; - so we can get to the root of this, that may have been the 

case in this particular instance. There may have been an effort made 

to dupe , colleagues in a government . 

AN RON. MEMBER: Two or three could make the decision? 

MR. W • . ROWE Two or three could make that decision, yes, and 

they could have a Cabinet d-irectiv e s i gned and then the only recourse, of 

I 

l 
l 
I 
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Mr. w~ ·RoWe: course, is the outrage, the morale outrage of the 

colleagues who were so deceived or sa duped • 

Now, Mr. Speaker, -

AN 'RON. MEMBER: (Inaudible). 

MR. NEARY: You will not keep him. quiet,'F:tank'. 

MR~ W; ROWE: Now, Mr. S.peaker, the record will shaw as I 

indicated yeste:td.ay that the Cabinet'meeting so-called was held 

-I 
I 
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MR. W.N.ROWE: one week before the 

general election was called on August 25, 1975. One 

week before the general election was called1 which may 

strike some as a coincidence. It strikes me as again, 

once more a part of the general scheme of events taking 

place at that particular time. And, Sir, it seems to 

me to be an integral part of the whole cover-up scheme 

and the whole misleading attempt made to keep it secret 

and not to let it be exposed to the light of day 

because of its embarrassment. And I will deal with that 

particular matter in a little while, as to why it would 

exist in the first place. 

The Cabinet directive, 

Sir, which says, as I mentioned yesterday, ordered that 

the following proposals submitted by Mr. Craig L. Dobbin, 

St. John's, with regard to the construction of an 

office complex for the government situate immediately 

West of Confederation Building, "Be and they are hereby 

approved in principle subject to the suomission to 

Cabinet of satisfactory plans and specifications based 

upon analysis of the project by the Department of Public 

Works," a department, by the way, Sir, headed up by the 

same minister who signed the agreement, apparently, in 

secrecy. 

And that, Sir, I would 

submit as a for.mer member of a Cabinet and as a lawye~ 

is a binding commitment unless recinded, and certainly 

a binding commitment if based on a proposal or an 

agreement already signed by the government, which is 

the case in this particular instance. That, Sir, is a 

binding commitment. And the fact that something may have 

to be referred back to Cabinet - we have already discussed 

what Cabinet can consist of in any particular instance. 

The fact that plans and specifications based upon 

analysis of the project by the Department of Public Works 

l 

•. 
,.. 
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MR. W.N.ROWE: headed by the very minister 

who has already signed the agr~ement - the fact that plans 

had to be referred back to C~net for formal approval, 

Sir, is totally irrelevant. The commitment is there, 

a commitment in principle, a commitment based upon 

proposals contained in an agr~ement. Because the Cabinet 

directive then goes on to approve all the points, Mr. 

Speaker - Your Honour has had -an opportunity to read that 

document that I tabled yesterday, a copy of the agreement 

and the directive - the directive approves all the points 

in substance, and in detail in some cases, all the points 

which are found to be in the agreement itself. And as I 

said yesterday, the copy of the Cabinet directive is 

signed by the - or the Cabinet directive of which I have 

a copy is signed by Mr. J.G.Channing, Secretary of the 

Cabinet, a signature, Sir, which I have $een hundreds of 

times on similar, or on Cabinet documents. And, Sir, it 

is possible it is a forgery but I am certainly not 

presuming that, I assume that it is a valid signature. 

Somebody, I suppose, could have for.ged it in an expert 

way but I doubt that very much. I would assume that it 

is a valid signature on a valid Cabinet document attached 

to a valid agreement which affected the rights · of third 

parties who were parties to that agreement. 

And I had the documents 

checked out myself, Sir. I have had some lawyers look 

at it, friends of mine, nobody closely associated with 

me, and I have looked at it myself, and the legal advice 

which I have received and which I believe myself to be 

the correct case is that these documents, the agreement 

backed by the Cabinet directive are legally binding and 
. -') 

are _enforceable against the government in court. 

Now, Sir, that is not to 

say that I can say with 100 per cent assurance, or 80 

per cent assurance, or 70 per cent assurance 

J 
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MR. W.N.ROWE: that the court would, in 

fact, . rule that they are bind~?g. Nobody knows when he 

goes to court, as any person who has gone to court 

knows, what kind of a decision you are going to get, 

you can only go by the best legal advice available. 

But it is my feeling that the~e documents are legally 

binding. In O'ther words, they are very valuable 

documents worth, as I said yesterday, millions of 

dollars, not in public money as somebody said - or the 

Premier said yesterday that I was talking about public 

money having been wasted or spent, what I am talking 

about is that these documents are worth millions of 

dollars in the hands of the developer or anyone purchasing 

his rights from him, millions of dollars to the extent 

that these rights could be enforced legally against the 

government. 

And if the Premier thinks 

that any third party, a developer unilaterally recinded, 

or he thinks he is going to persuade me or members of 

this House that any third party unilaterally, without a 

quid pro quo, without some good consideration, without 

something else in return1unilaterally recinded that 

agreement, that binding document well, Sir, then he is 

going to have to take his specious arguments elsewhere. 

Because I say here now that nobody interested in making 

a profit with valuable documents, especially anybody who 

has maybe spent money 

' . 

_ I 
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MR. W. ROWE: on the basis of them, either trying to raise 

money or trying to get together pro~sals and trying to get together 

specs and architec~ural_ designs, pr6pably to the tune of several 

hundred thousand dollars, based on these documents, nobody, Sir, 

would unilaterally give up his legal rights without some 

quid pro quo or some good and valuable consideration in return. 

The point has been raised by the Premier 

that the documents are not valid,legal documents because they 

do not contain a seal, and there is no date on the document, and 

therefore they are not legally binding. Sir, if a client came 

to me when I was practicing law and said to me, "I signed this 

document but I was really cute and tricky, there was no _seal on 

it. My signature is there but there is no seal on it and there is 

no date at the top of the agreement, therefore I am so cute and tricky 

I am off the hook, right?" I ~.rould look at him, Sir, and I 'muld 

say,"Wrongi .In i your cuteness and your trickiness you did not get out 

of legal responsibility under that document~' The fact of the matter 

is that this agreement, t{r. Speaker, is either a valuable, legally 

enforceable agreement in itself or is a memorandum of agreement 

under the statute of frauds, the legislation of this Province, which 

anyone could bring to court and have the court themselves do what 

is called ''specifically enforce" the agreement. And that is the advice 

I would give anyone, Sir, who brought this to me as a lawyer. I would 

also tell him that"there is a chance if you were sued in court, there 

is a chance the court would throw it out for some reason. But I would 

not bet on it and I certainly would not ask you to put good money 

after bad in an effort to try to . weasl~out of an agreement, especially 

in a court action, because the chances are you \lere Oll. the hook legally 

and you would be bound by it." 

Now the Premier may come into the House of Assembly 

for all I know and tell me he has got legal advice to - the contrary, 

if somebody tells him the document is not legally binding, that there is 

j 

I 
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HR. l-1. ROWE: only a sixty ~ forty chance of being made 

liable under this agreement if you ~rent to court, or maybe an 

eighty- twenty chance or something like that. He might do that. 

He might bring in a legal opinion and table it in the House. He 

might get the Chief Justice of Cana4~ to give a legal opinion 

that :he can lay on the table of the House. He could go to that 

extent. But, Sir, that would be totally irrelevant,because 

the very least you can say about this document is that it was . 

intended to be an arrangement, or a deal, or an agreement of some 

sort0 Jt was intended by the parties concerned, namely the 

Minister of Industrial Development r~presenting the government, 

witnessed by the Premier of the Province, anc the third party, 

it was intended to be an arrangement or a deal or an agreement of 

some sort wh~ther :it turns out twenty years down the road to 

be legally binding in a court or not is irrelevant.I_t was intended 

to be an agreement or an arrangement, or a deal, or an intention on 

the part of the govenm.ent and this third party to erect an office 1 

building in return for the payments referred to in the agreement. 

And the Premier of this Province, Sir, denied in this House to members 

of the House of Assembly,when questions were asked of him, 11e denied 

the existence of any agreement, any arrangement, any deal, any intention 

of putting up an office building.by entering into a deal or an 

arrangement with a third party.~nd to try to come into this House 

and to drag a red herring over it to the extent that,.; _Oh, there is 

no seal on this document! I would like to see sone leases entered 

into by the Government of Newfoundland with other people J:o see 

if they all have seals on them. I would like to see some agreements 

entered into by the govenm.ent· which the government has considered 

binding and see if there is any seal on them, or if in every case 

there is a date on them. 

Sure you can go down to the Registry of Deeds 

and every second deed you come across has no date on it; the day is 

left out or the day 2nd month is left out. If I thought for one moment, 

f 
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MR. W. ROT~: or if people ~ho owm millions of dollars 

worth of prop~l:'tY t~oughout this city thought for one· moment that 
';i.. 

their deeds were not legally enforc~able or valuable because of 

that defect, · purely formal defeet, Sir, if they thought that there 

would be an uprising in the Provin~~ It is just a specious 

red herring signifying nothing. •. 
,_ , 
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MR. W. N. ROWE: ~d the fact that it may or 

may not be legally binding after it goes to three or four 

courts in the land up to the-Supreme Court of Canada is 

irrelevant. And the fact that the Premier might be able 

to find a legal opinion fromcsome lawyer somewhere that 

he did not think that on the~balance of probabilities it 

is binding, or even if he came out and said it is not 

binding, the fact that that opinion may or may not be 

tabled in this House or given by the Premier is totally 

irrelevant, Sir, because the Premier knows and his 

colleagues know and the developer knows and everyone who 

acted on behalf of the developer, I would submit, financially 

anywhere in this Province or up on the Mainland of Canada 

or the United States, they all know and I know and every 

member of this House knows that the intention was to enter 

into a deal or an arrangement or an agreement between the 

government and this developer to put up an office building 

and that is whatw~s denied and that is where this House -. . 
was deliberately deceived and misled by the Premier of this 

Province in a continuous, systematic, calculated way over 

the past three years. I know that, Mr. Speaker, Your Honour 

knows it and everyone in this House knows it. 

Now, Mr. Speaker, yesterday the 

Premier of the Province got up and made a statement. It 

was the usual type of statement which we have grown to 

expect from the Premier in answer to legitimate allegations 

and statements made in this House, When I said that I had 

been sick at heart at having to bring up this matter at all 

to begin with, we had the Premier reply in a statesmanlike 

fashion, "I notice the hon. member is sick and I hope he 

does not throw up over the member for LaPoile." ' 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Oh, oh! 
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MR. W. N. ROWE: ~~ that not great stuff, Sir1 

It i ·s great stuff. I hope there were no school children 

in the gallery at the time • . That is the witty, statesman-

like Premier of the Province· we have here, Sir. 

AN RON. MEMBER: Shame! (Inaudible) 

MR. W. N. ROWE: And then he went on to say he 

ha~ never heard such unadulterated nonsense or half-truths 

and he continued on with a ranting type of statement, very 

difficult to read in Hansard, but the substance of it does 

emerge after close study -"the Opposition are using the art of 

innuendo and smear through half-truths, in my i i i op n_ on aga_ n. 

They seem these days, Sir, to be the mouthpiece either a 

fu~itive from justice"which seems to be the bete noire 

MR. NEARY: The whipping boy. 

MR. W. N. ROWE: - the bee in the bonnet ~ the 

Premier these days, Sir. Ask the Premier is he suggesting 

that Mr. Doyle, the so-called futitive from justice, is 

involved somehow in this cas-e? Is that what the Premier is 

alleging? Is he alleging that the third party involved in 

the case has a connection, unsavoury or otherwise, with 

this Mr. Doyle down in Panama? Nobody suggested it 

yesterday. The Premier dragged the great red herring across 

the piece again, Sir, where he goes on to say, "In this case 

I would suspect a thief or someone close to it, because, Sir, 

how could they get an O~der in Council unless some despicable 

character broke his Oath of Secrecy, which is obviously the 

case1" Mr. Speaker, I would submit, Sir -

AN HON. HEMBER: (Inaudible) 

MR. W. N. ROWE: Well, I mean, if in his desperation 

he is accusing his own colleagues of somehow leaking out 

this Cabinet directive, Sir, then so be it. But let the 

Premier make a statement to that effect. I would like to 

see if he believes that his colleagues cannot keep things 
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., 

MR. W. N. ROWE: ~ecret in the government. 

But; Sir, I would submit that that is not the case. 

I am not going to accuse his colleagues of anything 

like that~ breaking their Oath of Secrecy. I would 

suggest, Sir, that there are at least four to a half 

dozen or more of these Orders-in-Council or Cabinet 

directives and agreements scattered around in Newfoundland 

or outside this Province for various purposes~ I would 

submit, Sir, the developer who is involved in this 

particular case probably carries one around with him 

in his own hip pocket -

MR. NEARY: See the reference I made there a 

few days ago. 

MR. W. N. ROWE: - as my friend from LaPoile said. 

I would say, SLr, that if~nyone was involved in getting 

legal opinions on the Mainland or raising money on the 

Mainland or here or anywhere like that, there were copies 

of that available, otherwise, Sir, what is the purpose of 

them? And for the Premier to stand up, Sir, and to allege 

something scurrilous on behalf of his own colleagues, 

is not in keeping, I would ,not suggest, with leadership of a 

government. 

And he goes on to say, Sir, 

"Secondly, how could the agreements be passed on of this 

nature unless the same thing occurred or unless a lawyer 

broke his lawyer/cl.ient relationship or unless a partner 

of that lawyer went next-door and dipped into the files o-f 

that particular person or 

,. 
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HR. W .ROllE: 

unless a thief stole it? Mr. Speaker, I do not know what the 
"· 

Premier_ was getting at btit I wish hewould say what he is getting 

at, this hon. gentleman who deplore~ innuendos and half-truths. 

~Jr. Speaker, the despicable display _on the part of a statesman 

' or a purported statesman in this Province - and let me say this, 

Sir, no lawyer in this Province, no lawyer in this Province save 

me any information in connection with this or any document in 

connection with this. The Premier goes on , Sir, to say:'I have 

had a little forwarning on this because there are members in the 

Opposition who are more concerned about the truth and presenting 

the facts than just publicity in this House. ax.d we are very thankful 

for tbose people at this time." 

Now, Mr. Speaker, the great defender against 

innuendo and half-truths and so onl I know, Sir, that nobody in 

the caucus that I have the honour to belong to leaked about this 

matter. 

MR.NEARY: Or tipped him off. 

HR. W.ROWE: Or tipped the Premier off. I do not know, 

Sir. If the Premier knows something different I wish he would 

name some names, A dastardly accusation! 

SOliE liON. HE:1BERS : Hear, hear! 

MR.NEARY: Another misleading statement. 

<JR. W .ROWE: Coming into this House, Sir, and trying to 

smear twenty members in this han. ilouse with dishonesty or breaking 

secrets of caucus or disloyalty to their own colleagues and so on~ 

a great defender of truth, the great fighter against innuendo. I 

know, Sir, that 'there is no leak in my caucus if only from the fact 

that it was the Premier himself who said there was. That is evidence 

enough to me that there is no leak, Sir, in the Liberal caucus of 

this Province. Further, Sir, I would suggest that the Premier who, 

if he is known for anything he is known for being - how would 

I say -

'. 
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rm..w.mmE: cute, cunning is a word that perhaps ~aybe 

throwu in ~here, slippery, a little bit slippery when it comes to 

politics. If the Premier had any lea'k in my caucus, Hr. Speaker, 

i1e would not be coming in and d.ivulgj.ng it to this hon. House.. He 

would be protecting it as a sacreti source of information. 

The fact of the matter is, Sir, and let there 

be no mistake about this, I discussed this matlter far and wide before 

raising it in this House. 

MR. SIMMONS: No better than - the sources op. Randy Simms 1 ticket. 

l·!RW. ROWE: I discussed it with many people- yes, the sources 

nn Randy Simms' tickets .ware about probably the sources of the 

Premier's information, where he had to get up and apologize to this 

House for slandering a member of the: press. I discussed this matter 

with many people, Sir, before raising it in this House. I discussed 

it with people before I came into possession of the document, I even 

called up a number of the Premier's former colleagues to mention 

facts to them. I mentioned it indirectly to a couple of members of the 

press, I had no desire whatsoever, Ur. Speaker, to hide this question 

or the fact that I was digging into it. My hon. friends had raised 

the matter the day before in the House,and I had indicated to a graat 

number of people that I thought documents existed and that I thought 

that the documents might come to me from a source outside the Province 

in due course,and they did come, Sir. I had no desire to catch the 

Premier of the Province unprepared. I was only interested, Sir, in 

getting the matter out on the table of the House, getting the truth 

of the matter out that the Premier had concealed and covered up for 

three years, no interest, Sir, in trying to score cheap political 

points by trickery. If the Premier had some logical, sensible, rational 

explanation of why he would cover up this situation for three solid 

years and deceive members of this House,then I am interested in hearing 

that. If . he is prepared and can knock me down on the matter, I am 

interested in that as <Tell. No desire to be in this House or to gain 
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MR..W.ROWE: the government with my colleagues by 

trickery or by something close to trickery, Mr. Speaker. 
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MR. 1-7 .N. ROriE: ' 
~-

So le~ us give rid of this notion about caucus leaks and 

the Premie~ being prepared and the Premier pulling a 

good stunt znd all that kind of thing, ~-•r. Speaker. I 

could not care less because it is only the truth of the 

matter which should be of any interest to us or the 

members of the Press,and I am sure that that :ls being 

and has been establised. 

The Premier, Mr. Speaker, carried 

on with his remarks and mentioned about some deals or some 

proposals 'mich have been made in a similar vein by other 

people;I think he mentioned Atlantic Place or the owners 

thereof,he mentioned Trizec and so on, and he ta~led on 

the table of this House a n~ber of proposals and documents 

which he used . in my opinion honestly expressed here today, 

which he used to try to cover up the kernel, the genuine 

nature of the documents which I had tabled here. He tabled 

in this House, Sir, as a reading of Hansard ~~ill show,a 

number•of documents and if Your Honour has had the opportunity 

to go through these documents he ~nll see that not one 

of the documents tabled by the Premier bears the signature 

of anybody connected ~rith the government. 

SOME HON. MEMBEP.S ; Hear, hear! 

MR. vT.N. Rm!E: And tO come into this Rouse 

and try to pretend to me and the other members of this 

P.ouse that this document which I signed bearing the 

signature· - which I tabled b"earing the .s:ignatut:e.s of ·a 

third party,the Premier,a Minister· of Public Works at 

t~e time is in some way similar to a few proposals flung 

in at the government by some developers is in itself, 

Sir, a misleading of this hon. House. 

SOHE non. ~!El'BERS: Hear, hear! 
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The 'lih.ole thing is of the same 
":7 

piece, Mr. Speaker•T!J.ere is a des'ire,an incredibly desperate 

desire to ·conceal,to cover this up,to try to otifuE-cate-as 

ar. Crosby would say if he we~ he_re,I am sure-to try to 

by design to try to muddle this matter up and try to conceal 

from the people of this Province and the members of this 

House on both sides the true nature of t3e arrangement and 

the agreement whic.IJ. ~1as signed by the government and the 

outside party. 

On this Trizec thing, ~-!r. 

Speaker, by the way, I was not in the Rouse at the time, !1r. 

Speaker, and 1 have not done any research in the Uansards 

but if I remember correctly were there not questions asked 

of the Premier -

HR. S. ~R.Y: That is exactly right, That is 

right. 

MR. \LN. ROWE: - if there was anything -

l-lR. S. NEARY: Trizec. "\ny proposals. 

NR. W.N. ROWE: - any proposals or agreements 

or intentions or deals or arrangements made with Trizec -

l='lR. S • 1lEARY: He kept denying it. 

erR. H .N. 'P.OWE: ~ and the Premier,if I remember 

correctly-! will have to check ITansard on it, Sir 

MR . S . -NEARY : ~!o,you are right. 

DW- 2 

}lR. ~v .N. RO~lE: - the Premier denied that as well. And 

yesterday,in an effort to show he did not mislead the House with 

regard to the Dobbin deal,!tabl_esin the House documents which he 

says are similar which show that he was misleading the House of 

Assembly when ha asked questions about Trizec over the past t~o 

or three years. Now, Mr. Speaker, what woulr' you call that? 

MR. S. NEARY: ~lhat would you call that? 

I 
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MR. W.t1. ROt-.'E: "o\n a~reement to rent. It is not 

signe_d,it is a draft agreement. 

HR.. S • NEARY: We as~ed if th~re were anv ?ro~osals. 

~1R. W.N. ROWE: There is, . I believe, an OrdPr in 

Council,if I looked through the documents very carefully,which 

covers this Which says· that the minister has authority. But the 

Premier den,ied !:his time and t-ime again.! have never heard 

the like, Ur. Speaker, the brazenness of it to try to defend 

against allegations that he misled the House in on2 deal by 

coming in and tabling documents relating to another deal, 

which he has already misled the Rouse on,as evidence that he 

did not mislead the House on the first deal. Hho ever heard 

the like of it? 

MR. S. NE!u"tY: 

AN HON. MEMBER: 

with big lies. 

MR. SPFAKER (DR. COLLINS): 

Sotmds like a Nixon type of affair • 

It is· called covering up the small lies 

Order, please! Order, please! 

I should point out to hon. menbers 

t~at if an hon. member wishes Co speak he should rise and be 

recognized by the Chair. In a serious matter such as is before 

the House,I am sure hon. members would wish to obey the 

Standing Orders very precisely. (Hon. member. 

MR. lL~1. ROl\TE: Is this the deal,by the"way,that 

causedthehon. member of~St~ John's East-

A..'f HOl-T. MEMBER: 

HR. W.N. ROWE: 

AN P.:ON. MEMBER: 

1-'R.. ~1.N. RotJE: 

said -

MR. NEARY: 

~. t.r.N. ROWE: 

~To. The D().bbin deal. 

Oh! Another deal. 

Torbay Road Dobbin deal. 

Right,the one that the government 

Wedgewood Park. 

some people , well we talked it over. 

and we thought that maybe 70,000 or 80,001') square feet,or 

whatever it was,was not enough and we should not be getting 
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~. W.N •• 'P..m•'E: into .~his 1·.inct of a deal l:!eeausP-

we needed tfno.ooo and therefore ~·7e ··changed our minds. nus 

is what he ·was talking about,was it 1 The thing that 

caused the resignation of one of the best minister's this 

gove=ment has ever had. 

AN RON. ~-lEHBER: 

Mit. !4 .N. RmJE: 

~!R. W.li. r..QWE: 

:AN RON. liEMBEll : 

UR. W.lf. ROWE: 

(Inaudible) 

Tll.at is the sa111e deal. 

Wedgewood Park. 

The Wedgewood Park deal. 

75,000 square feet. 

75,ooq square feet,that is right. 

Hr. 3peaker, if anything h45 ever been calculated to deceive 

this hon. House,these particular matters and the matters of 

the Premier's negotiations or shenanigans with third parties 

outside of this House regarding 

l)TiT - 4 
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Mr. w. Rowe: office space at very lucrative rents, leaseback 

proposals, if anything is calculated,, Sir, to deceive and to bring 

the gove~nment of this Province,into disrepute, because they are 

not acting in · the best interest of the people of this Province, these 

deals are, and this whole cover-up, this whole effort to keep the lid 

on these unsavoury activities 
1
qu!ck ,_;.hushed-up deals taking place 

a week before a General Election is called. 

I have heard speculation and theory as to why the deal 

never went through afterwards.The deal was never consummated, you might say, 

up to this point in time, although I can assure the bon. Speaker that it 

is no lack of desire to consummate this particular deal by putting up 

the building. I have heard theories about it. One gentleman who I 

would think has some knowledge in this, a man who has been closely 

associated with politics himself,mentioned to me that what the Premier 

was hoping for was a slightly larger majority than he got in 1975. 

They expected the Liberal Party to get ten or eleven seats in that 

particular time; instead ,~e got seventeen and Mr. Smallwood's Party got 

three, so there was not a very - there were only ten members which after all 

was only five back and forth9 separating the Goverument from the 

opposition parties. And that if the bon. the Premier had gotten elected 

with the majority which he thought he was going to get, thirty-six, thirty-

seven, thirty-eaght seats -

MR. NEARY: What a ripoff! 

MR. w; ROWE: - instead of the thirty which he did get -

AN 'HON. MEMBER: Look out! 

then, Mr. Speaker, that building would be built now • 

MR; NEARY: And a helicopter pad on the roof. 

'MR. W. ROWE: There may have been a helicopter pad on the roof~as my. 

bon. friend points out . 

MR; SIMMONS: And a coupl~ of cash bank accounts in Switzerland. 

MR; w; ROWE: Yes, Mr. Speaker. No want ofdesire,I would suggest, 

Sir, to consummate this particular matrimony. No lack of desire, just a 

lack of being able to find the means, the place, the time, the appropriate 
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Mt. W. Rowe: opportunity. 

Let me say one word,_Sir, about leaseback. 

Mr. Speaker, the sickening part of thi s whole episode is the rank 

hypocrisy involved by members of that ~dministration, and the hon. 

member for St. John's East (Mr. Marshall) knows whereof I speak. I 

sat over there, Sir, for three or four years, and I heard him, and I 

heard the hon. member for St. John's Centre (Mr. Murphy), and I heard 

other hon. members presently in the House, the hon. member for St. 

John's East Extern (Mr. Hickey) castigate the former administration 

for their dastardly deeds in entering into leaseback arrangements, 

ripping off the people of this Province. I heard the Premier of the 

Province and his colleagues make reference to this kind of a situation, 

what had gone on for twenty-three years,these kinds of deals, leaseback 

arrangements, as the worst., thing that ever happened,lacking,as they do 

or as they did public tendering, fostering,as they do, cosy,unhealthy 

relationships between the government and the developer, with the developer 

bound to make a tremendous profit, with,of course, tlie suspicion hanging 

over everyone that a portion of that profit will perhaps find itself into 

a government party's coffers. There is always the suspicion whether it 

takes place or not. And people despise the whole idea of leaseback 

arrangements. And to see this government coming into office like a 

White Knight in shining ·armour,galloping out of the West like Lochinvar, 

Mr. Speaker, to clean up corruption, clean up politics in this Province, 

make it decent again- this hon. Premier, and this government, t~t is 

how they got elected, that is how they got elected nearly in 1971, 

and that is how they got elected, Sir, certainly in 1972 with this 

pledge to the Newfoundland people that the old days of leaseback 

arrangements and similar activities were gone, and to see the Premier 

and his colleagues 

1 
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~. W. ROWE: stand up in this House now and defend 

those kinds of proposals, not only ~e one that I tabled here 
; 

NM- 1 

but to table other similar arrangeme~ts, proposals, considered 

and given approval up to a certain point by the government of 

this Province, Sir, is a sickening hypocrisy and it stinks 

to high heavens,And members of this-House, Sir, should know 

that this ~overnment has gone back on its word and its pledge 
. ~ 

to their own colleagues in the backb~nches, and to the members 

of the public who are interested in cleaning up, getting rid 

of these unholy matrimonies, these unholy marriages between 

government and developers.that if they are not consummated, 

are only unconsummated because the r~ght opportunity did not 

arise, The ~right place was not found, th~ right time had not 

yet come- ~he only thing that saved the situation in this 

particular case, Mr. Speaker. And the Premier cc;1ming into 

this House and saying,"! would suggest to the hon. Leader of 

the Opposition, I have adequate proof that no agreement is presently 

in existence," and talking about the agreement having been rescinded. 

I did not see any rescission document·tabled in this House, Mr. Speaker. 

The hon. gentleman, you went through it? 

HR. NEARY: No. 

~!R. W. ROWE: Was there anything rescinding itt 

MR. NEARY: It is not there. 

HR. W. ROWE: A Cabinet document, maybe there is one now. 

Maybe there is one now, Sir, in existence all of a sudden tl1at the 

Premier may table today. I notice he has got a backload of more 

snow jobbery to lay on the table of the House. No rescission of the 

agreement, no rescission of the Cabinet document, the Cabinet directive 

documents, Sir, which existed up to the time that I exposed them to 

the sunlight yesterday. And, Sir, if that deal does not now go ahead 

and if no legal action is ever taken on it, Sir, the people of this 

Province have to thank the fact that it was exposed for what it T.~as 

in this House of Assembly and no other reason -

:MR. NEARY: Hear, hear! 

I . ~ 

~ 
I 
I 
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MR. W. ROWE: - and not because the Premier did not desire 

it to go ahead or one or two of his'close colleagues there did 

not des-ire it to go ahead. 

The Premier of the Province stands up in 

the House yesterday and snows the House with all these documents 

and the only one, Sir, I repeat in case anyone has missed it, 

the only one bearing any signature or having any semblance of 

legal validity at all was the one th~t we tabled in this han. 

House and which the Premier apparently did not table when he 

tabled his documents yesterday. Not another one was signed 

by a member of the government purporting to represent the government 

itself. And the Premier stands up ~d says, "All the Opposition 

Leader had to do, Mr. Speaker, was come and see if this \ofas a fact - 11 

MR. NEARY: Yes. Sure. 

MR. ~v. ROWE: " - not take hours of the H~mse 1 s time, come 

and see what the story was and if it ~~as wrong of course bring it 

up in the House." Well, Sir, you do not have to be Sherlock Holmes 

to see it is wrong. You do not have to be Chief Justice Learned Hand 

to see that there is hanky panky involved here. If there is any decency 

in doing that sort of thing I suggest, Sir, there is not, another 

cheap shot. I ask my colleague uho is now running out of the House, 

Mr. Speaker ,' what success did he have, ~·rhen he had private meetings 

with the Premier of this Province -

MR. NEARY: That is right. 

MR. W. ROWE: - and ~nth the -ba~n for the PC Party, and 

with other members of the administration over there -

MR. NEARY: Right. Right. 

HR. W. ROWE: - in an effort to get to the foul bo~tom, if that 

is possible, of the Scrivener affair? What success did he haye? 

No success, Mr. Speaker, until he took the bull by the horns and laid 

the matter on the table of this House. _Then. ~~e see the police investigation, 

then ~~e see it, Sir. The Premier • Sir, owes a little bit more to the 

intelligence of members of this House than to think he is going to 

. 
~~ 
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convince them-, that all tve had to do, the 

Leader of the Opposition,trundle over to see him and say, 

"Look ,F.ranlde Baby I have these documents here showing that 

you entered into a deal ~rlth Craig, you know. What about that?" 

~Oh,that is all right,Bill,boy. Thare is no problem. There is 

no building outside. You can see there is no building out there." 

1-Ul.. NEARY: 

into that." 

MR. tL ROWE: 

'~e will set up an internal commi~tee to look 

'~es, we will get someone down in the Department 

of Public 1-Torks~' Sir, people '"ho tvent before a board of enquiry, a 

public enquiry here in this Province and said to the commissioner 

publicly, "Oh, we do not dispute anything with a minister. What 

the minister says goes, Mr. Speaker. If the minister says 'Jump', 

we jump. If he says, 'Do not jump,' we do not jump." "!'low let 

us set up," the minister would suggest to me, as he did to my 

hon. colleague·-

HR. NEARY: 

~iR. W. ROWE: 

That is right. 

. "Let us set up an internal task force to make 

sure that there is no hanky panky going on here in this matter, as 

we did with the Scrivener affa:f:r," and sure enough two or three 

months later on it would come. "That is all right, Bill, boy, no 

problems there," would say the Premier, "we have had that looked 

at. No problems." 

MR. NEARY: Audited. 

MR. W. ROWE: "Yes. 'We have had it looked at. We had somebody 

run over the figures. The figures are okay. Two and two equals four, 

we discovered that." 

}iR. NEARY: We got our invoices and they were paid. 

l 
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AN HON.MEMBER: That is right. 

MR. W. N. ROWE: What nonsense, Mr. Speaker, for 

the Premier to try to pawn that off on this House and the 

people of this Province! 

M~ . Speaker, there are a lot of 

things to be said on this matter and I will have another 

opportunit~ when the debate closes up on this to win~ 

up the debate and to make a few more novel statements, 

I hope, and to summarize what has been said here today 

and will be said in the future. 

There are one or two matters 

I would like now to bring up publicly in the House. 

I would like the Premier of this Province when he gets 

up to speak - and I hope he speaks after me now - I would 

like him to table the document which exists in the office 

of the Clerk of the Council, Mr. Channing, the Secretary 

of the Cabinet, indicating who was present at the Cabinet 

meeting on August 18, 1975 when this agreement and proposal 

was approved. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. W. N. ROWE: I have too much respect for most 

of the members opposite, Sir, to believe that there were 

more than a handful - a corporal's guard, I would submit . 

Most of the hon. members who were in the Cabinet at that 

time,or are in the Cabinet now and were then, - most of them, 

I would think, Sir, were probably out on the hustings, 

either trying to get nominated or mending a few fences i~ 

their districts, because the election was about to be called, 

was called one week later. The election was in the air, 

and I would suggest, Sir, most of the hon. ministers were 

not at that Cabinet meeting. And I would like to hear from 

them. I do not have a list in front of me now of members 

who were in the Cabinet. Perhaps one of my colleagues when 
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HR. W. N. ROWE : h::e gets up to speak can mention 

who ·the ministers were at that time. I would like to hear 

each of them presently in this House today get up and tell 

us were they at that Cabinet- meeting-

l1:R. NEARY: Hear, hear! 

MR. W. N. ROWE: -which took place on August 18, 

1975, that approved this rot~en deal. Let them stand up, 

Sir, and tell whether they were there or not. 

Number two, Mr. Speaker, I would 

like ministers opposite to stand up when they speak and tell 

this hon. House whether they knew of the existence of these 

two documents, the agreement and the Cabinet directive or 

not~ A simple question, Sir, and a simple answer - either 

they knew of the existence of the documents or they did not. 

And I know that there are members opposite who had no more 

knowledge, Sir, than a two-year-old child playing in a 

back yard that these documents were in existence from the 

time they were made up to the time I mentioned them yesterday. 

I saw the Premier lean over to one and say, "Oh, he is talking 

about the Dobbin agreement." And to see the startled look 

on the face of the minister concerned! There are other 

ministers here who had no notion that this document existed. 

And if there are ministers here who did know about it, I 

would like to hear their explanation, Mr. Speaker, as to why 

~hey condoned the deliberate misleading of this House by the 

Premier of this Province 9 why they allowed that to happen, 

why they did not go to the Premier at least after the first 

or second time and say, 'Do not tell lies to the House of 

Assembly - tell the truth: If ministers knew about this, 

I would like to hear why they did not do that. Maybe they 

had some logical, sensible reason. I would like to know 

who in the caucus opposite knew about the existence of this 

agreement. I would submit, Sir, that nobody in the P.C. 
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MR. w. N. ROWE: c~ucus - and I give them a 

ehanc~ to pr.qve ae wrong wheu they stand up to speak -
nobody besides the' Premier aud one or two others 

·-
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Mr. w. Rawe: 

who were present at this so-called Cabinet meeting had any idea whatsoever 

-. 
about the existence of this document. ; The Minister of Municipal Affairs 

is over there with his usual pleasant smile on his face. I will ask 

him, did you know about the document? 
MR. F. ROWE: He was not even elect~d then. 

AN HON. MEMBER: He just froze. : 

MR. W. ROWE: Did he know about the document afterwards? 

MR.. RIDEOUT: His smile is gone. 

MR. SIMMONS: He knew about it yesterday. 

MR; W. ROWE: Sir, that wipe~ the smile off his face. 

MR. STRACHAN: Speak up (inaudible) 

MR. W. ROWE: The smile is gone all of a sudden, Mr. Speaker, 

He knew nothing about that document, .-
1 

MR. F. ROWE: (Inaudible) document. 

MR. W. ROWE: - that the Premier considers to be such an 

innocuous, harmless piece of paper with no legal validity or anything like 

that. He knew nothing about it, it was kept from him, Mr. Speaker, 

because the Premier.maybe had the suspicion that the Minister of 

Municipal Affairs might have been a little bit to_o;, what shall we say -

what is ~ synonym for honest · that is not going to get me flung out 

of the House -a little bit too scrupulous, say, to live with it, Mr. 

Speaker, in secrecy. He will get up now perhaps and with mouthful after 

mouthful of bravado and say, "Oh, no! There is nothing to this, this is 

okay." Because, Sir, as we found out from the young fellow Dean who 

was part of the Watergate affai~ ' the group dynamics, the loyalities to 

the group, the desire to be thought well of by your peers in the group, 

stick to it,to be loyal, to fight it out, brazen it out, stonewall it 

out, that desire, Sir, is often stronger than the inner feelin~ or 

conscience of a person who knows what the true situation is and would 

love to see the public know the true situation. But this feeling that 
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Mr. w. ROwe: he has to stick with the group, brazen it out, 

is often too strong a feeling for all but the strongest individual, 

Sir, to overcome. 
J:· 

Brazen it out, Mr~ Speaker, our only hope of saving 

our face and saving our hides, and perhaps getting a half a dozen of us 

elected and keep the party together iu the next election is to brazen 

it out, and pretend that we still are ,,together and that there is nothing 

wrong here. 

MR. NEARY: They forget governments change. 

MR. W. ROWE: Yes. And hon. members should not forget that governments 

do change. They should not forget that, Sir. 

MR; NEARY: And then the documents will be brought up to the light of 

day. 

MR. W. ROWE: And I hoye we do not' see the moving vans shipping out 

the documents, Mr. Speaker, because I would not mind having a look at 

some of the documents that were executed over the p~st six ye~rs. 

AN HON. MEMBER: Well you could always do 

what he did to the former premier. 

MR; w; ROWE: Well, no,I would not do that. I make this 

guarantee to the former Premier now, or the present Premier• I am talking 

about his future when I said 'former Premier'. I will make this 

guarantee to him now that there will be no witch hunts, Mr, Speaker. There 

will be no RCMP raids on his·house or any of his colleagues'. There will 

not be. No witch hunts. Not the least bit interested in it. I am interested 

in what I wish more members on the other side were interested in,staying 

away from these ripoff situation~- and just try to grapple with the 

problems of the Province. 

SOME HON; MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. w; ROWE: The 20 per cent unemployment. 

SOME ·RoN. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. w; ROWE: The increase in electrical rates again now 

by the Government owned Corporation, a little while ago, and now by the 

privately owned one, which is going to be a desperate, a desperate situation 

for many of the people on fixed incomes in this Province, Wny do they not 
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Mr. W; R6we: grapple with that, Mr. Speaker instead of spending 

their caucuses and their Cabinet meetings trying to shore up, trying to .. · 
prop up ~hemselves as a government and as a party, as I said earlier, 

desperately clinging to the shreds of _power and authority which they 

have left to them. 

There are one or two other things, Sir, which 

I will just mention. When I made t~ese disclosures yesterday and 

laid these documents on the Table yesterday,! did it, Sir, in all 

sincerity and in full knowledge of the fact that I was running tremendous 

political risks ,.. and running tremendous personal risks. For example, 

Sir, and I want to make this point, clear to clear the air because the 

matter was raised indirectly by the Premier yesterday, one of the best 

friend • s I have in this world, and a law partner of mine happened to 

have done some work for the third party involved in this case· on a legal 

basis over the last number of years 0 JU1d.I realize, Sir, that by laying 

this document on the Table of the House concerning ~hich I have not even 

had a discussion with that gentleman·- talk about had a look at any 

documents, I doubt if he knows whether they existt-
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HR. W. ROWE: but, Sir, I realize that I ran the risk 

of this gentleman being the subject_f f a smear as well
; _ 

MR. NEARY: Slander and l~~ble. 

MR. W. ROWE: which .came, was nearly hatched yesterday. 

I realize, Sir, I myself, who have done legal work for the third 

party involved in this particular case, the developer, ran the 

risk of myself being slandered with some violation of the solicitor/. 

client relationship. I realize thac that risk was inevitable, 

~r. Speaker. I realize, Sir, that another one of my very best 

friends in this world, a gentleman not now in the Province, teaching 

at la<,T school, a former colleague of the hon. the Premier · until 

~he last el~ction, I ran the risk by doing this of implicating 

hfm in some way with these nefarious goings on, either by virtue 

of the fact that he may have gotten documents to me, which I 

doubt even if he knew existed, I doubt very much if he knew they 

existed. I doubt very much if he was at the Cabinet meeting which 

approved these documents. But I knew I ran the risk of implicating 

him either by way of leaking documents or information or that he 

was involved in the activity. I knew, Sir, when I laid these 

documents on the table of the House yesterday, because I had 

been told, I knew that the Premier had considered himself to be 

tipped off as to what I was up to and that I ran the serious political 

risk of having a snow job done on this House, a snow job done on 

this government, and that I could be put in the position of having 

committed an elemenary political blunder and so on and so forth, 

That is another risk I ran. 

I knet-7, Sir, that there was a grave and distinct 

possibility that you, yourself, might not consider my· point of privilege 

to be well sustained. I talked with some so-called experts in Ottawa 

and they had told me that it ~ras a very dicey case, that perhaps they ~rould 

advise the Speaker in the House of Commons to say there was no point 

,._ 
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MR. W. ROWE: of privilege, merely ~ dispu~e as to facts 

between two bon. members of the House and that therefore I would 

look a little bit like a fool again-when Your Honour came in 

and said, ·~o point of privilege, prima facie point of privilege, 

next question please." And I am left here with the press and 

the public and the members of the House all saying, "Well,Rowe 

leaped into the dark there without ~vin~ done his homework." 
-~ 

That !dnd of a situation, Sir. Fortunately it did not turn out 

that uay because Your Honour took a courageous and unprecedented 

position,I do believe,and found that_ there was a point of privilege 

raised which could be sustained by a : debate in this House and 

referred to this House for debate. And therefore, Sir, to that 

extent at least my position is vindicated and I am happy that 

that is so. But these risks existed, Mr. Speaker, and the fact 

that they did exist made th~ whole situation very .trying on me 

and my close colleagues. But we considered it and we thought that 

they were risks well worth running if we could expose to the light 

of day these shady dealings, these seedy goings~on, these secret 

cover·ups, these deals being made behind closed doors that never 

see the light of day until they are fait accompli and nobody 

can do anything about them, deals which are not subjec to public 

tender, which have so outraged my friend from St. John's East 

(Hr. ~{arshall) from time to time, which made him bring in the 

Public Tendering Act, which is now in the process of being circumvented, 

not because the act is no good necessarily but because his former 

colleagues are too devious. 

Expose it to the light of day and let the 

Premier come in with a rescinding document, or anything else he 

may have there, a document saying - even signed by the developer, 

I do not know, sayin~~;, "That I hereby renounce all my rights 

to the document," or "I did not consider the document to be legally 

binding," or some such thing, or come in with a legal opinion, Let 

him do it, ~r. Speaker. The fact of the matter is that this matter was 

I 
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MR. W. ROWE: eovered up for three years. The fact 
.;. 

of the matter is that if anyone gaviup rights under this 

agreement they "got something in re~. Of that I am definitely 

certain·_-: not by having seen or beatd from anyone directly 

involved in it 1 but by the operatio1Ji;of a little common 
' • - l 

·-
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MR. W.N.ROWE: 

sense, a little bit of an enquiring mind into what goes 
.:; 

on in these situations. 

:If there is a recinding 

document, Mr. Speaker, the people of this Province 

did not benefit from any such recinding document, let 

me put it that way. And if there is a recinding document 

there is quid pro quo. 

MR. NEARY: 

been tabled yesterday? 

MR. W.N.ROWE: 

been tabled _yesterday? 

MR. F.B.ROWE: 

tabled yesterday? 

MR. W.N.ROWE: 

Why would it not have 

. Yes, why would it not have 

Why was not the agreement 

No agreement tabled 

yesterday, no recinding documents tabled.yesterday, no 

recinding Cabinet directives tabled yesterday. Maybe 

they are all in the Premier's possession now. But, Sir, 

it is too late because the people of this Provincenow 

know that the jig is up, they know, Sir, what is going 

on and they know they are not going to put up with it. 

And I am certainly not going ' to put up with it. And I 

do hope, Sir, that the members of this House on both sides 

or a majority --I do not expect everybody because I expect 

there to be an attempt by some to keep the matter out of 

public scrutiny- ·but I do hope that a majority on both 

sides can vote for the setting up of this committee of 

the Whole House so that we can examine witnesses and 

examine documents in connection with this matter. And 

how far or how wide that web will weave itself, Sir, I 

do not know. But I will say this, that if I remember 

my Beauchesne correctly, I have not looked it up for 

this purpose, .:but witnesses before a Committee of this 

House have absolute immunity. My friend, the Chairman of 

•. 
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MR. W.N.ROWE: the Public Accounts Committee 

would know the answer to that. Witnesses,! do understand, 

have immunity and can speak, S~r, and know that whatever 

they say cannot be made a subject matter of criminal or 

civil prosecution. 

And that is the kind of 

enquiry we should have on this· kind of a matter and let 

us get to ·the bottom of this and other similar nefarious 

dealings by this government, using the privileges of 

this House to do so. That is why this House has its 

privileges of immunity and so on which can be extended 

to witnesses before it in grave public matters. Let us 

set up the connnittee because, ·Mr. Speaker, I do not 

care what the cost is to myself in political matters, or 

to even my colleagues in political matters, but I do 

want the Premier to know this, and I want·his colleagues 

to know this, that I am detennined, absolutely detennined, 

Mr. Speaker, to clean up the political corruption in this 

Province. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: 

MR. NEARY: 

MR. W.N.ROWE: 

Hear, hear! 

God guard thee Newfoundland. 

And I am detennined, Mr. 

Speaker, to wipe off the face of Newfoundland's political 

map the type of goings-on, the chicanery, the skulduggery, 

the corruption I have referred to, the hanky-panky, call 

it what you will, matters in which a government is looking 

after its own interests first · and its friends' interests, 

and is not looking after the interests, or the best interests 

of the people of this Province. Sir, I am detennined and 

I believe that my colleagues with me are detennined to 

change that situation, Sir, at no matter what cost to 

ourselves and at no matter what cost to members on the 

other side of this House. We are detennined, Sir, to wipe 

the political map of this Province clean. 

1 
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SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. SPEAKER: The hon. member for St. John's 

East. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. MARSHALL: -Mr. Speaker, before I get 

into the debate I would like tC alert Your Honour to the 

fact that there are things I shall be saying in the 

course of the debate that may ~ot necessarily meet the 

approbation of members on this; side or that side of the 

House. There are certain things I may say that may not be -

they may wish to interject but.! have only forty-five minutes, 

which is a short period of time, Your Honour, and I inform 

Your Honour that I wish to speak in silence - or be heard 

in silence. 

Mr. Speaker, the issue in 

this case, and the sole issue in this case is whether or 

not the hon. the Premier has deliberately misled the 

House of Assembly. This is the allegation which has been 

made by the Leader of the Opposition. 

i 

1 

'-
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MR. MARSHALL: ~w on your ruling the hon . 
....=:-; 

the "Leader of the Opposition~~ in his introductory remarks 

made a few comments that I t-~ink need to be clarified. 

The impression that I got wh~n listening to him - although 

I do not think he intended to convey it - but the .. 
impression that probably has~abounded is that by making 

the ruling yesterday tha~ Yo ~r Honour was in effect 

saying there was a suspicion, a reasonable suspicion 

that the privileges of this House were infringed and that 

the hon. the Premier had deliberately misled the House. 

Now, Your Honour cannot speak, 

I know, but I refer back to Your ~onour's ruling yesterday 

and I would gainsay and I would suggest to Your Honour that 

had not the hon. the Leader ~f the Opposition ass~rted the 

words that the hon. the Premier had deliberately misled 

the House there would have been no point of privilege, it 

would have just been a difference of opinion between two 

hon. members, but because the hon. the Leader of the 

Opposition got up and directly made this allegation himself, 

then it becomes a point of privilege. "That is my understanding. 

When Your Honour in his ruling 

yesterday referred to the former Speaker and the former 

Governor General, Mr. Michener, the first words he used 

in referring to that precedent was that the member there 

involved had, on his authority, said that the other member 

had misled the House. And because he had made this 

allegation and he was sticking to it and using it to ground 

his point of privilege, then there was a prima facie case. 

Now that is all Your Honour said. And I think it is very 

important to draw this matter to the attention of the 

Legislature, because this is really the only issue. 

No more grave or serious allegation 

can be made against any member of this House than that he 

' . 
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.-
MR. MARSHALL: d~liberately misled the House. 

In effect it is saying that the hon. the member lied to 

the House; in effect it is s~ying the hon. member is not 

an hon. member, and that is ~ matter of privilege and 

concern to everybody in this:House. It would be so if 

any member on thi$ side or ~y side of the House got up 

and said to any member, sue~ as the hon. the member for 

LaPoile or the hon. the member for Terra Nova or the hon. 

the member for Placentia,that they had deliberately misled 

the House. 

T~e principle on which this 

House is governed is the fact that members are referred to 

as hon. members. Nobody has a monopoly on honour · but each 

member has it, and each member has to jealously guard the 

other members' ~ights to this. So this is the situation, 

I think, where we are now and this is wh.y the matter at 

issue is so·very, very important. Accusations have from 

time to time been hurled at ~andom across the House, 

back and forth across the House. And it is having a grave 

effect upon this House, I would suggest, and its esteem 

and its regard in the public and we have to come to issue 

with it. 

The hon. the Leader of the 

Opposition, then, has made this allegation. He has made 

it clear that the hon., the Premier has deliberately misled 

the House. And I would suggest to Your Honour that if that 

is a fact - the hon. the Premier is just a member of this 

House - the obvious course of action has to follow. But 

I would also submit- before there is an imputation on the 

honour of any person in this House there has to be clear 

and convincing evidence of that fact before this House can 

take the drastic step of saying that a person deliberately 

misled the House. And I do not think any member in this 
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k 

MR. MARSHALL: H_~se would disagree with 

this pr~position. ·. 
B~ore I get to that issue, 

which is the main one, I am going to talk about a subsidiary 

issue. I want to refer for -a: few moments to the mode of 

construction of public build~gs in this Province. Again, 
i-• 

no member has a monopoly on issues whether they be 

motherhood issues or what have you, but· I would suggest 

that perhaps I, at least as much as any member of thi~ 

House, have been invo.lve-d in -: issues of this nature. 

Indeed, one such agreement l~d to my resignation from 

the Cabinet in February, 1975. Subsequent to my 

resignation there was a statement made in this House 

of Assembly which apparently :has been overlooked as 

from time· 

i 
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HR.aARSHALL: 

to time things are overlooked. On February 27,1975 by the hon. the 

Premier "It is a statement in this House whi~ I regard as being 

commitment, .setting forth"- I will riot read it in detail but it does 

say"'::'he government have decided to issue a public call for tender 

proposals vith reference to space needs so that every possible interested 

party should have the right to submit proposals. And in the i1ope 

that better terms and conditions lllai.oe received government will 

decide when tender proposals are received in response to a tender 

call waether to proceed to rent or to build to meet its additonal 

space requirements." 

In other words, <rr. Speaker, my resignation 

was tendered, there were at that time relevant Orders-in-Council which 

gave to the developer - in this instance it happened to be Hr. Craig 

Dobbin- the right to build the building for the government, to lease 

it, the goveroment was to pay for it and the circtimstances,I think, 

are well known. Subsequent to · this there was this commitment and 

I say here and now that this is the only basis upon which I am 

prepared to live with any government _at all at any time and in any 

place,and I do not pretend to be alone in that area. 

SOME ROlli ~!E~!BERS: Hear, hear! 

HR.l~ .IIARSHALL: Subsequently, Hr. Speaker, the tenders were 

called. I was not pleased, which is to put it 1llildly,with the mode 

and manner of the tender call. It was not,in my view,a matter of a 

tender call,what I would view as being under the Public Tenders Act 

because it called for proposals and when proposals are made people 

can have different varying proposals put up and their mode of what they are bicding 

on as in ::a tender system is not set up. I did not say anything about 

that then, I said I will wait and see ~fhat happens because you would 

wait and see whether the matter is carried out but I had no intention 

of remaining silent and most definitely would have been heard again 
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HR. W .}IARSHALL: from if that particular tender had been pleased. 

Furthermore, Hr. Speaker, to say that I was not amused is to put it 

mildly._~en we come to the position·""£ the instant contract between 

the govermn.~t and Hr. Dobbin on H~gins Line I regard it as all 

part,probably7 of the same transaction in August. But, Mr. Speaker, 
·. 

it was not executed at that time, i~ has not been executed now, when 

and if it is executed the governmen~ will hear from me in technicolor 

as well as other people in technicolor. I think that perhaps these . 

factors should be brought in mind; on the one hand we did not go 

ahead in ~edgewood Park, then came Higgins Line, the hon. Premier 

said on television last night, he indicated words to the effect that -

now this is the hon. Premier's prerogative, he can have his opinions, 

I can have my opinions and hopefull~we can live together, but the 

hon. the Premier said on television last night that he had made this 

deal - aot this deal but that these negotiations were being entered 

into and he perhaps does not see -

~ HON. HE!·1BER: (Inaudible) 

MR.W.MARSHALL: I do not wish to be interrupted, Hr. Speaker. 

The hon. members can speak. 

HR. SPEAKER: Order, please! The hon. gentleman has 

stated at the very beginning his wish not to be interrupted 

and I will require that strict observance. 

MR. W .MARSHALL: The hon •. Premier indicated yesterday that 

these were in the process of negotiations or words to that effect. 

But if my ears did not deceive me he indicated on television that 

the caucus and the Cabinet did not particularly agree with the situation 

and this is really, I feel anyway, what really happened. So the 

question comes down really, Hr. Speaker - I sit with the government on 

the government side of the House, I hope in a healthy atmosphere, 

if the Premier of this Province has an idea that he wants to carry out 

and the majority of the people here say to him "No. We do not think 

it is a good idea 11 then it is cancelled. Now the people in Newfoundland 
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MR. W .MARSHALL: have got to decide whether or not they 

want that particular type of government or whether they wish to 
_,. 

go back to another fom of governm~t itself. 

Sm!E RON. MEl>1BERS: Hear, hear! _ 

HR. W. HARSHALL: Hr. Speaker, the thi.D.g that I want to emphasize 

and what I am saying here is that this contract has not been executed, 

it has not been carried out. When iind if a public 
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HR. W. ~.ARSHAI.L: 

building is built in this f'rovince·be it 1_f?r t~ government 

to house the government7 be _it fo:r: a hospital, or be it for 

whatever purpose the Public Tend~rs Act requires that there 

be full public tendering. This al~eged contract that has been 

tabled,or the offer to enter into ~ agreement,whatever one 

may wish to picture it1 comes under~the ?ublic ~endering Act. 

And,I will not get in·- I will try to avoid as much as possible 

legalese ··because I do not thinlt that that really gets to 

the gist of the matter except in~one item that I will come 

to in a few monents. But I want to make this perfectly clear 

so my remarks will not be misinterpreted that be it Hr. Dobbin, 

DH - 1 

l>o. it ~..r. ,C~osbie, be it Trizec Corpora.tion or Mr. Lundri2an, 

be it Hr. Arthur Lundrigan,be it Investment De~lopers or 

be it any company in this Province that is carrying out and 

constructing business that if they build in this Province 

for the government they will do so and they will execute 

their works under open Public Tender -

SOME RON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

HR. H. 1-'.ARSHALL: - and under no other means or 

mode of construction. 

SOME RON • MEMBERS : near , hear! 

~lR. H. !'.".RSHALL : Now,if they do not,not that it may 

be of interest I do not know about one member,but if they do 

not, and I know there will be others, what will happen 

happens to be hypothetical but I think I need not dwell on that. 

Nm~1 let us come back,having 

said these words,to the question at issue. The question at 

issue is a grave one.It ·is a most serious one,it is one 

that is really eating at the roots of this Assembly and 

the confidence of this Assembly in the Province of ~!etJfouncland. 

; 

'. 
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MR.. l-1. 11ARSF-ALL: And L do not make this · by way 
4.--

of any- to the Leader of the Opporltion for whom I l:lave a 

measure of. respect,as for every me~er in this House~ but 

the fact of the matter is,as a member of this House he has 

made an allegation and his allegation is that the hon. the 

Premier deliberately misled the Ho~se. A grave issue,one 

that has been in the past taken l~htly but I would submit 

to this Rouse can no longer be taken lightly lest this 

Assembly crumble down around their ears. 

The &ituation is if it is 

proven,as far as I am concarned,the obvious course has 

to happen. A Member, whoever that member is, who has 

obviously misled the Rouse has to take the ultimate 

action of putting himself in a position of not being 

able to mislead the House again. It is as simple as that. 

But there is a corollary to that~ Mr. Speaker, and one 

that I do not think that we can afford to let loose in 

this particular instance: . _and the, corollary is this; that 

if somebo~y has accused another of misleading the House and 

it ~urns out to be not susta~nable then,and in that event, 

there are gzave and serious confiequences ~•hich that particular 

person has to consider. 

SOME RON • ME!IDERS : Hear, hear! 

~1R. H. 1-fARSRALL : The question in issue,the immediate 

question is whether the Premier misled the House by saying that 

there was no contract existing for the construction of a 

building. Now I have no doubt after reading the transcript 

that there have been,where the hon. gentleman has referred us, 

instances where the hon. Premier and other ministers have 

!JP - 2 

since August of 1975 and • September 1975 and 1976 and 1977 and 

1973~a few days ago as indicated,said there was no contract 

existing. I think we have to take that as given,at least if 

you can take the record that h~ppens to be my interpretation 

·. 

j 
f 
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;rn. . ~ . HARSIIALL: of t~ record,m&ybe others would 

agree. 

But the next question then we have 

to ask is was there a contract? }fy~first point is there obviously 

cannot be a contract now at this p!esent time. This is a contract 

Public Works, I can say that, where lfa wa.S an agreement, the 

~per agreement that was signed in -1975 for 400,000 square fee.t 

of off~ space for the government of this Province• Uow 

that contract - the~biggest po~t of all is that contract . ; 

has not been executed. Thl!re has _been in · fact no building. 

built on the Higg-ins Line adjacent-: 

r 
I 
I 
l 

·-
~ · 

I ~~ 

' I 
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MR. MARSHALL: to these premfses. It does not exist. The 

contract has not been carried throu~. The question comes, 

Can the· contract now be carried through? Certainly ~·Then we 

are talking of large construction matters such as this, much 

more than a reasonable time has elap~ed for the commencement 

of construction so I would suggest that in the event. that there 

was an attempt to enforce the contratt now by the developer 

if he choose, t.hat more than a reasonable time has expired and 

there is not now a contract. Had there ever been a contract? 

Had there not ever been a contract? .We have heard words given 

around that this offer that has been -placed before us, or contract, 

whichever ~~ay you want to view it, is worth $70 million. 

I certainly would assume, I have no; knowledge of the contractor 

involved or any of the contractors but I think it is a fair 

assumption to presume that he is not a philanthro~ist in the sense 

o~ giving out .lj1ings to the government, that he "to70uld have a right 

to, and I would assume that if he did have a right that he would have 

long ago sought ' his remedies in the court. 

The next point that I want to bring up, which 

is the main thing,and I want to avoid getting into legal questions 

because I think sometimes they can be confused, I think the basic 

issue here is three years ago this alleged offer was signed and 

there is nm.r no building in existence. But, Mr. Speaker, this 

alleged offer, which was sip,ned, or this document which is purported 

to be a contract, now how does the government- I think it was unwise 

for the Minister of Public Works, I have to say, at the time to have 

signed this obviously but how does government become bound? 

Government acts through the Cabinet, throug~ the Orders-in-Council, 

Any contract that is binding on the government has to be supported by 

an Order-in-Council authorizing the minister to sign. This paticular 

Order-in-Council reads, "Ordered that the following proposal, submitted 

by ::fr. Craig L. Dobbin, of St. John's, with . - "my copy is not that 

~ · 

,·. 

'. 
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MR. MARSHALL: clear or my eyes ~re 2etting weaker, I do not 

know. " - with regard to the construction of an office 

compl~ for the ~overnment, situate immediately West of 

Confederation Building, be and are h~reby approved in 

-principle," I note those words, Mr. Speaker, "sub1ect to 

the submission to Cabinet of satisfactory plans and specifications 

based upon an aiLal.ysis of the project." Then it goes through 

the various terms • 

Now the hon. gentleman has a legal 

opinion, and he gave his le11:al opinion free gratis to the Houae 

himself today and yesterday. But the fact of the matter is, 

' Mr. Speaker, legal opinions are legal opinions. they are 

opillions as such, there is no great liUigic in them. They are 

trained opillions by people trained in a certain area just as 

well as an opinion on the engine ··of a car can be given by a 

mechanic. They are opinions and they can certainly differ. 

But I can say this,if it is worth anything 

of any weU:ht, that as far as I am concerned, if I were advising 

a client as to whether or not to rely on this particular agreement. 

as being a :binding contract, and to take action accordingly to 

bind himself, I would strongly indicate that he would be very unwise 

to, that I would not consider the agreement to have been binding 

in itself because of · two reasons: Firat of all it is only agreement 

in principle and we know, it is a matter of public knowledge here, 

that there was an issue here,for instance,before the Municipal 

Council of the City of St. John's, not too recently, where residents 

attempted to enforce a permit that they had been given and it was 

ruled that even though the council had approved it in principle, 

approval in principle was not binding. I suggest it is no different 

from this particular situation. But furth~~re, this goes on even 

further to say, "Subject to the submission " to Cabinet of satisfactory 

plana and specifications." I would suggest that any lawyer who would 

•. 
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MR. MARSHALL: suggest or iD.!ficate to his client that 

be haa a billdiDg agreement before bi; gets the plans· and 
.;J 

NM- 3 

apecif!catiou.s ac:tu.al.ly approvecl by~the Cabinet itself, would 

be very UDWise indeed. 

Now the hon. pntlBIIWl said that he had 

legal. opinion; and so he may bav• ~ I do not. fault it, but 

legal opinion differs froa. time to ~· I remember the bon • 
. : 

gentlemen opposite last year were touting a legal opinion on the 

Upper ~rch1.11 and why we did not tax the 

:. , 

r 
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Mr. Marshall: revenue from the Upper Churchill going into 

Quebec. We were told they had a lega~.opinion and it 
-~ 

was reported in the press, and this ~s a great issue, and then what 

happened, no less a body than the Supr.,.eme Court of Canada came out 

and indicated that such could not be done. So that is so much for 

legal opinions. 

Now as for the ~tter of, if somebody acted 

upon it, and if funds were advanced, ill I say is, well that is unfortunate. 

If people were unwise enough on the basis of these Orders-in-council 

and opinions to advance funds on the basis of these agreements, I say, 

you know, their lack of wisdom is the cause of their loss. I am not 

in the slightest bit concerned whether any bank or finance company or 

Mr. Dobbin or Mr. Anybody lost any money, what I am concerned about is 

whether the people of this Province lost any money. I am informed that 

there was- and I have enquired about this,that there is no quid pro quo, 

there has been no quid pro quo to cancel! it , and until that is proven to 

the contrary I shall certainly acceot . it as one is bound to accept a word 

that is given to you on such serious matters. I cannot conceive how 

anyone could even assume that there was an agreement. If,"the government has 

._ gone off negotiating with Mr. Crosbie for space in Atlantic Place, as 

has been alleged, and has been state~ I mean you can 

say the government has misled the House, .but I mean the governmen~ 

hopefully anyway,is not so cra:z:y that it is going to enter into a 

binding agreement to put up 400,000 square feet of space here, another 

agreement down at Atlantic Place, and rent probably every place around 

the Province. I mean it just does not make sense. 

I say, by the way, that my remarks pertain to 

Mr. Crosbie as well as Mr. Dobbin and all the rest of them. There will 

be
1
as far as I am concerned,no agreement on Atlantic Place or no 

agreement on any place unless open public tenders are called which was 

a commitment that this gove~ent and this party made to the people of 

this Province, and I am sure that other members here will insist they 

keep. 

'. 
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SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. MARSHALL: No, Mr. Speaker~ if I were to get back to the 
~. 

"" legalese_ of the thing, if I were advising a client in connection with 

an agreement of substance of that nature, and I need hardly add that 

the person concerned did not consult me, but if I were advising a 

clieut I would say that you are uuwise to consider yourself bound unless 

that agreement is accompanied by an Order-in-Council which says, 

words to the effect,~Be it ordered tnat the attached agreement be 

approved by the government in total, identified by the initials of the 

Clerk of the Executive Council, and that the minister, whoever he may be, 

is hereby authorized to sign on his behalf." Then and only then would 

I consider any agreement to be binding. So then and only then I would 

assume that the han. the Premier, and ;the bon. ministers concerned, 

because there is more than the bon. the Premier involved in this, I would 

assume that they operated on the same basis. Now anyone else who 

wants to take a contrary view can, and if you want to take the view that 

every person in elected life, and this is what it is coming to, 

is a crook, is an extortionist or what have you, ~ell, you can take that 

view, But unless we get in this House of Assembly the same rules and 

regulations that apply in other areas,thst an hon. member's word is to be 

taken, unless there is clear and convincing proof to the contrary, as I 

say1 what we are going to have is utter. and complete chaos. And I 

prefer, Mr. Speaker, to opt to the other situation. 

Tbe bon. the Premier did as he said., Tbere 

was no agreement. As far as I am concerned, and, you know, the 
' ' 

hon. the Premier and myself have been known from time to time to disagree, 

and to differ, and I would have no hesitation in _disagreeing or differing 

with the Premier I guarantee you in this particular case. But if the 

hon. the Premier indicates that this was his intention, which I believe 

is the situation,or his impression that there was no agreement on this 

basis, well certainly I am going to believe him, particularly in view of 

the fact there is no building out there, and there cannot be a building now 
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MR. MARSHALL: under this agr~ent. 
So what agre~t is there? 

Now this issue, Mr. Speaker, affects the whole House. 

It is more serious than members, I think, realize. The general public 

is, I .t:hi.I)k, I am not talking about w~t is going back, I am 

talldDg what is ·going back and forth, ::. the general public is fed up .., 
~ 

with the bickering that is going back ~d forth across this Assembly. 

I myself feel that the Opposition, whith is the Opposition's function, 

its 
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MR. MARSHALL: 

overall plan is to create scandal after scandal and thus 

attempt to show lack of confidence in the government. 

But at the same time, it has.· to be done, I .would submit, 

Mr. Speaker, responsibly. I, myself, am sick of sitting 

here day after day and listening to this type of thing,_ 

seeing the House of Assembly throughout Canada styled 

as a house of crooks rather than the hon. House that it 

is this affects the people of Newfoundland - see it 

regarded as a circus, and my own personal opinion is that 

we have to come to grips~it~ it. I think the Opposition 

in its mad desire for power has developed a certain 

paranoia. I think yesterday somebody indicated to me 

that I was seen talking to the Premier,.so because I 

made a certain motion there it was cooked up between 

myself and the Premier. Well, obviously the hon. gentleman 

does not know that myself and the Premier have not in 

previous years been in the habit of cooking up anything. 

So it is absolute paranoia as far as I am concerned. 

Now the position in this House, 

too, Mr. Speaker, and its regard in the public concerns me to 

a great degree. I look.for instance.at remarks made 1ustyesterday. 

which substantiateR it.bY ~he Minister o~ .the Board of Trade 

which presumed to give us a great, broad brush and paint 

us all black, which has a great effect and it is the easy 

thing for a person to do. As far as I am concerned it is 

a very shallow and easy mode of criticism. There are 

members on both sides of this House, by far the· majority of 

the members of this hon. House who are very interested in 

conducting government and in bringing the views of their 

constituents to the public. They are not carrying on 

pretend games of government and what have vou. And it is very 

i 
I 
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MR. MARSHALL: e~sy for somebody to get the 

public media to get up from time to time and paint the 

whole of us black. I think the person would be much 

better and the public would be much better if they tried 

to pinpoint those individuals maybe, if you wish, on '. 

both sides of the House who ~re causing this rather than, 

as they sometimes do, put them up on pedestals and start 

making them heroes. In other words, what I suggest the 

public might do is inquire ss to the modus operandi of 

individual members of this House and draw their own 

conclusions from it, and not _attempt as the President of 

the Board of Trade attempted, to paint the whole of this 

Assembly black. But the fact that it is painted entirely 

- I black, Mr. Speaker, I would say, is the fault of this 

Assembly itself, in a way, and one of the cardinal 

reasons for it is the issue that we are now discussing. 

And I would hope that this issue could be taken and could 

be dealt with as soon as possible. I do not see any need 

for protracted debates on the issue itself. ' We have 

been meeting here, and look at the items of concern· 

We have about 30 per cent, I understand, unemployment in 

this Province; we have a financial condition which is 

the worst in North America which is threatening to put 

this Province down in the mire where it will never get up 

again; we have the Nordsee proposal; we have the federal 

government and their fishing licences and their effect 

on the people of this Province; we have Gull Island; we 

have the problem of produc~ivity in this Province with 

labour; we have the problems of attracting industrial 

development and getting the merchants of this Province to 

realize that they have to be a little bit more than 
.· 

manufacturers' agents for Central Canada as they were for 

jolly old England prior to Confederation. All of these 
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i~ues are burning issues 
~-

that · affect this Province, a~d the longer we take, 

Mr. Speaker, on issues of th~s nature, the longer it 

is going· to be that this Hou~e is going to come down in 

the repute that it has with the publi~, the less it is 
~· 

going to be able to deal with the issues, and the people 

of Newfoundland in the long-tun are going to be the 

losers. Now I say, let us get at it. We are mired 

right now in a most critical situation . I do not think 

we can afford to see the dissent of the House of Assembly 

any more - that is mired down as well, and we end up not 

having any effective vehicle at all, whatever effect the 

House of Assembly can have to deal with the problems of 

all of our constituents. 

Now I say this, Mr. Speaker, 

and I say it having reviewed ·the documents last evening 

and gone over them today, that before any member of this 

bon. House, . be he the bon. the Premier or any other member, 

is to be adjudged to have deliberately misled the House, 

to have lied in this House, thera has to be clear and 

compelling evidence involved. 

In this particular case, in my 

own opinion, as I have reviewed the situation, the 

bon. the Premier has said there was no agreement - there 

is no doubt about that - but I am not prepared to say 

that the bon. the Premier has deliberately misled the House, 

because at the time it was quite reasonable to have said · 
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MR. MARSHALL: there was, in fact, no 

contract. All there were were negotiations, all there 

could have been were negotiatidns. There was more of 

a contract in the papers that I saw with Trizec 

Enterprises Limited than there was with the Dobbin 

concern. The very fact that the agreement has not been 

executed speaks for itself, that there was no agreement. 

:Now, I make this plea, 

Mr. Speaker, before the House because I think it goes 

much more deeply, that if we keep on debating in this 

way, if we keep on showing the pbulic where we stand on 

these issues, throwing charges back and forth across the 

~ouse, that this particular House of Assembly is going 

to descend in shambles. 

There are major issues 

that confront the people of this Province. We have been 

meeting now for two months, hardly anything has been 

discussed of any real benefit to the people of this 

Province, instead we are down to the laying of charges 

and countercharges. 

Now, I must say at this 

particular time that I am rather sad that it was the 

Leader of the Opposition, for whom I have a regard, who 

was the person who led in this particular motion.· But 

the Leader of the Opposition is certainly a mature 

parliamentarian, he understands the consequences of the 

charge which he has made- and the fact that he must back up 

this charge, and I think it is a sad day in Newfoundland 

that really on such flimsy evidence as this, and I think he 

was very poorly advised, this is my opinion, to have 

indicated that the hon. Premier misled the House. 

Any person looking through that contract, I challenge any 

person looking through that contract to say that it was a 

contract itself and it was of a binding nature. 

., 

'. 
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MR. MARSHALL: The hon. gentleman when 

he was speaking said, "This is a binding commitment. I 

submit it as a former minister•'and a lawyer.'' Well, that 

is fine! That is grand! As I ~-·say, there is no magic 

in that as an opinion is an opinion. If you are a 

lawyer and you give an opinion , it is no different 

within your expertise than a mechanic or a plumber or 

what have you. And I say as a~ former minister and a 

lawyer, I say myself that I do not believe it is a 

binding commitment. I do not believe, Mr. Speaker in 

all conscience, Mr. Speaker, if I were advising a client 

I would turn around and say, Yes, you go off and you 

borrow $20 million. I would not borrow twenty cents on 

an agreement like that unless it was solidified with an 

Order in Council, unless the plans and the specifications 

were put in and they were approved by Cabinet. God in 

heaven! Are they so stunned that they are going to agree 

to pay out money for a building for which the plans and 

specifications have not been submitted to them? They 

could find themselves buying an outhouse or something 

like that, something as ridiculous as that. 

So how could anyone in their 

right mind turn around and say that there was a binding 

agreement in this? He says it was checked out by lawyers 

and the opinion was that it was legally binding and 

forceable in court. But as I mentioned before legal 

opinions are legal opinions and you can take them for what 

they are worth. The hon. ·gentT-einen there opposite may 

not - that is their prerogative - take mine for what they 

are worth, but I jolly well, provided the retainer was 

big enough, would love to contest them in court and take 

the side that I am taking, and we would see where we would 

come out on it. 

I think the hon. member 

realizes that because he started somewhat, I got a hint 

I 

I 
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MR. MARSHALL: of vacilating. He would 

not be 100 per cent sure maybe 70 per cent or maybe 80 

per cent, there is a chance, h~ said, the court would 

throw it out. There is a jolli good chance the court 

would throw it out because as ~ say with a great deal of 

confidence, and other people can disagree with me, but 

as far as I am concerned I wouid not view this document 

upon which the hen. member has ~relied as being a binding 

agreement. And I think it is quite reasonable for a man 

in the Premier's case to look at it in the same light, 

and -the- other ministers. so where are we left now? 

We are left with a charge that pas been hurled across this 

House that a member has lied. 

I do not care whether it is 

the Premier or whether it is the member for St. John's 

East, or the,_good member for Harl:tour Grace on the other end 

or members on the other side, we have a very grave and 

serious accusation and,Mr. Speaker, I think that the 

House has to deal with it, it has to deal with itself. 

For my part, I just make the plea that this type of 

unnecessary attempt to propagate themselves in power 

should cease forever for the sake of this Assembly and 

let us hear. instead from the Opposition the alternative 

government, let us see them try to propel themselves in 

power with a few positive policies and alternative modes 

of government that they are going to give the people of 

this Province and maybe they can be a little more 

enthusiastically received. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

J 

'. 
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The hon. the member for Burgeo-Bay d'Espoir. 

Thank you, Mr. Speaker. ,_ 
~· 
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The motion before the House although you would not know 

it from what the member for St. John's. East (Mr, Marsahll) just had to 

say, the motion before the House is that the House resolve itself 

into a Committee. The motion is not that we judge here today, to decide 

today whether the Leader of the Opposi; ion has done a wise or an unwise 

thing, whether the Premier has deliberately misled the House,as I happen 

to believe he has,or not. That is not the issue, Mr. Speaker, the issue 

is whether we want to resolve ourselves into a Committee. 

Now,Mr. Speaker, I would stop talking right now and 

every other member of this House, on this side of the House would agree 

not to speak to this i£ we had an indication right now that the government 

will vote for this, and when I say the government, a majority of the 

members of the House will vote for it, and we can have a Committee of 

the House and we can go through the procedure of establishing what the 

motion proposes that we establish. 

SOME RON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. SIMMONS : That is the issue, Mr. Speaker, whether or not 

we want a committee. 

And then speaking out of both sides of his mouth at 

one time as he is so capable of doing -

MR. MARASHALL: On a point of order, Mr. Speaker. 

MR. SPEAKER: A point of order has come up, please. 

MR. MARSHALL: Mr. Speaker, look -

MR. SIMMONS: He is going to obfuscate now is he? 

MR. SPEAKER: Order, please! 

MR. MARSHALL: On a point of order. Now, Mr. Speaker, I do not 

wish to interrupt the bon. gentleman,really, but that is contrary to the 

rules of this House to say that the bon. membe~ you know, that imputes 

my motives. I got up and gave my position as sincerely as I could 

and I do not intend to sit here in the House and hear the hon. gentleman 

or any hon. gentleman impugn or impute my motives. 

'. 
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MR. SIMMONS: To that point of order, Mr. Speaker. 

MR. SPEAKER: On that point of ord_er. 
-1 

MR. SIMMONS: ·-u my saying speaking ~t of both sides of the mouth is wtiat 

offended the member then I can say it :4uite another way. On the one 

hand I hear him lecturing to us not t~_prolong the t~e of the 

House in this matter, and then I see~him prolonging the time of the 

House. I have an expression for that;-, Mr. Speaker. 

MR. SPEAKER: Order, please! :an the point of order, in my opinion, 

the allegation toward a member that he is speaking out of both sides of 

his mouth is an allegation of untruth or deceit or falsity or hypocrisy 

or some amalgam of these attributes. And I would ask the hon. gentleman 

to withdraw it. 

MR. SIMMONS: Yes, Mr. Speaker, I withdraw and I would also appeal 

to the member for St. John's East (Mr. Marshall) to extend to me the same 

courtesy we extended to him, although we had to bite our lips to do so. 

We had to bite our lip and hold our seats, but he i~ now going to use 

the old business, the old trick of the point of order every four seconds? 

One of our ·problems on this side of the House, Mr. Speaker, is we are far 

too courteous,particularly to that hon. member. 

SOME RON; "MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. SIMMONS: Now, Mr. Speaker, the member for St. John's East 

asked first of all, is it a contract? Is this agreement between Her 

Majesty in right of Newfoundland, on the one hand, and Mr. Craig L. Dobbin 

on the other hand, is it an agreement? Is it a binding agreement? And 

he tells us, well now,he does not want to get into legalese - well I do 

not know what that word means, so I will be pardoned if I show my lack 

of knowledge on that particular point in a moment. But after saying he 

does not want to get into legalese he then proceeds to give us his legal 

opinion on a number of issues, most of them unsolicited opinions. And 

I would say, Mr. Speaker, without getting into detail about it that what 

I heard from the member was at the very best awfully weak law, awfully weak 

law, Mr. Speaker. 
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Mr. S iliBilons : AB a matter of fact, his best case, his best 

reason the agTeement bas not been exeeuted, whatever that means in his 

context today, whatever it means, the~.best reason is the building is 

not there. The building is not there. 

MR. SIMMONS: Now I do not think the building is there, I am 

pretty well sure the building is not there, Mr. Speaker, but that alone, 

Mr. Speaker, does not constitute an IU:gUDle1lt that the agTeement is not 

binding. We are talking about a fairly monstrous sum of money here, 

we are talking about a long•term undertaking going into twenty years plus, 

and as I read the agreement there is no c~itment as to a beginning date, 

except •as soon as possible'type of stuff, and we are talking 
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i·.L.'l.. S Il:l!·ID:~ S : a couple of years. If I were in government 

I would l~ve expected that oy now the developer w~uld have begun 
;. 

some physical visible activity but cin the other hand, if I were on t:1e 

side of the developer and had good reason as to why I did not physically 

oegin the building 1 then I do not think I w~uld have forfeited my rights 

under tne agreement because I had perhaps been a bit tardy and, 

in my own view,perhaps with good reason had been tardy or had been ·. 
two or three years putting the ~uilding in place. I do not think that 

alone would constitute default ander the agreement. 

i'!R,W,ROWE: Like the Premier asking you to hold off, hold 

off, holcl off something like that. 

HR. SU.IHONS: I will come to that. Now, Mr. Speaker, what 

the member for St. John's East (~1r. Marshall) gives us is at l>est,to 

put it in its kindest context,,very weak law. To put it, Mr. Speaker, 

perhaps less kindly,but I still think in a parliamentary fashion, if 

I am ever, Hr. Speaker, in a court of law I hope. that member is there 

too acting for the opposing case, being the counsel for the opposing 

case, lir. Speaker, because my chances will be multiplied many fold. 

As long as that member - if he uses the kind of specious argument in 

that court'' of law I talk about as he has done this afternoon, Hr. Speaker, 

I hope he is there but I hope he is representing the other side of 

the argument to which I am on. 

Now, Hr. Speaker, he argues that it is not 

a binding contract because we do not have the supporting Order-in-Council. 

\/ell, l1r. Speaker, I am going to leave that particular argument to 

people who are either in Cabinet or have been in Cabinet because 

I have not been. There are people on both sides of the House who are 

or have been in Cabinet and I do not understand fully or I am not fully 

aware of what the details are in terms of supporting documentations 

for these agreements and I wnuld rather hear from somebody who is more 

conversant on the particular subject. 

llut I am going to raise, ~~. Speaker, what 

I think is a related question.because the member for St. John's East 
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NR. SlllHDNS: (Hr. Marshall) has not addressed himself to this 

one at all. Here is the agreement, }1r. Speaker. It is signed and in 
.: 

the interest of brevity, }fr, Speake~, I am going to assume that the 

signatures are genuine. Perhaps somebody might want to get off on 

the argument that they are forgeries or that they are not true 
. I 

signatures or that they were signed under duress and that kind of 

thing, Lut I have seen the signatures of three of the four individuals '. 
,.. 

involved here on a number of occasiOn&, that of the Premier, that o£ 

the present Minister of Industrial Development and that of Hr. Dobbin, 

I cannot decipher who the fourth signature is but that is not completely 

relevant to the point that I want to make here. I am going to assume 

that the three signatures that I just mentioned are bona fide signatures 

made freely. 

Hr. Speaker, that being the case what does the 

member for St. Johu' s East (Hr. Uarshall) have to say about the fact 

that the present tlinister of Industrial Development signed a document~ 

~-las he trying to hoodwink Mr, Dobbin? Is that the gaEe that they 

were playing? Was he trying to hoodwink him? Did he think he was 

that stunned that a fellow on the one hand who could put together 

a package which tVould accrue him in gross $70 million over the twenty 

year period? Did he think on the other hand that he was so stunneu 

that he would riot ask the very basic question,·"Does TC Farrell have 

the authority to sign this document? You know the document ~s either 

worth something or it is not worth something. Now if it is worth 

nothing how stunned is i'lr, Dobbin? How ;;;tunned is he that he would take 

this ~ieee of paper? How naive? How stunned? I suggest, Mr. Speaker, 

he is not nearly as stunned as · is being suggested by other people i.a 

tllis douse today. Because that is what the member for St. John's 

East (ar. Harshall) is saying really, that Mr. Dobbin was duped, 

that he was duned by one TC Farrell and one FD Hoores who sat ;;here, 

or stood there or kneeled there as the case may be • 

MR. LUSH: i~~eeled probably. 
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l·m. SI:l:!HONS: Sat, stood or kneeled there and with pen in l.and 

affixed their signatures and now t;e are told that they were worthless 

signatures, they were worthless.mot!:Ons, that the paper was not worth 

anythin€;, that they never had the autho.rity to put those signatures 

on paper. Is that .anyway to treat a· friend, Hr. Speaker? 

'. 
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MR. SIMMONS: 'r_,~ke him for an April Fool's 

joke when it is not even Apiil Fool's Day? Is that any 

way to treat a good friend;.~ o pull an April Fool's 

stunt on him in the middle o~ August? Is that any way 

to treat a good friend? How stunned, Mr. Speaker, 

how stunned does the member ~or St. John's East 

(Mr. Mars6all) think we are?~ 

Now look, Mr. fpeaker, I am 

not going to get into the te ~ hnicalities of whether this 

is a binding agreement or not. I am told by people who 

know much more about this than I do, who know more law 

on the subject than I do, I am told it is a binding 

agreement. If the Leader of the Opposition thought for 

one second that it was a mere fabrication, a piece of 

paper trumped up to hoodwink one, Mr. Dobbin~ if he 

felt that is all it was, some private game between one, 

T. C. Farrell, one, F. D. Moores and one, C. L. Dobbin, 

do you think for one second h-e would have made it the 

subject of a matter of privilege in this House of 

Assembly? 

Now, Mr. Speaker, whether it 

is a binding agreement or not at the time it was signed, 

I would submit to you - and I would invite the Premier to 

deny this if he thinks fit to do so - I would submit to 

you that it was purported to Mr. Dobbin to be a binding 

agreement. 

SOME RON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. SIMMONS: It was purported to be a binding 

agreement, Mr. Speaker, or else the fellow who signs himself 

c. L . Dobbin is awfully stunned. They cannot have it both 

ways , Mr. Speaker, either it is a binding agreement or it 

was pedalled - and pedalled is a very good word for it, 

Mr. Speaker - it was pedalled as a binding agreement at the 

· •I 

. ' 
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MR. SIMMONS: ~me, either that or they 

were taking one who is known. to be a very good personal 

friend o"f the Premier's - and there is nothing wrong in 

that, Mr. Speaker, we all have our good personal friends, 

our loyal friends who stand py us - either it was a 

binding agreement, Sir, on the one hand or it was 

pedalled as a binding agreem-ent on the one hand, or they 

were taking their friend for one awful ride, they were 

pulling one awful April Fool's joke on him. 

DR. KITCHEN: Sumehow or other I have my 

doubts whether he was taken for a ride. 

MR. SIMMONS: Well, Mr. Speaker, I let the 

House judge on that particular subject. My colleague to 

my left expresses his suspicions. I have some suspicions 

on the subject as well~ 

Mr. Speaker, I am taking the 

attitude for the purpose of debate that it may not have . , 
been a binding agreement. And I fully expect that when 

the next speaker is put up by the other side they will 

imply that somehow I had some doubts about the subject. 

What I have said, Mr. Speaker, is that I am going to leave 

the subject of whether or not it is a binding agreement 

to people more versed in the law, but I am taking somewhat 

the devil's advocate role on the subject, asking even if 

it were not a binding agreement, what was it? And I say, 

Mr. Speaker, that unless you accept the rididulous thesis 

I put to you a moment ago that it was just an April Fool's 

joke,that somehow they were taking Mr. Dobbin for some 

kind of a silly ride - unless you accept that there is only 

one other possibility, Mr. Speaker, and this is the one 

I subscribe to: agreement or no agreement, it was a deal, 

it was an arrangement. It was an arrangement between the 

government and a developer, an arrangement that is duly 

1 
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MR. SIUMONS: d~cumented in Orders in Council 

and "in the agreement which h~s been tabled by my colleague, 

the Leader of the Opposition; At the very least, Mr.Speaker, 

it is a deal. 

Now, Mr. Speaker, look, there 

is no building outside, let-; us not get bogged down on ~hat 

one. I know this hill is fo~gy, but there is no building 

outside. Let us not get bogged down on that one. Let us 

come back to the central question which was raised here, 

~nd it is not, Do we need office space? It is not, 

Is Craig Dobbin or Andrew Crosbie or the Lundrigans or 

Trizec or whoever the best people to provide that space? 

That is not the question. The question is not, Is the' 

rate in this agreement a competitive ra;e? Is the term 

competi.Hve.,;- aCivisable? The ·question is not, Was all 

the documentation in place? That is not the question at 

all. The question is, Did the Premier mislead the House? 

And he was asked not only, Are there any formally signed, 

properly dotted agreements? That is not what he was asked. 

He was asked, Is there any arrangement -

MR. WHITE: Right. 

MR. SIMMONS: - and in case he did not understand 

the question it was put to him in a dozen different ways over 

a three-year period 

AN RON. MEMBER: (Inaudible) 

HR. SIMMONS: - so he could have time to think 

about it, to realize the semantics of the question, to see 

it from all angles, to see it when he was in a good mood, 

when he was in a barky mood, when he was in an outright bad 

mood. It was put to him for three years in every which way, 

every possible way you could ask the question, and the 

answer came back, not only verbally but in writing - signed 

by the Premier as recently as this week - the answer comes 
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MR. SIMMONS: b~k, 'No, no arrangement, 

no d~al.' At no time does h~ preface that answer by 

saying,"ie11, now 1ook,we did 
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MR. SIMMONS: 

have an arrangement but it hu been aborted, it has been recinded. 

We did go so far as to authorize tru; execution of agreements with 

various companies but we backed off • it No time was that ever said 1 

j'uat that there are no arrangements,. there are no arrangements, 

Now, Mr. Speaker, we submit that in mak:i.ng that 

reply to the Bouse on maDy, maDY occ&sions, twelve, fifteen, twenty 

occasions, the Premier has misled the: Rouse, · That, Mr. Speaker, is 

a question that can be more fully decided by the Committee of the 

Bouse asking questions of Mr. Channing,whoa I think we should be 

able to call here and get his veraiou of what happened in Cabinet, 

have him attest to who -• ·present a~ that Cabinet meeting; from 

perhaps Mr. Dobbin, who might want an opportunity to com.e here and 

tell his version of the story. He has been implicated,albeit unwittingly, 

but he has been implicated in this particular iss~. Perhaps other 

people, Mr. Speaker, who went through the expense - I have heard what 

Mr. Dobbin ·has apent: ,or the Premier indicated that Mr. Dobbin has 

spent a lot of money, and I have every sympathy for that because it 

is that kind of developer md that kind of private entrepreneur who 

keeps t~e 8Vstem we have Roing and without their cOmpetitive biddinR 

md without their willingness to compete in the market place we would 

not have the system we have, 

Mr. Speaker , Mr. Dobbin has unquestionably spent a nice 
I 

bit of money on this subject, I will tell you some other people who 

spent some money on the subject, Mr. Speaker. I will read them off 

in order: Project Management md Design, St. John's Development 

Corporation, Trizec Equities Limited, Seabotd Construction, Western 

Realities. And if you were one of these companies, Mr. Speaker, that 

had spent so much money - Por instance,if you were the company, 

Mr. Speaker, that put in a bid not for · $8 . 35 as did 

Mr. Dobbin but s.uppose you were the company that· put in the bid 

$8.18? 
. -

Suppose vou were that company, or suppose you 

were the coiii1Jany that put in the bid for $6.90, would you be concerned 

about all the money you had spent and did not get a wittle for it? 

1 

•. 
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MR. SIMMONS: Now, Mr. Speaker, I am going to be accused of comparin~~; 

apples and oranges, s~ let us comp~ some apples and apples. One 

company, Mr. Speaker, now let us go ro the proposal that was signed 

into an agreement - the Dobbin propo~al. Location Confederation 

Building grounds. Another compauy,location Confederation Building 

grounds, Space in the case of the Dobbin proposal adds up to 

408,000 altogether square feet. Space in the othe~ proposal,400,000 . 

square feet. Rate to Dobbin ~_8._35. Rate in the other one~ ~8.18 

Interior partitions to be supplied by the Department of Public 

Works, in the case of the other pro'Doaal to be supplied by 

the developer; taxes - Department of Public Works; elevators 

in the case of Dobbin - yes. Elevators in the case of the other 

one - no, Light and heat, both the Department of Public Works; 

air conditioning - developer in both cases; exhaust and ventilation 

systems, Department of Public Works in the case of; the Dobbin 

proposal, the develo'Der in the caae of the other proposal. Parking -

Department of Public Works in the case of the Dobbin proposal, in 

the case of the other one, the developer will supply it. Cleaning -

'in both cases the Department of Publi~ Works. Time period -

Dobbin 1980 to the year 2000, time period in the case of the other 

one 1978 - 1998. 

Now, Mr. Speaker, I think you will see that 

if anybody had the edge there, and I have not looked at the Whole 

proposal, but in terms of taking the heada of ·comparison, in terms 

of who is going to supply what, you see that the edge is clearly 

towards the other proposal, the $8.18 a foot proposal, where 

they would supply exhaust and ventilation systems, parking,for 

example, and interior partitions, three items which were not being 

supplied under the proposal that was accepted. So without being 

judgemental on this, Mr. Speaker, at the very least you can say 

it is questionable; it is questionable, Mr. Speaker, 

1 

'-
,._ 
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l1R. R. SUU10NS: 

whether the proposal which was sign~ as an agreement was even the best 
~~ 

proposal. 

Now, Mr. ~peaker, I have taken the $8.18 

proposal. I could have taken the one at $6.90, Mr. Speaker, $1.45 a 

foot below the one which is accepted~ or I could take another one at 

$5.95 a square foot. Now,,Mr. Spea~er, these figures are not as out of 

whack as you may think because the developer himself a year before that 

submitted a couple of proposals. He submitted one on the 7th of October 

to supply some space at $6.90 a square foot. A month later, on 

November 13th,he submitted the same proposal word for word, with two 

changes. The last paragraph in the two proposals were slightly different. 

In one case it said, 'If the foregoing meets with your satisfaction and 

you would like to meet to further discuss construction dates, etc. that 

I will be pleased to do so', and so on. The last paragraph in the 

second letter said, 'If the foregoing meets with your satisfaction we 

would request receiving your letter of acceptance.' That is one change. 

There is another change, Mr. Speaker, in the 

two proposals. They are alike in all other particulars, the kinds of 

walls, ceilings and floors, and the operating expenses, and who is going 

to supply what, but they are different in one particular detail. Now 

the first one was sent in on October 7th, 1974 and the second one was 

sent in on November 13th, 1974, and they are different in one detail, 

and one detail only, with the exception of the last paragraph. The 

first proposal of October 7th, 1974 was to supply space at $6.90 a 

square foot and then, lo and behold, five weeks later the proposal is 

to supply not at $6.90 but at $8.46 a square foot. Now, Mr. Speaker, 

I have heard of rampant inflation but not that rampant. 

The point I make, Mr. Speaker, is this, 

that the argument is going to be made later about we are talking about 

apples and oranges, and so on. The point I make is that the developer 

who had his proposal accepted at $8.18 had demonstrated less than a 

·. 
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MR. R. SIMMONS: year before that he was prepared to supply 

the same space at either $6.90 or $ ~.46, depending on which proposal 

or which month of the year you are talking about. 

The fact of the matter, Mr. Speaker, is 

that we are dealing here with a calculated plot, a cool, conniving and 

calculated plot to provide for the lease of office space in a way that 

would suit the intentions and the schemes of certain people in 

Government. 

Now, Mr. Speaker, let us go back to the 

preceding December or January for a moment because it has a lot more 

import on this case, a lot more relevance to this case than members 

may think. In January of 1974 the GovP.t'T'I'"ent received a report, a 

study of accommodations requirements of the Government of Newfoundland 

~d Labrador. In May - now, Mr.Speaker, get this, ~n May of 1S74 

Cabinet decided, on May 1 Cabinet decided that there would be no 

interim IIK)Ves or no major renovations or expansion to the Confederation 

Building for two years and that all departments of Government would be 

directed to keep in check their space requirements. That was in l-1ay 1974. 

One month later the Minister of Public Works is authorized to sign an 

agreement with Trizec but,as we know, that one was never signed. Now 

the Premier touted it yesterday as an agreement. Mr. Speaker, these are 

just so many typed pagesy you can call it a draft agreement if you want, 

but- there is no signature, }rr. Speaker, there is no signature on that 

document. 

AN RON. MEMBER: No "F.D." on that one. 

~lR. R. SIMMONS: There is no signature, 'i'here is no "F.D. Moores" 

on that. There is no "T .• C. Farrell" on that. And I will tell you, 

Mr. Speaker, if I were Trizec··- if I had a choice of being Trizec with 

that document, although it is thicker and perhaps more nicely typed~ · 

if I had a choice between that, Mr. Speaker,and that document, I would 

take that little slim one any day at a~l. And I will tell you why, 

'. 
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lfR. SI~~ONS : !1r. Speaker, because despite the fact there is not 

quite as much paper in what is in my left hand there is a lot more 

substance there, ~~r. Speaker. That has ·two fairly important signat:ures, 

the signature of the l".inister of Public Works of the day and the signature 

of the Premier of the Province. That, ~~. Speaker, is.just so many 

typed papers and let us not hear the suggestion again that that is a 

signed agreement. That is a draft agreement with so many sheets of 

paper, nothing more. That one, ~!r. Speaker, never got beyond the 

typist's desk. It was a nice typing job but it never came off. Now 

that was in June 1974, Mr. Speaker. Then we go through and there is 

further discussions about the Trizec thing. Then we find that in 

August 1974 it is back to square one because on August 21, 1974 the 

~!inister of Public Horks is authorized to locate some space. The 

Trizec thing has obviously fallen through completely by now,and then, 

Hr. Speaker, notice the timing from hereon in. August: 21st the 

!U.nister of rublic Works is autherized to locate additional space, 

August 21. It was not until Septemeber 30th, Mr. Speaker, six weeks 

later that the minister writes a letter to ~!r. Dobbin, to ·seabord and 

to Lundrigans inviting proposals, six weeks after he was authorized to 

go look for some space. 

Now, Hr. Speaker, I did not say that he did 

nothing in those six weeks. All I am telling you is that he did not 

write the developers for six '"eeks. Now did he talk to the developers? 

Hell if you look at the letter from Mr. Cros·bie you can assume he did 

not talk to Hr. Crosbie because }~r. Crosbie asked the following day.,on 

October 1st, one day after getting the minster's letter and he writes 

back looking for more information. Such basic information as this, 

''r. Speaker, "How long do you want the lease for?" Imagine writing a 

letter looking for space, inviting proposals and not bothering to say 

whether you want the space for five years or ten years or ~•enty years. 

Imagine that. So ~r. Crosb~e had to write back the next day and said, 

"Row long is the lease for? And by the '"ay,tlhat lcind of a buildir..g do 

you want? Do you tlant 'lalls in it?" That is the second question ~e 
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MR sJMMQNS: asked. ''m!.o is going to do the interior work?" That is 

how complete the request was that went dut on September 30th. 

Now what is my point , Mr. Speaker~ It is this, 

that the people the government wanted t~ know about the space requirements 

knew in detail a good time before September 30th and the letter of 

September 30th inviting proposals was a charade, was just a SlDDke screen 

and so badly contrived ,;i slDDke screen they di.d not bother to mention 

whether they wanted the building finished inside. They never bothered 

to mention whether they wanted the building rented for five years or ten 

years or twenty years. And so Mr. Andrew Crosbie has to write back the 

next day and say, "By the way, fellows, do you want the buildi.ng finished? 

By the way, fellows , do you want it for five years or twenty years?" 

Because, Mr. Speaker, long before that 1lle1IID ever went out on September 30 

the deed had been done. The wheels had been set in lDDtion to get a deal 

going with one of the developers, Mr. Speaker. Now th~ question is which 

one? Well, Mr. Speaker, the various people who had been written to,and 

there were four, not three, there was Mr. Dobbin, there was Lundrigans, 

St. John's Development Corporation,that is Mr. Crosbie,and Seab~rd. They 

all came back, Mr. Speaker, with their proposals. The deadline for 

~ccepting proposals was two weeks after the memO went out on October 14th, 

twO weeks after the memo went out. Two of the companies came back on 

the last possible day with their bid. One of the companies write the 

following day saying they did not have time to get the bid ready, that 

is three of the companies. Two of them came back on the last possible 

day; one of the companies say they did not have time to prepare the bid, 

twO weeks is not long enough,but the fourth company, Mr. Speaker, the 

fourth company,which like all the other three only had two weeks 

altogether to prepare their bids, when do you think that company got in? 

Do you think they never had time? Do you think they rushed in on the 

last day with the envelope? Not hardly. They were ready a week ahead 

of time. And they only got the letter, Mr. Speaker, on September 30th 

or the first day of October but notwithstanding on October 7th,lo ·and 

behold,they had 
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MR. SIMMONS: the proposal all ready,and what did the 

proposal say? That is the interesting part, Mr. Speaker, if I 

can lay my hands on it here, whatcthat particular proposal said. 
"<: 

Yes, Now it is worth noting, Mr. Sp~r, that when the minister 

on September 30th., wrote his letter. out, he was fairly brief 

and to the. point es you will see. ~letter to Mr. Craig Dobbin, 

Omega Invest111E!nt, September 30th., "Government has directed 

1111! to invite proposals for additional space. We would invite 

you to submit a proposal on the following - 75,000 square feet, 

the date when it can be ready for occupancy," and so on, and that 

is about it. 

Now, Mr. Speaker, the letter, and this is 

very important, the letter says in beginning, "Government has 

directed me to invite proposals for additional space in the 

St. John's area." That is the letter of Septembe~ 30th.,"in 

the St. John's area." When Mr. Dobbin answers seven days later, 

he not only knows, Mr. Speaker, that the building is going to 

be in the St. John's area, he knowa more. Just listen. Listen to 

this. '~urther to Mr. Rousseau's le~ier of September 30th., 1974 

re~arding the rental by the Government of Newfoundland of office 

s~ace in an office building to be built on the Torbay Road, adjacent · 

to the K Mart Shoppin~ Plaza," He knows exactly where the building 

is going to be. As a matter ~f fact he writes the letter assuming 

that the space we are talking about is one place and one place 

only, down on Torbay Ro~d. 

So on the 7th, of October he __ rushes in his 

prouosal. I submit, Mr. Speaker, he did it because he had lots of 

time to do it. Now let us very quickly follow through that 

sequence. We are talkin~ about a proposal in the Fall of '74. 

Cabinet received a prouosal on November 7th., 1974, The Minister 

of Public Works in Cabinet was authorized to enter into negotiations 

and finalize agreements with Mr. Dobbin for 75,000 to 100,000 square 

feet of space. That was November 7th., 1974. On November 13th., 1974, 

the then minister, Dr. Farrell, gets a letter from Mr. Dobbin with a detailed 

I 

1 

I 
t 

'. 
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MR. SIMMONS : pronosal, identical to the proposal of October 7th., 

except the price has been changed frOm $6.90 to $8.46, on 

November 13th. And then, Mr. Speaker, if you have been one of these 

peoole who think that government drq their feet about Crown 

land leases, and about making decisions on welfare payments, and about 

keeping welfare recipients a month waitinR for their cheque because 

the computers cannot handle it and that kind of argument, if you have 
• 

been one of those there is a little chagrin because your constituents 

are not getting action just as fast as they should, you will be 

encouraged by the speed with which the government dealt with this 

issue, Because the proposal came from Mr. Dobbin on November 13th., 

and,lo and behold, on November 15th., forty.-eight hours later, 

a letter goes back to Mr. Dobbin from Dr. Farrell saying, 

We acce~t vour proposal dated November 13th. How is that for 

performance? 

MR. NEARY: I thought they just told them there was no proposal. 

MR. SIMMONS: Mr. Speaker, that was the first of a couple 

of proposals. That one was accepted on November 15th,, on paper on 

November 15th. I say to the former Minister of Public Works, the 

H:l.nister of Manpower, that whether he knows it or not, that deal 

was accepted a long day before that day. It was accepted months 

before. It was accepted before he was sent on the wild goose 

chase, the charade of lookinR for office space. It was accepted 

a long time ago. I am not suggesting he knew that. I am suggesting 

he was just one of the pawns in the Rame, Mr. Speaker, one of the 

innocent pawns in the game, a vicious game. 

So on November 15th., the proposal was accepted 

and all they required then, Mr. Speaker, was a document to dot the 

i 1 s and cross the t's. But,lo and behold, Mr. Speaker, that is where 

inefficiency took over. Had they done things with the same speed 

as they did between November 13th. and 15th., they would have been 

saved. They would have been okay. They would have been off the hook, 

! 

' ! ·l 
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MR. SIMMONS: Hr. Speaker • . But then all the !Wity 

detalls that got to . go ·~ an agr~t. it takes time, 

a girl ·~ only typ,e so faa~ And :" it was sometime in 
-~ 

December before tllef goF· the agreemimt ready to go. Indeed 

the agreellent ~ ~c dated but th.eiattachment to the 
' 

NM- 3 

agr~ement. Qlle of . the appendic:ea ,.- dated ._J)ecembeT 6th •• 1974. 

So we can assume it was into Decemb~ before the agreement 

was : ready for. s~. Indeed Mr. Dobb:Lu. was so eager to get 

on with the job that he actually signed the agreement. 

'. 
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Mr. Simmons: He actually signed that agreement, Mr. Speaker. 

But either his friends in the government were not in such a mood to take 

him for a ride as they were later, or they were a little more cautious 

or for whatever reason they did not affix their signatures that day. 

He had his signed, and he had it duly Witnessed by one Powell, But for 

some reason one T.C. Farrell, and one F. D. Moores either were not around 

or were not in any joking mood or for whatever reason they did not sign 

that particular agreement, although let the records show Mr. Dobbin signed 

it and was therefore happy with it, Mr. Speaker. It was signed~! assume, 

sometime in December, if I may judge from the date on the attachment. 

Now, Mr. Speaker, the deal is obviously still 

very much in the works because in January, sometime in January, again no 

date, except January 1975, Mr. Dobbin wrote the Minister of Public Works 

telling him that he was also able to make available 400 carparks in 

the Torbay Roa~ building. And then on the 31st. of January the Minister of 

Public Works was authorized, by Cabinet, to execute the agreement with 

Mr. Dobbin. Now the dates from here, Mr. Speaker, are extremely 

important. On the 31st. of January the Cabinet authorized the Minister 

of Public Works to execute an agreement, on the 31st. of January. And 

then on the 7th. of March,Cabinet rescinded the agreement, rescinded the 

deal, rescinded the authorization, the authorization it had given on 

January 31, was rescinded on March 7. 

What happened in between, Mr. Speaker? What 

happened in those five weeks? Two things that I reca11 1 two things: 

One,the Opposition, as the record will show, raised a number of questions 

on this particular subject; and- number two, on February 24 the Minister 

without Portfolio, the Government House Leader,resigned from the Cabinet 

over the subject, on the 24th. of February. And so on the 7th. of March, 

I would suggest in a direct response, the order was rescinded. On the 

12th. the Cabinet decided to call public tenders; public tenders were 

called on the 18th. of March. Tenders were received from Mr. Dobbin, 

from Western Realty, from Project Management, from the St. John's Development 

Corporation and from Trizec. Tenders were all received up to and including 
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Mt. Simmons: April 30, because that was the closing day for the 

tenders. And then very little action, Mr. Speaker, not the same 

efficiency that we saw before, the November proceeding where it only 

took two days .to get an agreement. 

Now suddenly, Mr. Speaker, there is a long 

period when not very much seems to be taking place. Between April 30 

and August 18, apparently Cabinet does not have anything to say on the 

deal. Now I assume Cabinet does not have to say, because I am assuming 

that the Premier is a man of his word and that he tabled all the relevant 

Orders-in-Council as he said yesterday he did. I am assuming he has 

tabled them all. He certainly had full opportunity because he told us 

he knew about this issue beforehand. So he cannot argue now today, 

Mr. Speaker -

AN HON. MEMBER: ' Appendix A and ~ppendix B. 

MR. SIMMONS: He cannot suddenly argue today that he never had time 

to table the documents, and I will get awfully suspicious if he lays on 

the Table of the House another signed document,whether it is a rescinding 

order or what it is, -

'MR. NEARY: Or an AU'pendix. 

MR; SIMMONS : - because the first thing I will do, Mr. Speaker, 

the first thing I will do if he lays such a document in the House is run 

over and test the ink to see if it is dry. I do not care what the date 

on it is, I will check the ink to see if it is dry. Because he had 

his opportunity yesterday, Mr. Speaker, to table the documents because 

he told us himself that he knew beforehand this thing was coming down 

yesterday, so I assume he had a full opportunity to table the documents 

and I am assuming, Mr. Speaker, 

MR. NEARY: How did he know? 

MR; SIMMONS: Well he said he knew because there were some people 

over on this side of the c;a~c~s who were honest. Well, I will agree with-

him on that point. I agreed with him on that point. I disagree with him 

on something else though, If.- I could get his attention for a minute, perhaps 

he would be prepared to tell the House whether I was the one who told 

him. 
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PREMIER MOORES: Not you, Lojrd. 

MR. SIMMONS: Not me, eh? That is good. One down and nineteen 

to go. 

·AN RON. MEMBER: That is right. 

MR • . SIMMONS: Not me. 

MR. F. ROWE: All of us will ask him the same thinS!. 

MR. SIMMONS: Now, Mr. Speaker, the Premier's bluff is going to 

be called on that one, and I give him notice. It is going to be called 

on that one. 

I assume the Premier told the truth when he said 

yesterday he was tabling all of the relevant Orders-in-Council. If that 

is the case,Mr. Speaker, the next time Council or Cabinet deals with the 

issue is on August 18 when it authorizes that the Dobbin proposal be 

accepted,N~ that is what, May, June, July; that is three and one-half 

months after the bids -that the tender deadline for this matter,.On 

August 18 the thing was approved, and then we have the agreements which 

my colleague,the Leader of the Opposition~has made reference to. 

'. 
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MR. SIMHONS: NOw, Mr. Speaker, why did 

I go back to the earlier deal? Because, Mr. Speaker, 

I submit to this House, it was really only one deal 

that got off the tracks. It was a deal that was in the 

works for a long time; it g~t delayed, it got messed up 

by the member for St. John's East O!r. Marshall) who 

resigned over the issue, and by the Opposition who kept 

asking questions on the subject. And here was a 

government that just a few months before had brought in 

a Public Tender Act which they wanted to give the 

impression they were standing by. We all know since what 

happened to that Public Tender Act. You ask anybody in 

Public Works; you ask the Mahoney Inquiry on the subject 

what happened to that Public Tender Act; ask anybody in 

the Public Accounts Committee what happened to that Public 

Tender Act. So you see, Mr. Speaker, in 1978 the Province 

is not so gullible as it was in 1974 on the subject of 

public tendering because it was willing to give this 

government a chance. And this government had to maintain 

a stand that they were hard and fast behind the public 

tender system. We know now that they are not behind the 

public tender system at all except as it serves their 

particular advantage, but it took time to establish that -

it took the Public Accounts Committee, it took the public 

inquiry, it took the police investigation, it took the 

Walsh shenanigans, it took the other shenanigans to 

establish that this hon. crowd do not mean w~at they say 

about public tendering, they are just going through the 

motions~ But, Mr. Speaker, the net result was they had to 

bide their time. They had to wait until she blew over, 

as we say; they had to wait until the House was closed; 

they had to wait until the impact of the resignation of 

the member for St. John's East had been somewhat forgotten 
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bf the local people. And they 
~ 

probably would have waited another few months, Mr. Speaker, 

but then- they had this nasty= necessity of having to go to 

the public to get themselves elected. And so all that 

summer, you will remember, was like waiting for the other 

shoe to drop. You knew the election was going to come 

sometime in July or August, you knew it was coming fairly 

soon. And then the Premier fixed on a date to call the 

election. He called it on the 25th of August, but before 

he did that he had some housekeeping to do, and he did one 

of his bits of housekeeping a week before calling the 

election, on August 18th. That was the infamous day when 

this Order in Council was passed authorizing the Dobbin 

proposal - as I say, .perhaps a little more quickly than 

they would have liked;- they would have liked for it to 

blow over just a little bit more. I submit, Mr. Speaker, 

there was really only orie deal, and that the Premier, as 

part of his deliberate misleading of this House, was 

only reflecting what was part of a larger pattern, an 

ongoing pattern going back into 1974 when he attempted to 

have Mr. Dobbin and his associates get this leasing 

arrangement, when it went sour on him, thanks to the 

Opposition and the resignation of a minister without 

portfolio. Then the Premier had to bide his time, and 

then a few months later he puts it through Cabinet, 

signs an agreement - and I say, Mr. Speaker, signs an 

agreement - witnessed the agreement which was signed by 

the then Minister of Public Works. Now, Mr. Speaker, 

as I say, most of us in this House are not lawyers. That 

is to our credit perhaps, as well. Most of us are not 

lawyers. At the very least, Mr. Speaker, the Leader of 

the Opposition and I and speakers who will follow me, 

at the very least we have laid out a case which requires 
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MR. SIMMONS : t~at it be further investigated 

by rhe Committee of the Whol·e House with the power to call 

and exami ne witnesses and to send for documentation. That 

is all this motion is asking~ Mr. Speaker. I am hoping, 

although I do not take much consolation from what the 

member for St. John's East (Mr. Marshall) would say, 

I am hoping that the House can agree on that particular 

motion. If it does not there is a very obvious conclusion 

to be drawn -

AN HON. MEMBER: A cover up. 

UR. SH1MONS: - -the old brazen-it-out approach 

that we are so used to with this administration - rough her 

through, hope that it will go away tomorrow. 

Now, Mr. Speaker, in closing, 

just a word. I have heard it said that somehow because I 

sit on this side of the House I am not interested in things 

like unemployment and services for the people and that kind 

of thing. Let me just cover ~hat in one sentence, Mr.Speaker: 

If my people who live in McCallum and have to row in the 

middle of the winter two miles in a punt to get drinking 

water because the Premier will not keep his promise of 1973 

to provide $20,000 or $30,000 to give those people not 

a central water system, but one drilled well, i f they 

have to do that for the want of $20,000 because they are 

told we are living in times of restraint, and on the other 

hand I see $2 million being lashed out to a 

I 
;. 
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MR. SOOI>NS: public relations agency in Montreal,where I see 

millions of dollars being squandered ~ere and there, I see millions 

being squandered on this particular deal or potentially squandered, 

then, Mr. Speaker, I have difficulty addressing myself to the narrow 

subject of water or the subject of unemployment or the subject of 

health services without addressing myself to the overall problem 

that one of the reasons we hava high lm.employment, one of the reasons 

we hava no hospital construction this year, one of the reasons we hava 

the lack of services in McCallum and other coumnmities, one of the 

reasons for all that is the failure of this administration to governor 

because they are too busy doing two things : quelling aU the internal 

rows trying to keep their act together· and, Mr. Speaker, too busy 

making nice,comfortable, cosy, financially advantageous arrangements., 

And that, Mr. Speaker, goes to the very bottom of why we do not have 

sound government and why the people of M:Callum ar~ without water today and 

'iltiy the people of Newfoundland and Labrador are without employment opportunities. 

This govarnment, Mr. Spe~r, has failed 

to govern, failed to govam -~ecause it is too busy, Mr. Speaker, 

doing the kind of thing we are talking about today. And if they want , 
I 

Mr. Speaker, us on this side to talk about unemployment and the other 

issues,let them have the courage to call the Budget debate which they 

hava not done although it has been down for two months, let them have 

the courage to call the Throne Speech debate which they have not done 

for two or three 1110ntbs, let them have the courage and the conviction 
i 

to tell themselvas I do nat care what they tell the House because 

what ·.they tell the House and what they tell themselves or do can be 

twa very different thing~,but let them tell the-elves, Mr. Speaker, 

that they have been burnt so often on this kind of deal that they are 

going to ·give up on this deal and they are going to address themselves 

to the reasons they were elected in the first time, to try and give 

some half decent govarnment to a Province that needs it so badly 

and is not getting it. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear! Hear! 

J 
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MR, SPEAKER: The bon. ~anister of ~nes and Energy. 

MR.. PECKFORD : Mr. Speaker, I would; like to have a few things to say 

about the present issue at hand. I have listened with a great deal of 

interest to what the previous speakers had to say, , the member for 

Burgeo-Bay d'Espoir, the member for St. John's E&St, the Leader of 

the Oppostion. I listened with great interest in it. I think the 

Leader of the Opposition recognized to some degree the very important 

matter that we are dealing with here. I·1 think:the member for St. John's 

East recognized it to a much greater degree, I think the member for 

Burgeo-Bay d'Espoir hardly recognized it at all. He got into a fairly 

wide ranging debate about how well the provinces have been governed 

or not been governed especially in his last five or ten minutes and 

that bothers me a lot because I think as the debate continues I think 

it important for us to realize just how important this whole matter ' 

is to this bon. Rouse and to ongoing deliberations that we might have 

in here. 

In his opening remarks the hon. the member 

for Burgeo-Bay d'Espoir mentioned that the question before us right 

now is not whether the hon. the Premier misled the House necessarily 

but what is before this hon. Rouse is whether in fact we are going 

to have a Committee. He failed to go on and indicate what this whole 

business of having a Committee established to the motion that the hon, 

Leader of the Opposition has put before us has to say. The motion 

has to say to establish a committee to determine whether or not the 

' hon. the Premi~r was misleading the House and what we have to ask 

ourselves this afternoon is whether in fact there is sufficient evidence 

in our minds as individual members of this House to warrant such a 

committee, to warrant such an investigation, to warrant such a step 

as has been suggested in this motion by the Leader of the Opposition 

1 

·. 
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lffi.. B. PECKFORD: recognizing that it has hardly ever happened 

before, that it is a very unusual step, that it is a motion that does 

not come up every day,or every week, , or every session, or -every ten or 

fifteen years. That is what we have c,. to decide and, therefore, every 

individual hon. member has to put his mind to work not on whether now 

the Province has been governed well for water for McCallum, or a highway '. 

here or there, or hospital construction here or there. We have, as 

responsible members of this House representing our individual constituencies, 

to do one thing and that is to decide whether there is evidence sufficient 

to warrant voting for this motion and having the Committee of the Whole 

set up to investigate the charge laid against the hon. Premier that 

he misled this House in answers to questions over the last two or three years 

as it related to office space for the Government and for its agencies. 

That is what we have to decide, Mr. Speaker, that is the sole issue 

before us. A~d remembering always that the issue is one of deliberation, 

one of thought, one of reflection,that the hon. the Premier never misled 

the House, the hon. the Premier · did aot say something off the cuff; that 

he deliberately, that he designed - as the Leader of the Opposition and 

the hon. member for Burgeo-Bay d'Espoir (Mr. SiDIIIOns) are saying,- that 

he designed his answers in such a way as to effectively cover up a 

secret arrangements that was being proposed between the Government of 

Newfoundland on the one hand and a developer on the other hand. That 

is what we have to decide. 

Now, Mr. Speaker, we therefore have to try 

to gather evidence and information to lead us towards making a decision 

on this motion sometime today or whenever whoever wants to speak 

has had a chance to speak. We can relate ourselves or we can refer 

to many, many documents. But number 1, Mr. Speaker, let it be 

clearly understood first of all that it is an extremely normal practice 

for cabinets to direct an individual minister or a committee of 

ministers to go out to a particular developer or to a particular 

engineering firm, or whatever is before cabinet at the time, and put 
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MR. B. PECKFORD: together some kind of arrangement, given 

whatever the circumstances of the day are, if it happens to be a hospital, 

or if it happens to be a water and sewer syste~, or if it happens to be 

office space, whatever it happens to_ be, that particular ~inister 

concerned. '!he Pr~r effectively pointed out, Mr. Speaker, in my 

view yesterday that it is extremely ordinary behaviour for cabinets in 

any jurisdiction to so direct a particular minister or groups of 

ministers that way. The cabinet as a whole does not have the time to 

individually as a cabinet, all sixteen, or fifteen, or fourteen, or 

twenty people, to sit down and negotiate with a developer or with a 

group of people, or a firm, or a co~pany. It is left to the minister 

who is responsible to work out some of the details or to put a proposal 

before cabinet. It is examined and then that minister is directed to 

continue his efforts in this regard. That is his job. And it was 

done in Orders-in-council on other proposals that have been placed 
. . 

before this han. House. to show that: that was normal practice._ So there 

is nothing,, numberone,~Mr. Speaker, nothing unusual about such a cabinet 

directive, nothing at all, to direct the l1inister of Public Works, based 

on a tender proposal call,and all the proposal calls came in, they were 

all analyzed and one was considered to be better than the rest, and then 

that was brought to the attention of Cabinet and then Cabinet directed 

the appropriate minister . 
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MR. PECKFORD: to continue the negotiations along those 

lines to see if a deal could be coDSUIIIIII&ted, .AJ:td an interesting 

point but one that I am sure, Mr. Speaker, I can be accused of 

using some antics on, but: an interesting point on that whole 

question, it was a Cabinet Directivet It was not an Order-in

Council, it was a Cabinet Directive, , number one. Number two,...

wh:Lch is a big difference. If anybody wants to go into it 

they can find out what the difference is on the matter. But let 

me not just dwell on words. Juat let me not dwell on words. Let 

me consider it non-important even though it is. Well.I will 

ask the hon. member to call up the Clerk of the Executive Council 

tomorrow, the building is closed llOW'; and ask the question, and 

see what the Clerk of the Executive Council will give you as 

an answer to that, the difference between the two. Because _one directs, 

the other one is an order and has the formality to it anci 

finality to it:. A Cabinet Directive~ does not at all. 

So, Mr. Speaker, it is normal pra~tice for 

Cabinet Directives to be issued to authorize or direct appropriate 

ministers to continue doing certain things which are within the 

boundaries of their portfolio, normal regular practice. What 

was done in th:Ls case, Mr. Speaker, what was done in th:Ls 

case, after the proposals came in, analyzed and so on, one appeared 

to be better than the others, and a Cabinet Directive was ordered 

that the following proposals, submitted by Mr. Craig L. Dobbin, 

St. John's, with. retard to the construction of an office 

complex for the government, situate immediately Vest of Confederation 

Building, be and they are hereby appTOved in principle. Approved. 

Approved no more, nothing after it. Approved in principle. It was 

normal for this kind of directive to be issued, one. Two, it was 

a Cabinet Directive. Three, what did it say? Approved in principle, 

full stop after that? No. •subject to the submission to Cabinet 

of satisfactery plans and specifications, based~ And stop there after 

it is only approval in principle, no. subject to · the submission 

to Cabinet again of satisfactory plans and specifications. Well that 
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MR. PECKFORD: is enough now. You are covered enough now. 

You are only approving it in principle. It muat be subject to 

another submi.ssion to Cabinet, based on all the plans and 

specifications of the pro'(losal, two ,additional things on it. 

No, based upon analysis of the project by the Department of 

Public Works and Services. And it was only after those 

conditions were met, and a submission brought back to 

Cabinet again, that final approval ~f a project could be given, 

or would be given. Normal practice for Cabinet to direct a 

particular minister, number one. Number two, it was a Cabinet 

Directive, not an Order-in-Council. Three, what did it say? 

It directed the mi.nister, it said approval in principle. It 

said subject to plans and specifications comi.ng back to Cabinet 

based on a full analysis by experts in the field in the 

Department of Public Works and Services. And after all 

those things were done, and Cabinet looked at them as a body, 

the minister doing his work for us, I doing the work on energy for 

them, the Minister of Municipal Affairs doing the work on 

municipal affairs for us, bringing it back to Cabinet, after those 

things were done then Cabinet would decide, then government 

1 

•. .. 
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HR. PECKFORD: would decide 1£ in fact this proposal by this 

developer which was approved in principle now can stand up and be 

approved in detail so that government can have additional office space. 
.I 

That is the process, Mr. Speaker. Therefore1 I submit that those things ~ 

~eing true, those things being valid, what I have just said being true 

and valid, that the Premier did uot deliberately mislead this House 

when he said in response to questions over a t hree year period "There 

is no agreement, There is no arrangement." It was all pending further 

negotiation, pending further talks, analysis and then if it came back 

to Cabinet and it was rejected we could say it was rejected or if it 

was approved we would say it was approved, that there is an agreement, 

that we have a project, that we are going to build additional office 

space. There was no agreement, Mr. Speaker, absolutely no. agreement. 

There was not one dollar of public money spent. then, during the last 

three years, now. There is none~ It did not come back to Cabinet 

because it died a normal death, . It died a normal death. There is 

nothing that ever came back to me. I - have not seen anything in my 

Babinet papers since• It died. And as a matter of fact,not only 

did it die its normal death -

MR. NEARY: It died i~ the Mercantil~ Bank in New York. 

MR. SPEAKER: Order, please! I require on both sides strict 

observance to the rule while this motion is under debate. 

}JR. PECKFORD: Hr. Speaker, not only did it die a normal 

death but after , in the last year or so,government has taken upon 

itself to investigate whether,in fact,there was any need, any desire 

by government to rent space at Atlantic Place and negotiations were 

started!To show how dead it was, to show how dead this so-called scandal 

and corruption is, to show how far under the ground this particular 

proposal has become, the fact of the matter is that government started 

over a year or more ago - I do not even l<now the dates, but I know 

bovernment has been over the last year or so negotiating for space 

at Atlantic Place if they could get the right price. 
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So this so-called scandal, this so-called 

corruption has been as dead as the dodo bird for a year or more. 

There has been absolutely nothing done. The only thing that has 

been done ha~ been another negotiation wldch negates completely 

any other proposal that might have been on the table before that 

because here we are now negoti~ting on Atlantic Place and other 

space around town. So how can there be an agreement? How can there 

be an arrangement approved in principle, subject to the submission 

to Cabinet of satisfactory plans and specifications based upon 

analysis of the project by the uepartuent of Public Works anu 

Services? liow can.~re be an arrangement? I cannot figure it. 

Now, Hr. Speaker, any han. gentleman worth 

his salt,with half a twit can take any set of circumstances or any 

set of dates - I nave seen it done many, many times, you could take 

my goings on, my personal goings on for the last seven days aud if 

somebody -Qas the right mind and ~he right inclination they can make 

me look pretty bad, Hr. Speaker, they can make me look pretty bad. 

There could be all kinds of innuendo -

AN RON. MEMBER: 

}!R. PECKFORD: 

(Inaudible) 

I will let the people of 

Newfoundland and the people of Green Bay decide that. 

l 

•. 
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MR.. PECKFORD: So, Hr. Speaker, if any hon. gentleman is 

interested in creating probabilities that certain things occurred 

they are very easy to do. It takes a. very small mind. It takes 

JM- 1 

a very small mind to be able to do th;t. There is no problem there. 

What you have to do, Hr. Speaker, is to be able to produce the cold, 

hard evidence. That ill what you have to be able to do. You can 

innuendo all you like. You can suggest all you_.like. You can imply 

and infer all you like but the questicm, Hr. Speaker, is when the facts 

are placed on the table. And I suggest that what the Leader of the 

Opposition has done in here in the last few days has been a total 

and absolute abuse of the privileges of this House. He has ,as the 

member for St. John 1 s East has said, been very, very poorly advised 

to take this drastic step of asking or IIII!Jving this motion,to examine 

whether the Premier has deliberately mislead this House,on pretty 

flimsy evidence. Because the Leader of the Opposi~ion was able to 

get his hands on a Cabinet directive he thought he had it made even 

though he had no more additional information as to what has happened 

over the last three years, the other negotiations going on, even though 

it was there proved in princiole, ·even though it was only a Cabinet 

directive, even though it had to come back to Cabinet, even though it 

had to be analysed by experts, all of these things negating the kind 

of charge that he subsequently brought before this bon. House. 

Hr. Speaker, what oerhaps bothers me more 

than even this motion, if that is possible, is the escalation in this 

House over the last several months of phraseology and words which are 

coined'in such a manner as t~ only indicate scandal, corruption, this 

kind of thing without any hard and cold facts being done on it. It 

has been done even in normal debates, even when there is no motion 

before the House, that somebody has deliberately !ll{sled. Even in 

normal debate one is hearing from bon. members for no particular 

reason 'cover up','deals', •rotten deal~this afternoon. 'This crowd 'do 

not mean what they say.' ~This crowd: this is the way one hon. gentleman 

·-
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MR. PECKFORD: _refers to his colleagues in this House, 'this crowd' 

and wait for it to blow over, nasty, cosy, nice cosy - If there is 

anything more important, ~d._ the hon. member for Conception Bay South 

has very often eloquently made this point in this House over the last 

number of years that I have been here and some other hon. gentlemen 

from that side as well have often made the point, this whole motion 

sort of is the climax of an' atmosphere·, an environment that has been 

gradually created in this House over the last little while which is 

really dispicable to me. As-one citizen, as one human being, as one 

member of the House it is dispicable. And there were times last Friday 

and on other occasions when for no particular reason this kind of 

verbiage and this kind of phraseology and diction was used by hon. 

me!abers and I just got up, Mr. Speaker, as one member and walked out 

and went on home because it is not worth it, Mr. Speaker, to stay in·this 

hon. House day after day, hour after hour and list~n to some hon. 

gentlemen who have no facta, who have no evidence but continue to 

allege through well coj.ned'.phraseology. to imply certain scandal at 

just about everybody on this side which I think is completely less 

than honourable and deserves perhaps no more· comment. 

But it is a sad day when 

1 
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MR. PECKFORD: ~ ~on. gentleman has to stand up in his 

place and say those kinds of thing~ are going on in 

NM- 1 

the BollSe. To sum up, Mr. Speaker, -..the bon. Leader of the 

Opposition has not proved, has not submitted evidence sufficient 

to convince me that this motion should be passed. He has 

produced flimsy evidence and has tried to build a case around 

a very small amount of information S;lld facts and believes that 

for some devine, unknown reason he has the right to do this 

all the time and to stand in his place and to claim almost 

a monopoly on getting rid of corruption in this Province. Well, 

I will tell the Leader of the Opposition that I have 1ust as 

strong a commitment as any other member in this House and he 

has no monopoly on truth, he has no' monopoly on getting rid 

of corruption, and I too as a member am just as convinced on 

that score, 

SOME HON. MEMBERS : 

MR. PECKFORD: 

~ 

Hear, he-ar! 

Let him get off his white steed. 

Let him get off his big steed as if hewere :the only one to pontificate 

in this Bouse to get rid of corruution. 

AN RON. MEMBER: (Inaudible) • 

MR. SPEAKER (Dlt. J. COLLINS) : Order, please! Order, please! 

In this particular matter the Chair does have 

to recognize one speaker at a time. I would ask hon. member to 

pay attention to that particular rule. 

The bon. Minister of Mines and Energy. 

MR. PECKFORD: So, Mr. Speaker, let none of us be so 

bold, let none of us be so big in ourselves, so pretentious as to 

believe that my sole desire is to get rid of corruption. £very 

hon. member in this Bouse has a commitment to himself and to the 

Province, and to the people that he serves, to do what he can in 

the best interest of this Province. And when facts and evidence 

l 
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MR. PECKFORD: are produced sufficient to condemn a man, or 

an hon. member, sobeit1 let that l!Qn. member be condemned, And let 

the courts and this House take care .. of him. No question about it. 

But let it not be done, or let it nOt seem to be done, or let it 

not be done on flimsy evi.dence which cannot conclusively show 

that an hon. member deliberately misled this bon. House because 

I fimly believe that on the evidence that the Leader of the 

Opposition presented he caDDOt show it. It cannot stand up. 

It c8DI1ot stand uo. And unless and until the hon. LeAder of 

the Opposition can produce additi~ evidence, not oratorical 

jibes, not eloquent phrases, but facts to further substantiate 

what he is tryin~ to do now, I for Q'lle will have to vote against 

this motion. 

SOME BON. MEMBERS: Bear, hear! 

MR. SPEAKER: The hon. member for Lewisp_orte. 

MR. F. WHITE: Mr. Speaker, I want to address myself 

to a couple of points with respect tb the motion that is before 

the House, that a Commiteee of the Whole House be struck to determine, 

Mr. Speaker, whether or not the Premier did,in fact,mislead the 

House. 

Now, Mr. Speaker, we have heard from 

a couple of members on the other side of the House today but they 

hKve not addressed themselves to the points that we have been making 

during this debate,and in the debate yesterday, and leading up to 

this debate today. Neither the member for St. John's East 

(Mr. Marshall), nor the Minister of Mines and Energy, the member 

for Green Bay (Mr. Peckford), addressed themselves 

to the points that we have been making and to the points that were 

made by the Premier when he spoke in this House yesterday. 

Mr. Speaker, with respect to this 

agreement between the Government of Newfoundland, and Mr. Dobbin, and 

the attached Order-in-council, Mr. Speaker, the Order-in-Council specifically 
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MR. F. WHITE: states that th1B project 1a given approval 

in principle. Mr. Speaker. moat ~· membera know that 

approval in principle 1lleaDS that a _deal is going to go ahead. 

NM- 3 

It llle&ll& th&t: the deal 111U8t go ahead. and the oul.y. thing that ill 

SUbject to change are BOlle· of the 8J8~i:catiou. 

I 
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MR. WHITE: ~e hon. the member for 

St. John's East mentioned a recent ruling at City Council, 

Mr. Speaker, with respect to this, and if I recall 

correctly - ard I have not researched that particular 

matter quite thoroughly enough - if I recall correctly, 

the approval in principle meant that the project had to 

go ahead but the specifications for that partic~lar project 

were changed somewhat. It involved, I think, the same 

gentleman. So that is what approval in principle means. 

Now the Minister of Mines and 

Energy when he spoke, went to great length, Mr. Speaker, 

to say that this approval in principle meant nothing, 

meant nothing, Mr. Speaker. 

Let me refer to a Cabinet 

directive that was issued on - January 31, 1975 with respect 

to the 100,000 square feet of office space on Torbay Road, 

which I assume was the Order in Council that about a month 

later triggered the resignation of the then minister, the 

member for St. John's East (Mr. Marshall). Mr. Speaker, 

there was a rescinding order with respect to that particular 

Order in Council. Let me refresh memories -January 31, 1975: 

"Order that the hon. Dr. T. C. Farrell, Minister of Public 

Works and Services representing Her Majesty, the Queen, in 

right of Newfoundland - and so on - be and he is hereby 

authorized to execute an agreement with Mr. Dobbin relative 

to the leasing of the Government of Newfoundland from 

Mr. Dobbin of not less than 75,000 and not more than 100~000 

square feet of office space." Now, Mr. Speaker, that 

agreement was rescinded, and it was rescinded on March 7, 

1975, ten or twelve days after the minister then, the 

member for St. John's East, ~esigned from Cabinet; 

March 7, 1975, "Ordered that Order in Council 15775 

relating to the leasing of 75,000 to 100,000 square feet 

1 
t 
I 
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MR. WHITE: of office space to be erected 

nea~ the K-Mart Shopping Centre, Torbay Road, St. John's 

be and it is hereby rescinded. Signed: Mr. Channing, the 

Clerk of the Executive Council." 

So, Mr. Speaker, we have proof 

in the House as tabled by the minister yesterday that the 

Order in Council which went through on January 31, 1975 

was on March 7, 1975 rescinded, and that agreement then 

no longer existed or that Order in Council no longer 

existed because the Cabinet did, in fact, rescind it. 

Now, Mr. Speaker, during his 

speech today the member for St. John's East (Mr. Marshall) 

did not pay any attention to that particular matter, that 

that was rescinded and that the Order in Council attached 

to the document that was tabled yesterday, the agreement 

between the government and Mr. Dobbin, there is no 

rescinding order for that particular Order in Council, 

C35075, although, Mr. Speaker, the Premier said in his 

remarks yesterday - and he said quite clearly, and I can 

read verbatim what he said - he said, "A lot of people 

did not like the idea. A lot of people wanted to build 

the building on our own. A lot of people did not like 

the going proposal, and the fact is, Sir, that the 

agreement and the Order in Council were rescinded and 

cancelled." Now, Mr. Speaker, that is what the Premier 

told us yesterday in the House. And I have checked all 

the documents that he tabled in the House yesterday and 

so far, Mr. Speaker, I do not see any Order in Council 

which says that this particular Order in Council was 

rescinded. 

And let me speak more 

specifically to this Order in Council that was attached 

to the document tabled in the House of Assembly yesterday . 

'. 
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MR. WHITE: 'Approval in principle' -

that is what it says- 'approval in principle', which 

means that the approval is given but the specifications 

can be changed. Now that is .. what it means. "The rental 

area will contain," it goes on to say, "(b) the balance 

of 400,000 feet will be avai~able. The rental rate quoted 

will apply •. The rental period will extend .• The rental 

area will be leased •• The delivery of the premises will 

be subject .• and The government shall agree to pay •. " 

Now, Mr. Speaker, I submit 

that this was a binding agreement, is a binding agreement, 

is still a binding agreement unless the Order in Council 

attached to this agreement is rescinded by Cabinet and has 

been rescinded by Cabinet. 

The Minister of ~i~es and Energy 

when he spoke about this particular document today did not 

l 
I 
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MR. F. WHITE: say, Mr. Speaker, that the attached 

Order-in-<:otm.cil was rescinded. The. Minister of Nines and Energy, and 

I have his quote here he said ~t it died a natural death a year 

ago. Now what does that mean? Mr. s:peaker, I would like to know 

what that means coming from a Cabinet minister who has been in Cabinet 

for quite a while. I would like to know what' an Order-in-Council is 

doing dying a natural death. I have never heard the like of this 

before, Mr. Speaker, 'dying a natural death'.) Either the 

Order-in-council still applies or it has been rescinded. Now if it 

has been rescinded and the agreement is no longer in effect, then we 

need something tabled in this House tD let us know that that is, in 

fact, the case. The Premier did not, yesterday, table anything which 

would indicate that this agreement was rescinded. I have gone, as well, 

Mr. Speaker, through all the documents that have been tabled in this 

House today and I do not see one single document, other than the one 

that I am looking at here that was tabled by the Leader of the Opposition, 

I do not see one single document, ~~. Speaker, that is signed by the 

Premier and by the Minister of Industrial Development,who was then the 

Minister of Public Works. Not one of the other documents is signed, 

Mr. Speaker, and I do not understand how the member for St. John's East 

(Mr. Marshall) can stand in this House, as he did today, and I wrote it 

down, that the Trizec was more of an agreement than the one that was 

tabled yesterday. 

Now I do not understand how the member can 

get up in this House and say that when the Trizec agreement is not even 

signed. Mr. Speaker, it is not signed by any officials of Trizec, it 

is not signed by any officials of the Government, it is not signed by 

any minister . It says here, 'Uinister of Public lolorks, Witness', but 

it is not signed. It says here, 'The Common Seal of Trizec', but it 

is not signed. But we have this other agreement that was tabled by 

the Leader of the Opposition yesterday, an agreement between the 

Government and Mr. Dobbin,that is signed. It is signed by the Premier 

,. 
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'HR. F. WHITE: of this Province, it is signed by the then 

Minister of Public loorks, and it is ~igned by Mr. Dobbin and one, 

Alvin N. Powell, who was a former employee of Omega Investments. Now 

that is who this document is signed by. Presumably, Mr. Powell, who 

was a former employee of Omega Investments, witnessed Mr. Dobbin's 

signature, and' presumably, the Premier witnessed the Minister of Public 

Works at that time -witnessed his s~gnature. 

This to me, Mr. Speaker, is clear, 

very, very clear to me that this document is legal and binding on the 

part of Government, is still in effect, Mr . Speaker, despite the 

Minister of Mines and Energy saying that the document was rescinded -

he did not say it was rescinded! died a natural death about a year ago. 

Well if we accept what the Minister of Mines and Energy says that this 

document died a natural death a year ago, that means that the agreement 

lJas in effect for the two years prior to that. During that period: 

Mr. Speaker, the Premier on a number ~f occasions consistently told 

the House that there was no deal, there was no arrangement, that there 

was no .intention, no agreement whatso_ever in effect, and yet we have 

this agreement today that says it is approval in principle. It goes 

through all kinds of detail on what kind of space would be provided, 

when it would be provided, Mr. Speaker, and a document attached from 

the Cabinet also, I might add, outlining the various specifications 

for that building. 

So I maintain, }~. Speaker, that despite 

what the Minister of Mines and Energy said that it died a uatural 

death - Mr. Speaker, how can a Minister of the Crown stand in this 

House and tell us that a document of the Cabinet, the highest 

governing body of this Province, died a natural death? It was either 

rescinded or was not rescinded, and if it was not rescinded, Mr. 

Speaker, I maintain that this document is still in effect and for the 

last three years the Premier has been misleading the House. What 

other conclusion can we reach, Mr. Speaker? 

J• 
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SOME :IDN. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. F. WHITE: What oth~ conclusion? 

Now the Minister of Mines and Energy says 

that we are standing here today _ to decide whether or not the Premier 

llisled the House. 
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Mr. White: That is not the motion, Mr. Speaker. That is not 

the motion. We cannot decide in a debate such as this whether or not 

the Premier misled the House. We c~ot decide that. We have to have 

people outside of this House, people, witnesses from outside this 

Rouse who have the same immunity as members of the House to appear before 

the House and to give testimony. 

I would like to hear, Mr. Speaker, from the Cabinet '. 
... . 

of August 1975. How many of the Cabinet ministers at that particular. time 

would be willing to appear before the Ca.mittee? How many? The Cabinet 
j 

at that time consisted of the Premier, the present Premier, the Minister . I 
of Education was the present Speaker of the House, the Minister of Finance 

was Mr. H.R.V. Earle, the Minister of Fisheries was Mr. Crosbie, the Minister 

of Forestry and Agriculture was the present Minister of Health, the 

Minister of Health at that time was the member for Kilbride(Mr. Wells), 

the Minister of Industrial Development was the gentleman who is today 

the Minister of Transportation and Communications, ~he Minister of Justice 

was the present Minister of Justice, the Minister of Manpower and 

Industrial Relations was the gentleman who is now the Minister of Forestry 

and Agriculture, the Minister of Mines and Energy was Mr. Leo Barry, the 

Minister of Municipal Affairs and Housing is the present Minister of 

Mines and Energy, the Minister of Public Works and Services was the 

bon. gentleman who is now the Minister of Industrial Development, the 

Minister of Rehabilitation and Recreation was Thomas M. Doyle, the Minister 

of Social Services is the present Minister of Consumer Affairs, the Minister 

of Tourism was the gentleman who is now the Minister of Rehabilitation and 

Recreation, the Minister of Transportation and Communications was the 

gentleman who is now the Minister of Manpower, the Minister of Provincial 

Affairs and the Environment was Mr. Gordon Dawe, the President of the 

Council was the gentleman who was also the Minister of Public Works, the 

present Minister of Industrial Development, and the Minister of Rural 

Development was Mr. Reid. 

So, Mr. Speaker, we have a lot of people who are 

not in this Rouse -·.who should be brought before a Ca.mittee of this House 

to give evidence, to give evidence, Mr . Speaker, as to what knowledge they have 

.... 
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Mr. White: of this agreement ' as to whether or not they were 

subject to signing and agreeing to this agreement, Mr. Speaker. And 

whether, Mr. Speaker, whether or not they considered this approval in 

principle to be a binding agreement, to be a binding agreement. Now 

only then, Mr. Speaker, only then can we determine whether or not this 

agreement was in fact binding and is in fact binding, and only then can 

we make the decision, the Committee of the Whole make the decision as 

to whether or not the Premier misled this House. We cannot, Mr, Speaker, 

and I emphasize this, we cannot decide on the basis of debate as is 

taking place here today, we cannot decide whether or not the Premier misled 

this House. We say here that we have an agreement. There is an agreement, 

an agreement, in effect, since 1975 signed by the Premier of this Province 

signed by the Minister of Public Works, signed by Mr. Dobbin, signed by 

Mr. Powell, attached to it an Order-in-Council giving the go ahead for 

a major building project to go ahead in this Province. We are told by 

the Minister of Mines and Energy that it died a natural death, Mr. 

Speaker. And we are still waiting to find out how Cabinet runs its affairs 

if Orders-in-Council are going to die natural deaths. Presumably this 

Order-in-Council will die the same way that the January 31, 1975 Order~ 

in-Council died and that is with a rescinding order. 

And I assume, Mr. Speaker,, I assume that when the 

Premier speaks tonight, if he does, I assume that he will table the 

rescinding order for this particular Order-in-Council, attached to this 

agreement that would then no longer, Mr. Speaker, no longer make this 

agreement valid. But until that rescinding order is placed on the 

Table of the House,I maintain and hon. members here maintain that this 

agreement is still in effect. 

.I 
'. 
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HR. •miTE: Now, Y~. Speaker, it is a very serious charge. 

As bon. members said today it is a very serious charge that has 

been made that the Premier deliberately misled the aouse. It has 

been ~de by half a dozen m~bers over here, probably more, 

Probablv by the time this debate is over it will be made by all 

members over here, I do not know, I do not know when and how they 

are going to speak and what they are going to say when they do speak, 

but I assume that that is what they will .. do. 

So, Mr. Speaker, how can we decide on the 

bc:.sis of information that has been presented to this House whether 

of not the Premier misled the House1 And that is why I emphasize 

tQ members oppositc that only by the establishment of a Committee of 

!:he Whole House, calling witnesses, calling former Cabinet Hinisters, 

calling Mr. Channing, calling }lr. Dobbin, calling people like that 

inside the House and asking them questions. It has been done before 

here, fir. Speaker, it was done in the case of Mr. "Shaheen when the 

proposal came up for the Come by Chance oil refinery. Mr. Shaheen 

and his officials were brought before the House, the session was 

televised to the rest of this Province, televised, every single minute 

of it was put on television right across this Province so that the 

people of Newfonndland could see. And, Hr. Speaker, there was no 

charge then of misleading and I maintain that this particular Iilatter 

is just as important and there should l.le a CoiiDilittee of the Hhole 

to discuss it. 

}lr. Speaker, there was also a Committee of the 

Whole when the Auditor General came before this House, I think it 

was in the late 1960s,and was questioned by members with respect to 

lus report and matters contained therein. This is the ouly way we 

can decide and we can j~dge. It is fine for the government to get up 

and the government members to get up and vote down this motion , vote 

down this resolution saying to the people of this Province that the 

government does not agree that the Premier misled the House and then . 

l 
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l!R. lffiiTE: presumably taken some action against those who 

have stated that the Premier deliberately misled .the House. It is 

another red herr~•g, Mr. Speaker, it. is another.red herring. We can 

only m~ a sound and logical judgement on this matter by having a 

Committee of· the Whole struck so that we can get on with· the motion 

as it is read and as it is tabled 1that we can question people to 

find out whether or not this was an agreement, whether or not this 

agreement was in effect for the three years that we have documented 

that the Premier misled . . the House by telli..•g us there was no 

agreemant to rent space from anybody, telling us there was no commitment 

to rent space from anybody and we can only judge that, Mr. Speaker, 

on the basis of more information and· on the basis of expert advice 

given in this Rouse. 

It is okay for the Leader of the Opposition 

who is a law-Jer to give his opinion, one that I concur with~ then 

another lawyer on the other side says that his legal opinion is not 

the same as that; we can only make this judgement, Hr. Speaker, on 

the basis of impartial testimony to this House from former ministers 

of the government, from officials and others who are interested in 

this particular matter. 

Hr. Speaker, we have heard today how tt.e public 

of NewfoundlanJ. are disillusioned,with wilat is going on in this 

House. Every weekend when I go to my district, Hr. Speaker, the 

same topic comes up: "Wi.at is going on in the Hous~?" But, ilr. 

Speaker, I do not hear any criticism of us bringing up those matters. 

lf..1at I hear is, "Boy, you are not going to get at it anyway," or 

"Boy, ti<e truth is not going to come out anyway 1 " or that the govenunent 

will cover it up anyway or that the government will hide it anyway. 

Tl10se are the kind of comments I hear, i!r. Speaker, and that is why I 

say that it is time that all members of this House gave attention to 

the motion that we have put in today, that a Committee of the Whole 

be struck so that once and for all the people of this Province will 

. . 
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1-.iR. WHITE: see that it is not just another mattar of the 

government with its majority voting down the Opposition1 as we are 

likely to see in this particular debate. 

And, ~Ir.Speaker, I hope that some hon. members 

on the other side, I hope, Mr. Speaker, that some hen. members on 

the other side say "Why not? Let .us set up a 6011llllittee of the ~fuole 

and .let us find out whether or not the Premier mislead the House. And 

let us see what action we can take since the motion does compel the _ 

committee to give a report to the House con~aining recommendations~ 

And that is why 1 Mr.Speaker, that a committee is so ba~ly needed. 

We had suspected all along, }!r.Speaker, that this agreement 

I 
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MR. WHITE: existed. We have heard it 

on the s~reet. We have heard it said that certain 

people were bragging that they were going around with 

an Order in Council in their pocket trying to raise 

money to build a public building - we heard that. And ,._ 

only yesterday did it come out in the House that in 

fact the agreement did exist, that in fact the agreement 

was signed by the Premier of this Province, that in fact 

the agreement was signed by the Minister of Public Works, 

that in fact the agreement was signed by Mr. Dobbin and 

a former employee of his, Mr~ Powell. 

So let us get the Committee 

going. Let us set up the Committee. lole could set up the 

Committee after supper if enough members agreed to that 

and we could get on with this particular matter. 

The Public Accounts Committee, 

Mr. Speaker, I maintain, has been of invaluable service 

to this House and to the people of this Province. It has 

been a very good exercise, the Public Accounts Committee, 

and more such committees like that should be established 

to look into various matters so that we can in fact call 

witnesses, Mr. Speaker, and find out. 

Now, Mr. Speaker, I still have 

a little bit of time left, but I am not going to take it 

all up. I know there are other hon. members who want to 

speak, and I just want to emphasize what I have said before, 

that we do not accept the explanation of the Minister of 

Mines and Energy that this Order in Council died a natural 

death. What a lot of nonsense - died a natural death! And 

I want to repeat that because I want other people to address 

themselves to it, to tell us how the Order in Council did 

die, if in fact it did die. I would like to see the 
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HR. WHITE: r£scinding order. It did not 

die a natural death. 

And I would also like to bring 

up this matter, Mr. Speaker, about the Premier yesterday 

and the way he attacked this matter in the House by 

saying that some Opposition ~embers - I had better quote 

him directly so that I am clear on what I am saying: 

"Now, Sir, I have had a little forewarning on this because 

there are members in the Opposition who are more concerned 

about the truth and presenting the facts than just publicity 

in this House and I am very thankful for those people at 

this time." Now that is what the Premier said. 

Now, Mr. Speaker, I think it is 

incumbent on the Premier to name names or to withdraw that 

remark, because the Premier knows and I know that I did not 

tell him, Mr. Speaker, and I challenge him to name whoever 

told him of this particular matter. If it came from the 

Liberal caucus I challenge him to tell us; if it did not 

it does not matter. That is what I would like to know, 

Mr. Speaker, where it came from on this side of the House. 

And I also, Mr. Speaker, in my 

concluding comment, challenge the Premier to back up his 

statement yesterday so that we will know he did not mislead 

the House yesterday when he said, "A lot of people did not 

like the idea."-referring to this particular agreement 

here - "A lot of people wanted to build the building on our 

own. A lot of people did not like the going proposal, and 

the fact is, Sir, that the agreement and the Order in Council 

were rescinded and cancelled." I hope that the Premier can 

prove that when he speaks in this debate, Mr. Speaker. 

SOME RON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

f 
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:MR. SPEAKER: The hon. the member for 

St. John's North. 

HR. J. CARTER: Ur. Speaker, this is not a 

Watergate, it is a Twillingate. 

SOME RON. MEMBERS: Oh, oh! 

HR. J. CARTER: It is an attempt to set up a 

circus - talk, talk talk. So I am not going to take too 

long. 

I am sorry that the government 

went so far as it did with its plans for the building that 

has been debated. I think the Civil Service is as large 

as it needs to be. I would hate to see it grow any further. 

I think it should be kept under control by attrition, perhaps 

even made smaller. I do not.think it is necessary to look 

for additional office space. I think we should try and 

make do with what we have. We have other more important 

priorities. And I think it is a sad mistake to go looking 

for office space from a government and party friend. And 

it is also a mistake to try and do it by leaseback. I think 

these are all mistakes. I think such a proposal would be 

expensive and unnecessary. And I would like to say this, 

There is only one thing worse than not getting what you want 

and that is getting what you want. 

•. 
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MR. J. CARTER: Fortunately the proposal got no further than just 

a proposal. There is not even a shell of ill repute. What we have 

is a negative structure, a non-building. There was no true 

agreemen~.fortunately.and therefore the Leader of the Opposition 

is in error. 

Now I would like to say, Mr. Speaker, that as 

far as I am concerned our system workS. If such an agreement had bet!!l 

cott.cluded I would not be on ·this aide of the House and there are 

several others, probably many others, like me._ The government would 

not be sustained. So I can assure the Leader of the Opposition that 

there was no intention of giving a building to Mr. Dobbin. There 

may have been -

AN RON. MEMBER: _No intention! 

MR. SPEAKER: Order pleue! 

MR. J. CARXER: Yes, I wish silence, Mr. Spesk~r. 

MR. SPEAKER: I must insist that there be no interruptions. 

MR. J. CARTER: There may well have been desires, wishes and even 

hopes,but I can assure you there was no intention. Our system is a 

bad one. Sometimes you have to go to the brink. You have to develop 

a thick skin. You have to shout and roar, argue and . fight somet~s, 

to listen to tears and abuse and you have to spend your life in a 

bear pit. It is a bad system but all others are worse. And now· this 

motion: Things are not always what they se~m,especially in a House 

of Aasembly,and the pUblic and the press probably do not appreciate 

that. On the face of it, it seell8 like a sensible thing to do. An 

accusation haa been made, a very serious accusation has been made,and 

what is more sensible or reasonable than to set up a co!lllllittee to look 

into it further? It seems very, very sensible .' But by the traditions 

of this House and parliamentary tradition generally,this motion by 

these conventions is a motion of confidence. It states that a member 

may have lied and there is not conclusive proof. 

Therefore as far as .I am concerned the motion 

must be defeated and the Leader of the Opposition will be forced to 

1 
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MR. J. CARTER: apologize. Now this is what he should have done in 

my view, He has some serious accusations to make and some docUIIII!D.tary 

evidence that purports to back this up. He should have risen on a 

point of order, tabled the documents and then asked for an explanation. 

If the government could not explain it,.obviously they would be embarrassed. 

Now he must loose face and face the consequences. So what he did as 

far as I am concerned was dumb • I would say they had poor sources , 

just poor sources,because as far as I am concerned Liberal intelligence 

is a contradiction in terms, 

I only hope, Mr. Speaker, that the electorate 

do not expect heaven on earth if the hon. crowd opposite ever form the 

government. I do not think there will be any great improvement because 

as far as I am concerned the decision is not between good and bad but 

between better and worse,and in this instance I support the government. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear! Hear! 

MR. SPEAKER: The hon. member for Port de Grave. 

MR. DAWE: Mr. Speaker, I am going to start my remarks first to make 

it clear to this House that the first knowledge I have had of these 

documents was today. I was not in my seat yesterday so I was not 

aware of what had taken place. But in my judgement to what I have 

seen here today 1 cannot support the motion. 

AM HON. MEMBER: Surprise · ~ 

MR. -DAWE!: I am· ntrt surprised-; You may be surprised. I have been 

threatened in this House before because if I vote this way I would have 

been threatened by -

AM HON. MEMBER: Who threatened you? 

MR. DAWE: I have heard remarks being made if I do not support 

this government - we happen to do some business with the government - that 

I will not get this order and I will not get that order. But I am a completely 

and independent person. I am not influenced in any manner, shape or form by 

what business we may or may not do with the government. We have our rights 

as a citizen to bid on any services or ,any products that are needed by 

this government. Or if these people form a member of the government 

'. 
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MR. E. DAWE: in the future, we have our rights as a 

company and as individuals. So I am not influenced in any manner, 

shape or form by my relationship with a company that is doing business 

with this Government. But I am satisfied, Hr. Speaker, that the 

evidence I have seen here today, that I do not think the Premier 

deliberately tried to mislead this House. 

MR. R. S IMtfONS : 

MR. SPEAKER: 

MR. R. SIMMJNS: 

Mr. Speaker, on a point of order. 

Point of order. 

Mr. Speaker, the member for Port de Grave 

(Mr. Dawe) has just informed the House that he has been threatened 

that if he did not vote a certain way then it would have some 

consequences for him. 

I rose on a point of order, it probably 

ought to be a point of privilege, but perhaps I can do that in time, 

if required. I just want to draw attention to the fact and give him 

the opportunity to explain further because in leaving-)t-there, Mr. 

Speaker, without giving details, he has really pointed a finger at 

every member of this House. He said clearly, and I unc!erstood him 

very clearly, he said that he had been threatened by - I think the 

context was--somebody in this House, that is the impression I got 

from what the member said. I wonder if he would be good enough to 

indicate to the House just who did the threatening, or be more 

specific about the subject. I understood him to say that he had been 

threatened that if he did not vote in a certain way then it would 

have certain adverse financial consequences for him. 

MR. J. LUNDRIGAN: Sit down and let him have his say. You 

are confusing the man in his remarks. 

MR. R. Sllfr!ONS: Mr. Speaker, I have a right to rise on a 

point of order without being interrupted by the sometimes member for 

Grand Falls (Mr. Lundrigan). I think I have stated the point of order 

very well. If it cannot be dealt with on a point of order, I shall 

raise it as a matter of privilege. My privileges are affected when 

a member of this House stands and says he has been threatened by 

l 
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HR. R. Sll!MONS: members of this House. 

AN RON. MEMBER: I am the one who should be (inaudible). 

MR. R. SIMMONS: Perhaps the member can clarify it by a 

statement of ·explanation. 

~1R. SPEAKER: Before I give a decision, I do not know if 

the han. gentleman wishes to say anything on it. I understand that 

the han. gentleman wishes to speak to the point of order. 

MR. E. DAWE: Yes, Mr. Speaker. Probably the word 'threatened' 

should not be used. But I can state,and I can name names, and I can name others 

than the business to which I referred, that there has been suggested to me. 

by members of this House that one of the reasons why I was supporting 

this Government was because we do business with the Government. 

HR. SPEAKER: If the han. gentleman would permit, I am 

certainly in a position to make a decision on it, I do not see any 

matter before the Chair for any decision under a point of order or anything 

like that. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. LUNDRIGAN: Probably if he withdrell the word 'threatened'. 

~1R. SPEAKER: Han. member for Port de Grave. 

MR. E. DAWE: Mr. Speaker, I can say other things as well. 

Before I decided to sit here, the hon. Premier knows and other members 

know that I have been a very close personal friend of the former premier. 

And he informed me of conversations he had with members of this House, 

where I should sit and where I •may be sitting, or the reasons why. But 

I did not stand on my feet, ~tr. Speaker, to bring this into it but I can, 

and that is not my reasoning in standing in my place to vote against this 

motion. But I do not want to divulge or get into personalities. I 

know what it is to be threatened. I know what it is to be suggested 

to have ulterior motives why I am in this House. 

SOME RON. MEMBERS: By whom? By whom? 

MR. SPEAKER: Order, please! I must impose ,the rules on all sides. 

MR. E. DAWE : I know what I am saying, and if I had to 

I would, but I am not. I would have to bring other people into it. 

l 
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MR.. S. NEARY: On a point of privilege. Mr. Speaker. 

MR. SPEAKER: Point of -'privilege. 

MR. S. ·NEARY: As a member of this han. House. Sir; I have 

to take exception to the remarks that have been 'OIIlde by the hon. 

gentleman suggesting that members of' this House have questioned his 

1110tives for supporting the 
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MR. NEARY: government, Sir. The bon. gentleman 

has cast a reflection on every member of this bon. Rouse, Sir, 

and I want to say categorically that I have never personally , 

I have never in any way, shape or form suggested, threatened, 

or even mentioned the fact to the hon. gentleman that he was 

doing business with the govemaent and that was the reason 

he was supporting them. Other bon. :!!:entlemen should do the 

same thing because, Sir, as far as :r 8111 concerned, it is a 

breach of the privilege of this House and we should not be put 

in that position. The hon. gentleman has to name names or 

withdraw. 

MR. SPEAKER: Order, please! On that matter, 

the hon. gentleman has corrected or explained his use of the 

word 'threatened' and says that what he meant or the appropriate 

term was suggested and the gist of what he has said is that 

it has been suggested to him by some members that a company 

with which he is associated might be affected by this or by that. 

To . this point '· I do not see any 

prima facie breach of privilege, _There is no allegation 

of intimidation, of his rights as a member having been affected; 

what the hon. member alleges is that it was su~gested to him that 

a company might be affected. I think it is too far removed and 

in my opinion there is no prima facie case. 

The hon. member for Port de Grave. 

MR. DAWE:_ Mr. Speaker, I am going to keep my 

remarks short and to the point, as much as I . can. I am concerned 

with this so-called agreement, and looking at the last page, supposed 

to be signed by the Premier, and the first page agreement. Now I 

am not a legal adviser. I have had no legal training but I have some 

knowledge of busines!l practice, and I have yet, Mr .• Speaker, seen a proper 

l 
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MR. DAWE: document that would be considered 

valid unless it is duly dated, and the signatures of the parties 

signi.D.S the agreement duly notarized and sworn to, and where 

the seal has got to be affixed, the_ seal has go to be affixed. 

I am sure that anyone who has ever had any business dealings, to 

go to a bank or to go to any mortgage company, or any legal 

or any lending agency you can mention,where the company seal 

is required or the seal of a document is required will not be 

valid until that seal is affixed. So to me, while there may be 

some agreement here in principle, Mr. Speaker, I am satisfied 

that I would not consider ·this a valid contract. I know 

if I had a valid contract to build a building and I thought it 

was valid I would not be waiting until 1978 to start. 

SOME BON. MEMBERS : Hear, hear! 

That is common sense. 

MR. NEARY: Got a helicopter contract (inaudible). 

MR. SPEAKER: Order, please! Order, please! 

MR. DAWE: I would say if this present 

contract would have to be adhered to I would suggest that 

Mr. Dobbin would have to renegotiate it because of the cost'. 

If he was given ·a valid contract tomorrow morning, inflationary 

spiralling .since 1975 probably he would not accept this 

agreement today,it if was valid. to erect a building for this 

$8.35,whatever it is, per square foot, based on the present 

cost of erecting this building today. 

So, Mr. Speaker, I have given serious 

thought to this and this is a serious matter to accuse a person of 

deliberately lying to this House, or misleading this House, and more 

so in the position of the person in the Premier 1 or I would say 

even the Leader of the Opposition. While we all have our rights 

and probably equal rights as members, 1 think von will a~>Tf>P rh"t: 

these positions they hold certainly carrf more weight and more 

responsibility than we do as an ordinary member. And, Mr. Speaker, 
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MR.. DAWE; I 11111 satisfied, Sir, with the evidence 

I have seen here today, th~t there ~ not sufficient warrant 

to set ·Up t:h:1s comm:lttee and I wallt: it recorded I wi.ll be voting 

against the ·motion. 

SOME liON. MEMBERS: kar .• hear! 

MR. SPEAKER: The hou. melliber for Carbouear. 

MR.. R. MOORES: With your permission I would like 

to adjourn. the debate, Mr. S'Deaker. ',-

MR.. · SPEAKER: The hon. gentleman does not need my permission 

but he has moved the adjo~t of the debat,e. 

It be~· six o'clock I leave the Chai.r 

untU eUbt this eVellina, 
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The House resumed at 8:00 P.M. 

Mr. Speaker in the Chair. 

MR. SPEAKER: Order, please! 

I would like to welcome to the galleries on behalf 

of hon. members twenty-one Officer Cadets from the Salvation Army College 

in St. John's accompanied by Captain Harvey Canning. I know hon. 

members join me in welcoming these gentlemen to the House of Assembly. 

SOME RON. MEMBERS: 

MR. SPEAKER: 

SOME HON. MEMBERS : 

MR. R. MOORES: 

Hear, hear! 

The hon. the member for Carbonear . 

Hear, hear! 

Mr. Speaker, I would like to start off my comments 

tonight in my usual positive way by making reference to Your Honour's ruling 

that brou~ht this debate to the floor of the House and before the 

people of Newfoundland by saying that it is one of the finest parlimentary 

decisions made in this House,in my opinion, since 1949. And I would 

like to congratulate Your Honour on that. 

MR. SPEAKER: Order, please! 

I do have to point out that it is out of order to 

comment on the rulings of the Chair. That is ususally interpreted 

as to comment pejoratively but it must be also interpreted to comment 

in any other manner. 

in mind. 

MR. R. MOORES: 

So I would ask the hon. gentleman to bear that 

Thank you, Mr, Speaker. 

Mr. Speaker, the issue before the House as I see 

it in this debate is whether or not,it has been repeated continually 

here today, is whether or not the hon. the Premier of this Province 

misled this hon. House by failing to inform the House that an agreement 

or a quasi-agreement or negotiations or transaction or some type of 

a deal had been entered into with a contractor or contractors in this 

Province concerning additional office space for this government. That 

is the issue, and that, Mr. Speaker, is the only issue. 

And let me repeat it again for this hon. House 

and for anybody within hearing range: the only issue is did the Premier 

of this Province mislead this hon. House by failing to give information 

concerning negotiations with contractors or a contractor concerning the 

5981. 
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Mr. R. Hoores: extension of office space for the gov ernment? 

Having said that , Mr. Speaker, I believe the hon. 

the Leader of the Opposition presented a very solid prima facie case, 

that in fact that was the case. That as long as three years ago 

the Premier when asked, and his Cabinet ministers when advice, ·~ve 

you entered into any discussions, negotiations, deals, transactions, 

anything relating to the creation or construction of office space 

for the government?'bis answer was unequivocally, no. No, Mr. Speaker, 

no,to the House, no,to the Opposition, no,to his own party, the 

members of his own government, and more,importantly,no,to the people 

of Newfoundland. And therein lies the problem, Mr. Speaker. This 

House is the ultimate in constitutional authority and political 

supremacy in this Province. To mislead this House is to mislead the 

public, to mislead the electorate, to mislead the people who put 

you in office and whom you represent. And that is the most serious 

offence that any member of this House can be confronted with, and 

that should be repeated, Mr. Speaker, the most serious. You can throw 

slanderous and insulting remarks across the House and be asked to 

withdraw them, and immediately the thing is forgotten. You can walk 

across this House and punch somebody in the face, the Premier or anybody 

else,and you will be suspended or some punitive action will be taken 

against you and it is forgotten about. 

But, Mr. Speaker, as the member for St. John's 

East 
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'IR. R. MOORES : 

said today, if you mislead this House and mislead the people of this 

Province then there are far more serious things that a member or a 

Premier must do in order to amend his action. My opinion, Mr. Speaker, 

is that there is nothing new about the Premier of this Province 

misleading the public. It may be a novelty that the Premier is now, 

or has,or is alleged to have misled this House but there is nothing 

new about him misleading the public. When I was a university student 

in 197l,I-and, Mr. Speaker, I am certainly not ashamed or embarrassed 

to say this -I worked as hard almost as any Tory in this Province to 

get this government elected. I was one of the chief organizers, student 

organizers on the campus of Memorial because I believed what the 

Premier of this Province said when he said that when this government 

comes to power it will be a government for the people, of the people 

and by the people and the common Newfoundlander will take part in 

the decision making and there will be no corruption, no graft -

AN HON. MEMBER: (Inaudible). 

MR. SPEAKER: Order, pleasel Orderl 

MR. S ll!MONS : 

MR. SPEAKER: 

A point of order, Mr. Speaker. 

A point of order. 

MR. SIMMONS: Mr. Speaker, my colleague, the member for Carbonear, 

is,I believe,laying out a good case. He is doing it in sincere fashion. 

He has not done anything which would provoke verbal attacks from the 

other side. Notwithstanding we heard one of the typical,fairly low 

remarks from the Premier then. We all heard over here what it was 

and I believe, }!r. Speaker, the member for Carbonear ought to be 

allowed the opportunity to continue without that kind of harrassment 

and vicious type of interruption. The Premier should be asked to 

retract the statement and at the very least he should be instructed 

by the Chair to keep silent while the member continues his speech. 

MR. SPEAKER: Order please! 

PREMIER MOORES : On that point of order. First of all, Sir, I made 

an aside to the hon. the minister and certainly by no way did I mean 

5983 
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P~IER !~OORES : to disrupt the flow of speech of the hon. member 

for Carbonear. 

}!R. SPEAKER: I can only repeat,as I repeated a number of times 

this afternoonythat all hon. members should be heard without interruption. 

MR. R. MOORES: Mr. Speaker, the hon. member for Burgee-Bay d'Espoir 

arose on a point of order Which subsequently was not a point of order 

ruled by the Chair. Notwithstanding that, Mr. Speaker, I heard what 

the aside the Premier said was and I have heard it before in this 

hon. House very clearly, very distinctly. And the only thing, 

Mr. Speaker, that prevents me from taking action which I would love 

to take is that I have more respect for this House and for you, Sir, 

than the hon. Premier does. 

SmlE RON . MnlllERS : Hear! Hear! 

MR. R. MOORES: Let me continue -

MR. NEARY: When we get a few tapes on the table we will find out 

about the (inaudible) 

MR. SPEAKER: Order,please! I must repeat what I stated a few moments 

ago,the rule that when an hon. member is speaking he only will speak, I 

repeat,and I will require strict adherence to that rule. 

MR. R. MOORES: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I will continue with the 

essence of my remarks. However,an aside to the hon. member for Fortune-

Hermit~ge:I may not be responsible the next time that I hear that remark.That is 

not a warning nor a threat, but the Premier had better hear it clealy. Okav? 

PREMIER MOORES: 

~lR.R.MOORES: 

MR. SPEAKER: 

I heard it (inaudible) 

I will look straight in your eyes, too. I heard it. 

Order, please! Order! With the kind of questioning 

back and forth my requirement that hon. members be heard without 

interruption would be difficult to enforce. 

The hon. member for Carbonear. 
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HR. R. HuORES: Mr. Speaker, this half of a man who 

led this Province and his Party into government in 1972 with 

a sweeping majority of the electorate, this pseudo-politician 

with all the answers~ this negative manipulator of political 

acumen -

MR. SPEAKER: Order, please! Order, please! Order, please! 

SOME RON. MEMBERS: Oh, oh! 

MR. SPEAKER: Order, please! Order, please! 

The motion that is before the House, 

no doubt all han. members have a copy~ and it doe~ncorporate 
within it the alle2ation that the Premier deliberately misled 

the House. However, the rules of debate apply and personally 

offensive or abusive lanRUage is in general out of order. 

That rule is not annulled by the nature of the motion before 

the House. As a matter of fact,! would go so far as to say, 

and May would substantiate me there, that the more volatile the 

motion probably the greater the obligation in terms of 

one's choice of language. In other words,the rule about 

personally offensive material not being incorporated is as 

applicable now as it is in any debate. 

The hon. member for Carbonear. 

MR. R. MOORES: Anyway, Mr. Speaker, when this 

Premier, the hon. Premier, led his party to victory in 1972 -

because in 1971 of course it could not be said that it was 

really a victory- the people of Newfoundland in the tens 

of thousands, tens of thousands, rallied behind this man and 

put all their faith, all their conscience and all their future 

in his hands, in his government. The slate on political graft and 

corruption was going to be wiped clean. No more calling of tenders 

without the Public Tendering Act, etc., no more deceit of the public, 

no more election promises - they were going to put pavement in 
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HR. R. MOORES: your bedrooms and this type of 

thing. No more water and sewage lines unless they were absolutely 

needed and that they were precipitated by the proper planning. 

They were going to shake up the bureaucracy in Newfoundland, the 

Civil Service. They were going to make it what it should be, 

no more political intervention in the hiring practices. They were 

going to introduce new secretariats, new planning and priority 

committees, etc., they were going to rid Newfoundland of all 

the corruption that we had. seen for twenty-three years of 

Smallwoodism. And, Mr. Speaker, when I said that it is not new 

that it is not a novel thing that the Premier of this Province 

deceive or mislead the public, that as a university student we 

were promised, we were led to believe that the problems that we 

were incurring financially at Memorial University were over and 

done with, that education was again free in this Province, that 

it was for the poor people, for rural Newfoundlanders, those with 

fathers fishermen, labourers, those on welfare, the people to 

whom education mea..•s everything • They are going to be provided 

with a new student aid programme made for students like this. 

And I was in the Thompson Student Centre when 4,000 students 

listening to a tape recording of the Premier's voice just 

about tore the rafters out of the building, and I was one of them

duped, misled, told something that was wrong, that was never 

meant to be, something that the Premier enunciated to get elected 

as Premier of this Province. We saw it again in the last election. 

The Lower Churchilll, they blew off 

enough dynamite down in Yankee Point to frighten the United States 

Navy, all for the sake of getting re-elected. 
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:m. R. ~!OORES: 

In Carbonear,the same thing. They started on phase 2 of the big 

Carbonear by-pass road and there was dynamite going everywhere just 

to mislead the public, to dupe the electorate into believing that 

this Government was sincere in its intentions, sincere in its 

promises, sincere in its belief that the future of Newfoundland was 

in good hands. 

This deal with Dobbin and the Premier 

and the ~finister, now the Minister of Industrial Relations, is another 

one of those dupings. 

The member for St. John's East (Hr. :1arshall) 

got up today- a man,by the way,whom I really respect and he knows that 

I respect him- got up and gave even to my uneducated, in terms of legal, 

mind that the contract which Mr. Dobbin and the Premier and Hr. Farrell, 

the ~:inister of Industrial Relations, signed was in fact not a 

binding contract. 

Well it does not matter whether it was legally 

binding or not. In fact, not only does it not matter but it is 

completely and totally irrelevant to the substance of this debate. 

If ttro gentlemen meet in a corridor, meet in a bathroom, meet on the 

street, and they agree to do something then that is termed as a 

'gentlemen's agreement' and is based upon trust of the two people 

involved, nothing legal, nothing binding about it except the mutual 

trust of each man for the substance of what they agreed to. But what even 

makes this contract more binding, Hr. Speaker, not perhaps legally binding 

but more binding, is that each of the three,plus another incidental 

indivtdual,signed their names. And it does not matter if it is legally 

binding; what matters is that there was an agreement, there was an 

understanding between three people that something would occur at some time 

in the future. And when questioned about that understanding, t•Jhen 

questioned about that transaction, when questioned about that deal, the 

Premier said, 'No, it did not occur, it never occurred'. 
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~. ::oo~s: Legalities h~ve ~othins to do ~-it~ i t. 

I t does not matter if a building •.•as never c,onstructed. It does not 

mtter if the plans had to col!!e at a later date to sl£:1stantiate that 

agreement. It matters only that the Premier of t h is Province, in an 

;;.l•.ost callous , scurrilous fashion, said, ' ~<o, absolutely no, no 

transaction, no deal, no underst.anding'. 

Al.'l nON. ~!E~lB'ER: 

SO:E !!O:l . :~~ERS: 

l!R. R. :rOORES: 

That is the point 

:lear, hear! 

That is the point! 

I think, ~lr. Speaker, •..;hat is ll'.OSt important, 

having said all that I have said as aggressively and as intenr.ly as I 

~ant to say it, what is more important to me is the effect that all this 

activity ~~ this bon. House today is going to have on the electorate 

of the Province , upon the people in this Province, and it comes right 

down to trust again. If t he Premier of :-lewfowdland no<4 says as ~·;as 

;>rioted in The Evening Telegram today that the power from t he L<r..;e r 

Churchill will be sold at cost, will the people of Newfoundland believe 

him? Should they believe him? lUll they believe him? l•'hen the 

Premier of :>let~foundland says tomorrow t hat we are going to start a 

Hinds Lake development to employ mot:e people, will the people of 

Sevfoundland believe hie? Should the people of ~ewfoundland believe 

him? 
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~m. R. 'WORES: Will the Opposition believe 

him? Should the Opposition believe him? And that, 

~r. Speaker, is more tragic to me at least, as an 

individual, having paid the price on some of my misleadings, 

what is more tragic to me as an individual is that once 

I respected the Premier of this Province, thought him to 

be a gentleman, could believe him, thought I could trust 

him. Perhaps that means nothing to him, but as a young 

boy growing up in Carbonear, the Premier, then Frank }!cores, 

was a very respected individual. And I was one of those -

and my family - who for years transacted business with 

his father and his family, who believed him too, who 

respected him as a fine and honourable gentleman. And 

I do not believe, Mr. Speaker, that I necessarily speak 

for everyone, but I speak for myself when I say that I 

do not believe the Premier and I do not believe I should 

believe him, and I do not believe that the people of 

Newfoundland should believe him either. I believe he has 

misled this House and I believe the burden lies on the 

government opposite not to argue the trivia involved in 

this, but to get up like men with some backbone and 

allow this House to go into a Committee of the Whole, 

call our witnesses forward, lay it on the line, bare your 

breast, stand up like men and be counted. And right now, 

l!r. Speaker, I am going to stand up and be counted. 

Yesterday the Premier made 

some gutless remark about someone in this Opposition tipping 

off the government wit~ regard to this whole debate. qell, 

let me look the Premier straight in the eye again and say, 

.The only tip that I would like to give you is for you to 

come to Carbonear in the next election and I will tip you 

right out of politics for good. 

so~~r HO~~ . :~r::r~ERS: near , hear! 
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:!It. SPEAKER: The hon. the ~~inister of 

Consumer Affairs and Environment. 

::R. ~!URPIIY: I rise, honestly I do not know 

why, because I have said to myself the past year or so 

that perhaps the least one takes part in what is happening 

in this House the better off you will be from ~any points 

of view. But I feel compelled, Sir, in view of what I have 

heard this past couple of days with reference to this 

Committee of the Whole to check on allegations that the 

Premier of this Province, the leader of the party that I am 

very proud to be a member of, deliberately misled this 

House with reference to certain contracts entered into by 

this government of which I am a part. 

Now it is for that reason, 

Mr. Speaker, that I must stand and defend myself as a member 

of this government, and being a nember of the government 

by the very fact of being a Cabinet minister, of taking 

part in these dreadful secret meetings that we hear about. 

I think the previous administration also held their Cabinet 

meetings secret. I do not think they were ever broadcast, 

I do not think they were ever held in public. But the 

insinuation, Sir, is that a Cabinet meeting behind closed 

doors is so~ething awesome and something awful. 

Some of the statements I have 

heard the past few days just make me tremble with what is 

going out to the general public of this Province. 

Tonight, if I may, Sir, I heard 

a T.V. interview. Now I was getting ready, actually, to 

come into the House and I heard a statement saying, "If 

the $70 million that was to go into this building were 

spent on providing hospitals, Port aux 'Sasques, Clarenville" 

- and I said, What is all this about? This was 
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Mr. Murphv: the Leader of the Opposition, Sir, in my opinion, 

spewing such venom for the ears of the people of this Province, the 

people who we are sent here to represent, that some $70 million had 

been spent, Sir, on a building -

MR. NEARY: 

MR. MURPHY: 

AN HON. MEMBER: 

MR: SPEAKER: 

Was that parliamentary , Mr. Speaker? 

I am awfully sorry if I did use -

Take it back. 

I do not think it is a matter of taking it 

back; it is just to repeat what I said earlier about offensive 

language. 

MR. MURPHY: I see. I am terribly sorry, Sir, and I will 

retract that statement. But to me it was a statement made that really 

frightened me that there are people out there somewhere who heard this 

statement and said,"This $70 million that the Premier of this Province 

spent with one Craig Dobbin." 

MR. WHITE: Not 'spent'. That is not right. 

MR. MURPHY: Mr. Speaker, if I may, let me 

put my version on what I heard as a human being with two ears, what I heard. 

MR. SPEAKER: 

MR. MURPHY: 

MR. SPEAKER: 

Order, please! 

I am so=y. 

For the seventh or eighth time, I am not sure 

how frequently, I must require that there 

be no interjections from hon. members, and that when one hon. member is 

speaking he do so without interruption, on both sides, irrespective of from 

which side one is speaking, irrespective of which side is interjecting. 

I think it is the only way the House can proceed on this kind of a motion. 

MR . MURPHY: As I say , Mr. Speaker, that I was rather 

fearsome that some people listening might be under the impression from the 

tone that I heard that this government under its leader has spent $70 

million on a public building in some type of nefarious deal of which 

the Premier of this Province absolutely denied that deal had taken place 

where they should have gone out and built hospitals for various areas 

of the Province. Now this is the way I heard it. I might be absolutely 

wrong, but I am sure today that there are many, many hundreds and 

thousands of people who feel that the Tory Government. What are they doing 
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~lr. Murphy: with our money~ And here is Grand Falls wanting an 

extension; here is Port aux Basques wanting a hospital; here is this, 

that, and the other thing." 

Now all I am nervous of, Sir, and all I am scared of, 

and all I feel very worried about is what is emanating from this House. 

We say in here, we have people in the galleries tonight, and, in my 

opinion, Sir, if I may say that we have set rules in this House if we 

want to say something we say it, if we are called to order we will take 

it back - that is very nice. But I am a little bit scared, Sir, and 

I will be some seventeen years in House, I thought it was a great 

privilege -

AN RON. MEMBER: Seventeen years~ 

MR. MURPHY: A great privilege - I will be seventeen years, Sir, 

next year. I will be eighteen the year after. - to be elected to this 

House. And, Sir, I was very proud, very proud indeed of the confidence 

that the people of St. John's Centre placed in me, five times I have 

been elected to this House, and to hear the statements that - people 

phone my house and ask me,"Nhat is going on in that House?" The charges of 

abuse. 

MR. NEARY 

MR. MURPHY: 

How would you know? You were in Sarasota. 
-! 

I was in Sarasota. I am not ashamed to say that I 

was in Sarasota, Sir. And I will repeat again that when I went to Sarasota 

I spent my own hard-earned money.! was not there as a hireling or a 

mouthpiece for any gangster,if you would like to hear that. 

SOME RON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. MURPHY: The tragic part, Mr. Speaker, is one stands up in this 

House to try to say something that one feels within one's self without 

being abusive, but when you have to take this type of stuff from members 

of this House, who, in my opinion, Sir, have no respect for what we 

were always thought to respect,the human dignity of a man, that is 

where we have lost out. They can talk about House rules, they can talk 

about what they like,but we have lost that dignity that we should show 

and respect for each other. Even in the old days when in the so-called 
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~tr. ~!urphy: Opposition- there were only three of us at one time, 

then seven- never, never, never was there words uttered or accusations 

made or statements made that are in the Hansards of tltis past two or 

three years, ~r. Speaker. And I say this with great conviction~ for 

1 am very, very much concerned. It has become a rabble rousing ring , 

if you like, or amphitheatre, and this House is not formed for this 

purpo.se, Sir. We come here, we are sent here by people to do certain 

things . We heard statements,only yesterday I heard the hon . 
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"'='-'.:rc for LaPoile (ar. ::eary) anJ : do r".ot ~<;ant to 2,ct off this 

subject ~ut I tililJ.k it all coDJ.es back to this ~icuse, Sir- Kdere t his 

;;overmaent instead of facio:'ig the probl=s, uuemplo)'!Jlent and so on and 

so forth, they are doing other thiJ.l!;S, Ant! the sane w.ez::.ber stooC: up 

:;hen a co=ittce \Oas appoint-ad, just a simple co=ittec anci :;poke for 

one hour and twenty minutes and delayed this House for one hour and 

t-.;e;:J.ty ;ainutea the other niE;:1t on soraething that :1as been said forty-

fiv.: t~es in this house. 

So, !·lr. Speaker, all I say as far as I am 

concerned- and I am not saying;' Not I 1Lord;' I am not saying that- l>ut 

anybody who wants to accuse me as a member of this government and 

any .:~e;:abers of this government for ru.akino; contracts 'lvith people, it 

is dn absolute untruth because a contract is not a contract until it 

is a cot;tract. :-lo1v that sou::c,s cern~- i>ut that is an actual fact. 

Tl1e gantleman Hho S?Oke before me saic! , Oh t:1e :1cck \Vith legality. 

·.r.l.o cares about legality any more? 1-iho wants ti1e Lieutenant Governor 

to sign a bill? Let us do away wit:1 third readings, llr. Speaker. 

Let us do u.·.va y 1<it:• all that formality. Heave::-.s ~_.e :~re all nuts to 

be i1ere passin:; bills and using legal language and everyti1iug else. 

\fuat an absolute 1vaste of time. Let us <;O in the men's room, let us 

go in the corridors, let us go outside, all the business should be 

uone t:1ere, let us burn do~-:.. the Iiouse of Assembly, let us cut out the overhead 

of lighting and everything,let so do away with it.Very funnv: Verv funnv: 

But you ask t he ordinary person on the st~eet, 

o.nd thdt is ' ' ho sent us here, as!: them ,,>bat they think is going 

on in this Iious e, just asl:. thE:rLl, and you g~t accusations :1urlell 

ti:o.e c:.fter tbe, affidavits, tabling this, tabling that, tabling 

so!:!ething else. 

:·IR. DOODY: o!r. Speaker, I think the hon. gentleman 

deserves to be 

:IR. :llJHPHY: ~lhat is our late presicent saying now? 
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.:1-: . srr._'.Fii~: Order, i? le:Le! 

by .otatin;; again w:1at I have said before,but it ~as bcco!;le llecessar;. 

T:1c rules are .:;uite ?recise that an :!On. member 1vhen he is speddn::; 

t1as a ri::;ht to do ;;o uithout interruption. In the kind of :lotio a 

before tile !louse now,and uhat in my jud;ser.1ent I :::;au8e to be the 

mood of the House, a~d I can only use my judgement, I require a 

strict adherence to that by all hor-. ~'enbers. 

:~!'~. '1JRPEY: I thank you, Hr. Speaker, anci it is too bad 

t~1at t :te hon. ~peah.er is plac~d iu tl1c....~ positiorJ. to L.a.ve to sta.~li 

alrec.~:,· five ti.wL:S anC. t2ll sc-calle.::. ir.telli;;ent people l>i.ac t;lc. 

rul.:s of t:1e !iouse are. It is re~retable but it is a sign of tie 

tir.~~s. it is a s.ig1.1. of t~lt: t:J::.es, :to respect for anyt:J.iilg, uo re::spect 

for law auJ. ord.e.r; everybody i~ an author~ty i u their O\vTL rib:.L ::.. 

It rc:•i:::C:" :rre .:>f the olcl c;ays wnen I was L1 baseuall a::1d evcryti1io:-.;; 

...:.lsc, You lud ~ rc!ferce a~:.d :~.e interpreted the ru.:es al4~ w~ ~~i~ 

".Yes. :Lc.rc= is tht: :..:cferee, l'le kno\.;s t~1e rules~' ~~CJ'<.i evcrydc:y everyuody 

Llas il rule book in ti.lcir pock.E:t an~ everyboJy is d. ref~ree and t:liti 

is w~1at is .i..1app~uin;;; here. H"e have sa ll.l.a~lY e::::perts i:a.~ this i.:.v usc 

taat I a.u just scared, .!r.Speakar, t::Ut if this type of thing 

continues it is going to ~ake it very, very difficult recruit th.; 

~Jo.-pe of person, whatever that might 'ue,in this House of Assewbly 

to stand for election. A.~d I just want to repeat a;ain, ar.J I ~ 

reluctant to stand on my feet, that I do feel rather sad, rather sad 

c:1at accusa.tior..s suc~t as w~::e ru..:1de-and I uG.derstanJ and I have ·tLlaJc 

sor:1e. checks, per~aps the most serious all~c,ation tlut: anybody can ...o1ake 

is ~;1.:-t a mecber of this Jlouse and particularly, as I 'i:hiul~ ::;omeouo: 

5aiu. today, I think the ;lon. ;uemher for Port Jo: Grave (:Ir.Da\:e), 

particularly the Premier or the Leader of the Opposition deli~ero:tely 

set about to lie to tlris House of Assecbly, that we call and we us.2 

th~ phrase, this wast honoured asse~bly uuildL~g. It is supposed to be 

t;1e most serious accusation you can make• I cl.icl. check a few and it is 
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only one thinp that can result , the puilty 

must resij~n , if he is guil :y of the offence, and t he accuser who celibcrately 

~4kes that he has no other option but to scram our 'of public life 

and make i t clean for t hose coming after. 

~~ HON .~BER: Who decides? 

XR. MURPHY: The House of Assembly ~ill decide, Sir, 

because as far as I am aware there is no committee and as far as I am 

concerned there will not be a committee. 

on . KITCHEN: Aha! 

l-IR. :"'tlRPT!Y: What a shame , what a shame that I am not 

~oing to vote for a committee from some ill-conceived i dea of someone 

in this House who 
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~ecides now tomorrow we are 

getting along fine, we had a nice bit of friendly and intelligent 

debate on three or four bills, it is gain~ too nicely. Now let 

us upset the apple cart again, now we will start a committee, 

we will start rootin2 in the coraera. We have the bounty hunter 

at it again and what is next? 

Mr. Speaker, as I say, I do not want 

to carry on with this too long because I think this should be 

broustht to a head as soon as we possibly can, but I .1ust feel 

badly, Sir, And I say this, it is not mv swan song or anything 

else, but I do not think I will have the opportunity to make 

too many more speeches in this House. It will not be for 

the fact that anybody will come down and defeat me because I 

feel,quite frankly, that notwithstandin2 the challenge issued 

by one member to the Premier, I do not feel that my usefulness 

to the district has gone past, I think I could still serve, but 

I think I have served a fair amount of time in this House. Sir, 

I have tried to conduct myself in a manner not in keeping with 

the charges made by the Leader of the Opposition. I tried to 

play it honest. I tried to play it decent. But I find it more 

difficult every day, Sir, quite frankly, to come into this 

House and sit down and take an active part and an interesting 

part in what is happening in this House. For some of the younger 

people, Mr. Speaker, I do not know what their attitudes are on 

this but as far as I am concerned, and I have spent a lot of hard 

days and years in this House, Sir- and I will not appeal to the hon. 

Speaker to back up what I am saying, I would not do that, Sir, I would 

not place the hon. Speaker in that position- but there are some 

of us here who have been here for a great many years and when I 

listened today to a man I admire so greatly, when I heard the member 

for St. John's East (Hr. Marshall) today, Sir, speak so dispassionately 
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~. ~~HY: about the case that we are talking 

about now, you know, I said, "Thanks be to God, thanks be to 

God we have some people left who are willing to face facts, a ~an 

who when things went wrong, and I say this because I have been 

pretty close to him for years, who did not go according to what 

he felt was right in the Party, he did not have any compunction 

of stepping down and becoming a backbencher. But he said 

today, ~r. Speaker, that - I am very happy to have been here 

and heard his speech today,and I do not exclude others, but I 

say this, that I would like to be the same make-up, and the same 

character, with the same ability as the member for St. John's 

East. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: 

MR. SPEAKER: 

MR. MCNEIL: 

Thank you very much. 

Hear, hear! 

The hon. member for Stephenville. 

Mr. Speaker, I just want to make a 

few remarks, I will not take my full time, but I would just 

like to go back to the original document and relate on my 

limited experience in real estate, when we have a document 

signed by two parties, one the developer and the other the 

Newfoundland Government and a witness, in my limited experience 

in dealing with real estate, it is some form of agreement or 

intention on the parties to proceed with ~~hat was outlined in the 

document and in this case to build office space for the 

government. But the most important point that we were trying to bring out 

this afternoon was brought forward by the han. Leader of the 

Opposition that after questioning time and time again in this House, 

for the last couple of years, we have asked the Premier, 'Was there 

any agreement, was there any intention, contract or deed to proceed 

with such a development?' And time and time again the Premier stated, 

'No: And if that did not help us on this side of the House, he wrote 

it down, n-o, no, and signed it, and a witness. 
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:1R. MCNEIL : ~!r. Speaker , this type of action i s 

indeed misleading the nouse and more importantly is misleading 

the people of Newfoundland ~ho put us here . I come into this 

!louse, I am honoured that the oeople of my dis trice put 

me in, and I ~otould like to serve them to the best of my 

ability. When I come to this House and the information that 

I am receiving in this House, throuqh the Premier , I do not ~otant 

to question it; but now after sittinR here the last couole of 

weeks I am questioning every bit of information that is coming 

across the floor. And I think this is a little bit ~ottonR . ~~en 

the hon. member for St. John's Centre (Mr. ~!urphy) states that 

in this House human dignity is lost , I am starting to agree with 

him. But I ask, who is responsible? Who is the 
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:IR. ~~C~'IEIL: One key man that should be setting the tone? And I 

answer to myself 1

1
It must be the Premier.' The major part of the 

responsibility lies on his shoulders and what is he doing? Just 

a fertile point: The Premier made an accusation yesterday and to 

the media that someone on this side of the House, one of the 

Opposition members,is leaking confidential information of our caucus 

meetings to him. I think if this is the case the Premier has a 

responsibility to himself and to this House and to every member in 

this Rouse to name the person so that we can turn this thing around 

and get it on a much better track. Maybe the only way that we are 

ever going to clear up the pitiful political atmosphere in this 

Province is to go to the people and let them decide and I challange 

the Premier to do that tonight. 

Thank you. 

MR. SPEAKER: The bon. Minister of Health. 

Y.-! - 1 

MR. H. COLLINS: Mr. Speaker, it is not too often that I get involved 

in this sort of a debate in this House. I have been here for a number 

of years and I have avoided very deliberately on most times not to 

get involved in the type of debate which we have witnessed today and 

which we have witnessed,! am afraid, Mr. Speaker, all too often durin~ 

this particular session,particularily during the past few weeks. There 

are some people in the galleries tonight who I am sure are not too 

aware of what this is all about. I think that it might be useful if 

we indicated to the galleries again and to the press that the issue 

which we are dealing with today, Mr. Speaker, and tonight is whether 

the Premier of the Province and some members did mislead this House 

as has been alleged by the Leader of the Opposition. 

I haverbeen in Cabinet long enough to know, 

Mr. Speaker, the way Cabinet functions. I know that there has been 

a number of Cabinet directives as opposed to Orders in Council. I have 

been around long enough to know that a number of Cabinet directives 

are issued. There has been Cabinet directives issued to my department 

or to me as a minister dealing with matters which the government or 

which another ~ember might have brought to Cabinet or which I might 
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~. H. COLLL'IS: have brought co Cabinet very often. It is a very 

commonplace thing. It is something that happens in every legislature, 

in every Cabinet in any jurisdiction in this country including the 

Federal j urisdiction where Cabinets take decisions ditecting a 

particular minister in charge of a department to take some specific 

actJ.on . 

Very often, ~tr. Speaker, as '-~e have '-litnessed 

here today,a Cabinet directive approves a project or a topic or a 

programme or whatever it might be in principle and the minister is 

directed to develop the programme, further negotiate or do further work 

in terms of any particular project . That is exactly what the Cabinet 

directive which the bon. Leader of the Opposition tabled in this House 

directed to be done . There '-las no Order in CoWlcil issu.ed, Mr . Speaker. 

And I do not know i f I have the directive here but I believe I have . 

The Cabinet cirect!ve as opposed to an Order in Council, once an Crder 

in Council is issued then of course the appropriate department goes 

ahead and does their work. 
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~!R. 'l . COLLI:!<S: 

- .. ~ this Cabinet directive, and I want to stress the word 1 directive 1 , 

ordered that the following proposals with regard to the construction 

of an office complex for the Government situated immediately west of 

Confederation Building be and they are hereby approved in principle 

subject to submission to Cabinet of satisfactory plans and specifications 

based upon analyses of the project by the Department of Public Works 

and Services. 

}!r. Speaker, there was never an Order in ::ouncil 

issued. The Opposition has not tabled it and it is not in place. There 

was never an Order in Council issued to carry on with that project. 

;:R. H. COLLINS: The hon. member will have his chance to speak 

in this House when his time comes . 

~JR. SPEAKER (HR. YOUNG) : Order, please! I ask both sides of the 

House net to interject. 

l-lR. H. COLLINS: A Cabinet directive approved in principle 

a certain project and referred it to the department for further analysis 

and for plans and specifications, etc. The Order in Council, Hr. Speaker, 

never did follow. 

I have been directed as a minister to follow 

through on some programs whic~ we have had in mind, and I can think of 

some cases where we did follow through and an appropriate Order· in Council 

was issued ordering that the minister responsible and the department 

involved carry on or implement this particular program and project. 

In this particular case, Hr. Speaker, the Order in Council Iva:> never 

issued. And for the Leader of the Opposition to indicate that the 

Premier by virtue of the answers which he gave to this Legislature 

misled the House, as far as I am concerned,l·!r. Speaker, it is a lot of 

hogwash. 

I also believe, }!r. Speaker, that the Leader 

of the Opposition and members opposite are beginning to realize that 
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:·:R. ii. COLLL'<S; they have their hat on the wrong nail. They 

have realized this afternoon that they are on a pretty sticky t-:icket. 

Yow they have changed their approach, 

:-!r. Speaker. It is not a case now of whether the Premier misled this 

House; it is now a matter of vilification of the Premier and every 

other han. member on this side of this House. And that, Hr. Speaker, 

I cannot accept. I do not intend to accept. The Leader of the 

Opposition tries to come across, :1r. Speaker, as the great t.'hite knight 

riding out of the 'tlest, or the South, or out of Twillingate, or wherever. 

The Leader of the Opposition is not the only gentleman in this country 

and is not the only member in this House, Mr. Speaker, who has the 

interests of this Province at heart. lie is not the only man, Hr. Speaker, 

by any means, he is ~ot tb~ onlv "::r-tn, t::.e on~.y ~assessor of SO""'r"P: 1i:?"'lit:r 

and some truth, and all of the other things which he stands up here 

today and expounds, insinuating that it is not over here, it is there 

in that seat, in that seat alone. I cannot accept that and I do not 

think the people in :!ewfoundland will accept it, Ilr. Speaker. 

I think the debate in this House during the 

past two or three weeks, and in particular for all this Session and 

certainly since that leader has occupied that chair - c<het1.:er ':e is 

leader number one or number two or number three, it really does not 

matter now because he does occupy that seat - :,c is th.e Lear!er o f r er 

!lajesty' s Loyal Opposition in this Province and people expect 'vhen 

that gentleman gets up to speak - you know, he is supposed to represent 

the alternative to this Government, at least the alternative to the 

Premier - when that gentle1aan gets up to speak people in Newfoundland 

expect the man to be reasonable, to be sensible, not to go jumping off 

in all different directions for cheap political purposes, they expect 

something more from him. I would suggest, ~fr. Speaker, that if the 

Leader of the Opposition ever hopes to move from that seat to this one 

then he is going to have to understand and he is going to have to accept 
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the fact of life that he is in the public 

eye; and do not let the hon. gentleman be 1llisguided for one moment, 

the people of Newfoundland are watching his every move. I believe 

the people in this House tonight realize, and the people in the press 

must realize, that the tactic which the Opposition used, and the 

Leader of the Opposition must accept the responsib-ility, they are 

be.ginn·ing -to realize that there whole conc.ept was based on a pretty 

rotten foundation. They are changing their tactics tonight to try 

to vilify the Premier and trying t .o vilify anyone on this side of the 

:rouse if they can. 

}tt. Speaker, I believe that it is important 

that this House settle this question once and for all. 

Now, Mr. Speaker, I am opposed to the motion 

which the hon. Leader made. I am opposed to it. Sure, I am opposed to 

it. Anybody on this side of the House is going to be opposed to it. 

I believe, ~1r. Speaker, that it is important that we settle it, and I 

would also move, seeing that the hour is getting late, that this ITouse 

do not adjourn at eleven o'clock. 

S0!1E RON. ~!EMBERS: Hear, hear! 
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~IR. SPEAKER: Before recognizing any hon. member,! have to put the 

motion and that is that this House not adjourn at eleven. Those in 

favour "Aye" contray '"llay." In my opinion the "Ayes" have it. 

The hon. member for St. George's. 

Jll - 1 

MRS. MACISAAC: Mr. Speaker, the sequence of events that have been 

outlined here by the Leader of the Opposition today and yesterday is 

something that requires,! think,each and everyone of us to take a look 

at, to stop and think about it and wonder what is beginning to happen. 

It seems as though asking questions and not getting the proper answers 

not only from the Premier but from other ministers across the House, 

evasive answers seems to be becoming acceptable or permissable. I am 

not saying with Your Honour's blessing. But the motion now before the 

hon. House is whether or not the hon. Premier did deliberately mislead 

the House. Hansard transcripts over the past few years has borne out 

that while the agreement was indeed in existence the Premier was telling 

the people of Newfoundland that there was absolutely no agreement, no 

intention, no plan whatsoever to provide additional office space for 

the administration. I seriously doubt whether the Premier of the 

Province or the government can have this Cabinet directive or agreement 

rescinded at this point and while there seems to be a little bit of 

doubt as to whether or not there was an Order in Council,! think 

yesterday the Premier himself asked how could they get an Order in 

Council unless some despicable character broke the Oath of Secrecy 

which is obviously the case. 

So apparently the Premier thinks there was an 

Order in Council and if there is and if everything is in order I would 

certainly like to be in Mr. Dobbin's situation. If I had an agreement 

in my possession and no evidence that it has been rescinde~ and having 

been signed by the Premier and one of his Cabinet ministers and duly 

sworn to,I doubt that I would let the government off the hook with it. 

I think that maybe I feel sort of sorry for Hr. Dobbin, the gentleman 

in question,because I believe that maybe as a result of this he 

may not have had the necessity to go out and maybe borrow large sums 
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~!RS . ~CISAAC: of money to complete his engi.neering work or whatever 

or make plans fo r the building . ')low ~.r. Dobbin may be in a positi.on 

where he does not have to do this,but I would imagine that since he 

had what would be sort of a firm a~reement that he naturally went to 

some expense to look into i t certainly with an approval in principle 

in his pocket. 

I believe the hon. member for Green Bay today, 

and I do not want to misquote him, I believe he said that they t;ere 

negotiating fo-r space in Atlantic Place .And I am wondering now how 

collle if this is t.~e case, how come the Premier di.d not know t hat 

negotiations were going on for space in Atlantic Place? Re told us 

only a couple of d.ays ago that he knew nothing whatever of the 

-requirement1or words to that effect,that there was a requirement for 

additional office space. ln the meantime the member for Green Bay 

says t hat they were negotiating for space in Atlantic Place. I do not 

want to misquote him and I hope I am not. Then the member for 

St. John's ')Iorch today when he s tood in his seat said that t here was 

no intention to give the bon. gentleman a building or give the developer 

a contract. 
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~!RS. ~!ciSAAC: Then if this was the case, 

I say, What is the intention and why was the contract 

written up in the beginning? Uhy was the agree!:lent 

written up and signed if there was no intention of 

giving the developer a contract? The Premier may not 

have been misleading the House, maybe he is not aware 

of what was going on, but his signature appeared, 

apparently, on the agreement, and this is the question, 

Why did the Premier mislead the House for the past few 

years in telling the people of Newfoundland that there 

was no agreement, no plans or no intentions of providing 

additional office space when indeed there was an agreement 

in the office apparently? Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

SOME ~ON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. SPEAKER: The hon. the Minister of 

Rehabilitation and Recreation. 

MR. HICKEY: Mr. Speaker, like my colleague, 

the Minister of Health, I do not always rise to debate those 

issues, such motions, but as one who had the privilege of 

sitting on the other side of the House, Mr. Speaker, for 

five years in Opposition, and I think it is fair to say 

as one who has some appreciation for being in npposition, 

I find it necessary to participate in this debate for a 

number of reasons~ one, Mr. Speaker, because of the 

seriousness of the charge: two, because of the level to 

which the debate in this House has fallen in the last 

month or so; and three, and probably equally as important, 

the fact that the question is being raised as to what 

ministers aided and abetted the hon. the Prewier in terms 

of the charge of concealing this information from the House. 

I want to say one thing 

categorically, !Ir. Speaker, at the outset, that I arr 

~nowledgeable of and was party to the Ca~inet directive 
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:·!R. 1II CKEY: in 1975. My memor y is quite 

good and I rewember quite clearly the circumstances around 

which that Cabinet directive was issued. 

I find it amazing, Sir, to find 

my friend, the Leader of the Opposition who this afternoon 

in making his presentation, acknowledges that he knows the 

developer. He certainly made it clear that he has nothing 

against the developer - and I suppose all of us know the 

developer. If the hen. gentleman, ~r. Speaker, knows the 

developer, Mr. Dobbin, then he must know that he is a good 

businessman. He must know that he has intelligence. Tie 

~ust obviously know that the developer would not, unless 

he had lost his senses, keep in his possession for three 

years, or almost, a document, a supposed contract worth 

so much money, binding in every respect, as the other side 

of the House seems to think and say it is. ~~r. Speaker, 

I would suggest that that is an insult to the intelligence 

of the developer to suggest for one second that he, the 

developer, looked upon this document as a binding agreement 

or contract. 

There was mention this afternoon, 

:Ir. Speaker, about a directive of Cabinet as opposed to a 

~inute in Council or an Order of Council. And surely, t~e 

Leader of the Opposition and the hen. gentleman over there, 

former ministers very familiar with the workings of Cabinet, 

are well aware of the fact that a Cabinet directive, as 

pointed out by my colleague this afternoon, the Minister of 

Hines and Energy, is nothing more than an instruction to a 

Cabinet minister with the approval of his colleagues to go 

out to whomever 
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:-!R. HICKEY : and negotiate and hopefully bring 

about a suitable arrangement on Yhich that minister may come 

back to Cabinet for final ratification and conclusion of an 

agreement. 

NM - 1 

A Cabinet Directive, Mr. Speaker, in 

this sense of the word, pertaining to this kind of issue, is nothing 

more than that. I do not hear and I have not seen, nor I have not 

heard the hon. the Leader of the Opposition make any reference 

to a Minute-in-Council. Has he asked himself the question Yhy 

there was not a Minute-in-council issued that same day instead 

of a Cabinet Directive? Has he asked himself that question? In 

asking himself that question,surely he must answer that there was 

no deal. There was no final arrangement. There was nothing 

binding, but simply another step towards a possible agreement, or 

a possible contract. 

It seems, Mr. Speaker, that the 

Opposition is putting the cart before the horse. It seems as 

though they peaked too soon. If they had waited for a year 

and if something had come from that document in terms of 

a binding legal contract and, as a number of hon. gentlemen 

said in this debate, a building began to grow outside, 

then it might well be argued that the hon. the Premier and other 

ministers might well have been on thin ice, or a very thin line 

as to indeed whether or not they had kept this information or 

not said or given accurate answers to questions posed. 

But, Mr. Speaker, we all know that 

is not the case. For indeed what has been done in relation to 

this issue, this project, this so-called contract that we he,ar 

about, what was done after that, after the directive was issued? 

What other steps were taken, positive steps towards completion of 

an agreement or indeed actual construction of a building? 
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MR. HICKEY: Mr. Speaker, no one has to take 

our word for it. The answer is nothing, nothing was done, 

For obvious reasons or for a number of reas.ons the issue never 

caae to anything other than the directive that was issued 

to the minister at that time. 

Mr. Speaker, I found it very difficult 

this afternoon to sit and afford the bon. gentleman, the Leader 

of the Opposition, what is indeed his right~to be heard in silence, 

and I found it very difficult not to intenJ1Pt him as he went 

through his presentation. As one who sat on the other side 

for five years, as one who ,I suppose one might well say, through my 

ignorance of the rules of the Rouse, at least on one occasion, 

it was brought home to me in the strongest ~erms how jealously 

the decorum and rules of this House are guarded and pres&rved 

by my suspension from the Chamber, As one of three, Mr. Speaker, who 

had the responsibility and the opportunity to debate with the 

former government and the former Premier, who certainly could not 

be classed as a Premier who involved all his ministers in everything, 

or indeed very much of anything. .ISut, Mr. Speaker, I challenge 

any hon. gentleman in this Chamber to go through the Hansards since 

1966 and see if there is any Hansard that would even go close to 

bordering on this kind of an unfounded, ma1icious cha:q~e against 
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~~. T. :iiCKEY : not only the Hon. the Premier,who happens 

to hold the highest position in this Province,but any minister, or 

any member of this House. No, Mr. Speaker, one will not find any 

records of such charges. One will find good, hard debate. One will 

find debate in which it is evident that tempers flared. One will 

find disregard for the rules from time to time,and on many occasions, 

indeed, Mr. Speaker, one will find withdrawals and apologies for 

minor infractions of the rules of this House; but always, ;.rr. Speaker, 

with the highest regard Hitl, 'hie'' t:1is }louse is lool·er' upon <'.!ld :,e:!_ ,] 

by the people of this Province, as a kind of sacred place. Never, 

Nr. Speaker, has there been something like this. This has to be a 

first, certainly in this Chamber. 

~!r. Speaker, it must be obvious,then,to the 

Leader of the Opposition that the charge that he has levelled at the 

Premier and/or ministers, and the statement was made that ministers 

aided and abetted the Premier in deliberately deceiving this House -

I for one as a minister must acknowledge to myself that I am part of 

that, that I, too, am labelled as having by my silence deliberately 

misled this House. Hr. Speaker, my response to that is that I am not 

guilty of any such charge and I take offence to such charges 

especially on such flimsy evidence, and on doing so, Hr. Speaker, I 

would also point out to the Leader of the Opposition or, indeed, any 

han. gentleman opposite that it is high time they got off their white 

horse, it is high time they forgot the attitude that has prevailed 

in this Chamber for quite some time now, almost since this House has 

been open, that they are the only ones with honour, that they are the 

only ones, the great seekers of the truth, :1r. Speaker, the only ones, 

that we over here who have the privilege to govern are always suspect. 

1fuy, Hr. Speaker, when a minister stands in th:!.s 'douse no<I and gives 

an ansv1er ,as I have on many occasions, I find my hon. friends opposite 

questioning that answer, and I say to you, 'How dare you question an 

answer that I will give in th:l:s House?' It is no longer the case, 
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::r. Speaker, where someone in pu~lic life in 

this Province is innocent until they are proven guilty. Outsitie of this 

Chamber people are innocent until they are proven guilty; in here, you 

are guilty until you prove your innocence . -

A:' HON. XE}!BER: Hear, hear! 

::R.. T. HICKEY: - and there is no one that has brought that 

to oear on this House but the Opposition. No one! 

A.~ RON. }lE~!BER: Ilear, hear! 

~lR. T. HICKEY: Especially and most pronounced in this particular 

session of the House. 

SOl iE HON. HEHBERS : Hear, hear! 

1-IR . T. :UCKJ:Y: We have arrived at the time, ~fr. Speaker, where 

if any of us give a damn about the future of this Province or who is going 

to sit here after we leave, either by defeat at the polls or by our 

volition, by resignation, we might ask ourselves the question Hho is going 

to come in here and sit in a bullpen, in a bearpit, where almost when you 

come in you might as well sign away your character, sign away your 

reputation, and for that matter, sign away your family, because nothing 

is sacred anymore. It is a free-for-all, Nr. Speaker. Anything goes, to 

use the modern expression. And what must grieve the people of this 

Province is that the latest han. gentleman to join the ranks, the latest 

light in the political life of this Province, the man who aspires to 

be pramier of this Province, will come in here and in one f<>l1 s~.'OCp 

create a precedent that has not been around before, without evidence 

concrete, just because somebody says so. 

Someone said the other day, Hr. Speaker, I 

do not know which hen. member it was, but in drawing a comparison to 

what has been going on in this House, someone said it 
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:!R. RICKEY: is like responding the question of when you beat your 

wife last:You are damned if you do and you are damned if you do not. 

There is no way you survive no matter what answer you give. That is 

about, ~!r. Speaker, what this Chamber has come to. 

Mr. Speaker, the Opposition might well feel, 

and so they have a right to feel,that they have an awesome responsibility 

in this Chamber, that it is their right and duty to uncover any 

wrongdoing in government. No-one questions that, Mr. Speaker. No-one 

on this side of the House questions that. But, Mr. Speaker, going 

with the privileges of this House,such as the immunity that one enjoys 

by being a member of this House,goes also a solemn responsj~ility. One 

does not abuse the privileges that he has as a member of this House 

without fearing the consequences for the charges,no matter how well 

founded they might be, for the charges that he or she might make 

and ultimately, ~r. Speaker, a decision will arrive and that hon. 

gentleman who makes those charges must then answer and one hon. 

gentleman must answer in this particular case,or maybe a number on 

both sides, however many are involved. If the Opposition were to 

produce evidence conclusive that the hon. the Premier did in fact 

deliberately deceive this House,then he would have to answer. 

I would suggest to you, Mr. Speaker, that there 

are people over here with minds of their own who would vote by their 

conscience. The Premier is not afraid over here at any time to say 

we will have a free vote. He does not need to lasso anyone on this side 

or to button their mouth. He gets their support because he deserves it . He 

does not get it by divine right as the former Premier got it. He does not 

get it by having ministers speechless, no independence of mind . He 

gets it because there is freedom on the part of ministers and members 

of this side of the Rouse, for the first time in the history of this 

Province since this government has been in office a rather new departure 

from what was the case before. And so, Mr. Speaker, if indeed,as I said, 

evidence were produced, conclusive evidence,the Premier would, I am quite 

sure and I truly believe, would do the honourable thing and he would 
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'!R. HICKEY: respond to the case as presented if it were so conclusive. 

I say to the Leader of the Opposition now~ 

whether he thought of it or whether he did not,he must now address 

himself to that very same question and if no case is proven against 

the hon. the Premier then the Leader of the Opposition has a question 

to ask himself - what does he do? And there are precedents, Mr. Speaker, 

where people have had to resign for making such a charge as one who 

deliberately who sets out in a most conniving,deliberate way, fully 

conscious of what he is doing,to withhold, keep from the House and 

the people information. That is the charge that the Leader of the 

Opposition has leveled against the hon. the Premier and ministers 

with him or for that matter the entire government or anyone who is 

knowledgeable and who approved of this directive from Cabinet. 

Mr. Speaker, let me say to the Leader of the 

Opposition there are more watching the proceedings of this House than 

the people who sit in t~e gallery. The youth of this Province,for whom 

I have some responsibility as minister,watch the proceedings of 

this House and listen to what is said in this House and know the 

various positions that are taken on pertinent issues in this House 

and also know , Mr. Speaker, how much time is applied and given to the 

issue of unemployment, of education and of so many other critical 

issues facing the people of this Province today. Does he think for 

one second that the people that he has to go out and woo for support 

are not aware of the waste,. the absolute waste of time in this House. 
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Hr... HICKEY: If he does, Mr. Speaker, 

he is badly mistaken. If he wishes to associate or if 

he does associate with the youth of this Provir.ce, he 

will be surprised to know that the fourteen-year-olds, 

the knowledge that they have of what goes on in this 

Chamber - the future voters of this Province, the future 

leaders of this Province, maybe the future legislators -

that is if we allow them to come in here, if we keep it 

decent enough where they might want to come in here, 

because I do not know why anyone, ~r. Speaker, would want 

to come in here now, the state it is in. 

SO~E HOM. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

:!R. RICKEY: Mr. Speaker, for someone to 

enter public life in this Province, at least at the 

provincial level today, I think the best way it can be 

described, ~fr .. Speaker, is he would be dealing with half 

a deck - he just would not be all there or he would be 

a fool for punishment, one or the other. It is almost all 

gone, Your Honour. I think it is fair to say that we are 

at the crossroads, and if the Leader of the Opposition

and it is not only the Leader of the Opposition, but I 

refer to the Leader of the Opposition because he represents 

that side of the House, he is the spokesman for that side 

of the House and he took the initiative on this issue -

if the Leader of the Opposition can in his conscience say 

to himself, I have set a proper exam~le for those who shall 

come after or those who might wish to come into this 

Chamber to be legislators, then, Mr. Speaker, I think we 

had all better take a look at that. I do not think he has. 

I think he has made a grave mistake, maybe on poor advise. 

~aybe he jumped in when he should not have, but then again, 

"r. Speaker, those are some of the risks of public life and 

those are also some of the dangers of bei~2 Leader of the 
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:!:'... HICKEY; Opposition. One must be 

awfully careful, for I am a living example of that. 

I spent five days in the public gallery, Mr. Speaker, 

for not thinking before I spoke - two sojourns to the 

public gallery. And not only that, Mr. Speaker, it took 

me the second time round to learn. So my little bit of 

advice for the Leader of the Opposition - and he was in 

this House at that time - it might do him well to think 

before he speaks and maybe think ten times before he 

tables, because the best that can be said in this 

particular issue is that the Leader of the D?position 

laboured to bring forth a mountain and brought forth a 

neuse. At best that is about all it is. 

~r. Speaker, I cannot support 

this motion. 

AN RON. ?~EMBER: Oh, shame! 

HR. HICKEY: No, I can not. I can not in 

good conscience support it, Mr. Speaker. I was party to 

the Cabinet directive that gave the minister the 

instructions to go out and do what the hen. gentleman did -

nothing more than he was instructed to do. And this 

just happens to be, Mr. Speaker. And I do not think the 

Opposition has gotten this message - you know, the Leader 

of the Opposition must have been in ~overnment too long, 

because it seems to me that he does not realize that the 

Premier of the Province, that any minister of the government 

under the Premier has the prerogative to answer or not to 

a question. Many hundreds of times I asked questions when 

I sat over there and I heard the former Premier say, 'Put 

it on the Order Paper.' 

A}l !Hl~l. :!EHEER: 

::R . SPEAKZR: (:lr. Young) 

Order Paper! 

Order, please! 
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And one poor soul of a 

~iniste~ went to get up one day and ~as in the process 

of getting up, and I would say if the gentleman were 

around now he wo.uld cell us that he is still suffering 

froc arthritis because in the process of gettin~ up 

he ~as told to sit down. ~nd chen those are some of 

the same gentlemen who are complai3ing because we d o 

no t tell them all. l(r. Speaker, it must be pointed 

out, surely, and it is pertinent to this case that 

the Premier of the Province or a minister need not 

answer the que~tion at all . It is a privilege. 

~ow we do our level best to answer all questions and 

to give as ~uch information as we can, but to say j u st 

because the Premier did not paint pictures, that he 

die not go into great detail and say, 'Oh yes, there 

was a directive from Council'and spend twenty oinutes 

going into great detail painting pictu~es about this 

issue -because he did no~ do that- he deliberately 

deceived the Bouse ! What a bunch of garbage, 

~r . Speaker! That is just foolishness~ 
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~1r. Hickev: to say the least. So obviously, Mr. Speaker, 

the reasons are clear as to why I cannot support this motion. There 

is absolutely no doubt in my mind;The Leader of the Opposition has 

not brought forth anything that I am not aware of as a minister, that I, 

without any hesistancy stand in this House and say I share whatever 

responsibility the Premier shares and other ministers share in that 

directive of Council,from Cabinet and from Council. I accept fully 

whatever responsibility is mine as a member of Cabinet at that time. 

No wrongdoing. No legal contract, binding contract, binding agreement 

or legal agreement, nothing other than an intent, an instruction to a 

minister to go out and do his job. That is all, Mr. Speaker, nothing 

more. So why in Heaven's name would I support the motion? How could 

I support the motion? 

Mr. Speaker, finally let us get on with the 

business facing this Province. Let us address ourselves to the real 

issues of this Province: Not this developer or that developer; not 

who is wrong today and who was right yesterday; not who has the licence 

on all CN truce, as if it were just on that side. Let us forget this 

foolishness that has been going on in this House for quite some time 

now. And maybe, Mr. Speaker, we might, if we just stop and think, 

maybe we might find that there are issues~begging attention in this 

Province,much more important than the issue that we have wasted the time 

of the House with today. 

before I sit down. 

And I will say one other thing, Mr. Speaker, 

If the gentlemen opposite who aspire to govern 

this Province- and surely none of them will deny that they want to 

be the government; if they do not, why are they over there, Mr. Speaker~

let me say that it is not honourable to get a government by any means, 

at anyone's expense. That is not honourable. Let them get the 

government the right way, the way we got it 1 through the electorate. 

SOME H.ON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR.. HICKEY: Let them get the government that way, and let 

them get the government when they -

MR. NEARY: Go down and resign! 
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SOHE HON. MEMBERS: Oh, oh! 

:1R. SPEAKER (MR. YOUNG): Order, please! 

:1R. HICKEY: Let them get the government, Mr. Speaker, when they 

MR. SPEAKER (MR. YOUNG): Order, please! 

MR. HICKEY: - deserve to get it. 

MR. SPEAKER: (MR. YOUNG): Order, please! I will remind 

hen. gentleffien that the previous Speaker when he was in the Chair asked 

for silence on both sides of the House, .and I would ask you to abide 

by that ruling. 

MR. HICKEY: Mr. Speaker, I am sorry if hen. gentlemen are 

uncomfortable in their seats. I know exactly how it feels. I went 

through it this afternoon. All I am simply saying before I sit down, 

Mr. Speaker, is this, it is an honourable ambition for them to want to 

be over here, and no one quarrels with that, but let them do it the 

honourable way. And let them await the opportunity, and let them get 

over here if the people think they deserve to be over here. And let 

them try and provide a suitable alternative to this government,which they 

have not done yet, Mr. Speaker, I suggest to them that they are on 

the wrong course if that indeed is what they are trying to do~ because 

all they are doing is telling the people of this Province you better 

keep the government you got because you certainly have no alternative 

in the Opposition anyway. 

SOME RON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

AN HON. MEMBER: A good speech 'Tom'. 

MR. W. ROWE: Mr. Speaker, if no one wishes to speak~ 

I will, I see the Premier rising. 

PREMIER MOORES: Mr. Sneaker, on a point of order. I say on a point for this 

reason,that obviously as I am the one who is accused in this particular debate, 

I think it is fair as opposed to having gamesmanship that I have had 

the opportunity to hear all of the accusations. I do not suppose it is 

a point of order, it is just a point of asking, as I have been accused, 

and as I am the one who may have to resign and all that goes with that 

question, I am asking the Opposition if their speakers would go first,and 
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Premier ~too res: if so r would like to be the las.t before the 

hon . Leader of che Opposition clues it up. 

S()}IE HON. ME?-!BERS: No, no, no. Nonsense! 

MR . W. ROWE: If nobody opposite ~ants to speak th.en 

intend co wind up the debate, Sir. Your Honour .should warn hon. 

members that if I do speak n.ow that closes the debate; but I intend to, 

Sir, if nobody opposite wishes to speak. 
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Hr. Speaker. 

The hon. member for Mount Pearl. 

Mr. Speaker, I have no intention,Your 

Honour, of entering into any debate back and forth across this 

han. House with hon. members opposite. I feel I should have 

a few remarks to make on this very serious issue and the 

very serious charges made by the Leader of the Opposition 

against the han. the Premier. 

Sir, I would like to say at the outset 

that I am grateful for the very learned submission of the hon. 

member for St. John's East (Mr. Marshall), my colleague, grateful 

for his knowledge on legal matters and his legal advice, and 

also, , Sir, for the experienced submission of the han. gentleman 

from St. John's Centre (Mr. Murphy), and for the benefit of 

his many years of experience in this hen. House, And, Sir, I have 

neither the legal background of the han. member for St. John's 

East (Mr. Marshall), nor the length of experience in this hen. 

House as my friend from St. John's Centre has. And I call on, 

Sir, only what I do have to make a decision on this matter, that 

is my background, my experience, my knowledge, my training 

as a professional engineer, duly licenced to practice, 

certified to practice in the Province of Newfoundland, and on 

many years of experience, Sir, in dealing with construction 

contracts very similar to the one that has been referred to 

quite often over the past twenty-four hours. 

Both as a contractor, as a person 

who had to work under the terms and conditions of such contracts, 

as a consultant, Sir, who drew up such contracts, and was responsible 

for administering them on behalf of an owner, and as an owner, as a 
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~!R. ~. WINDSOR: civil servant who paid taxpayers dollars 

to contractors who did work. Sir, so I have dealt with these 

contract~ from all three possible points of view, as a contractor, 

as a consultant, and as an owner. 

Sir, in my experience it is quite 

normal, quite common to come across proposed agreements, tentative 

agreements, draft agreements, agreements to agree, however you 

wish to phrase them, and agreements to agree subject to the 

fulfillment of certain terms and conditions,and I would submit, 

Sir, that is exactly what we have in this particular case, subject 

to certain terms and conditions. 

Sir, this contract was never, never 

executed, never finally executed. It was just a draft. I refer 

to page one of it, Sir, it says, "Subject to the paym.ent of 

::entals and other conditions hereinafter provided," subject to 

conditions hereinafter provided. Some of those conditions, Sir, of lease, 

shall be for a period of twenty years to commence thirty days after 

the date on which the developer, the developers or architects 

shall certify, and the government shall agree, that the demised 

premises have been substantially completed. 

I see no premises. There can be no 

certificate of substantial completion which is quite common 

in any construction contract and one of the terms and conditions 

upon which this alleged agreement would be based if it had ever 

been executed. 

And again it says the developer shall 

use all reasonable efforts to have the demised premises substantially 

completed pursuant to this agreement at the earliest possible 

date. Again, a number of years since this draft was drawn up 

have gone by. I would suggest, Sir. that even if it had been 

intended to be proceeded with, reasonable efforts have not been made 
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~. N. lt!~SOR: and the agreement would be null 

and void on that basis . 

Again, Sir, the op~rative word i s 

"Sub ject 1:0 the fulfillment: of the terms and condit:ions." And 

at the very ending of the contract, Sir, it states, "The hon . 

minister in right of Newfoundland has hereto his hand and 

seal subscribed." I see no seal, no seal, never a seal, never 

ratified ~y His Hon9ur the Lieutenant-Governor. 
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::r... ~. ~~I~DSOR: Sir, there can be no agreement. Son:e han. 

gentlemen opposite have suggested that the developer in this case 

might have a claim against the Province because he expended some money. 

I am sure he did. Of course he did. Anyone ~~ho ever submitted a 

tender, or a proposal, had to invest money to compile that document; 

quite normal, considered to be a normal, accepted part of the business 

of contracting or developing as the case may be. Sir, developing his 

proposal >vould include, would spread over any number of proposals the 

cost of preparing such proposals or such tenders. Indeed, Sir , I had 

one case where a number of engineers in this Province complained to 

me that a certain tender call or a call for proposals for a particular 

contract, it was a small contract, there were so many people >lho 

tendered on that job that the total cost of. preparing those documents, 

the total cost of all of them put together, was more than the 

eventual cost of the contract. Of course, Sir, people do expend money 

to prepare proposals and tenders, nothing at all unusual about it, Sir. 

To suggest that this case will be any different than any other would 

be totally, totally incorrect. 

Sir, I will just close by saying that this 

whole affair is a matter of great disappointment to me. The han. 

gentleman from St. John's Centre (Mr. Murphy) expressed his disappointment 

as a member with nearly seventeen years of experience in this han. House, 

and, Sir, as a member with less than three years experience in this House 

I have to say, as well, that my concept of iVhat the clause of Assembly 

of this Province should be and is, and was, has been to a great degree 

shattered in the past year in particular by the sorts of matters that 

have been broug:lt for<vard,by the sorts of tactics that have been used, 

by the fact, Sir, that because of a number of reasons many of us on 

both sides of the Rouse have not had ample opportunity to discuss t!1e 

issues that affect this Province and, particularly, that affect our 

districts. Sir, I 1•7ould call on all han. members to put this sort of 

thing aside and let us get down to what I feel we offered ourselves to 

t~1e electorate for and why t hey eventually e lected us to office. Thank 
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~I'R . SPEA..'mR (:!R. YOlf.\G) : 

::R. ~;. CALL.!~~: 

!lear, hear ! 

The hon. member for l)ellevu.e. 

!l.r . Speaker, I welcome the opportu.nit:y 

~o have a felo' words to say in chi.s deba t:e. The last few spea.tc:ers, I t hi:'l.k , 

~x . Speaker , have wandered off t:he t:opic as far as the motion before 

t he !louse is concerned. I think possibly in that light I might as well 

do the same thing because perhaps everything chat has been said about 

the legalities of the motion and what led up to it and so or. 1 actions of 

the Premier or what have you, perhaps all of these things have been 

said, and not being of a legal profession I do not pretend co kno!~ too 

much about it, and neither have I been in any cabinet unless it •.ras 

t he china cabinet as a small boy around the house. 

}lr. Speaker; the Hinister of ll. and R, 

~!r. T.V., had a lot of advice for the Opposition. :ie \>•as telling us, 

I think, how to go about winning an election . He said if the Opposition 

wants to win an election and wanes to fo rm the government then we should 

do it honourably,the way that they did it. !!r. Spe3ker, I think the 

:anis ter of R and R 
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si10ul<l LJake up his lliint.i; t.ioes ile 1-1ant us to 

Jo it nonorably or docs he want us to <.io it the •:ay they did it? That 

is tile question. That is the question that I ask in answer to that 

one. The minister said that the Leader of tile Opposition brought 

forth a mouse, not a very good way to talk about his leader,the Premier 

of this Province. Is he a man or is he a mouse? \fuat did the Leader 

of the Opposition bring forth yesterday? 

i·iR. :-lEARY: A $70 million mess. 

CALLAN: Hr. Speaker, it seems a very weak defence to 

me in~eed for people like the ~tinister of R and R to stand here and 

criticize the Opposition and the way the people in this Province look 

on the Opposition and what we should be doing . rather than what •,;a are 

clair~. Y.1at same minister and one or two others mentioned about the 

people's attitude towards this House of Assembly, the people, the members of the 

general public. Hell, Nr. Speaker, I want to comment on that under two 

.1eadings: ilumber one ~the suggestion has beeu made that tile people's attitude 

towards t his house of Assembly is a very - what shall I say? They have 

m~ed feelings, they are saying such things as ~hey are all tarred with 

the same brush and that sort of thing. Some of the people who spoke 

tried to leave the impression that this attitlilde has grown up among the 

elector.,te and the general public in this Proviuce over t;1e last couple 

of weeks or the last month or so that the House has been open. Nr. 

Speaker, as a schoolteacher out in this Province for years I can safely 

say that ti1e attitude towards this House of Assembly did not - t he present 

attitude that eAists now has been an attitude t hat has existeu for a ;;ood 

number of years. I would suggest, l'lr. Speaker, that this attitude l;as 

tnere six or seven years ago; that is when it began, back in 1971, this 

attitude that the people have towards this House. It did not just spring 

up in the last couple of weeks or the last month,it started a long time 

ago and for some very good reasons. 

Nr. Speaker, I think the members of the gove=ent 

on the opposite side of this House from where I stand have very short 
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_;:-. Co\ . .LL-'L·i: mel:lories im.ieeu. They cannot seem to remecoer i10w 

tney criticized and looked for scandals in th£ former government and 

they ,;eem tal forget that it was they who pulled off some pretty good 

shananigans back in 1971 and then from 1972 to 1975.when the election was called 

again,.;hananigans like adding ten more provincial seats in the PC 

stronghold so that they can insure re-election, insure re-election by 

only getting forty-six per cent of the popular vote and still get 

thirty-one seats out of fifty-one, a large percentage of the seats but 

a suall percentage, less than fifty,at least,percentage of the popular 

vote. And this was done, ~!r. Speaker, because of redistribution. 

HR. SPEAKER: Order, please! I feel that I do have to point out 

that the motion before the House is a relatively narrow one and that 

I feel that the Chair would not be doing its duty if it allowed the 

debate to stray too widely. I just bring that to the han. member's 

attention. 

The han. member. 

HR. CALL'u'l: Thank you, Mr. Chairman-or Hr. Speaker, I should 

say. I have seen you in the Chairman's Chair so often I szet ~onfnRPrl 

sometimes. But, Hr. Speaker, let me continue then and let me talk 

about the second point with regard to the people's attitude towards 

this liouse of Assembly. Hr. Speaker, I think there is an attitude out 

there,or some people seem to suggest that the attitude among the general 

public is that we are all tarred with tile same brush, we are all tarred 

~<ith the same brush, government and Opposition, each member of the government, 

each member of the Opposition. :11:. Speaker, I do not tnink that is 

true 
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~!R. CAL LA~!: and, l'r. Speaker, I cannot 

help but say that I sympathize, quite honestly, I 

sympathize with some han. members who sit on the 3overnment 

side of the Uouse because I do not think for one minute 

that they enjoy being there. I think that if they had 

their time ~ack they would never be there. I think of 

people, :rr. Speaker, like the member for Exploits 

(~r. Twomey), and there are others- the member for 

Placentia (Mr. Patterson) - I think, Mr. Speaker, they 

have much the same feeling as I have, that to them,and 

to me, the past two or three years as a member of this 

ITouse of Assembly have been an exercise in frustration, 

a waste of time, and for some people, a waste, I think. 

of good talent. 

I think, ~r. Speaker , this 

is getting at the crux of the whole matter that has been 

raised. Mr. Speaker, you hear people say, and I think 

it was the member for St. John's East (Mr. Marshall) who 

alluded to the fact that the President of the Board of 

Trade said that we here in the House of Assembly should 

get on with the business of the House. And I have heard 

that once or twice as I have listened to the radio 

driving to and from St. John's on occasion; I hear the 

odd comment from people who 'phone in on Open Line 

and Hhat have you. Mr. Speaker, I do not knoH how many 

or uhat percentage of the people who live in our 

Province realize that it is not the responsibility of 

an Opposition party to create jobs in this Province, and 

neither is it the responsibility of this Douse of Assembly 

to create jobs in this Province. The government, 

~:r. Speaker, has the responsibility for creating jobs in 

this Province and they can do it wh ether the Douse is 
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:1R . CALLAN: 

AX HON. HEHBER: 

:!R. CALLAN: 

7 ap e 213 J (:: i;; i1 t) J.:C - 2 

closed or open. 

Hear, hear! 

Ue have seen it happen, 

Mr. Speaker, the big announcement, 737-3800 - that was 

done before the House opened. 

then. 

The Tio~se was not open 

A1·1 HON. :1EiiBER: Only a couple of jobs. 

:~R. CALLAN: I think, Mr. Speaker, that 

there are some members of the P.C. administration who 

are deliberately trying to mislead the people in this 

Province into believing that it is the Opposition who 

should be creating jobs and who are not concerned about 

the unemployment in this Province, and,therefore, it 

is our fault that the House is in a shambles. llut, 

~r. Speaker, as I said, this is getting at the crux of 

the whole matter. What we have here today for discussion, 

this motion, to me, Mr. Speaker, it goes a lot deeper 

than just a motion regarding some document that was 

purported to be passed by Cabinet and signed, sealed 

and delivered. It goes deeper than that. It goes 

deeper than the Premier or some otner minister,whether 

he be the first or some other minister of the Crown, 

deliberately misleading the House. It goes deeper than 

tnat, ~lr. Speaker. 

I think what we have here, 

:rr. Speaker, t:1e question that is in my mind, is this~ 

The general public, the electorate wh~ have this attitude 

towards the House of Assembly - I do not think this 

attitude, Mr. Speaker, encompasses each and every member 

here. It is the Premier of this Province who is brought 

into question here, Mr. Speaker. And it was the Premier 

of this ?rovince who wa~ brought into question the week 

before last and tl:e week before tl1nt and last year and 
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C\LL\ ~:: the year b efore that. 

~r. Speaker, when I think of 

how nai v e I was when I came here and sat in this House 

of Assembly for the first session believing foolishly 

that because a priority existed in my district, and 

b e cau se civil servants saw it as a priority in 
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~rR. W. C.ALLAN: comparison to the needs in other parts of the 

Province, I was foolish enough to believe that,well,if it is a 

priority then obviously it will be done no matter what district it 

is in. 

But, Hr. Speaker, not too long ago I brought up 

in this House of Assembly the matter of a bit of pavement that the 

people fought for down in Adeytown and I want to mention this once 

more. The people were told -

~!R. SPEAKER: Order please! I do have to again remind the han. 

member that the motion before the House relates to a Committee of 

Enquiry into an allegation of the hon. Premier misleading the House 

on a specific issue, an issue dealing with the acquisition of office 

space and other accommodation for governmen~ departments,and that the 

remarks should be directed primarily towards that without getting too 

far into other 

The hon. member. 

?:1R. W. CALLAN: Mr. Speaker, let me carry on by saying that the point 

I was trying to get at was this,that in one breath the people of this 

Province are told that there is no money, that the money has all been 

allocated for this fiscal year - it pertains to high wages and it 

pertains to other things in this Province-but then at the very same 

time you see tenders being called for projects and when you ask the 

Cabinet minister about it,whether it be in the Question Period or 

somewhere else,you are told it is last year's money. ~1r. Speaker, 

from the advice that I receive in talking to my colleagues on this 

side of the House who have been in Cabinets,it does not work like that. 

So as I say,the question that is raised here today I think is a much 

larger one than whether or not the Premier is misleading the House. 

I am wondering, Mr. Speaker, whether the people of 

this Province and Opposition members of this House are not mislead on 

more than one occasion and in various,perhaps subtle ways. 

I~. Speaker, a former speaker mentioned the fact 

that the Leader of the Opposition is looked on by the public out there 

in a bad light for what he has done here today. Hell, l'r. Speaker, 
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MR. Cl1LLAN: let me say this, that in numbers there is 

strength. A man alone is in pad company, and I think the Premier is 

in bad company - he is alone. He alone has been the person who has 

been ace used of misleading the House, of making empty pt:omises and 

what have you. 

But as the people of this Province, 

Mt:. Speaket:, hear what is happening in this Rouse through the media 

and elsewhere, they cannot help but remembe.r that last year, the 

fot:mer Leader of the Opp·osi·tion - not the same gentleman who brought 

up this point today - brought up a point which involved the 

Premier. And also the member for LaPoile has been continually 

bringing up matters, and other Opposition members including IIIYself 

·who had a s·mall confrontation not too long ago ~~ith the Minister of 

Tourism. }fembers of the general public,t~ho ate looking a:t this 

House, Mr. Speaker, through the media or whatever other medium, 

remember these things; that e'verybody cannot be wron.!'; - one man 

cannot be right and everybody else wrong no matter how much he is 

defended by his colleagues. It is only Sensible and reasonable to 

expect that his colleagues are going to support him anyway. 

~r. Speaker, that is all I ~.rant to say 

about the matter. I am a little bit surprised that the debate is 

rather limited, especially when I have list·enet' to previous speakers 

and made some notes here,which I cannot refer to now obviously. 
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o!?.. CALL-\..111 : Before I sit down, ~'r. Speaker, I want 

to reiterate that point. But I t!:link the question that is 

before this House is much broader than ,.;hether or not the 

Premier deliberately misled this House on this one particular 

itec. It goes much deeper than that. And that is why the 

people of this Province are looking on this House with shame, 

not because what we in the Opposition are doing, but they see 

things that ~•e are uncovering and "e cannot all be wrong. Some 

of it must be true. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS : 

HR. SPEAKER: 

DR. R. HINSOR: 

SOME HON. ~EF.S : 

DR. R. WINSOR: 

Thank you, Nr. Speaker. 

Hear, hear! 

The hen. member for Mount Scio. 

Mr. Speaker, it is n.ot -

Hear, hear! 

}fr. Speaker, it is not often I get on my 

feet in t his hon. House,but in a debate of importance like 

this I cannot shirk my responsibility. There are some points I ,,m,ld 

like to make. First of alltof course,! think the issue,as the 

member for Carbonear (~fr. R. Hoores) said earlier tonight, is 

simply did the Premier mislead the House? Then the member for 

St. Joim 1 s East (}fr. ~Iars hall) this afternoon and others 

have certainly established to my satisfaction that the agreement 

that was tabled by the Leader of the Opposition was not a legal 

document. It was not ratified by Cabinet, in fact it never 

did get back to Cabinet for discussion and therefore it could 

never :1ave been agreed to by Cabinet. It certainly is no more 

a legal document than the discussions that at the same time,or 

approximately tre same time1 were going on between Trizec, 

;fr. Andrew Crcsbie and others. 

So since these points were more than 

adequately dealt with by the member for St. John's East, I certainly, 

with my limitec experience in legal matters, am not going to try 

to carry along on that tack. 
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:JR. R. :·:I:lSOR : l::ut, '!r. Speaker, t·Ye have a very democratic 

party and tve probably have made mistakes in the last few years. I 

was elected i n September 1975; I found our party to be a very free 

and open one and certainly no one in our party I think feels 

stifled or if anything illegal or immoral as sol!'.e people on the 

other side have indicated, that things have gone on, that many 

of us would not still be sitting on this side of the Rouse. I 

knotJ in my oml. particalar case, I was elected in Stepember '75 

and certainly there would have been no building built adjacent 

to this one that had not gone out on public tender. If so I would 

not be sitting in this seat. 

SOME RON • MEUBERS : Rear, hear: 

DR. R. WINSOR: I know it is diverting slightly but it was 

a subject that was brought up this afternoon and I l!OUld just like 

to refer to it as an example, and the fact the Public Accounts 

Committee, of which I am Vice Chairman, t,•as mentioned. I am very 

proud of that Committee. It took twenty-years of Liberal rule 

and five years of Conservative rule before we got a functioning 

Public Accounts Committee. I have tried to co-operate and I do 

not think my desire is anything less than the Chairman of that 

Committee, the member for Burgeo-Bay d'Espoir (Mr. Simmons), 

is any less than his in ferreting 0ut any corruption that may 

exist in the Civil Service or anyt·There else, and I certainly feel 

t hat th~s is an example of why I feel that this party certainly 

has an awful lot to offer, and certainly is a great vehicle for 

people such as myself to operate in. 

I got into politics in a certain uay, 

in a serious way, and I feel - this afternoon when the member for 

Port de Grave was speaking, I felt very sorry for him for the remarks 

he made when he started off his speech. Back approximately ten 

years ago I became very - almost dedicated to politics after a phone 

call from a very powerful member of the Liberal Party at the time, when 

I supportlng John Crosbie in the leadership campaign of '69. I was threatened 

and cembers of :ny family were threatened. I, from that mol!len t, became 

very dedicated to 
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Dr. R. I~ ins or : 

politics in Newfoundland because I had to bring up my children here, and 

I certainly would want -

MR. F. WHITE: A point of order, Mr, Speaker. 

MR. SPEAKER (DR. COLLINS): A point of order. Order, please! 

MR. WHITE: Mr. Speaker, the last speaker on this side, the 

member for Bellevue (Mr. Callan) was brought to order on two occasions 

for being irrelevant to the debate. I would like to know what this is? 

MR. SPEAKER: (Dr. Collins) . The han. member for Mount Scio. 

DR. R. WINSOR: To that point of order, Mr. Speaker. First of all 

there is no point of order. And secondly, I am referring to the remarks 

made by a previous speaker before the House recessed this afternoon, 

and sort of correlate that. 

AN RON. MEMBER: There is no point of order. 

MR. SPEAKER (DR. COLLINS): Order, please! 

I think the Chair does have to again point out that 

the debate should be directed towards the issues in the motion that I 

need not go into again, and that side issues, although they may be 

alluded to, and they clearly have been throughout the debate, these 

should not be developed to the extent that the remarks are not directed 

towards the main issue in the motion. 

The hon. member for Mount Scio. 

DR. R. WINSOR: Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker. 

The issue was raised earlier this afternoon about the 

Leader of the Opposition feeling that probably he morally was better 

able to deal with certain issues than some people on this side of the 

House. I was trying to bring my remarks around to sort of indicate 

that some of us on this side feel pretty just as competent to work for 

morality in politics as anyone on that side of the House. And 

certainly with the incident that the member for Port de Grave (Mr. Dawe) 

related to this afternoon, I just wanted to indicate to him I feel, my heart 

bleed for him because I know that what he went through, I went through too, 

I thought that the Liberal Party had had a breath of fresh air instilled 

into it in 1969 but obviously a cloud has descended again. 
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DR. R. IITNSOR: Now, Mr. Speaker, with all the problems facing 

this Province at this particular time it is very unfortunate that the 

Opposition again has dragged a red herring across the floor of this 

House. Of course, there is no evidence that the Premier of this 

Province is guilty of misleading this House, and obviously I am certainly 

not going to support this ridiculous motion. Thank you. 

SOME RON. MEMBERS : Hear, hear! 

MR, SPEAKER (DR, COLLINS): Is the House ready for the question? 

MR. W. ROWE: Mr. Speaker, if nobody else wants to speak I will 

wind up the debate. Oh I see we have another speaker. 

AN HON. MEMBER: Two. 

MR. DOODY: They are coming up now. 

SOME RON. MEMBERS : Oh, o h! 

MR. SPEAKER (DR. COLLINS): The hon. the Minister of Intergovernmental 

Affairs. 

MR. DOODY: Some han. members, ho, ho! 

Well, Mr. Speaker, it was not my intention to speak in this 

debate, and I feel that it was indeed the intention of many people on this 

side of the House to refrain from becoming involved in this particular 

debate. The arguments were related to that very basic question which 

is the heart of the issue here this evening, Sir, where set forth 

very well, very succinctly by the first four or five speakers on both 

sides of this House. I particularly refer to the comments of the 

member for St. John's East (Mr. Marshall) whom I thought brought into 

a very simple sharp and narrow focus the question that is before the 

House this evening. 

It is not as the hen. member for Bellevue (Mr, Callan) 

said a moment or two ago, a much broader question than the motion that 

is before the House. The question is simply that the motion that is 

before the House, and the motion is to set forth or bring forth a Committee 

of the Whole House to pass judgment and allegations to the effect that 

the han. the Premier has deliberately misled this bon. House. Now, Mr. 

Speaker, in all honesty and in all fairness I have to say that this has 

co be one of the most serious allegations and charges that have been placed 
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Mr. Doodv: before this House during the years that I have had 

the honour of serving here. I do not really feel that the comments that 

I will make during the next few moments will add or substract from the 

validity of the arguments that were presented during the first several 

hours of the debate. 
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~!R. DOODY: But since hon. members opposite 

feel that this is a game of gamesmanship, one-upmanship,where 

each and every person has to place his pawn out before 

he puts hismight out,and a bishop has to be placed in front 

of the rook, and eventually we get the queens and the kings, 

and eventually try to get some sort of a stalemate, and 

the business of the Province is a secondary thing and the 

business of the House and the repute of the Rouse are 

unimportant things -

AN HON. MEMBER: Rear, hear! 

NR. DOODY: - and the dignity of this 

Province is of no significance, what does matter is the fact 

that debating points are made, that weak little people make 

powerful big points - these are things that are important, 

Sir, and that is why I feel at this point in time that it 

is time to stand up and say something. 

AN HON. HEMBER: 

}!R. DOODY: 

Hear, hear! 

The point at issue before this 

House, Sir, is a very, very simple one. 

DR. KITCHEN: Will he or will he not. 

MR. DOODY: Mr. Speaker, I will even descend 

to the dignity or lack thereof of the hon. members opposite 

and ask for silence, please, from the hon. ex-President of 

the P.C. Party of Newfoundland. 

~fR. SPEAKER: (Dr. Collins) Order, please! The han. minister 

has requested silence for his remarks and this has been the 

rule that has been in force throughout the day. 

Intergovernmental Affairs. 

HR. DOODY: 

The hon. the Minister of 

This House has conducted itself 

t oday , Sir, with a decorum that I think is wort hy of a 

debat e o f the significance and importance that t h is one is. 
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~!R. DOODY: I think the only time that it 

really lowered itself to the level that it seemed to have 

become accustomed over the past several months was during 

the time that my friend, my dignified friend, my bon. friend, 

the member for St. John's Centre (Mr. Murphy) stood up to 

speak from the center of his heart. If there is any man 

in this House who deserves dignity, attention and respect, 

it is the hon. member ~or St. John's Centre. 

SO¥E RON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. DOODY: There are three people in this 

House, Sir, to whom I listen, with dignity and respect and 

with reverence no matter what the topic is or no matter what 

the subject, no matter what the atmosphere - the hon. the 

member for Fogo (Capt. Earl Winsor), the hon. the member 

for Burin - Placentia West (Mr. Canning) and the hon. the 

member for St. John's Centre (Mr. Murphy). These are my 

peers, these are the people to whom I look, these are the 

people with honour and decorum and decency -

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

HR. DOODY: - and to hear the snickers, the 

absurdities and the insults coming from han. people opposite 

during the very few moments that my friend from St. John's 

Centre took this evening to explain in a very, very 

dignified and very responsible way about the objects and 

principles and responsibilities that this Uouse has to the 

people of this Province was rather sad and rather pathetic. 

The motion before this House, 

Sir, is very clear . The language of the motion is very 

simple. It can be read and it can be understood, but the 

motive behind the motion is a great deal deeper, a great 

deal more significant. The object of the ~otion is to 

discredit and to try to destroy the honour and dignity of 
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~!R. DOODY: the Leader of t he P.C. Party, 

to destroy the honour and dignity of the Covernment of the 

Province, to lower and debase the Covernment of ~ewfoundland . 

And it has been said by hon. members opposite that t his is 

one of a se r i es of weekly attacks. I heard a member 

opposite say just a few momen t s ago that this is not 

something new 1 this has been going on . The bon . the 

Premier has been subjected week after week, day after day, 

hour after hour, to this sort of attack. I can only 

suggest that this particular attack is one of the same type 

of a tt ack that is aimed at not what the object of the mot!on 

purports to be, that is, the privilege of the House - the 

object of a motion of a privilege of the ~ouse would seem 

to be,by definition, a matter to protect the rules and 

prerogatives of the Rouse, a matter 
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~!R. DOODY: to protect the dignity and 

honour and integrity of this House. A matter of privilege 

of the House should be, Sir, a motion that is aimed at 

preserving,not for this government or the next government 

or previous governments, but for the Province as a whole 

and the future of the Province as a whole, the integrity 

and honour of this particular House, of this institution, 

of this governing body. And as the bon. the member for 

St. John's East (Mr. Marshall) pointed out so clearly and 

so succinctly and so ably this afternoon, it would appear 

that this particular motion or privilege has been used to 

undermine the House, to undermine the institution, to make 

it crumble around us as part of a concerted plan that has 

been going on now week after week, day after day, and I quote 

han. member opposite, because the hon. the Premier is the 

focal point of the attacks and the object of the game is 

to discredit the government, to drive it out of office, 

and if this House has to suffer because of that, if the 

institution has to be debased because of that, then that 

is the price that some hon. gentlemen are willing to pay 

to climb into power. And that, Sir, is a price that I think 

this Province can not afford, that no country can afford, 

and that the very institutions of democracy can not afford. 

SOME RON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

HR. DOODY: Mr. Speaker, I now hear whispers 

and mutterings opposite of 'Listen! Listen!' and I appreciate 

it, because it is a new atmosphere in this House and one that 

we have not had during the past several months. 

Mr. Speaker, to look at the 

evidence that was presented,or the so-called evidence that 

was tabled by the bon. the Leader of the Opposition in support 

of his substantive motion which has been supported by han. 

members opposite, is to look at a figmen.t. The so-called 

agreement, as was so well pointed out by the hon. the member 
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HR. DOODY: for Port de Grave (Mr. Dawe), 

is obviously not an agreement, or any businessman who 

has any right to be called a businessman would have acted 

on it quite some time ago. So there was no agreement; there 

is no agreement. Had there been an agreement, it would have 

been used, it would have been acted on, there would have been 

work done, we would have had a building. 

The story, as was pointed out 

some time ago and has been pointed out and will continue to 

be pointed out, is that the Government of the Province of 

Newfoundland entered into a heads of agreement, into a 

negotiating status, into a negotiating stance with a 

businessman with the intent to build a public building for 

and on behalf of the Province. The details of that particular 

deal were not acceptable to Cabinet when the details came 

back to Cabinet, they were not acceptable to caucus and 

they were rejected. That is two or three years ago, and 

now it is resurrected and is being used as a weapon to 

discredit, to destroy, to humiliate, to debase, to attack 

to vilify, to shame. And, Mr. Speaker, I think that it is 

indeed a misuse of the privileges of this House to use these 

rules in such a way. Because this is not an ordinary event, 

Sir, this is not the sort of thing that happens every day, 

as Your Honour well knows. To bring a point of privilege of 

the House before the House and have it accepted as a debatable 

motion is a very, very unusual and very, very strange item 

of debate in the House. It is not something that is treated 

lightly nor is it something that should be treated lightly. 

And as Your Honour very correctly pointed out in tLe beginning, 

the han. member or members who have brought this particular 

motion before the House do it with the full knowledge of 

what they are doing and should be prepared to accept the 

consequences when they are demonstrated to be incorrect in 

their allegations. ' 1r. Sr>eaker, it is r.y 
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contention that this is just 

one more attempt, one more effort to try to bring down 

to a level that the people of this Province have come 

over the last several months to accept as normal, the 

level of debate and the level of decorum, the level of 

work on behalf of the Province in the House of Assembly. 

We have come to a point now where the President of the 

Board of Trade stands up publicly and tells us all here 

in the House of Assembly to get on with the business of 

the Province and to stop all this foolish nonsense that 

we are getting on with. I would like to tell the hon. 

Chairman or President of the Board of Trade that it is 

a miracle that there is any business at 2ll done in the 

Province the way the atmosphere is here tod2y, Sir. 

It is all very well for hon. members to stand up in this 

House and to denounce the Dobbins and the Crosbies, the 

Browns and the what-have-yous of this world. It is great 

fun and games to bounce them back and forth here - it is 

good gamesmanship, makes good political noise and it may 

even very well be sound politics to drive all the 

entrepreneurs and all of the businessmen out of this 

Province, and perhaps we can all get back to the basic 

stratagems of 100 years ago, get back to the basics. 

I honestly believe that han. gentlemen opposite, hon. 

people in this House and,indeed, the general populace 

d o not want to get back to that sort of thing. I think 

our object in life in terms of the Province's progress 

should be to encourage development of the Province and 

not to keep dragging the names of entrepreneurs, of 

business people, of people who are trying to invest and 

work in this Province across the floor of the Bouse. 

I thiak it is a shameful thing, Sir, and I think it is 

'.![!fortunate. And I co mp liment those people who manage 
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I commend the han. the 

Minister of Rehabilitation and Recreation, who offered 

such sage and sensible, non-partisan advice a few moments 

ago. The han. the member for Bellevue(Mr.Callan) should not 

feel singled out for this particular advice. There are many 

people opposite, many people in this Province who felt 

not so long ago the need for reform. As a matter of 

fact, the han. the member for Bellevue and others opposite 

formed a Liberal Reform Party. I do not really know 

whether any of the reforms have really felt themselves 

or have caused to have made their presence known in the 

nembers opposite of the Liberal Party; certainly, they 

have not become very clear in the pronouncements and 

announcements of han. members since they have taken their 

seats in this particular sitting of the House. I do not 

think that the House has ever descended to the level that 

it has during the past several months, 

during my six or seven years in here. 

certainly not 

I sincerely hope, Sir, that 

after this particular question is set aside that we can 

get on with the business of the Province, that we can get 

on with those things that are important, we can get into 

those debates and those questions which are significant to 

the people of the Province. 

l!r. Speaker, I would like to just 

bring to the attention of the House the kind of real interest 

that the hon. members of the Opposition have in the goings on 

of this Province and the affairs of the people of the 

Province and the needs of the people of the Province. I suppose 

there must have been one thousand, 1,100 - 1,200 questions 

asked since this sitting of t~e ~ousc started snme Mont~s ago. 
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: !R. DOODY: Eow many questions were asked 

of the :!i:tister of Fisheries? 

~!R . '~. CARTER: Five. 

'\R. DOODY: Five questions on Fisheries were 

asked in this hon. House since it sta r ted in this session . 

The heart blood of this Province is the fishery. T~e 

interests of t~e people opposite, most of whom represent 

fishing dis tricts , have bro ught themselves to a point 

where they have asked five questions on the fisheries 

policies and the fishing interests of this Province. 

How many questions have been 

asked about a building that has not been built? ~e are 

into a major debate that may take hours and ~ays and ~eeks 

o f the public's time. I t ~as held up the Occupational 

Health and Safety bill of the hon. ministe r in front of ne . 

Sir, it is to me very clear 

although it vas not my intention to speak in this debate -
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:1R. DOODY: that the real sum and substance of the 

debate has to be dealt with and dealt with very, very quickly. The 

motion before the House is clear. The question is not a broader 

question as has been stated across the House. The question is a 

very clear one, a very succinct one, a very definite one: Did the 

hon. the Premier deliberately mislead this House? The ~nswer to that 

question is a very clear and definitive no. The more quickly we 

get to that question,the more quickly we can get on to the business 

of the Province which was what we were sent here for, Sir. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: 

MR. SPEAKER: 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: 

~IR. F. RQT,vE: 

Thank you. 

Hear, hear! 

The hon. member for Trinity - Bay de Verde. 

Hear, hear! 

"1r. Speaker, I could not agree more ~nth 

my hon. frien~ ~~ho just spoke, that the motion before this House is 

a very simple one indeed. It is a serious one but it is a very 

simple one to understand. But what bewilders me, Sir, is the fact 

that hon. members opposite do not appear to understand what the 

motion says. Now, Sir, I will repeat it for the benefit of hon. 

members opposite. "To move that this hon. Hou"e resolve itself 

into a Committee of the ~~ole House to consider certain matters 

concerning the privileges of the F..ouse raised by the hon. Leader of ti1e 

Opposition that the hon. the Premier, speaking from his place in the House, 

deliberately misled the Houseu - deliberately misled the House 0 that is 

simple enough, Sir. - "in answer to questions asked in the House by hon. 

members regarding the existence"- nmv here is where the simplicity 

is, Sir - "regarding the existence of an agreement or an arrangement 

between the government and a third party to build an office 

building for the government." I ~rlll not continue on with the 

rest of the motion until later on, Sir. 

It is verv simple, Sir, that the hon. 

the Premier, speaking in his place in the House, deliberately misled 

the House in answer to questions asked in the House by the hon. 

members regarding the existence, I repeat, of an agreement or 
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~L.'-. F • 'tO WE : an arrangement betl~een the govern.'llent 

and a third party to build an office building for the goverr~ent. 

Now, Sir, what have han, members 

opposite attempted to do here today? TI1e hen. member for 

St. John's East (Mr. ~farshall) gets up and he talks about a 

legally binding document, Sir, that has nothing whatsoever 

to do •Nith the motion. It is a great red herring, Sir. It is 

completely irrelevant. It was mentioned by some hon. members 

that it is a legally - it was mentioned by the Leader of the 

Opposition that it was a legally binding document, one of the 

points that he made. But the motion says, Sir, the existence 

of an agreement or an arrangement between the goveroment and 

a third party to build an office building for the government. 

That is the point at hand, Sir, not whether it is a legally 

binding document or contract or anything else. 

Now, Sir, over the past three years 

hon. members on this side of the House have gotten up in their place 

and they have directed on - I counted up going quickly through 

the Hansard over the last three years - on twenty-four 

occasions have asked the Premier and some other hon. members 

if there was any intention -

HR. F. WHITE: 

}'R, F. ROWE: 

How many times? 

- Twenty..;four times- if there was any 

intention, Sir, the word intention was used, whether there was 

any proposal, whether there were any agreements, contracts, 

arrangements, all kinds of things, Sir, every descriptive 

word that could be used to indicate that there had been some 

form of an agreement or an arrangement or an intention or a desire 

to build a building. And in each case, Sir, the question was 

either not answered- there is nothing wrong with that. A 

minister or the Premier does not have to 
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MR. F. ROWE: answer the question- or it 

was evaded. There is nothing wrong with that, Sir. But when 

the answer is an absolute no and we believed in our own minds 

that an arrangement existed, or there was an intention or a 

desire or a contract or an agreement existed, we questioned 

whether the Premier was misleading the House of Assembly or 

not. 

NM - 1 

Now, Sir, I will pick out a few 

examples of where questions were asked. I said that there are 

twenty-four instances over the past three years when questions 

were asked about intentions, agreements, proposals, contracts 

or what have you, to build a buildin~. On May 13th., 1976, Sir, 

''Mr. Neary: Could the Premier outline for the Rouse whether 

or not the agreement with Tri:z:ec is off and if the ~~:overnment," 

you will have to pardon me, Sir, the copy is kind of weak, 

"whether the government have been approached by Mr. Morgan 

or Mr. Andrew Crosbie to try and persuade the government to rent 

space in Atlantic Place and is the government going to rent space 

in Atlantic Place1 And thirdly, what is happeninl! to the Dobbin 

deal? Is that still on or is it off? What is the situation now 

regarding the renting of office space for the government offices1" 

The hon. the Premier, "First of all in answer to the first question 

Mr. Speaker, there never was any al!reement as such to my knowledge 

with Trizec. Secondly, regardinl! where the government is going to 

rent space is under consideration right now and when we have to make 

up our minds we will gladly pass the information along." That is 

one example, Sir. 

Other examples,when I find them, 

Sir. On February 7th., 1977, "Mr. Neary: Mr. Speaker, I would 

like to direct a question to the Minister of Public Works and 

Services. Would the minister tell the House what has transpired 

recently and if any decisions have been taken in connection with 

additional office space to house the public servants?" 11 Mr. Rousseau; 

Hr. Speaker, nothing has happened recently. First of all 
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MR. F. ROWE: the federal study we had 

done a couple of years ago is being updated. This is a division 

of the Federal Department of Supply and Services who we retained, 

I think two or three years ago, and we are having them update 

their study of two or three years ago which we hope to have." 

Another example, Sir, -

AN RON. MEMBER: (Inaudible). 

MR. F . ROWE: I am coming to it now. The han. 

members opposite do not have to get excited yet. 

Now, Sir, June 2, 1977, 

"Mr. Neary: Could the hon. the Premier assure the House that no 

deals, that no commtiments have been made"- no deals, no commitments 

have been made - "to private developers to rent office space either 

on a short term basis or a long term basis until the government 

has the report in its hands and decides what the future is going 

to be as far as government new building or office space is concerned?" 

The crux, Sir, Could the Premier assure the House that no deals, 

that no commitments have been made to private developers? 

The Premier, Sir- "Premier Moores: I most certainly can, 

Mr. Speaker. There have absolutely not been any commitments 

made to any developer with office space or without." 

Sir, this was on June 2, 1977 

in answer to a quest:1on by my colleague, the 
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Mr. F. Rowe: 

member for LaPoile (r.,r. Neary). Ahsolutely not, Sir. No agreement. 

No deal. No commitments. That is what the Premier of this Province 

said, Sir, in 1977. Sir, in 1978, this month on the 8th.,a auestion 

by myse 1 f, Mr. Speaker, "A ouesti on for the han. the Premier. Sir, 

in view of the fact that I am sick and tired of driving constituency 

delegations all over the city to the various government departments that 

are scattered in the city, has the qovernment any intention or plans 

to build a new government building or an extension to the Confederation 

BuildinC]?" The hon. the Premier;''First of all, Mr. Speaker, I am 

very sorry the hon. member is sick and tired. Also, Sir, there is no 

immediate plans right now to build an extension to the building. No. 

Mr. qowe: 

Mr. Rowe: 

A supplementary, Mr. Speaker. Mr. Speaker: A suprlementary, 

In other words, Sir, what the Premier is saying is that no 

arrangement has been made, has been made with anyone,~ith anyone at all 

to provide for a new government building or an extension to the Confederation 

Building. Is that correct? Premier Moores: think that is what I 

said, Mr. Speaker. That is what I meant to say. Yes." 

Now, Sir, nobody 1when these auestions were being 

asked,had any knowledge of any intentions, any agreements, any proposals, 

or anythin~ else. But after these auestions were asked the Leader of 

the Opnosition came into possession of certain documents. 

AN HON . MEMBER: The documents were (inaudible). 

MR. F. RO\·!E : No, the han. member -

AN HON. MEMBER: Mr. Speaker said there were to be no interruptions. 

MR. F. ROWE: The han. member can speak when he gets 

his chance, Mr. Speaker, because I am not sure whether I am going to be 

able to finish in the time ~hat I have available. 

Now, Mr. Speaker, these are two specific 

examples where the Premier ouite clearly and quite specifically said 

in this ilon. House, and I have not relateci to the other bJenty-four 

occasions.- twenty-two occasions, I am sorry_ where he said that no 

arranaement, no agreement, no intentions, no anythina existed ~rith anyone 

for the building of a new building for government purooses or an extension 
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Mr. F. Rowe: to Confederation Buildin9. Yet, Sir, my colleague 

the hon. the Leader of the Opposition tabled yesterday a document 

which to my mind is an agreement. Sir, I cannot pick out,the copy 

is gone, but I can (Jet back to what it means later on. "l•lhereas 

the developer proposes to build an office building hereinafter called 

the demise premises upon all that piece or parcel of land situated 

off Higgens Line in the City of St. John's in the Province of Newfoundland 

and being more particularly described and set out in Appendix ft.. 

And whereas the government 's desires of leasing from the developer 

approximately 408,000 sauare feet of office space for a term of 

twenty years. And my colleague, Sir, mentioned the amount of money 

involved, in this particular instance approximating something in 

excess of $68 million. 

Now, Sir, that document was signed, sealed, and 

delivered by the hon. Dr. Thomas C. Farrell, Minister of Public Works 

and Services acting for and on behalf of Her ~1a j esty the Queen in 

right of Newfoundland in the presence of, signed by Dr. Thomas Farrell 

the Minister of Public ~iorks and Services, witnessed by F. D. Moores, 

the Premier of this Province, signed by Mr. Craig L. Dobbin, the 

develooer , signed, sealed and delivered and witnessed by another 

gent 1 em an; llr. Powe 11 • 

Now, Sir, the hon . members opposite can get up 

and scream and ye 11 a 11 they 1<1ant 
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as to <vhether or not: t'1.is is " lo~ally 

J..i:1C:in g document. I hap;>en to believe that it is' but that is not 

t:><~ point, 3ir. P'1at is this? Let us .:1ssurre that it is not a le~ally 

~indin~? ,1ocur.ent. It is 2 ~ocument sigr.en by a ~inister of ':he C:ro•m., 

•i'itnesserl by the l'remier of the Province,,vith a devloper and ;7itnessetl 

~y one of ~is former workers -~mPloyee, I assuro.e -which the developer 

presumably has in his possession. And if I ~1ere a neveloper, Sir, 

I ,.;ould love to '1ave this in my possession so that I could go to the 

various banks and financial houses of the world to 3raise money for 

the J:Htt'";lose of building such a building. 

Sir, is t:1is an intention? Is this a desire? 

Is this an arrangement? Is this an agreement? It certainly is, Sir, and 

that is <vhat the Premier of this Province has consistently deniP.ci existed. !,n.~ 

to cot!'pound the ,,,hoJ e thing, ~ir, t1le hon. the !'re!!'ier tal:J les yes terclay 

in this :-'ouse all of this, Sir, prO?OS<:>Js, proposals, pro-,.,osals and 

rresu!:'.al->ly t'1.e hon. Prenier said a!':reements that are not even signer!. So 

if the Iremier did anything in his speech of yesterrlay, Sir, the hon. "rer.ier 

reinforced the ar~~~ent of the Teader of t~e Opposition that after three 

years of questioning ~~d denials of any intentions,proposals, agreements, 

desires, arrangements the l'remier finally tables all of these doctliilents 

that :1e claimed ·.did not exist. !:<6•·1, Sir, if that is not delU:erately 

misleading the llouse 9what is it? In the name of heavens,w"hat is it? 

,...ig;lt up until the 8th. of clay the Prel'>ier denied that any arrangerent 

e::isted , t!-lat any agreement existed . And my friend t he LeAr1er. of t he 

Opposition tahl~ this document together •·lith a true copy of a directive 

approved by Cabinet in a l'!eeting of Committee of <.ouncil saying, - "Ordered 

that the follot-Jing proposals su~mitted by lll:r. Craig L. Dobbin of St. 

Jo:m' s <·lith regard to tCJ.e eonstruction of an off:i.ce coTIT;llex for the 

government situated immediately west of Confe-:!eration Building be and 

they 1ao:e hereby approved in principle subject to the subnission · to t he 

Sc.':linet of satis factory plans and specifications basecl. upon analvsis 

of the project by the T'epartnent o f rub lic "orks an rl SerYices !' 
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:·c:-use, l:::O' · that there is no 'iltOnm necessary ' for rabinet . !here ce:l. ':le 

t!l r<::e l:!enl>ers approve "f t:1is and I su!>JI\it there are hen . !'eml:>ers 

:>p!JOSite <:iicl no t kno-.• this agreement in Cabinet, did not ;.:no•·• tl'.i:; 

agr eement until it ~1 as tahlerl by the Leader of the •Jj>position . flicl 

no t ;.no<~ it even existed! So, Sir, for :hon . mell'.bers to try to c!istract 

from the point of this mo·tion that the !1on. the Premie r misled the 

r;oU$e ! T:le motion says , "That t!1e Ron. the cret'lier speaking from his 

place in the House of Assembly <lid deliberately !!lislea.~ t .'1e '1ocse !r. 

ans,~ering nuestions asked in the Rouse by hen. nembers regardi:1g the 

existence of ~ agree~nt or an ar~angement be~~~n the novernment and 

a tl:lirc party to buil-l an office building" . That is the motion, Sir , and 

Uansard proves beyond any doubt 1~hatsoever, Sir, that th.e Premier deliierl 

t~at ~greements or arrangements e~~sted .Ancl for the hon. ~enher tor St . 

John ' s ;:a·st (~•r . ".rrshall) anrl ot'•"'r 1~on. r.-enbers to !';tand U\' llnrl sa:1, 

''!" ere is no ouiltling out tt e re l' !~ell , 1~e rli!'. not ·ask the l'rer.ieT if there 

is a building out the.re, Sir; we could see that for oursel ve.s . 
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Mr. F. ROHE: We did not ask the Pnornier if there was a legally 

binding document. We could have asked it, but we did not ask him that, 

Sir. \4e simply asked whether there was any intentions, any arrangements, 

any agreements, any proposals.~ny desires, and other ~~ords were used, 

and no, no, no, no, right down the line by the han. the Premier. And 

the Premier himself, Sir, tabled documents of proposals ard unsigned 

agreements, and the han. the Leader of the Opposition tabled a signed 

agreement- which I believe to be legally binding, but that is beside the 

point. The fact of the matter is that this document in itself, 

Sir, without any other evidence, this document havinQ ~een tabled 

and the references having been made to Hansard which have been laid upon the 

Table of the House indicating that the Premier had denied the existence 

ever of any kind of arrangement or an agreement between the government 

and the developer, is deliberately misleading this House, Sir. The 

facts speak for themselves. It is a great red herring being dragged 

across this House, Sir, by saying~There is no building out there. 

do not see a building out there. The thing is not legally binding~ 

It is a red herring, Sir. 

It is just as much a red herring, Sir, as 

the han. members getting up opposite and saying that we on this side 

are wasting the valuable time of the House by bringing this matter 

before the House. Sir, how much foolishness do we have to put up 

1~ith at all with wasting the time of the House by bringing this matter 

uo. 

Sir, here ~1as an agreement that coulcl have 

cost the people of this Province some $70 million. It came into the prossession 

of the Leader of the nonosition. It was denied by the Premier that it 

ever existed. I ask han. member opposite if they were in opposition, 

or even in government and they cameinto possession of these facts, would 

they not be duty bound, duty bound to bring this before the House, Sir , 

that the Premier of this Province has deliberately misled the House 

on this particular occasion ove'r the past three years? Sir, it is 

scandalous that han. members opposite should try to talk about ho~· much 
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11r. F. Rowe: they respect the member for St. John's East (Mr. 

Marsha 11). ho~t much they resoect the member for St. John's Centre 

(~lr. ~1urphy); respect for members has nothing to do ~lith it whatsoever, 

Sir, respect for members has nothing to do 1-!it!'l i t. The basic 

question is; did the Premier of this Province deliberately mislead 

this House? And I su~it, Si r, that the laying upon the Table 

of that signed agreement, that signed arrangement, and the answers 

given by the Premier over the past three years in denying the 

existence of any such apreement,proves beyond any doubt whatsoever 

that the Premier was deliberately misleading the House. 

Now, Sir, I do not kno~t what the Premier is 

going to say when he gets up. But l ~tou 1 d suggest, Sir, the Premier 

was ready for us the other day , so he says, he 'ftas tipped off. He 

was ready for us. Hell, Sir, if the Premier 1~as ready for us 

yesterday I ~tould submit that he should have had in that bundle 

of documents the very same agreement that my friend tne Leader of the 

Ooposition tabled, the one we ar e referring to, the signed agreement, 

t he real agreement, the legal document. He should have tabled that 

and at t he very same time he should have tabled the resci ndinQ order , 

if in 
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:·fR. F. RO\o/E: fact it was rescinded. There is no 

proof yet, Sir, that it nas been rescinded, no proof whatsoever. 

The Premier had his opportunity yesterday, the Premier had his 

opportunity for three years to indicate to this han. House that an 

agreement had existed and it was rescinded, but no, Sir, he just said 

there was no agreement ever between anybody, and he made it worse for 

himself, Sir, by tabling a bunch of documents of unsigned agreements 

himself further proving that he had misled the House over the past 

three years. And, Sir, this business of bringing agreements back to 

caucus for approval, we have no proof that this was brought up in 

caucus . Are there Minutes of caucus to prove that? Was there a caucus 

meeting one week before an election? We have no proof that it was brought 

before the full Cabinet. We have no proof that the true copy of a 

directive approved by Cabinet in a meeting of Committee was brought 

before the full Cabinet. I challenge the han. the Premier to place 

upon the table of this House the names and number,logically,of the 

Cabinet ministers who were in attendance at that meeting on August 18th 

when that directive was approved by Cabinet at a meeting of the Committee 

of Council. And I further challenge, Sir, the Premier to indicate to 

the House whether this agreement was ever brought before a full Cabinet 

for approval. And I further challenge han. members opposite, especially 

the ministers, to indicate whether they were knowledgeable of this 

agreement and the directive of Cabinet. I challenge them on that, 

Sir1 this bringing before the House, the attitudes, lowering the dignity 

of the House is another great red herring, Sir. The han. members opposite, 

Sir, are doing everything in their power to distract from the basic 

simplicity of this motion, and that is that the Premier when asked 

questions by hon. members, deliberately misled hon. members of this 

House. Sir, that is a serious charge but very simple, and I wish 

that hon. members opposite would,when they speak, address themselves 

not to whether a document is legally binding, not to whether the dignity 

of the House is being lowered. I can assure han. members opposite that 

we are as concerned about the unemployment situation in this Province 
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}!R. F . ROWE: as bon. memiJers opposite. We are as 

concerned about the lack of jobs, about the increasecl cost of elect-ri~ity, 

about the Lower Churchill, abOut the ·Nordsee agreement, just as concerned, 

S:f;r. But, Sir, when we find out that the bon. the Premier of this 

Provinee has deliberately misled the members of this C~er because we 

have possession of a document which pr.oves it, we are duty bound, Sir, 

to bring this .before the House. Because I ask this basic question: 

if the hon. gentleman is capable of misleading on 911e occasion, on how 

mauy ot.her occasions has the bon. Premier misled this Chamber and the 

people of Newfoundland? Very serious stuff, Sir. And I lllllSt say, Sir, 

t .hat I lQII extremely disappointed in some hon. members opposite,for ·whom 

I had a lot of re~;~pect, wh.en they see such a document being tabled 

before this House and '~then the questions and answers are read out to 

them and tabled. 
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'·"' r. ~o::r: T'ley "bave obviously, Sir, ~'een sn!:>jecte-1, 

they \ave ''een ;i!'.liJ!'en into shape in a caucus. T\tey have ~ecidec1 

::ollecti•rely to !-,razen it out, to brazen it out ~ecause t!~ey h~ve the 

l!lajority and the:• can rlefeat this motion asking"that a ,~ornrnittee of 

the \~ole :louse be emponerC'¢ to call and examine ;dtnesses :,efore it. 

~rr - I 

that t'ley said Co=ittee be e!:1pm·Terai to have relevant nocuments 1Jrought before 

it for exarrination and then upon completion of the hearings the s~id 

r.ollUilittee report 1:.:. t'le hen. House with reco1111Ilendations to the hen. 

!louse of Assembly :• Sir, ;~hat are han. members afraid of over there? 

'le simply want to get at the truth and there is no better way of 

ge':tif'::; at the truth than having a Committee of the Hhole llouse brinp:ing 

tdtnesses 1)efore the Rar, Sir, in this Fouse rand questioning them. 

I su"mit,. Sir, that the unified front on the part of members opposite 

in votinp. against this notion is no act of solirarity, as I hearr on 

the r.Er. tonir,ht, solidarity on the part of t~e government, no act of 

solicarity at ~11, Sir. T.1ey are sim?lY covering up the pursuit of truth, 

it is as simple as that. Hon. members opposite can count, ;~e can count: hen. 

members opposite, ''Just brazen it out all night, brazen it out, wear them 

ou'::','chey will i1ave their talk until t!1ree or four or five or six 

o'clock in the llll7rning and at the end of it tJe ;~ill have a !'tanding 

vote,,e ••ill defeat the motion;' Then, Sir, thev would likely have 

the zall to come in t~ith another motion trying to flick or cliscipl:b.e 

tl-:.e Leae!er of the O~:"JCSition. 

'Tell, Sir, I a!:l telling you "10'•' t1-,at I am 

~xtYer-el:·' -:~sanpointeci in some r.on. 'r.'em'::ers onpnsitc uhe~ t'-tey can look 

gt a sipned docunent 1:-ett·Teen a Hinister of the Croc.m,actingr on behalf 

of t:•e government, and a developer, ~ri tr.essecl by tl e l'rer.ie,- hins~ 1_f, and 

t'l~y do not inter;>re:: t~, at <'-S an arrangement or an agree!'le'lt ,I suh-:i~ 

Si:r, that they are a party to a cover-un in not voting for this motion. 

It is a3 3i~le and straightfor.•ard as that. So, Sir, I a~peal to hen. 

;-er:l1Jers l·:ho have even indicated that t'ley are »;oing to vote against 

t1c.is I:".otion to reconsi.-{er. '?hat have "on. !"'embers got to lose? Truth 
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ca:l ur.<:erstanc, Si!" , i : so!ile hon. r:-.er.l:e r s c'!cl ha•·e J·not:len:;:e o!: t'U.s 

COC,..-:tent: ::hy t:.~ey 'iOulc' :-·ant tO VOte a&ainst t his I"'OtiOt"-t '.m: 1 J·no~l 

c::at sor e '1on . meE.'lers opposite did not: know of the ei'iSt~ncc of t:~a: 

c-.:cl ~nt nor ~1e direccive from r:abinet or Colnlllit tee of r:abiilet , cirl not 

t:no•;, Sir , It was not even tabled uy the Premie r yesterttay. It had co 

;,e tabled hy the Leader of the Opposition . !~o r e scinding order has 

'1een cai>lled :·l>y t:he ::> remier . ::n.l' ~>:-emier ,,as cons is t all ::ly said no 

agreeoents have eve r exis t ed J:.e t"Aeen t he government and anyone for 

the building of a builning . 

Sir, I appeal to hon. merree.rs opposite to 

vote for t:tis !lotion, ~ave witnesses called before a r:ommi ttee of 

the •,.-:n.ole !:c-use and seek oa t t!le truth. :"!\e truth b t:.'le b~st. tic fence · 

Sir, trut:t cannot h urt anyone except ~1ose 1-:bo :1ave ~ee11 lyinp and , 

!:ir , t o ne. I am convinced-it i s as clear as t~e nose on your face, Sid

:1 1·:>-:•~nt ta~let:', siy.r..ed and witnesse<!. t an re;>eating r:•yse.lf ··-.:t ! 

·:ave to repeat it because hon . :nernbe.rs cannot s eeM to cor.pre.he.nrl 

that a nut:'her of pages cf r.-ords, an agreea:ent siened by the ':inister 

of In•iust rial 'levelopment.,eitr.essec by c:he ?r~mier ant! the r'eveloper 

and uitnesse d by one of h i s employees , 
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they cannot seem to understand that that is not 

an agreement or an arrangement. And the Premier has consistently 

denied that there ~·as ever such an 1agreement or an arrangement. 

Sir, if that is not misleading the House, what is it? What is it? 

As I said, Sir, it is very simple; they have 

made their choice. They gathered together· in caucus;'tet us 

brazen it out! "There are thirty-one- well, counting the Speaker

thirty over there, Sir, tlo•enty over here, Sir, simple mathematics, 

11 We will brazen it out, we will defeat the motion~· And then they will 

probably have the gall to move a motion reflecting on the character 

of the Leader of the Opposition for doing the very thing that he is 

duty bound to do 1••hen he comes in the possession of a signed a!_'!reement 

- nring it to the attention of the House because the hon. the Premier 

ha' denied that it ever existed. Denied that it ever existed! 

Sir, the hon. the member for St. John's East 

(Mr. Marshall) said something to the effect that the members opposite, 

here.are trying to oaint us all hlack.over there 1 the Opposition 

are ~arring them all with the same brush. \>Jell. Sir, I suggest that 

if any han. member hon. member feels that he is being painted with the same brush, 

now is their chance to wash themselves of the tar from that same 

brush: They simply have to get up and vote in favour of that motion 

so that the truth will out, so that the truth will out. 

Sir, the gall of hon. members opposite to 

say that the Leader of the Opposition has brought in flimsy evidence, 

flimsy evidence. Sir, \•!hat is flimsy about questions and ans~t•ers 

recorded in Hansard? The Speaker did not think it was flimsy, Mr. 

Speaker. He ruled that the han. Leader of the Opposition had a orima 

facie case unprecedented in this Province, had a prima facie case. 

But they can still brazen it out, Sir. They can still brazen it out. 

The gall, Sir, as I was saying, to say to the 

Leader of the Opposition,''How can we vote for this motion with such 

flimsy evidence? 11 

MR. LUNDRIGAN: On a point of order, 11r. Speaker. 

MR. SPEAKER (MR. YOUNG): A point of order has heen raised . 
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MR. LUNDRIGAN: '1r. Speaker, on a very serious point of order, the hon. 

present speaker has indicated that Mr. Speaker ruled on the point of 

prima facie case of privilege on the basis of evidence -

MR. F. ROWE: I did not say that. 

MR. LUNORIGAN: - presented -

SOME HON. ME~1BERS: Yes he did. 

MR. F. ROWE: I did not say that. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Yes. 

MR. DOODY: Page! Page! 

MR. LUNDRIGAN: Mr. Speaker, precisely what the hon. the 

hen. Leader of the Opposition said, the hon. leader of the Opposition 

said that, the hon. Speaker did not think the evidence was flimsy. 

The hen. the Speaker did not think the evidence was flimsy. 

MR. W. N. Rm!E: That is right. 

MR. LUNDRIGAN: So the hen. the present member for Trinity-

Bay de Verde (Mr. F. Rowe) indicated precisely the same thing, which 

indicates to me, Your Honour, that the Leader of the Opposition and 

the present speaker are indicating that His Honour ruled on the basis 

of evidence. Mr. Sneaker, -

MR. F. ROWE: He is not going to rule on the basis of no evidence! 

MR. LUNDRI!1AN: - His Honour ruled on the basis of the fact that the 

LeadPr nf the Opposition was willing to take the full resnonsibility 

for his chart:je that he had the solid evidence •·•hich could indicate 

that the han. the Premier had deliberately misled the House. 

SOME HON. ~1EMBERS: Hear, hear! 

t~R. LUNDRIGAN: And therefore on the face of it because 

of the fact, and he repeated his position here according to the han. 

Speaker Michener in 1963 in the House of Commons that in fact because 

the han. Leader of the Opposition ~·as willin9 to take the resnnnsibility, and 

am quoting precisely," "I would come back", Mr. Speaker, yesterday he said, 

"I would come bacf< to his statement and his reasoning, "I indicated that 

I did not think a matter of privilege ~1ould arise unless he \••as prepared 

to assert on his own responsibility that the House had been deliberately 
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~lr. Lundrioan: misinf ormed by the minister , thereby imouting 

some impropriety or impro9er conduct. " .1\nd on the basis of the fact 

that the Leader of the Opposition l"as ~till i nq -

AN HON . MEMBER: 

~1R. F. ROl-lE: 

is doing. 

MR. LUNDRIGAN: 

What is he doin9? 

He is wasting my time , that is what he 

- was ~tilling , r~r. Speaker, 
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Vt- . L!..~DRTCA'~ : - ---- -- to take the responsibility for laying before 

the House the charge that the hon. the Premier had deliberately misled 

the House on the basis of that precise charge that was laid. }!r. Speaker, 

ruled that there was a first face on the face of it a question of privilege, 

a priMa facie case of privilege. The hon. Speaker, did not make the ruling, 

~r. Speaker -

MR.F.ROWE: Mr. Speaker, what is this? 

~r. Speaker, a point of privilege. Would 

the hon. member get to the point of ~rder? 

~-- SFEHER:_ (¥r.Young) Order, please! I will ask the hon. member if 

he ~~ould come to the point of his point of order. 

~.LUNDRIG.AN: It is clear. As I see it the hon. Leader 

of the Opposition has suggested that His Honour yesterday,on the basis 

of evidence presented in the House. decided that there ~~as a prima facie 

case of ;.>rivile~e. The present Speaker indicatedJthe member for Trinity-

Bay de Verde Wr. F. Rowe) ,indicated that the Speaker did not think the 

evidence •ras flimsy and this was repeating the position of the Leader 

of the 0pposition. I think that is a very, very serious point of order. 

l'R. SPEAKEll: Order,please~ 

~. W.ROHE: ~·r. Speaker, I suppose to do Your Honour the 

courtesy, Sir, of replying to the bunch of nonsense that He just heard 

from the member who persists, Sir, in abusing the orders of this House 

by raising specious points of order. The hon. Speaker yesterday 

made a ruling, He made it on the basis of a presentation I made 

in the House '·rhich he considered to be in order because he listened 

to it intently; he took several hours to peruse it, to go over it and 

to come to a conclusion·And the conclusion he came to '~as that in exercising 

his judgement this case conforms with the conditions which entitle it 

to precedence as a matter or privilege, that privilege was sufficiently 

involved to entitle the Speaker to say that the case should be given 

precedence over overthing else in the House. Now what did he do that on-t~in 

air? 0r did he do it on the case which I presented yesterday, l'r. 

Speaker? :Ie obviously based it on the evidence, the presentation of the 
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.. r. ~.- . ~n,.,.~ : - - - --- cas e, t~1e argum e~ t~_ tion. :'\nd, Sir , the 

Sceaker ;nade a ruling that there Pas a prima facie ~ : rearh of privilege 

in this House and, Sir, then he left it to the Fouse,of course,to decide 

on ~hether a substantive case had been nade out or not. 

Now for the han. member to rise on a specious 

point of order on that, Sir, is merely wasting the time of the House 

trying to cut into my hon. friend's time. 

!-'R. SPEAKER: ------ Order,please! I feel I can rule on that. 

It is just a difference of opinion and not a point of order . I ask 

the han. t".ember to please continue. 

S O~!E HON .l'FM:BER S: Oh, oh! 

!cR. SPEAKER: Order,please! During the session this 

afternoon we have asked both sides to respect the wish of members to hP. h~~r~ 

in silence. I ask .. you to please obev that reou .. ,.t-. 
SO~'E Fl'11-<. ''E~EPS: Oh, oh! 

~'11. . SPEAKE~: ----- 0rder, please! 

vp. F. RO"''E : Name him , ~'r. Speaker. 

'~r. Speaker, han. members opposite, I 

was try~ng to get -How much longer do I have? Three minutes~ See 

·•~at you did? 

~' ?' .:.J9WE :_ 

~.F.RO~JE: 

~'R. F. ROHE: -----

On purpose. 

On purpose. 

Order, please! 

~r. Speaker, I had a bit more to say 

but it is obvious I am not going to get a chance to say it nmv. I 

spent some time on some specific points that I meant to and there were 

other points that I wanted to brin~ up. But, Sir, may I just remind 

tr.e hon. House in closing that any member opposite v.•ho accuses the 

Leader of the Opposition of bringing in flimsy evidence are walking on pretty 

thin ice, they are walkin~ on very thin ice. We have documentation 

from Hansard to prove answers to questions of aenials that any agreements 

existed; we have a document signed, sealed and delivered by the government 

and a developer proving that an agreement did exist;therefore the Premier, 

Sir, has ~eliberatelv misled this House. Sir, before I sit down - it is 

alr,ost a fool i.sh auestion for me to ask the hon. the Premier 
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:a. F. ROlf£ : since I am probably a little closer 

at least in blood to the Leader of the Opposition, but the han. the 

Premier said yesterday in that foolish attempt to try to frighten the 

Opposition to death and split the Opposition, 'Now, Sir, I have had 

a little forewarning on this, because there are members in the Opposition 

who are more concerned about the truth and presenting the facts than 

just publicity in this House, and I am very thankful for those people 

at this time.' Now, Sir, I ask the han. the Premier, was it the member 

for Trinity - Bay de Verde (Mr. F. Rowe), yes or no? I challenge the 

Premier, Sir, if he is going to make that sort of an accusation, that 

he should name names. T!ds Premier, Sir, during the election campaign 

said he would say it the way it is. Now if the Premier says that he 

has been informed by han. members of the Opposition, forewarned, 

I challenge the Premier to get up in this House and name names or I can 

only draw one conclusion, Sir, and that is he obtained his information 

from some other source. What are the other alternative sources, Sir, 

oesides the members of caucus? 

MR. SPEAKER: (Mr. Young) Order, please: 

HR. F. ROWE: Bugging the members' offices, Sir? 

SOME RON. MEMBERS : Hear, hear: 

MR. SPEAKER: Order, please: I would inform the han. 

member that his time has expired. 

The han. the Hinister of Fisheries. 

SOlfE HON. HEHBERS: Hear, hear: 

HR . h'. CARTER: Mr. Speaker, I was interested in tne comments 

of my colleague opposite. I only wish that he had asked more questions 

and put more time in discussing matters of fisheries especially, of which 

ne is the spokesman in the House. 

MR. F. ROWE: There are some unanswered questions on the Order Paper. 

HR. SPEAKER: Order, please: 

HR. W. CARTER: And like my hon. friend said a moment ago, 

I only wish that the fisher-ies problems in the Province had received as 

muci1 at~ention in the ;>ast five or six or eight weeks as has 

Andrew Davidson, others, and especially tnis motion now before tr1e douse. 
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h:i\. ""d. CARTER: But the han. m=ber and his colleagues 

are obviously more interested in digging up dirt, stirring up trouble, 

laying false charges against the Premier and members of this iiouse 

thanthey are in discussing the real bard issues -

SOHE i:iON. ~!EMBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. 1-l'. CARTER: - that are facing our people, not the 

least of which, of course, is the matter of fisheries development. 

I have been sitting here, ar. Speaker, for two months - fifty days -

having listened to about 1,200 questions coming from the other side 

mostly on matters of dirt and filth and rumour, innuendo -

&>I HON. r!El'IBER: 

;·IR. W. CARTER: 

SO: IE liON. ~!EMBERS: 

:-lR. SPEAKER: (;•lr. Young) 

Hear, hear! 

- smear, rotten, filthy questions -

Oh, on! 

Order, please! Order, please! 

I advise hon. members to my ri,;ht tl1at the :D.emoer speaking must be heard 

in silence. I would ask you please to comply with that request. 

UR. LUNDRIGAN: Get a baby sitter fur them. 

i!R. SPEAKZR: The han. the l!inister of Fisheries. 

Hr. Speaker, thank you. I would suggest, 

Hr. Speaker, and I think this can be cnecked in Hansard, that of the 

1,200 questions that have been asked in this House since it convened on 

~~rcn 4th, I would suggest to Your Honour that 90 per cent of these 

questions have been totally irrelevant i~sofar as the real problems of 

thi:; Province are concerned. And I think, Mr. Speaker, that the people 

of our Province are being shortchanged -

AN HON. ME}IBER: 

:-JR. W. CARTER: 

!lear, hear! 

- shortchanged by an Opposition that is 

obviously more interested in scoring cheap political points than what 

they are in debating the real issues facing our people. I am beggin~:; 

for a chance, Hr. Speaker, to talk about fishery develop:nent. I have 

gone as far as to ask some of my colleagues in the backbenches to 'Please, 

if the Opposition will not ask me questions, will you get up and ask me 

a few questions to give me a chance to get some information out to our 

fishermen?' :-iot one question do I get. In fact, in ti1e past two r:mnths 
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:·iR. W. CARTER: w·ith about 1,200 questions itaving been 

asked, five questions on Fisheries, and these w«re uot of any world

shattering importance, picayune, mundane questions that are nardly worthy 

of an ans-.rer. :fe have heard comments today from members opposite about 

the Premier's alleged deliberate misleading of the House. 
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Mr. \~. Carter: I submit to you, Mr. Speaker, that there are 

things that are eaually serious and that is misleading the people of 

this Province,as indeed did the Leader of the Opposition tonight 

on CBC Television, and I sa~J the interviet•' when he talked about the 

Premier's alleged misleading of the House, deliberately having 

misled the House, he said, on matters affecting $70 million 

of the taxpayers'money. That, Mr. Speaker, is utter hypocrisy 

on the part of the Leader of the Opposition and a deliberate attempt, 

I submit,to deceive the people of this Province. 

The Leader of the Opposition is an intelligent 

person, a lawyer, a man with legal training, a lot of experience in 

this House, and I am sure thnt ~e· knew better. He knew better than 

to make that charge, and he made it of course for one reason and one 

reason only and that was again to score another cheap oolitical point 

at the expense of John Q, Citizen. I submit that that 

kind of a statement will do nothing but mislead the people. 

Mr. Speaker, I have had the pleasure in the 

past sixteen or seventeen years to have served on all levels of aovernment

municipal, provincial, federal, and now a<:]ain back to provincial- and 

I must say that I resigned my seat in Otta'l•a in July of 1975 at the 

invitation of the Premier to seek election in this Province and 

subseouently to have accepted the post of Minister of Fisheries, and 

I might tell the House now that I was quite honoured~in fact auite 

pleased, thrilled to have been given the opportunity to come hack to 

the Province and thinking that I could make some contribution. But 

I must say there have been times in the past month or two that I have 

had some very serious doubts as to whether in fact I did make the rinht 

decision. 

I have been in the House of Commons when there 

wao' ve~y serious and~very vicious debates, I went through the period 

just prior to the 1974 election when the government was operating 

in a minority position, when the members were, at least insofar as the 

House of Commons was concerned, I sucrose, at their worst, the cut and 
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Mr. W. Carter: thrust of debate was .iust somethin~ else. But 

never in my seven years in Ottawa, never have I seen such lack of 

decorum, such lack of respect for the people's House that I have seen 

in the past three or four months in this Assembly. 

The Leader of the Opposition is obviously more 

interested in rumour. He has become Newfoundland's number one 

rumou\"onger, who would prefer to spread rumour, and to smear,and 

to utter innuendo then what he is in tackling the real problems 

facing our Province. And that, Mr. Speaker, for a man who aspires 

to be the Queen's first minister in this House is a very sad commentary . 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. ~1. N. Rm!E: Mr . Speaker, on a point of order. 

'1R. SPEAKER (DR. COLLINS): Order, please! A point of order. 

MR. \~ . N. RmJE: Mr. Speaker, you know, I mean the 

han. member over there in a mealy- mouthed fashion· is talking about 

the decorum of the House while he uses unparliamentary langua~e of 

all kinds. Now I do not mind, Sir. I could not care less what the 

hon. member says, it just does not bother me. But, Sir, it seems to 

me that if we are going to try to preservE' a little decorum in this hon. 

House that Your Honour should call to order members who stand up and 

deliberately use unparliamentary language · which is prohibited according 

to Beauchesne and Erskine May and all these people. It ill-behooves 

the hon. member to stand up here in a hyoocritical fashion and -in one breath 

decry the lack of decorum in this hon. House, and in the next, Sir, 

slander an han. member of the House with abusive, unparliamentary 

language. Let me reiterater I could not care less, because I do 

not hold the han. member in the greatest of esteem. I could not 

care less. But, Sir, to preserve the decorum of the hon. House 

~1ould ask Your Honour to try to warn this han. member not to use 

abusive, unparliamentary language and to 1·•ithdraw unparliamentary and 

abusive language. You are not allowed to do it.according to the 

rules . that he is citing so mealy-mouthed. 

~1R. \4. CARTEP: Mr. Speaker, to that point of order. 
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MR. SPEAKER (DR. COLLINS): The hon . Minister of Fisheries. 

MR. ~·/. CARTER : T think the han. Mr. Speaker v1i1l agree and 

the members opposite that I have not, since I entered the Assembly ir· 

1976, been quilty of cat-calling or uttering innuendo, unparliamentary 

language or attempting to smear any member. 
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But I suggest to you, : :r. Speaker, that 

there is a liroit to a rerson's ~atience and I have sat here now daily, 

li3te!ling to the utterances of the n".embers opposite -

~:1.. SPEAKER: (DR. COLLinS) Order, please! 

Is the hon. ninis~~r still referring to, 

the point of or~er? 

?':". ~·-. Cf..RTER: I am submi tt:ing, l'r. Speaker, there is 

no point of order in that the: memher is ohviously trying to eravT 

a rec ~erring and t~'e me off the line of thought that I was following 

there. 

:~. -::. rovm: To that point of order, Mr. Speaker. 

MR. SPEAKER: Hon. member Trinity-Bay de Verde. 

NR. F. ROHE: I would like to draw your attention to section 

154 of Beauchesne, sub-section three, "The imp~tation of bad motives, 

or motives different from those acknowlege<', misrepresentinr; the language 

of another, or accnsing hiM, in his turn 1of misrepresentation, charging 

him •~ith 'falsehood" ·- · which the hon. minister has used tonight~'or- deceit;'_ 

which the !1on. ll'inister has used tonizh t ~ ".or contemptuous or insulting 

language of any kind; all of these are unparliamentary and call for prompt 

interference"by the r:hair. Now, Sir, the hon. miri.isC!er has used falsehoods 

and deceit and rumour·mongering,an0 I cannot find rumour-mongering here 

as a particular exa~le. Sir, ~ut it certainly would indicate according 

to section 155, sub-section one; "It will be useful to give examples 

here of expressions •;hich are unparliamentary <'nd call for prompt 

interference. These may be elassified as the imputation of false or 

unavo.,•ed motives." !:hat is rUI'\Ou:::' mongering ,and trying to score cheap 

:>olitical points mean if it does not mean the imputation of false and 

unavowed motives on the part of the minister. So, Sir, I would submit that 

these two citations are sufficient to indicate that t 11e point of order is 

indeed in orde r. 

~ill. CKURJ'~.!l (::JR. r: OLLnTS) : Orc1.er, please! 

I feel I should aaar one r:~ore subtl'.ission 

I have \earcl t1·10 fror! gentlemen on TT\V right and one on cy left. I uill 

:-,ear one more fro"' r:.y left. 

llon. me:nber. 
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specious :>oint of order, there iE r.o imputation of :,ar'!. motives as 

suggested ~y the hen. me~ers opposite in 154 (3) of ~eauchesne. 

3eauchesne goes on to say in 155 to try to exp1.ain 1.rhat it means 

':;y abusive and insulting langua?e~ 155 (4), and it gives exanples 

of ~1hat are i considered to be abusive~insulting language and of course 

the ~vords used by the han. member for St. Mary's - The Capes, the 

hen. ''inister of Fisheries (Hr. H. r:arter) th.a ';·lords that ';e 

said are not contained in 155 (4) .He was not imputing han .motives. 

He ,.,as using words that :1ave beer: used by hon. members opposite in 

this Eouse for as long as I have been here and they are not 

unparliamentary and they have never been ruled to te so. 

~ ~-. CF.AIID'.~<: Order, please~ 

2 

l!!y understanding is that the wore: that 

is t 11e point of order is the •11or<i · 1 runour-mongering 1 
• ~:t,., this w:1ole 

de:,ate is related to a charge which t2e House is trying to deterT!'ine 

~•hetc1er it is true or valid or can 'be uphelc. ~d He <>re therefore 

c1ealing in the area. of a rer..ark or allegation,or it could be termed 

rumour, so •'e are cealing •·rith that type of: area. The word 'mcnger 1 

it is my understanding that a'monger' is one who purveys or spreads 

around so that this I do not thir:k can te term~cl an unparliamentary 

remark. It may not be a very complimentary remark but I cannot 

deter!'line that it is an unparlia!'lentary remark. 

Ron. l'linister. 

SOli :,m•. l·T~'BEPS: Rear, 11ear! 

"·'1'. ::;, 'lEA?.Y: A point of order. I would l i ke to m~e that Your Honour's 

ruling be appealed. 

rill.. CHAIPc.fA"'<: 

from the Chair, 

The hen. member has appealed the ru1 int; 

Will the han. member permit me just a few 

moments to determine the correct procedure involved? 

Order, please! This is a procedure 

of consio:1erable seriousr,_ess anc I thin!< t'1at therefore it should '>e done 

a'clsolut~ly correct:_y and I 'mulrl t':erefore a,.ljourn the "o>1se for a f~·: 

mor··ents juJt to 'eterr..ine ~1:-.e proper method. 
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~1R. SPEAKER: Order, please! 

To recapitulate briefly, a point of order was raised, a rulinq was 

made, that the point of order was not sustained and the rulinq was 

appealed by the han. member for LaPoile (Mr. Neary). What one has 

to do now, a motion has to be put from the Chair and the motion is 

as follows: 

Is it the pleasure of the House that the Speaker's decision be 

sustained? Those in favour, "Aye". Those contrary,"Nay". In my 

opinion the "Aye's" have it. 

SOME HON. ME~1BERS: Divide the House. 

ON DIVISION: 

MR. SPEAKER: Order, please: 

Is it the pleasure of the House that the Speaker's ruling be 

sustained? Those in favour of the motion~please rise. 

The hon. the Premier, the hon. the Minister of Labour and 

Manpower, the hon. the ~inister of Education, the hon. the Minister 

of Tourism, the hon. the r·1inister of Rehabilitation and Recreation, 

the hon. the Minister of Forestry and Agriculture, the hon. the Minister 

of Health, the hon. the Minister of Social Services, the hon. the 

Minister of Consumer Affairs and Environment, the hon. the Minister 

of Mines and Energy, the hon. the Minister of Transportation and 

Communications, the hon. the Minister of Municipal Affairs and Housing, 

the han. the Minister of Fisheries, Mr. Lundrigan, Dr. Winsor, Mr. 

Marshall, ~1r. Young, Dr. Twomey, Mr. Neil ~lindsor, Mr. Cross, Mr. 

Patterson, Mr. Carter, ~1r. Hoodro~·. Mr. Power. 

MR. SPEAKER: These against the motion please rise. 

The han. the Leader of thP. Opposition, Mr. Hodder, Mrs. Mcisaac, 

~1r. Strachan, Mr, Fred Rowe, Mr. Neary, Mr. Simmons, r.1r. \~hite, Mr. 

Lush, Dr. Kitchen, Mr. Callan, Mr. Flight, Mr. Canning, Mr. Nolan, 

Mr. Rideout, Mr. McNeil, Mr. Jack Hinsor, Mr. Moores. 
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MR . SPEAKER : 

I declare the motion carried. 

The hon. Minister of Fisheries. 

MR. \o/. CJ'.RTER: Thank you, Mr. SDeaker. The members opposite, 

Mr. Speaker, are obviously unwilling - it seems they can give it but 

they are not prepared to take it. They can sit over there and they 

can abuse other people . 

MR. SIMMONS: A point of order, Mr. Speaker. 

MR. SPEAKER: A point of order has come up. 

MR. SIMMONS: Mr. Speaker, it is a well established precedent in 

this House laid,down many times by Mr . Speaker,that no member of this 

House may comment on Mr. Speaker's rulings. And I would ask that the 

member for St. Mary's-The Capes be given the same instruction as we 

are given. 

MR. LLINDRIGAN: You do not comment on it? 

MR. SIMMONS: We are allowed to appeal and we did it in the proper 

fashion, Mr. Speaker. That is quite a different issue. And if 

the minister ~tants to appeal a ruling he can do the same parliamentary 

thing that my colleague from LaPoile (Mr. Neary) has done. But my 

point is not that at all. It is that he has begun to comment on Mr. 

Speaker's ruling. And whether he agrees with it or disagrees with 

it, it is a well established precedent in this House that there is to 

be no comment whatsoever on Mr. Speaker's ruling. And I believe the 

minister ought to be instructed to adhere to that precedent. 

SOME HON. M8~BRERS : Hear, hear! 

MR. PECKFORD: Mr. Speaker, to that point of order. The han. 

member for Burgee-Bay d'Espoir (Mr. Simmons) obviously has a hearing 

problem because what the han. the Minister of Fisheries was doin9 

was commenting upon the behaviour of the people on the opposite 

side. He was not commenting upon the ruling as given by Mr. 

Speaker and therefore there is no point of order. It is just another 

attempt now,as it is getting late,by the Opposition to try to stifle 

this side of the House from getting on with the business of the 

House. 
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MR. SPEAKER: Order, please! 

really heard very few remarks so I quite honestly cannot say 

whether the han. minister was going to comment or not,but nevertheless 

I think that it is good practice ~/hen rulings are made that there he 

no demonstration, comments or other remarks. And I would ask therefore 

that the han. minister carry on with his remarks. 

MR. 1~. CARTER: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

I apolo9ize if I said anythinq to reflect on Your Honour but 

certainly I was not reflecting on the ruling of Your Honour but on 

the attitude and the behaviour of the members opposite. Not 

only, Mr. Speaker, are they very sensitive but they also have very 

short memories. They talked at length about the so-called graft and 

corruption of this government, about the fact that our Premier has 

deliberately misled the House. But these people, Mr. Speaker, a 

number of them , including the Leader of the Opposition, was a 

member of a qovernment that has with it the designation of being 

called the •cost-plus government• involv,ing the Janeway Hospital, 

Confederation Building, a number of university buildings, the Arts 

and Culture Centre, twelve of our seventeen trade schools, the 

nurses' residence, Gander Hospital, the Bell Island hospital, the 

Grand Falls hospital, the Sir Richard Sauires Building, the Grand 

Falls public building and a great many more, all of which were 

called or at least were built at considerable public expense, 

would suggest maybe in the hurctreds of millions of dollars without 

the benefit of tender call, but in fact the very thing that they 

are now condemning this government for and that is calling for 

proposals. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR W. CARTER: All of these buildings~like said involving an 

expenditure of many, many hundreds of millions of dollars. In fact 

the building in which we are sitting tonight was build some fifteen 

years ago at a cost then of about $16 million~with an eventual 

cost by the time -
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}OR. DOODY: It is still not payed for. 

~tiL \~. CARTER: - the ownership reverts to the Crown, I suppose 

an amount more than twice that. 

MR. MORGAN: And it is still not paid for. 

MR . lL CARTER: And it is still not paid for. 

MR. DOODY : Eight million dol lars a year. 

MR. IL CARTER: Mr. Speaker, the Opposition ,! contend ,is deliberately 

wasting the time of the House. They are obviously not intPrested at 

all i n giving government a chance to explain t heir policies and to 

bri ng forward legislation and policies that we think will have a 

very beneficial effect on the economy of our Province and 
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~ .>o:.~ :our and a '1a! f or five .!<iys . 

. .,. ... 

•1anted a c'l?.nce co .>peak . 

' "':',. I ' • \..\"'!'J::t: 

to S?eal• as well . 

' ':' . . SPw~: 

·:as it four o:lncl .:~ ' ·al ~ -

"'ive a:1c a 11alf . 

Four and a half. I am not sur e . Let us say four and 

The ~on . ~entleDian S!)eakin:?; -

Order, please ! Or rler , ~lease ! 

I ""Ust i'1sist u:>on t he o"sPrv:once of : h.! rcle 

!on . :'inis ter . 

. \ poi:- t o f on'er, " r . l;pea!.er . 

A ~oint of orrer ~aD ~c~~ r~isc~. 

The hon. gentletn'll\ .i ust ccc:ascrl -:e, .. ''I< e c 

·ficious attacl'. , Si r , 0:1. t:te. hecause I allener!ty :;.,ol:!! fo:- ~our e.ntt a ':::J.f 

c: r five "ays , so t!':e !:on . gentJ.ema:1. s aid , four ATI<l " half or f~.VP. -lays . 

• tater:~l" t . 

Jr-:!~ r, :;1-ease! 

~oi~t of orrler . It is a Nifference of o~\~ion . 

~o·~ .. c ... ·-::-::ns: "~:~ • n~ : 
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'!r. S1)eal:er, let us just say that ne STlol:e for 

too long. 

!!ear, hear! 

~1'. :.; . CAP.TI:R: 1!r. SpeEO.ker, this House is being usec1 - this House., 

lvhich is the highest court in the land,is being used as a playtov, like a 

sandbox, by members who lvould prefer to, lil:e I said, SC'.ore political points 

than l•rhat they are in nebating the real issues :':acing our Province. I 

contend, ::r. Speaker, th2.t in so doing there is a very grave danger that !ve 

are, in fact, destroying our system and that people "'ho 'vill hopefully follow 

us will, I am sure, have some very serious second thoughts~as I am sure most 

of us do at times,l'l'ith respect to our offering ourselves for re-election and 

for service to our Province in this House. 

In most legislatures, certainly the ones that I 

have served ~n, !·cr. Speaker, there are probal~ ly more ur..1.rri tten rules 

governing the conduct of merobers -

illS • !l . He ISAAC : 

·~. SPFAx":ER: 

'~S. H. }~ciSAAC: 

A point of order, Hr. Speaker. 

A pain~ o!: order has been raised. 

Speaking on a point of order,!!r. Speaker. 

A few of the members on this side of the House have been called to order 

tonight for being irrelevant. I believe that the han. lfinister of Fisheries 

right now is being irrelevant; he is not speaking to the motion. 

SO: 'I: HOI;. lfC·ffiFRS: 

~~-· F .. TI.O\·i'E : 

SC~lE EON. ~'IDi~ERS: 

:·R. SPEJU.XR: 

Hear, hear! 

It was ruled -

Hear, hear! 

There is no doubt that han. members must speak 

to the motion. There is no need for me to re-read the notion. All I can clo is 

draw t!<at to the attention of the '<on. mel!'ber. I am not sure to uhat poir..t he 

~<as leading so I cannot say at this time that he i.:; 'ceine; irrelevant. 

The han. menber is breaking the rules 

of the House. 

::!R. SI'EAKE~t: Order, please! 
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.. r. ~peaker, I su!>l!'it again, Sir, ci1at I t=:inl·. 

t ::e e·:es of ::evfoundland are on this .' ."lsernbly and on the behaviou., of :tl.l 

of us~ and 1 1-elieve t hat :l1e conduct of t!lis rouse l eaves a lot to '>e 

tesire~ ancl certainl:• ~oes very little, 11s Far as t an concer:led, for : .. e 

ft:tur~ ··ell-being of the system under which ,.,.e operate. ·'hile, of course, 

it ni~lt not ~e the best system, it does have a l o t of s::ortcomings and cany 

;>it fr.lls , '-ut still, I SU]>pOse, it is t!le llest: system t'-.at l111S t een r'evise~ 

b:.t .-an to ~v!!m people, and t!1at is ~:'~y 1 t !>inl< it is awfull:r il".pOrtan t 

that 1~e spend ~r.ore tiwe, caybe. doin:; the t.'tings fo r ·J:1icil t~e t··ere O?::ected . 

t~at is to r!ebate the issues facing the Province, rat!;er t11an ITastin& titre 

di.scussL"".g t:!eaningless and picaytme questions such as those ~o.'hic!: ve are 

r'.oi.'\g today. Like I said, the nat'le of ~'avi<lson, Andre,.,. l'avicson. has ~Otten 

nore covera ge in this House in t he past t wo weeks than has tee:t devote<' t c 

t !:e "!s'-er!e- of our Province and othar r:ajor issues i!l c."e .,es t t'::r ee r>~ths, 

and I ~o not t hin'< that is <lo i ne vecy 1:1uch f or th~ <ous~ . or ~Oi.'\~ Vl!.'!""f nuch 

to serve t he ;>eoo).e that 11e 1\re here to serve . 

"!"!:a: is t::e r recier • s !>uc'.r'y, "'l:tvic'son. 

"r. Spea.lu!r, the -

~ere being a lac'-: of civilization. 

':R . :: . \A";!ER: The Leader of t.~e Opposition ap~eAr~ to hav~ ta~en 

u;:on 1-il!".self the role of bein?. the cha::'!t>ion o f j ust about ever!t!:it:q;, 
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:'R. \,T, CARTER: everything that is good. He is the 

modern Green Hornet, the Lone Ranger. 

SOY£ HON. ~fE}!BEFS: Hear, hear! 

llR . r.:. CAP'I'ER: He barges in, ~harges in on his white 

horse and gives the impression that people on that side have 

a monopoly on everything that is decent and honest and truthful. 

One would think~having listened to the gentlemen opposite, especially 

the Leader of the Opposition, that they are the only people ~vho 

have knowledge of and ~oncern for the decent things of th:!s Provin~e 

and ~oncern for the welfare of our people. And that, lolr. Speaker, 

is anything but the truth. 

l·!R. DOODY: He is more like the roadrunner. 

''P. H. CAFTER: The charges that have been made are blanket 

~barges that have in fa~t involved every member of this House, ~ertainly 

members on this side, and I for one am not prepared to sit by and 

allow myself to be dragged in the gutter by these ~harges, all of 

1o1hi~h as far as I am ~on~erned are untrue and unfounded 1 not 

the least of whi~h, of ~curse, is the one that we are debating tonight. 

¥r. Speaker, I was not in the Cabinet 

lvhen this so-called agreement was drafted and allegedly executed, but 

certainly from what I have seen of it,and the information I have, it is 

not worth the paper it is written on. And in fact if the charges 

by the gentlemen opposite ?.re true, and if in fact the document is 

':>:i.nding, I 1vould suggest to you that the other party to the 

agreement, ¥r. Dobbin, is in very serious trouble. Because surely 

a contractor, a shrewd businessman would not want to carry out an 

agree~ent in 1978 on the basis of 1975 dollars. So I think that if 

the agreement in fact is valid,well then I would suggest that 

~·~r. Dobbin is going to have to find a way in a very short time to 

get out of that agreement, because surely there is no faster way 

to go bankrupt then to try to undertake a project in 1978 hased on 

1975 dollars. 

~. f:E.I\'PY: - - - - The eggbeaters 1dll pay for that. 

~CC' •• SP!!IONS: Yes, the Ranger helicopters will pay for everything. 

~!R. SPEAI~ET:.: Order, please! 
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a duet? 

' !S - 2 

~·r. Speaker, is this a speech or 

Order, please! 

I must insist, I shall absolutely 

insist that hon. members on both sides refrain from any 

comment lvhile another han. member is speaking. I absolutely 

insist on that as long as this motion is under consideration. 

The han. minister. 

}'F.. T•!. CARTEP.: ~fr. Speaker, I ~-rill bring my few remarks 

to an end and close off by saying that I consider that the 

actions of certain members of this House and their utterances 

on television and in the news media are insulting to the people 

of Ne1vfoundland, insultin!! to our intelligence,and does very 

little for the decorum of this House and in fact does even less 

to help overcome the very serious problems that we are facing 

tn t1,1s Province on l!'atters such as unemployment, fishery 

~eveloment and many other areas of great concern to our people. 

~1). SPEAKER: 

~'R. F. ROWE : 

~r. Speaker, to a point of order. 

Point of order. 

Sir, I must bring your attention to 

Section 155 of Beauchesne, page 131 in this edition, Sir. I am 

not quite sure what it is in your edition. But the following 

exam!)les of unparliamentary phrases , "that his remarks are 

insulti.ng to the House · and to the country~· Now the hen. »: in] ster 

of Fisheries, Sir, hae: just jndicated that certain statell'ents 

made ~y the Opposition Leader and other hen. members are insulting 

to this House and to tJ,e people of this Province. I would submit, 

Sir, that according to this citation that these are unparlianentary 

phrases and should he •1ithc!ra1rn immediately. Sir, if I have 

a c1ifi:erent edition I lvill be quite happy to pass it on. 

""'0 SPE..A.KF.P: 1-'hat is the page? 

~'P.. F. ~OVE : Page 131 in my edition, Sir. 
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' r~. !'ECKFC'"'!'l: ;· r. . Speaker, to that point of order. 

~~ SPEAKEP: The hon. minister. 

~·fr. . PEC'KFOPJ): If I understood the hon. !A.inister of 

"isheries properly,he said that the behaviour, the decorum of this 

House. He did not say - and this is the section from Beauchesne that 

the hen. member for Trinity- Bay de Verde (1-':r. F. Fowe) is 

quoting on page 131 is: "No member will be permitted to say of 

another:"- and one of them is - "that his re.'!la.rks are insulting 

to the House and to the country." Now I do not remember the 

hen. l!:b.ister of Fisheries saying of somebody on the other side 

that his remarks are insulting to the House and to the country. 

He tal~ed about the decorum of the House, the behaviour of the House 

in general,being less than what was necessary for people to believe 

that ···e are in an institution of respect here, but I do not think 

he act,ally used the <;•ords as referred to by the hon. member, and 

that is <-rhat <-7e are talking about. Here it is very specifically 

said. l.lle are talking about phrases, specific phrases, specific 

,.rords. These specj,fic words and phrases were not uttered hy the 

hon. ~!inister of Fisheries. 

}'R. SPEP..KEF: On this particular matter, if the hen. minister said that 

another han. member's remarks tvere insulting to the House and to the country, 

it would be out of order. If his remarks were something to the 

effect of a criticism of the general decorum of the Rouse,they 

•vould not be. Vha t I would have to do is tvai t until I get the 

official transcript to see <>hat he said. Until I have that 

there is nothing I can do. 

The hon. minister. 

¥r. Speaker, I was referring, of course, 

to the television interview by the Leader of the Opposition tonight 

on CBC in which he made reference to the fact that the Premier 

has 1·een deliberately misleading the House and I quote him now," 0n 

a matter'; he said, "involving $70 million of the taxpayer's money." 
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I contend. ''r. Speaker, that certainly on the basis of l<hat I know 

about this motion and this debate that that is misleading. It is 

l'lisleading,and for the Leader of the Opposition, ~ 'r. Speaker, to 

dare make that suggestion on the public mecia in view maybe of many 

thousands of people, it is an insult to their intelligence to expect 

them to believe it. 

SOME RON. MEMBERS: 

~~ a SPEAKE'!?.: 

"R. F. PO.TF.: 

"R. NEARY: 

~_F~-TE: 

Oh, oh! 

Order, please! 

That is it precisely! The hen. minister, Sir, has -

That is seven times the minister broke the rules. 

- just gone ahead and repeated the exact same 

thing, Sir, that the remarks of the han. Leader of the Opposition on 

television were an insult to the people of Newfoundland and in the 

previous time 

HR.. \f. CARTER: 

!'P.. F. P.O"'"E: 

about it? 

To their intelligence. 

Yes their intelligence. Do we have to be semantical 

S0~"E HON. ¥E¥BEFS: Yes. 

~'P. . F • r:.m<TE : 

~R. SPEAKER: 

YR. F. RmJ'E: 

Oh, yes, yes. 

Order, please! 

- are an insult to the people of the 

Province and before, Sir, earlier~he said to the members of the 

!louse of .Assembly. So I 1vould suggest, Sir, that that is unparliamentary 

language and it should be 1dthdrawn I·Tithout qualification. 

Yl<. NEAPY: 

rules tonight. 

~-'P.. SPEAKF.l': 

that if an 

That is seven times the minister broke the 

Certainly the reference here does state 

hen. member says of another that his remarks are 

insulting to the House and to the country, that it is out of order. 

What I do not know, because this is a quotation,of course, from -

the nuotation in Beauchesne is a quotation from Bourinot, page 361, 

and I do not knm• whether that refers to when an han. member is 

speaking in the House and does that or when he is speaking anywhere 

else and does that. I think that that is a valid cistinction, so 
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l't'. Speaker. 

I tdll have to wait until I can check that and come back to it. 

I would suggest that the hon. member avoid the use of th~ phrase 

and I will check and see fr~ the source from which this is quoted 

in What specific context it is meant. 

~ffi • MURPHY: The point is that we did not go to Bomeo to check on that one. 

MR. W. ROWE: Mr. Speaker, on a point of order or a 

~oint of personal ~~-anation. 

VP. . SPEAKER: 

. 'R . t¥ . Rom:.: 

A point of order . 

~a one is quite sure i n the House what 

one you should rise on in these ins t ances. But I am alleged to 'Jave 

said certain things on television. Bourinot, by the way, Sir, I 

do not know if he was around when television was around or not. 

! think he ·~as in the ei~hteenth century or something . But an)'\'·ay, 

Sir h~ t I am about to say is tb~s. w~at I saic on tel evisi on 

tonight was not t hat t he government had spent S70 million and 

that t his t.•as the same amount that i t would take to build a hospital 

i n t he Province . ~1hat I said, Sir, is that the aoount contained 

i.n t his agreement, or the amount t hat ~;ould have been spent under 

this agreeoent is $70 million which is the same amount as is 

needed to brin~ the hospitals in the Province up t o a good 

standard. You see, Sir~ there is a subble di s tinction there. 

The point 
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..... .. ..., 

r.;. ~)T,T.. 

I :·.~as r.1al:ing to t:1e pu':Jlic at large, Sir, ,_,~, <rJay of personal explanation, 

· .... ·as tha t iere is a ~overn.rnent whicO. is pr\..pared 

• r:'.. 3 . ?ECKr."OR""l: Or_ a pcint of orc!er;· [r. Sf'ea::er • 

I ar,; on a point of order, Sir. 

~~. FECKT'IJRD : l'ell, get it over t·dth. 

:!F .. S. ::TI:ARY: Sit down, boy! Sit dmm.! Do not make a fool of yourself . 

Order, please! 

I think tv:1at t:le hon. Leaner of the !pposition is 

•2oi~g is "!'la..1dng a personc.l explanation. He ohviously cannot get into 

Je!:>ate and :1as to be entirely relevant ar.d fairly brief but -

..... 
-··· And reverent • 

--~. SPEAI~F.h: - I thin::. t~u.t is allowec'. 

~ >: ;.~ . :'.Ol!F. : Yes, Sir, I have one ~ore sentence to utter. It is 

t~1is, that, !:ir, the point I uas trying to mal:.e, and ··rhich I believe dir1 r•:>.l:e 

si:-,c'! so ::cany "'"e!'lbers are jumpy ar.o•1t it, is that this is a rovernl!'ent t·!hich 

\,·as ~;illing to co.,.~t to a neveloper a contract of 07~ ~ 0.~('1,'1(V) '""·rith a ~·P.tilt-i.n 

profit of 1:2'1, "f''1 ,n"n at the same time t!:J.at they are not t-rilling to spe~d a 

cent on the hospitals in t'1e Province. ?hat is the point I uas Making, Sir, 

and that is a point ,lfr. Speaker, lest there oe any "!oubt a~~ out it, that I 

intend to go on m~~ing from now on until, Sir, doomsday. 

sm 'F ::o~r. l'fiZ-'1!rF.s: Hear, hear! 

'Jl.. SPJ;AKEF: Order, please! 

':'1at is not ~- point of expl<>nation · that is :'P.I-ate . 

S;"er .d so ~any millions of dollars ~Y t,:e r.ov~rn!""'.ent "~"·T,., ~n, in fact, t~ere FC'.S 

1o.o aereemePt to spend so many !'.il l ions of dollars. 

SO>!E PON. ~·!E!EERS: Oh, oh! 

Order, please! 

: •• • ~ a P EC!~'FO~..D : And t~at is the <~hole point of t~'is debate tllis 

evenin~. 

Crder, ·please ! 
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•J.i~~erent interpretations, c1ifferent :-ecollections of that t:1e 1ton. rnel"ber 

saic on television. It is no matter ~or the r.~air to ~ecirle on. rertainly 

i t is not iac,:rrbent upon ne to go c~1eck tapes and see ''hat "~S sai 4. It 

is a rli fference of opinion 1lasec1 on recollection ,or understanding, or •..;:;.atever. 

:!1:on. "!inister. 

~·r. Spea1:er, I t-:ill bring my ren;o.r1:s to a close "'>y 

l:egginc t~e· members op)"losite to cet off t~is ~~ic1.:. they are on, to stop 

,;itc" \1unting and trJing to cover the real issues, to hi<'e t 1 te real issues 

facinr the Province, in their att~npt to Jiscre<lit t!-ds r::overnl"ent. Th.at is 

''hat they are doing,:!r. Speaker, and I su3gest that the sooner they learn 

that lesson, the sooner they act like responsihle people, c1embers e.s in fact 

t;1ey should t>e, the better c:':f ve lv""ill he in this Province. 

Hear, hear! 

S"!'FN.:!'!': 1!on. ~~inister of Touriso. 

'Hr. Speal:er, t~is heing a very serious ri~t tP.r, I 

uill ask 1:'1at the r:~air p:ive urotection to me~,,,~Jile I an speaVi.n?,froM 

in t:erru;->tions from the other side of the ~~ouse, t 11at I ~,e_ heard in silence. 

It is a very serious matter and <leserves some very serious comments, " 

si.tuation "here >Je have a r:ember of the ~1ouse, a parliament charge.-! with 

deliberately mis:'.eading the T!ouse of .'..sser.bly, or the Le?,islature, or t"b.e 

7~ouse of Parliament. ~~at only l'ny member of the Rouse, or Parlianent, "nt 

i7l t\is case the hea:: of the "arlia::!!ent, t1"!e head of t11e r.overnt:'ent, t"he 

'T"Jre~ier, t't'l.e Pri;:1e '~inister. ~-!ot only t~. at, to r.'.B.1:e it 7""-ore serious .. :..t is 

ii't:.c'e ~~y t2e r.an 8.spiring to becor.e the rrerier ~ or tl,.e "Pri..,e :-·inist--=r, or 

tl-:e ~-ea.-1 of tha r.overn!!',ent in t.,e !'rovinee. !:'~cause of th.1t t~ere is 2.!'1 

a"::ft·1 lot at 3talte. "Tot only is t:te r.!i~ity of the ~~ouse qt ~t,"3!·.e anG ~::.e 

decorur: of :::-.e Assembl; ~t stake, but I "onlcl say toni~ht, 'fr. SCJea1:er, 

very seriously t~2.t t~1e ~ositio-,s of t:-tese t'~'TO 'f:.on. zeT1tle~.eT'!. concP.i.!"!~A 2.r~ 

~at1;. ?.t s t~!--.e.. ~our '!.TonO'l!' cnul~ not der.i~e \Thet:;.e~ or '!JOt the Prer-ier 

~er1 rleliberately ~isl.er1 the l:ouse. It is t':J.e position of t:"te rouse to 

decide t::.at, and ~ .. e tonight 2.re 3oing: to de:~ ate t 11.is r..otion, -·e ere !: O~: .• !"'. 
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I si~cerely ~:ope it Has ~t!t fonvard -:ithout Jei~g t\oug,·. t: out. I sir.cerel:1 

::cp•2 it ':olas ~ 1 oP_P. in that raann<:r "because I cannot tr:!c'l.gin e a ~an ~r'10 is so 

experienced as a parliamentarian I have listened to his <"\ebates in the past 
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MR. MORGAN : 

listened to his debates eagerly when he was a minister in the 

previous government. thought he was an excellent parlimentarian, 

a good debater. And say again I sincerely hope that this motion 

was put forward by the hon. gentleman who I am talking about, the 

hon. Leader of the Opposition, in haste without being thought out, 

without being c?refully thought out. Because if not, Mr. Speaker, 

with his experience, with his knowledge of the rules of the House, 

with his knowledge of how important it is to have decorum in this 

Assembly and in his own position aspiring to become the head of the 

government 0f this Province, Mr. Speaker, I have to say sincerely 

that if he did not put forward a motion in haste without bein~ 

thought out, this kind of an act is simply unforgiveable. It is 

unforgiveable. It is an unforgiveable act, charging an hon. 

~entleman, in this case the Premier, with this kind of misconduct 

in the House of Assembly. It reflects on all of us as members. 

I reca 11 ~1hen the preamb 1 e of the motion was put forward or 

the prima facie case was put forward, the preamble. It was not 

just the Premier. It was quoted the Premier and his ministers, the 

Premier and his colleagues, the Premier and his ministers. It 

reflects on all the Cabinet at this time. Despite the fact, Mr. 

Speaker, I was not in the Cabinet in 1975 which is the matter now 

referred to, it all revolves over the point of questions, that 

somethino occurred in 1975 in the Cabinet of the day and a decision 

was made, a so-called Cabinet directive ~·as issued. Questions 

have been asked since that time. Questions,I think,were listed 

off as being asked. 

I mention yesterday and the same debate, questions were asked 

on May 13, 1976 and June, 1976, February 7, 197 71 and the answers 

that were given by the hon. the Premier and his ministers are no~1 being 

labelled as untrue. That is the essence of it all, the answers 
given were untrue. The statements from the members of the Opposition 

and the leader is that they were untrue and the House was misled 
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MR. MORGAN : 

deliberately. Now, Mr. Speaker, I was not part of the Cabinet in 

1975. I came into the Cabinet shortly after that v1hen tht> !]eneral 

election was over. But I will say tonight in a very sincere way that 

if I had to stand in the House of Assembly as a member of the House 

tonight, irrespective of where I stood-in Opposition, in the backbench 

of the government, an an independant or as I am now, a Cabinet minister

! v•ould not hesitate in any way or form to vote according to my conscience . 

If I felt the Premier misled the House I would vote accordingly, let 

the conseouences of that decision lie with the man concerned. 

If I thought the charges were unfounded I \~auld also vote 

accordingly and again,I repeat,let the consequences fall and those 

who are concerned will suffer the consequences. have always been 

the kind of an individual who believed in speaking his mind openly, 

what I believed in, what I believed was right, what I believed was 

wrong. And tonight it was to me a bit disturbing to note from the 

other side of the House that each one of the hen. gentlemen on the 

opposite side stood not only to support the motion-and somehow I guess 

you can expect that because it was put forward by their leader and they 

have to support the motion that was put forward, like I mentioned 

earlier,hopefully without being considered, what he was doing at the 

time - but more serious than that,each hon. gentleman stood not only 

to speak on the motion but to personally condemn and personally 

attack the Prime Minister of our Province. It is fine if you have 

a dislike towards the man known as"Frank ~1oores~'but it is not fine 

to stand here as parliamentarians and attack the position of the 

Prime Minister of our Province in 
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..r_~. Yorgan. 

such a ~ay as the personal attack I heard here tonight hy certain 

hon. gentlemen, an outright personal attack on the Prime Yinister's 

position that, Mr. Speaker, is a very serious occurrence in this 

House. And to prevent any kind of reoccurrence in the future, 

tonight's decisions and most important decisions to prevent 

any kind of reoccurrence again in the future 1 how do t~e go about 

that? Ho"' do we go about that? He go about it as each of us 

standing here.when the vote comes later on tonight~ asking 

ourselves certain questions in the backs of our minds; l.fuat are 

we doing here? •fuat are we here for? vfuy did we campaign so hard 

in the last election in 1975 to get here? l·fuy did we go out and 

stvay the voters in our direction to come here? P.id we come here 

to conclemn ourselves one by one,individually,to personally attack 

each other, to create such hatred to~rards each other that I 

Hitnessed here today'? I sat most of all day through the debate, 

I sat and listened. I sat and listened very attentively, and I could 

sense the hate that Ca.II!e across the floor today towards the Premier, 

outright hate, ~!r. Speaker. 

~fP.. NEAP.'Y : They all love you. 

HR. SPEAKEP : !-'r. Speaker, I asked for protection. I want 

to ~e heard in silence. 

So the ouestion is there: Are tve 

here es leaders of the Province? And ,;e are leaders of the Province, 

all of us, np?osition members, Inde~endent ~Pmbers, all of us, 

!,acJ.:henchers, cabinet ministers, He are here as the Province's 

leaders, and Hhat are He doing? Creating hatred tmvards each other. 

There is no brotherly love in this House, none whatsoever. Hhy is 

it? Because the sole aim of certain members of this House, the sole 

aim and sole aim only is to get pm·rer. Power hungry people can 

destroy a country. l·Te sator it many times in the past throughout our 

history, throughout many countries 1 and power hungry people can destroy 

a province, can destroy a ;:' t=O?le. Ar..d, ' rr. Sre.::7 1-er, po,.,r er t·ungry people 

":;h e 7 ill stop at not~"iP g, -;}-: c . _, tll absolutely star at n ot!l ir.~ to ~et r-ct,~er, 

tc::o.t is •·hat if' h::qopeni!'1 g . cce c1id not cmr.e 
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in t~is P.ouse to make charges and countercharges. Surely, we 

did not come in here as members to hide behind that great shield 

of immunity, immunity away from the courts, immunity away from 

heing taken to the courts by the law officers, the law enforcement 

agencies. We did not come in here to be illUT\une from that~ ~.rt.ich 

,,7e all are, just to stand up and personally attack each other and 

personally attack members outside the House. ~Je did not come here for 

that, ~!r. Speaker. Surely, we did not. 

But the unfortunate thing that is happening 

is that over the last number of months we are destroying the House 

of /\ssembly , and <Je are rlestroying each other. ~·fany 

rnemhers of this Bouse that I have greet respect for,and I can 

assure you, '!r. Speaker, that many members of the House on hath 

s:l.des have a fair amount of respect from their constituents. 

They did. I have travelled a fair amount in the last couple of 

years around the Province 1 and I would say tonight that if this 

l· ind of debate continues in the House 1and this kind of ill-feeling 

towards each other,and this kind of continual innuendoes and 

charging each other in the House, unfounded charges, which is 

damaging the individual, damaging his family,damaging his reputation 

throughout the Province •v!cether the charges are founded or 

rwt, m'l~·e the charges, because they are made in the House of 

Asse!!!hly and because «e are immune; that, "r. Speaker, is going to 

destroy the respect that we have, any of us, from our constituents 

and from the people of our Province. 

I said earlier that I hope that the 

leader of the Opposition did put fortvard this motion conacm,ling 

the Prime l''inister of the Province without thinking it through. 

He did not think it through before he took the step. It 
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MR. MORGAN : 

was not thought out 1 and I keep telling myself that is the situation 

and I am hoping tonight to see the Leader of the Opposition stand in 

his place when the House decides. I do not know what the decision of the 

House ~!ill be. I said earlier that the House has all the evidence. The 

evidence is there for all to see. And if each of us voted according 

to our conscience I cannot see for the life of me, Mr. Speaker, and 

speaking strictly as an individual member, how I can pick up the 

evidence I gathered today, all this evidence, t·1r. Speaker, all of this 

here for all of us to have and read and go through, all day today 

from both sides, tabled by the Premier, tabled by the Leader of the 

Opposition who made the charge, put forward the motion, I cannot see how 

I can look at the Premier,and not because I am in the Premier's Cabinet, 

not because of that. Because, Mr. Speaker, I would rather be today 

or tomorrow or next week, I would rather be 1Jim Mor~an: the school 

teacher or the 'Jim Morgan~ the life insurance underwriter having 

known I voted in this House according to my conscience than to be the 

hon. 'Jim Morgan'who voted not with my conscience. 

t·1r. Speaker, I am sure if all of us tonight ~tould search our 

minds as individuals that ~1hat we are doing, all of us, in voting 

for this motion is condemning the Prime Minister, condemning the 

Premier and in doing this we are destroying ourselves and destroying 

this House. The fact is the evidence is here for all of us to see. 

And if the Opposition members feel they have to vote because their 

leader put forward the motion, I think that is unfortunate. If 

any of us on this side tonight thought we had to vote against this 

motion because we had to support the Premier: the fact is the 

Premier is charged and if you think he is guilty, vote accordingly. 

And the conseouence is the Premier will have to resign his position 

tonight or tomorrow. That is very obvious. 

The charge is made, Mr. Speaker, irresoective of what the 

motion says, the charge is made in the motion that the Premier of 

this Province deliberately misled this House, a most serious charge 
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MR. MORGAN : 

ever made in any parliament. And if any of us feel the Premier did 

mislead the House we should vote according ly and he should be 

penalized accordingly and punished accordingly. But on the other 

hand, Mr. Speaker, if some other gentleman in this House, if he 

has not got the courage to say at the same time, if I made the 

charge against a member of this House, in this case the Premier, and 

if the House decided that it was not -

HR. NEARY: Wnat arrogance: 

~1R. MORGAN: Mr. Speaker, if I could have silence! 

Mr . Speaker, the situati on is nobody but the House can decide 

this issue, but the House. And if the House decides that the charge 

put forward if unfounded, Mr. Speaker, I said earlier as one member 

of this House, an an individual member of this House, I cannot forgive 

the hon. gentleman who put forward that charge. It is unforgiveable 

unless it can be explained later or some other time that it was done 

in haste, done without thought and it was not given proper consideration 

before being put forward. If it was put fon1ard in a deliberate way, 

intentional, systematic way, it is unforgiveable. And if we do not 

deal with the matter, irrespective of which way the House decides 

tongiht, if the matter is not dealt with, if the Premier is found 

guilty of this charge a~ainst him -

:!R. W. ROWE: Pay whom? 

It l'li ll not stoo the Committee. 

MR. MORG.II.N: Mr. Speaker, if I could have silence! 

The charge ~las made in the House yesterday by three hon. 

gentlemen. Hansard ~·ill show it, Hansard copies ~Jill prove it. Th" 

charge was made before the prima facie case ~tas estahlished by Your 

Honour for this dehate to go cr1 . It Nas established -it was stated 

rather by the han. gentleman from Twillingate (Mr . W. Rowe), from 

Bay d' Espoir (Mr . Sirrmons) and from Trinity-Bay de Verde (Mr. F. Ro~te) . 
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~m. H . COLLINS : Do not forget LaPoile. 

l"ll.. ~ORGAN: No. The ~on. gentleman for 1aPoile 

~!r. ~eary) did not state in his statements yesterdey that 

the Premier deliberately misled the Rouse. But " th~se three 

gentle~n I just mentioned, Mr. Speaker,did state clearly

it is in Hansard for all records and all information and 

any person to see- the charges were made quite clearly and 

:m - 1 

put forward by three hon. gentlemen that the Premier deliberately 

misled the House. In fact,one statement you will find in Hansard, 

a quote from the member for Burgee -Bay d' Espoir,that the 

Premier systematically,deliberately misled the House. 

!-!F... NEARY: That is right. 

~rn.. !!OR GAl~: Now, '1r. Chairman, I am sure that any 

parliamentarian that I would talk to,any us wouJd talk to 

across this nation of ours,in any province and in the House 

of Commons,would agree with what I am going to say: it is the 

most serious charge ever made against another hon. gentleman, 

against one of our own peers,a most serious charge. In this 

case a man above most as peers because he is the Prime 

Minister. And I am going to repeat again that I cannot sit in 

this House as one member and say that I can forgive that kind of 

action if it was done intentionally;if the Premi~r intentionally 

misled the Rbuse,deliberately,tha same time I would sav I could 

not forgive him for it either. But the evidence is there for 

itself. There is no point in mr rehashing over the evidence. All 

the evtdence is here.The evidence is there and I am not going 

to get involved in the technicalities of this. I went over 

it today myself, it has been gone over in detail and I am sure it 

will be gone over in further detail from other spea~ers. 
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"P.. :ro!':r.AN: But I am convinced in my minrl t~at 

I am voting tonight strictly accordin~ to my belief and my 

conscience. And I sincerely hope that the decision of the Rouse 

tonight, no matter what the decision :!.s, Hr. Speaker, will 

prevent any further recurrence of this kind of attack from one 

han. gentleman against another. Thank you very much. 

SO}!E HON. MEMBERS: 

~·W.. SPEAKER: 

PREMIER ~IOORES : 

Hear, hear! 

The han. the Premier. 

Hr. Speaker, first of all, Sir, 

I guess it has been a long day. It has been eight hours, a 

little better than eight hours in the Rouse; ten hours since 

we first met here. Hell, I guess we have witnessed in the last 

hour or so gamesmanship as to who is going to speak next but what 

I have got to say I do not think is really gamesmanship, Sir. 

Refore I get into what I think is 

the meat of the whole debate ~~e are talking about tonight, which 

I personally am very involved in obviously, first of all I would 

like to apologize to the member for Carbonear n<r. R. ~<cores) if 

I did make a smart aleck aside here I did not mean to upset anybody. 

It was meant in a facetious way, which sometimes can be a vicious 

manner, and for that I apologize. I also would like to say, Sir, 

that on the lighter side I suppose I have been challenged tonight 

np - 1 

to name the persons or person who gave me forewarning yesterday, and 

it is obvious, Sir, that the Leader of the Opposition is well able to 

find that out as the person 1~0 controls his own party, but I can tell 

him that it is not the past President of the PC Party from St. John's 

~·!est. That I will rlo. llut quite seriously, Sir, I would like to -

AN RON • }'DffiER: (Inaudible). 

PREMIER MOORES: - also apologize to another individual 

who probably by innuendo I may have associated with something in 

this House. And I will not say a partner of or anyone else of, and lvhen 

I was reading yesterday in a reaction to a charge that has been made 

vThich I thought was pretty serious, where the document itself came 
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P"~!!::R ~~OOR£S: from, I publicly - the ~entleman i s in 

the gallery. }!r . Les Thoms - apologize to him for any personal 

embarrasSlllent I caused him. That W"as not the intent and I say so now. 

:~ving said that, Sir , I ~ould like to co~~ to -

HR. ~lEARY: Apologize! 

PREMIER :-IOORES: Well, I do apologize Nhich I think is 

more than some people do. But anyway, Sir, I gill not go into that 

tonight because I think what is happening here !s a little more serious 

than that. 

YR. SIMMONS: 

than nest people . 

:1R . SPEAKER: 

!he Premier has more reason to apologize 

Order, please! Order, please! 
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Premier Moores: Mr. Speaker, I know the hon. member for 

Burgee-Bay d'Espoir (Mr. Simmons) probably thinks I have more reason 

to apologize than anyone else, that is his own opinion. But I suggest, 

Sir, when he speaks in the House he is able to give it and not at this 

particular time. 

The fact is, Sir, that this particular motion 

we have before the House now is something that I consider probably to be 

more important than people on the opposite side. I think I would probably 

consider it more important for one reason, that I consider that very 

honestly my job is on the line right now, and I intend to put it on the 

line, and I am hoping that other people will do the same. But, Sir, 

before going into that I would just like to read the motion itself because 

there is only one issue at stake, and I want to make sure that that 

issue is identified by every member of this House. And the motion states 

as follows: 11 That this hon. House resolve itself into a Committee of the 

Whole to consider certain matters concerning the privileges of the House 

raised by the han . Leader of the Opposition, and those are that the 

han. the Premier speaking from his place in the House deliberately misled 

the House in Answer to Questions asked in the House by hon. members 

regarding the existence of an agreement or an arrangement between the 

government and a third party to build an office building." Then it goes 

on as to what that Committee would do. 

The allegation itself, Sir, is 

based on the fact that I deliberately misled the House. To go through, 

Sir, the people who have made that particular statement, and, Sir, I 

might say it is not an allegation - it is not something that I may have 

done; it is not something that I can get off ·the hook on, if I did

it is a statement of fact that I absolutely did it. The Leader of the 

Opposition,to quote him from Hansard, "My point of privilege, Sir, is 

that the Premier of this Province,aided and abetted by a minister or by 

ministers 1 has deliberately misled this han. House in a matter involving 

tens of millions of dollars of public money." 

The hon. the member for LaPoile (Mr. Neary) did not 

name me as such but he did say "That indeed the House had been duped for 
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Premier ~cores: the last three years,'' that we have given false 

and misleading information. That is a generalization statement, Sir, and 

one that cannot be, I suggest, be directed,I suppose, to any individual. 

The member of Burgeo-Lapoile made it very 

clear -

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Burgee-Bay d'Espoir. 

PREMIER MOORES: Burgeo-Bay d'Espoir (Mr. Simmons) rather. "The Premier and his 

colleagues clearly and deliberately~and knowingly and systematically,and 

on a continued basis misled this House." 

And, Sir, the hon. member for Trinity-Bay de 

Verde (Mr. F. Rowe), "That there is a prima facie case that the Premier has 

indeed deliberately, systematically and continuously mislead thQs House over 

the last three years." 

So the fact is, Sir, that I do not think there 

is any question that the statements that have been made are ones of 

accusation, ones of definitive statement, and not one where there is any 

•maybe' or 'ifs1• .. There is no way that I can say tonight,or any of these 

gentlemen can say that I have not misled the House. I mean,they are 

saying I did, and I hope to build a case where I will say I most certainly 

did not. 

Sir, I will try tonight not to stray from 

the subject because_ I think it is too important. I think that the subject 

that is before this House tonight~certainly,as far as I personally am 

concerned,is the most important I have discussed here. I think possibly 

also, Sir, it is important to the House itself~because I guess all of 

us on occasion tend to remark, tend to make accusations, tend not to 

think when we are talking about each other. But, Sir, it is certainly 

too important to me tonight to take that angle, and I have no intention 

of doing so, because I am the one particularly and personally accused. 

What the issue is, Sir: was there an agreement 

in effect, was there a binding agreement on the government at any time I 

was asked any of these questions,or for that matter was there at any time 

a binding agreement on the government to build a building to rent space? 

The fact is, Sir, that for my own part I sincerely believe that there was 
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Premier ~loores: never an official,binding agreement to that effect. 

But, Sir, was there an agreement in principle or was it in fact official? 

As I said. Sir, an agreement in principle 
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is one Jirectecl to·o~ards a final solution, a final place ui1ereby 

it: is ao lo,;g~r Jiscussable because it is there. But that particular 

a~ree.nent: we are talking about was not official that way. Tl;ere 

u~ver was a final agreement, Sir, and I woul~ like once again to 

give tne uackground that I did yesterday,but very briefly tonig~t. 

I do not intend, Sir, to spend forty-five minutes or the ninety I illive 

got talking on this subject. 

I talked yesterday about the need for office 

space in t:1is Province; I talked about the need for office sp2ce for 

government employees of which there are some 28,000 The fact is that 

the Confederation Building today as we know is overcrowed-some people 

will say we should not: have as many,but it is overcrowed. We have some 

twenty-odd locations arounci the city, ::1aybe more than that nov;, vith 

various departments and various branches of departments in them. 

It llas been obvious for quite some tir,;e that office space is desirable; 

it also,I think,has been proven that office sp.e.ce is desirable in a 

centralized location. Yesterday I mentioned the Trizec arrangement or 

agreement or the position that we i1a.l with that compat:y a fe1..- years 

back. After long negotiations we decided to rent space with the Trizec 

people mainly because it would i1elp the core of the city of St. John 1 s, 

and by helping the core of the city and establishin& a new hotel,w~~ich 

''as the case at the time,,,e felt that that ~;as in the public interest, 

Sir, at thac time there was never any discussion of public tender because 

people tnou3i1 it ;;as tne right thing to do •. lv gooa friend from St.Ju.m's 

l..asc (;lr. :.ars,1all),W:!o spol~e, I c::oue:pt, so forcefully and ..;o eff.activel:; 

tvu•if, \.'e can talk about ti1is subject and I 1~ill refer to it again in a 

fe1.·1 mome1.~.ts, but tile fact that ~~e u.isagree, Sir, on. some ti1ir .. gs does not 

mean to say that vre disagree on those thir:.gs of import. 

The fact is, Sir, that the nearest tline 

this govern~ent came to a fi~ agre~ent with any developer or any or6anization 

to sec up office space was at tile tiw.e that we were negotiatinl; uith Trizec 

i>ecause, Sir, the Order-in-Council, the :•Iinute-in-Council that I tabled 
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;.·escerd.:J.y, of c:1e 2lsc uf June 11974 ::;catec.L very 

;:l ..;<>rly ·.~ aat t he position was. It said uO!'ci~r2:d t!1at the draft 

a~re=ent to rent between Her :·lajesty the ~ueen :.n the right of :;ewfounciland 

.J.nd Trizec Equities Limiteci,w-ith Trizec Corporation Linited suilscribing 

as an intervener, a copy whereof and of all schedules and appendices 

tilereto is on file with the Clerk of the ~xecutive Council be and is 

i1ereby approved. Ordered further that the hon. Joseph G. Rousseau,Jr., 

:iinister of Public Works and Services be o.nd he is hereby authorized to 

e:cecute the said agreement to rent for and on behalf of Her :raj esty." 

~ow, Sir, that particular Order-in-council without any question gave 

the right to the minister to sign an agreement with the Trizec Corporation 

based upon the plans and the proposal that Cabinet and officials of various 

departments nad studied. 

The fact is, Sir, that t;hey =.auld not put ti1eir 

package together of the hotel accoillodation, they could not put the 

financing togetner to do it witi1out that because we would not go alon;; 

withou~ ::.t,and that is 'lhy that fell through. But the fact,is, Sir, 

that it was the nearest to a firm agreement we i.1ave had. Sir, I 

migh make one point here: the government cannot make a firm agreement 

unless an Order-in-Co~cil authorizes a minister to sign it. I will 

come to that very shortly because,forgetting the proposals in between, 

I would like to come to the one that is before the House now and exactly 

w-nat it means. 

First of all, Sir, to get to what is referred to ~s 

t !1e Dobbin proposal:a. Minute -in-Council went out for proposals for 

buildings-I also tabled it vesterdav. It w~R ~ Minute-In-Council which in 

effect asked for potential bidders, and it w-as advertised, to seru..i. in 

(a)detailed plans and specifications for a new public building to be 

erected in the Confederation Building area and(b) prepared by the Department 

of Public Works and Services. Ten~ers were called requesting tl~t bids 

be submitted thereon on a lease purchase arrangement and on a fixed cost 

basis and(c) the Department of Public Works and Services evaluate the 

tenders received under both alternatives. 
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~;m.•, Sir , 10.1en that part:icul.:lr .,roposal went 

out ~e rcceivea proposals and they were reviewed by the officials in 

?ublic ~orks and Services, they ~ere reviewed by the ensineers we aad 

in sovernmect who were :he best people we had, and the fact is that at 

th.at ;>articular time in order to make absolutely sure coat we had ~1ad 

the best reco~~~~:~endat:ion and the recoDDllend.:ttion from the officials 
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PRE!-!IER MOORES : was that the Dobbin proposal 

was the best, but to absolutely ensure that it was the best, 

we asked, because Mr. Dobbin happened to be a personal friend 

of mine, because there were political ramifications to that, 

of course there are in this Province, having a friend it is 

NM- 1 

at his cost, not mine. Anyone who is a friend of the Premier's it 

is automatically suspect that he is getting special treatment. 

But the fact is, Sir, having said that, in order to cover ourselves 

we set up a Committee of Cabinet comprised of Mr. Rousseau, 

the Minister of Public Works and Services 0 Mr. Peckford, 

Minister of Municipal Affairs and Housing at the time; 

Mr. Maynard, Minister of Manpower and Industrial Relations 

at the time; and Sir, they have met with the officials and analyzed 

each of the bids that came forward. 

Six developers submitted one or 

more proposals, all of which were analyzed by officials of the 

Department of Public Works and Services and reports submitted 

on the basis of cost, general construction, and location. 

Number one, the first proposal, 

and these are the comments on them, not acceptable for the following 

reasons: (a) The pronosal envisages buildin2s that would be owned 

bv Seaboard Construction on Confederation Building grounds. 

(b) The height of the building, sixteen stories, would overwhelm 

this particular buildin~ we are in now. (c) There will be 

an escalating cost on the second and third phases. And (d) if 

this figure is converted so that the government would own the 

structure in twenty years,the rent fi~ure would be virtually 

doubled. And that rent figure was mentioned by the member for 

Burgeo - Bay d'Espoir (Mr. Simmnns) today, was five dollars-and

somethin2 but the fact is that if the government enQed up owning 

the buildin2 in twenty years it would be double that amount. 
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PmliER MOORES: Number two was the Project 

Management and Design Associates. These bids contemplate 

too much government involvement, financing; basically it was 

a project management proposal and a physical separation of 

the buildings in the proposed complex is unacceptable and 

indicates high maintenance and operational costs. 

I can go through all these 

but I think I should come to the last because going throu2h 

them only qualifies, and I will gladly table this document, 

going through them only qualifies why not and why in the case 

of the Dobbin Confed•ration Building proposal· This proposal 

is the best submitted in that: (a) Politically good because 

NM - 2 

the majority of the members of the House of Assembly wish to be 

on the Confederation Building 2rounds. (b) Functionally it makes 

sense in that all facilities are located on the same grounds and 

orderly expansion is provided for beyond the 400,000 square feet 

needed. (c) Price,having regard to construction, design and 

escalating rents of the other bidders,the price is competitive. 

(d) Architecturally, aesthetically pleasing and reco2Dize 

the Confederation Building as the seat of government. It 

harmonizes with the existing buildings on the Parkway and does 

not overpower the present Confederation Building. 

"After careful consideration, 

it is our Committee's recommendation that number seven, the 

Dobbin prooosal to construct an office complex immediately 

West of the Confederation Building,be approved, with the exception 

of the parking lots proposed on a rental basis, page four, last 

paragraph in Mr. Dobbin's letter, be deleted from the agreement 

and that,subject to government approval of completed plans 

and specifications, the project be proceeded with immediately." 

Now, Sir, that I would suggest, 

was after a lot of analyzation. by the Department of Public Works and 
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PREMIER ~ORES: by a study of a Cabinet Committee, 

was the agreement or the position we had come to. 

MR. NEARY: What was the last paragraph 

the Premier read ~ut to the Rouse. 

PREMIER MOORES : I will table the document, 

Mr. Speaker, and the gentleman can read it for himself. 

MR. NEARY: 

PREMIER MOORES : 

it yourself. 

MR. NEARY: 

FUMIER MOORES: 

Would you read the last paragraph again? 

I will send it over. You can read 

All right. Send it over. 

Mr. Speaker, the fact is that 

the last paragraph of that document is the same as tba 

ending of the first paragraph on the Order-in-Council of 

August 18th., 1975 1 and that also was tabled yesterday. And 

the fact is that, !lapproved in principle, subject to the 

submission to Cabinet of satisfactory plans and specifications 

based upon the analysis of the project by the Department 

of Public Works •11 

Now, Sir, at this particular time 

I would like to talk about what transpired thereafter. The agreement 

was signed by the Minister of Public Works and Services a week 

after, witnessed by myself. Sir, I would like to mention 

at this time that that agreement could not be bindin~ unless there 

was authority by the Lieutenant-Governor in Council approving 

the signing of it. Now it can be signed as a - well. I have got 

a zillion comfort letters there thr.t the Ex-Premier signed 

at a time when m~ny members over there were in the Cabinet, comfor~ 

letters that ~~ve no legal significance. 
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PRE}!IER MOORES: They may help 1 in this case, 

the developer arrange his financing, it may help him ~et 

his architects and engineers underway, it may be of 

such a nature that it will allow the development to go 

ahead much more quickly than it could be done before. 

3ow, Mr. Speaker, when I say 

that, I wantedm say one thing right now: I have heard 

comments in this House that the developer used this 

particular document to go out and arrange financing; 

Sir, I suggest ff in the end analysis if the developer had 

the contract officially awarded for that particular 

bui1ding,he could go out and arrange the financing, which 

I understand he had commitments for, but equally, Sir, 

to say that that is not the case, to say that a contract 

for a government building of that sort is not one that 

allows you to finance,would be to say that Gull Island 

should be financed by our borrowing the money and building 

it without a customer. In other words, the only way, 

Sir, we can afford to borrow the money, the only way this 

Province can get Gull Island going, is if we can prove 

that we have a customer on the other end to take the 

product, to take the facility, to take the energy after 

the fact. 

The fact is, Sir, that there 

was nothing done in this particular regard that gave an y 

legality whatsoever to an y document without Cabinet 

authority. 

Sir, the fact is that there 

are people who think that this document was legally bindin g . 

I not only suggest not, Sir, but I suggest that no one even 

thought it to be so. And I will, Sir, give a few examples 

of ~h a t I Qean by t ha t p art i cul ar co mment. 
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PRE~!IER MOORES: If there were one person 

who thought this document should be legally binding, 

I would suggest it was Mr. Craig Dobbin. He, certainly, 

from what we have heard today, was the person who stood 

to gain by this document being binding. He was the 

one who had this particular document with all the power 

and the authority that the Opposition said it had. 

Sir, I would like to read a 

legal opinion that was given to me by Mr. Dobbin from 

his lawyer at the time, a lawyer in Halifax, and if he 

wants to expand on this he can. 

'There is one particularly 

interesting clause in this in that it says, "Item (d), 

Clause 15, of the agreement, provides that the developer 

supply to the gove~nment a proposed office lease for the 

building,called the office lease, within three months of 

the signing of the agreement." \ole have not seen the 

proposed office lease and understand that Dobbin has not 

yet supplied the office lease, which meant that if it 

had not been put in after three months, automatically 

the agreement was not valid even legally or by any 

interpretation. 

MR. lv. N. ROWE: 

PREJ:HER HOORES : 

provide the detail of it. 

That is only what Dobbin is saying. 

Yes, and I am sure he will 

Additional points that are 

mentioned here - the land is not owned by the Province of 

Newfoundland, it is owned by the Newfoundland Government 

Building Corporation,which is a Crown agency. Action by 

the Newfoundland Government Building Corporation would be 

required. Number two, any agreement is subject to Dobbin 

obtaining satisfactory financing,which was not carried 
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PREMIER ~IOORES: through; and number three, 

considerable doubt as to whether the agreement would be 

enforced against the Province under the proceedings 

against the Crown Act Statutes of Newfoundland (1975). 

MR. NEARY: Are you going to table that? 

PREMIER ~fOORES: Sure, I will table that. 

And also, by the way, it is incomplete. It was given to 

me by Mr. Dobbin as an opinion of his lawyer. It came in 

over a teleprinter. And I am sure that he will make the 

necessary thing available. 

l1R. NEARY: (Inaudible) 

PREMIER UOORES: He tell• me that it is his lawyer. 

I know the member for LaPoile (Mr. Neary) laughs, Sir, but 

I can assure him that he is going to be very familiar with 

lawyers before the next year is over. 

l1R. SPEAKER: (Dr. Collins) Order, please! Order, please! 

I would remind hen. members on 

each side of the House that throughout the debate, hen. 

members did have the floor to themselves and others were 

silent. 

MR. '.V. ROWE: 

HR. SPEAKER: 

HR. H. ROIVE: 

going to table it. 

The hen. the Premier. 

A point of order, Mr. Speaker. 

A point of order. 

I would assume the Premier is 

I would assume he is also going to 

table a letterhead or something with it. Is it an 

anonymcus document? 

or what is it? 

PREMIER MOORES: 

to me by Hr. Dobbin. 

MR. W. ROHE: 

Is it a document bearing a signature 

I said it was a document given 

You might as well throw it out 

the window, Mr. Speaker, as table it. 
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PRE~!IER }IOO RES: I also, Mr . Speaker, have 

another document here given to me by ~!r. Dobbi n, which, 

after he was on his way to Mon treal yesterday - I had 
to return home. 

MR. W. ROWE: 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: 

PRE!'!IER MOORES: 

Is the ink dry on it? 

Oh, oh! 

The hon. gentlemen, Sir, seem 

to be very sensitive about the fact that Mr. Dobbin has 

made certain statements. They seem to be very sensitive 

about the fact that the person who was going co benefit 

most from this particular arrangement does no t agree with 

them. In other wo r ds, he does not try to shaft the 

government b ecause l have a document which could possibly 

do it . There is no such thing, Sir, as good ~ill, there 

is no such thing as understanding, 
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Premier Moores: there is no such thing as trusting the other 

person. Well, Sir, I suggest that this Province and this House get 

back to that. 

SOME RON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

PREMIER MOORES: I will say, Sir, right now I have a letter 

here dated today from Mr. Dobbin where he wanted to put his position 

straight. And it says: 

"Dear Mr. Premier: 

The purpose of this letter is to clarify some of 

the questions raised by members of the Opposition concerning the proposed 

expansion to Confederation Building. For the record, please be advised that (a) 

there was no money raised by me as a result of the agreement from any 

financial institutions. All the money required for evolving the 

proposal came from my personal funds. (b) There were no monies received 

by me from government as a result of the proposal. (c) Unfortunately -

unfortunately! - at no time did I feel that I had a contractual document 

from government permitting me to start construction on the building, 

The purpose of the agreement was the first step in permitting me to 

go forward with plans and specifications for approval by your Public 

Works officials along with your Cabinet colleagues. 

Rest assured that had I at any time considered this 

to be a bona fide contract, construction would have commenced forthwith. 

I have understood for some tine certain members of the Cabinet were 

not in agreement with this proposal, and for this specific reason I 

stopped expending funds on debenture. My total out-of-pocket expenses at 

this stage are substantial, and I await a definitve statement as to 

your government's policy in that regard. " 

saying that. I table that as well, Sir. 

Well I do not blame him for 

'1R. W. N. ROWE: What good is that? 

PREMIER MOORES: No, you know, maybe the hon. Leader of the Opposition 

does not want a letter today from the person who was primarily involved. 

MR. NEARY: 

PREMIER MOORES: 

~IR. )!~Y: 

It is too late now anyway. 

No 1 it is not too late now. 

~e heard some examples (inaudible) . 
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PREMIER MOORES : Mr . Speaker, could I be heard in silence, please, 

by the Siamese twins over there? 

MR. SPEAKER (DR. COLLINS): Order, please! The hon. member re~uests silence 

and this is something that the Chair will have to insist upon, 

The hon. the Premier. 

PREMIER MOORES: I might say, Sir, also that whilst this 

letter was given to me by Mr. Dobbin because he was upset, he returned 

from Montreal because of these accusations against him~ I was 

glad he was in the galleries today. I think 

it would be ideal if he were here more often. I notice the member for 

Burgee-Bay d'Espoir (Mr. Simmons),who is not here now,was most polite 

this afternoon. And I do not know if sitting in the galleries is the 

answer to that member, Sir, being polite, but I certainly was 

impressed by his particular reaction whereby today he was saying what a great 

entrepreneur Mr. Dobbin was and how these are the people who make the 

Province tick. Well~if Mr. Dobbin was in the gallery yesterday, I would 

suggest he would have realized that he was the reason that they are trying to get 

the Province to explode as opposed to tick. 

But the fact is, Sir, I would like to talk 

about now what a Cabinet directive means. And even the Leader of the 

Opposition,who went in with all of his Cabinet directives,should know 

what a Cabinet directive means. The fact is, Sir, the normal way 

for Cabinet to operate is to give a directive to officials or to ministers 

to negotiate on behalf of the government -

MR. SIMMONS: Mr. Speaker, I want to rise on a matter of privilege. 

MR. SPEAKER (DR. COLLINS): Order, please! A matter of privilege 

has come up. 

MR. SIMMONS: Now, Mr. Speaker, the Premier can get all the 

letters he wants, Mr. Speaker, but he will not get from me any letter 

and he will not get from Hansard any record to support the statement he 

made in the past two or three minutes about what I am alleged to have 

said or implied yesterday about Mr. Dobbin. I said exactly, if I said 

anything on the subject yesterday7 the same kinds of things in Mr. Dobbin's 

absence that I said in his presence today, some of which were not probably 
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~!r . Simmons : 

felt deeply on. 

Tape 2166 (Night) 

very complimentary , but they were matters that I 

And I said nothing any different yesterday. The 

PK - 3 

Premier has now giving the House,Mr. Speaker, and members of the public 

who happen to be within hearing of his voice,the impression that somehow 

yesterday I gave some very different comments about a member of the 

public, in this case Mr. Dobbin. That is not the case, Mr. Speaker, 

I reject it outright. And I challenge the Premier to get the tapes 

of Hansard for yesterday if he wants to back up his comments or else 

withdraw them, and withdraw the implication. 

MR. W. ROWE: More misleading statements. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. SPEAKER (DR. COLLINS): The hon. the Premier. 

PREMIER MOORES: Mr. Speaker, I will gladly withdraw the 

remark, I do not want to get involved in that .sort of thing now. 

I will gladly withdraw it because my impression was that that have been 

the case. The fact is that if it was not the case, I will gladly withdraw 

the remark. 

MR. SPEAKER (DR. COLLINS): Order, please! 

The remarks to which objection was taken have been 

clearly and unequivocally been withdrawn, so I do not think there is a point 

that the Chair has to rule on. 

The hen. the Premier. 

PREMIER MOORES: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

The fact is, Sir, that a Cabinet directive when it is 

issued by Cabinet,as the hon. the Leader of the Opposition knows, and anyone 

who has been in Cabinet- the hen. the member for LaPoile (Mr. Neary), 

the hen. the member for Conception Bay South (Mr. Nolan), as well as 

people on this side, - the fact is, that when a Cabinet directive is 

given it is given for the expressed purpose of directing either a 

minister or officials to go 
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PREMIER MOORES: and further negatia te, 

further develop a position until a Minute-in-Council is 

given which is the final position of Cabinet, which allows 

then, like in the Trizec context, allows the minister to go 

NH- 1 

and sign the document which is authorized and has been authorized 

by Cabinet. 

Now, Sir, that is the normal 

way for Cabinet to operate. I would suggest it is the way that 

Cabinet has operated in the free countries since day one. Because, 

Sir, I will give you an example of what I mean. If Cabinet 

said,for instance,that we sive a directive to · the Minister of 

Forestry and Agriculture to go and ne~otiate with Bowaters to 

give them more forest lands because they do not have enough 

to keep their mill going, what the hen. Opposition are saying, 

Sir, is that that minister could go and give away every tree 

in Newfoundland on an agreement, on his own si~nature, without 

having to come back to Cabinet. And that does not make any 

sense. It would be the same thing, Sir, if the Minister of 

Mines &nd Energy was told that Julienne Lake is to be reactivated, and 

he went to Panama and he saw Mr. Doyle and they drew up an agreement 

between them,and he said, ·~ou can have all Labrador back -

MR. NEARY: 

MR. SPEAKER: 

PREMIER MOORES : 

You are going to do that next, 

Order, please! 

- the fact is, Sir, you can have 

all Labrador back without coming back to Cabinet." And, Sir, that 

is absolutely asinine, and just does not make sense. And that is, 

Sir, is what we are beinR accused of here. There is an agreement 

without authority to put it into effect, but the Opposition are 

saying that was official government policy when Cabinet had not 

given final authorization. What I am saying, Sir, that is not so. 

That is not how Cabinet works and the hen. members know that; to do 
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PREMIER ~OORES: otherwise would be stupid. They 

are not stupid people. They know the difference of that. And if 

they knew the difference of that, Sir, they should have put their 

point before this House based on fact and not political fiction. 

The fact is, Sir, that a Cabinet 

Directive must be referred back before a Minute-in-council is 

issued and this was never done in the case of the Dobbin 

proposal. Now I made a comment in this House yesterday which 

I will now withdraw because it is not so. I said that 

the Minute-in-Council had been rescinded. 

AN HON. MEMBER: Directive. 

PREMIER MOORES : No, I said a Minute-in-council . 

The fact is, Sir, that there was a Cabinet Directive which,until 

that report came back to Cabinet there could not be a Minute-in-Council. 

When checking with Mr. Channing, the Executive Clerk of the Council, 

he said, "Sir, you cannot rescind a Minute-in-Council that does 

not exist." In other words,the fact is that this was never a 

Minute-in-council, this was never with the authority of government, 

this was a Cabinet Directive to come uv with the best position 

possible for the Province and therefore the Minute-in-Council could 

not be rescinded because in fact there had been no official 

Minute-in-Council and the Leader of the Opposition should, if 

he is not, be well aware of that. 

Now the fact is, Sir, as I have said, 

that Trizec, the one I mentioned a moment ago, is absolutely in order 

and w~uld have allowed the minister,to my left here, to sign 

that agreement without any qualm or any problem whatsoever. No,.,, 

Sir, also in this particular argumP.nt, as was mentioned bv the hon. 

member foT St. John's East (Mr. Marshall) today, this particular 

arrangement, and to use a quote 11 that costs the Provinces tens of 

millions of dollars," the fact is, Sir, that this particular 

arran~ement never cost this ~overnment, nor this Province,one 

cent. It did not cost any money whatsoever. Ther~ is no building 

out there. Sir, the fact is that no agreement was executed. It 
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PREMIER MOORES : probably cost: Hr. Dobbin plenty
1 

but the fact is that the government and the Province are not 

out of pocket because of the Trizec arrangement, the Dobbin 

arrangement, the Atlantic Place arrangement. The reason we 

are not out of pocket, Sir, is the simple reason that no arrangement 

has been made. The government has not put itself in a position 

where it had to ~ack up any arrangement. 

And at the same time, Sir, as 

the Leader of the Leader of the Opposition gets very pious and 

very proper, in his own way he says that he is against lease-back, 

people on this side are against lease-back. I suggest, Sir, he 

talk to his colleagues in Ottawa because eighty per cent of the 

federal government office space is lease-back, or leases. I mean 

it is only a good Liberal policy, you know. 

But the fact is, Sir, that Ontario 

does the same thin2. Governments do this. But all of a sudden 

because it was suggested here it is bad. Because it was suggested 

that this is a possibility here it is bad. And here we are looking 

at the two largest governments of Canada who do it on a regularized 

basis. I am not sayin2 it is good or bad, Sir, but I am saying 

that it is being done. 

Our agreement was not executed 

and that speaks for itself. There is no building and that, I suggest, 

is obvious. I did not see television tonight where the Leader 

of the Opposition made the 
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PRE:HER i·i.JORES: co=ents that he referred to in 

the House a few moments ago. I will obviously see the 

transcript of it and certainly if it was a matter of saying 

that this $70 million should be spent on hospitals instead of 

being wasted in this manner, or that it could be or that it 

should be over a period of time, I would suggest, Sir, that 

if that is all the amount of money that over next twenty 

years the Liberal Opposition have in mind, they should be thinking 

in much larger terms when we are talking about hospitalization 

and health of the people of this Province because, Sir, we plan 

to spend a great deal more than that over the next twenty years. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

PRIDUER l'!OORES: The Leader of the Opposition made 

a lot today, and other members of the Opposition did as well, 

about who was in the Cabinet when ::his particular in nefarious 

MR. PECKFORD: Directive. 

PRIDITER NOORES : - directive went through. There was 

obviously a very small group, Sir, just before an election, a very 

small group indeed to make sure that this was done for political 

reasons. This particular group, Sir, that met for this particular 

Cabinet directive were a group that obviously are on the in with 

me, the schemers, the ones who want to make sure that the 

people of this Province are going to pay the price by a nefarious 

scheme that is going to have a big pay off and the kickback for this 

government. Well, Sir, as was said over there today, he said himself 

that most of the ministers had no notion of this document, they had 

no idea whatsoever. The fact is, Sir, I suppose in the old days it was 

the habit to have two or three of the boys around to make decisions of 

that nature. I am sure, Sir, if the han. Leader of the Opposition 

>i'aS in on the group he knows what I am talking about and if he 

~~as outside the group he suspects it still happens. 
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?RE:m::R '~OORES: Well, Sir, t:1e fa c t is I \JOuld like 

co just revie~~ who was at that ?articular meeting. )./m~ the 

:.on. }!inister of :lines and Energy was not, but he hat.! signed 

t he reco=ent.!ation for the proposal previously. :>ow, Sir, there 

are a lot of very suspect characters here. Of the Cabinet ant.! 

the ministers present at the Cabinet meeting of August 18, 1975 

there was myself, of course, there was the ~!inister of Justice, 

there t.;as the i1on. ~linister of Consumer Affairs and Environment, 

there was the han. :1inister of Transportation and Communications 

here, t here was the hon. l1inister of Health down ti1ere, there was 

the hon. rlinister of Rehabilitation and Recreation, there was 

the han. }1r. Gordon Dawe, at that time, the hon. Minister of 

Forestry and Agriculture, the hon. Hr. Val Earle, the hon. 

:1r. Tom Doyle, the han. Hr. Rousseau, the han. :-1r. Jim Reid 

at that time, tile han. Mr. Robert Welle - a bit of crowd but 

><e are all plotting this together. 

And, Sir, also ti1.e good friend of the 

Leader of the Opposition, the hon. Hr. Leo Barry, was there at 

t ;1at time 

~. S. NEARY: That is not true. 

PP.EMIER !-!DO RES: Well, you had better check with 

Xr. Channing in that case because he was. The hon. Hr. Joim Crosbie 

was there at that time who was also, Sir, known for l1is give-away 

programs in this Province and, Sir, last but not least was tl1e 

han. the Speaker of t he House, the !!inister of Education at t hat 

particular time. Now, Sir, every Cabinet uinister ,.,as at that 

particular meeting except one, who is today Minister of Mines 

and Energy, whose name was on a report to bring in that same 

reco:mnenciation. 

liON. W.N. ROWE: 

l!R. SPEAKER: 

That is not true. 

Order, please! Order, please! 
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PRE~!IIi.<. :-IO<.JRES: :tr. Speaker, on a point of order, Sir, 

I ~<as just accused that that is not true - and that is not true. I 

<vould ask i t to be 1dthdra1m, Sir. 

'!R. SPEAKER: Order, please~ Order, please~ 

The remark was clearly audible 

that the statement made by the han. Premier was refe=ed to 

as being not true, in ot..i.er words, an untruth. I would r.;,quire 

taat that remark be ~rlthdrawn unequivocally. 

:!R. W. RO\iE: Mr. Speaker, I have no hesitation 

iu withdrawing that remark. It lfas an aside made to my :1on. 

colleague here, it was not made for the ~anefit of the House. 

But fol' the benefit of the House, what was it Churchill said? 

~!R. S. NEARY: A terminological inexactitude, 

:!R. W. ROl-lE: A terminological inexactitude. Sir, 

I withdraw the statement that it was untrue, but I am sure Your 

Honour does not mind if I ~>~hisper to my friend. 

PREHIER :.•!OORES: Well, I certainly appreciate that 

terminological inexactitude because it is going to be very interesting 

when they both say that together. The fact is, Sir, at the particular 

time I for one thought that the proposal put forward for the office 

building on the ~>~est side of the building Has a good one, as did other 

people, obviously. There were other people who thought otherwise 

and other opinions were sought. The han. member for St. John's East 

(Mr. }~rshall), as I said, and myself have disagreed several times. 

~ie have disagreed, for instance, on proposals versus tenders for 

public buildings, and He can go into that debate for as long as He 

want. 
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PREMIER MOORES: But, Sir, there are many things 

we disagree on,and most of them may be matters of principle 

and some of them may be matters of practice, but I will say one 

thin~ right now, Sir, that there is one thing we do not 

disagree en, and I am not talking about the issue before this 

House, · It is a fact that what some people may not realize, 

is that democracy in government is something that may not 

be anticipated if the hon. the Leader of the Opposition ever 

gets here, but Sir, whether he knows it or not it is a fact 

in our society today. 

The fact is, Sir, that in the 

past there was not a great deal of democracy in the government 

of this Province. I think there is today and the fact that 

members of caucus and members of the Cabinet can change a position 

that government has taken before, that is not a bad thing. That 

has got to be a good thing. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Hear, hear! 

PREMIER HOORES: Sir, the fact is that will be 

the case as of today, and as it has been, but it will be even more 

so, Sir, I suggest1 in the future. It is the sort of thing th&t 

no longer can an individual, or one or two individuals, dictate 

to other elected members what is going to happen, to fly in the 

face of opinion that is against a particular situation. No longer 

can one or two or three people say that"I am controlling any 

given situation in this Province,' 1 irrespective of who it may 

be . 

The fact is, Sir, that I know the 

member for St. John's West (Dr. Kitchen) thinks it is all very 

amusing because, Sir, as I have said about him many times in the 

past, I know and I think he sincerely believes in anarchy as 

long as he is leading it. 

The fact is, Sir, that it has been 

suggested that the deal with Mr. Dobbin had a quid pro quo. The 
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PREMIER MOORES: fact is, Sir, that is a very 

serious allegation. I suggest that the members opposite make 

it outside the House. I think they should. I think they 

have a duty to. They have nothing to be ashamed of. Why 

say something in the House that you will not say outside, 

to say that there has been a payoff for something that vou did 

not get? 

SOME RON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

PREMIER MOORES: Thev are thinking, Sir, that 

a third party should unilaterally withdraw unless there is 

some reason why there should and obviously, Sir, with the 

remarks that were made, that something had to be given, something 

had to be paid off, there had to be somethin~ that was extra

ordinary, Sir, as far as I am concerned there was no payment 

made under any arrangement. The fact is to say otherwise 

is to accuse an individual, and as I said before, Sir, I would 

strongly recommend that the members of the Opposition who have 

made these charges and made these comments, there is no reason 

why they should not say them outside the House. The Rouse, 

Sir, is not sacrosanct. It is not a place to abuse other people. 

It is not a place to say things about other people that you are 

not prepared to say to them themselves or in society generally. 

It is not a place that you use because of its immunity. You 

have its immunity, Sir, hopefully because an indiscretion in a 

heated debate, the protection of the individual himself in a 

heated debate, they are protected. 

But, Sir, it is not here primarily because 

of its immunity. It is here primarily because many serious 

things have to be discussed,hopefully, much. more serious ,I suggest, 

Sir, than what we have been doing here so far. 

AN HON. MEMBE!tt" There is nothing more serious than that. 
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PREMIER MOORES: All right. I will get back to 

that in that case, Sir. It is one tice I agree. 

I think, Sir, this is much more 

serious than the specifics that are mentioned. The fact is 

that the documentation we talked about today is not - it was 

not illegal. The fact is the only way that that document 

could have been legal was with authorization of Cabinet and 

that was never there. 

MR. NEARY: But there was a proposal. 

PREMIER MOORES : But, Sir, here we are tonight -of course 

there was a proposal. They accuse me tonight, Sir, of deliberately 

misleading this House. In other words, Sir, I was lying 1 

I was a scoundrel, I was a rogue - just basically not very 

nice accusations. And the hon. member for Burgee - LaPoile 

mumbles away. I know it is not too important to him. It is to 

me. 

AN HON. MEMBER: Burgee - Bay d'Espoir. 

PRE}<IER MOORES : Burgee -Bay d'Espoir, I am sorry, 

But I caanot tell the difference,see. 

The thing is, Sir, the last few 

weeks the image of this Province across Canada- I am sorry, but 

it is true - the image across the country is not something that 

any Newfoundlander is proud of. I certainly am not. The fact is that 

it is the Opposition's job to point out weakness of government, 

and,Sir, I agree with that, that the Opposition should point out 

the weaknesses of government but I also think there should be 

in a responsible way. I can understand being hungry for power. I think 

that is a good thing in an Opposition. I think it is as they 

should be. But, Sir, I do not think it should be at any cost. 

Sir, I will tell you right now, there 

'are a few people on the other side who think it is a matter of time 

before they stroll in 
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PREMIER MOORES: to the offices of power. Well, Sir, I can 

inform them at this moment that there was an ex-Premier who thought that 

he was going to stay there forever. And I will tell you right now, 

Sir, that irrespective of the hatchet job and the innuendo we 

are having in this House,! will tell you right now, Sir, that it is only 

one place that this will be decided, and that is at the polls. And 

if the Opposition think that -

SOME RON. MEMBERS : Hear, hear! 

PREMIER MOORES: And if the Opposition think, Sir, that 

they are going to win the people of this Province by the manner in which 

they are acting in this House right now 1 I think, Sir, the people of 

Newfoundland are too decent and too honourable to elect them ever 

to office. 

SOME RON. MEMBERS : Hear, hear! 

PREMIER MOORES : The fact is, Sir, we all know -

MR. SIMMONS: You are just whistling past the graveyard. 

MR. SPEAKER: Order, please! 

I direct the hon. gentleman not to interrupt. It 

works for all sides, but there are a couple or three for whom it has 

been necessary to make this interjection frequently, I point out to 

them the need to observe specific ruling from the Chair. 

The hon. the Premier. 

PREMIER MOORES : Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

Now, Sir, I was getting a bit carried away there myself 

and I will try to calm it down. The fact is, Sir, I do think we have 

wasted a lot of time in the House. I think it has been a colossal waste 

of time most of the time. I think the public reaction to the House, in 

general, is bad, and both sides of it. I think the place for so-called 

accusations of scandals are in court and not in this House. I know there 

was a poll done over the weekend, a 200 poll sample, whereby the overwhelming 

majority thought the members of this House should get on with the 

business of the Province. I know that for a fact. The fact is, Sir, 

tonight I am worried,not just because of the situation in the House, I am 

particularly worried because I have to be, because, Sir, I make no equivocation 
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Premier Moores: that on this order,this motion that is before the 

House, and the bon. members on this side have not heard or know what I 

am going to say at this particular time. 

MR. NEARY: Call the election. 

PREMIER MOORES : No,I am certainly not going to call the election, 

Mr. Speaker, I do not have to call an election nor do I have to be 

bossed around or intimidated by the member for LaPoile (Mr. Neary) 

and I would ask him to hear me in silence for a moment because for once 

I am going to make a statement that I would rather be heard in silence 

about. 

The fact is, Sir, that if this is proven tonight I 

PK - 2 

obviously have to resign, not just my position, but my seat. If I deliberately 

misled the House, if I am a liar, I ask for support of members on both 

sides of the House if they think I am a liar, if they think I misled this 

House deliberately. And, Sir, I ask the people on this side of the House 

to be absolutely free- I have got friends on this side of the House, and 

I know there are a lot of people on this side of the House that may think 

someone else would be better_ but I am asking the members on this side of 

the House to feel absolute~y free to have a free vote, and I have not told 

them that before but, believe me,I mean it. 

maybe -

Because, Sir, the fact is, 

MR. W. N. ROWE: Soft-soap now. 

PREMIER MOORES : No. I would ask the Leader of the Opposition to 

do the same thing. Because, Sir, we are making accusations of people who 

deliberately lied to this House, deliberately misled this House, a person 

who has no respect for the House, if that is the case by all means go ahead 

and do it. But the fact is, Sir, that I feel very strongly that I think 

everyone should have his own conscience when they make that particular vote, 

and certainly on this side of th~ House, Sir, as far as I am concerned they are 

allowed to. 

business. 

business. 

What the Leader of the Opposition does, Sir, is his own 

I can talk about wasting time •. I can talk about the Province 1s 

We can talk about what is not going on in the House, not talking 

about the fishery and Gull Island. But, Sir, as far as I am concerned there 
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Premier ~!cores: other values. There are other values as far as 

the House, and the calibre of debate, and the people who are in it, I guess. 

The fact is, Sir, that I guess I have been referred to as 

a crook; it has been in every paper every day, ' Moores accused of 

bribery; c)loores ace: used of corruption.' 

I remember the member for LaPoile (Hr. Neary) one time 

saying that his two children were in the gallery and how upset he was when 

he was accused in this bon. Rouse of something that was wrong. 

fact is 

MR. NEARY: I remember the in.quiry on Bell Island. 

And the 

PREMITR MOORES: No, no~Forget the inquiry on Bell Island, I am 

talking about the kids. It is the same sort of thing. 

What I am saying, Mr. Speaker, is it is not nice to have your family 

saying that you are guilty of bribery and corru~tion without any proof of 

chat fact. It is not very nice to have your w-i...fe tell you in the morni ng, 

This is not worth it." It is not very nice for any person in public life 

to have to go through the condemnation and the personal - I do not know 

what you would c:all it - as you go through 
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Premier Hoores: day to day. Certainly, Sir, this House and the 

people in it have got to have some respect for each other. I have had 

bitterness in this House with the member for LaPoile (Mr. Neary),we 

have had it back and forth, the Leader of the Opposition and myself, 

we have all had some of that. But the fact is, Sir, in the end 

analysis, please God we can come back to some sort of sanity. The 

fact is, Sir, that as far as I am concerned,sure,I thought about resigning, 

I thought about what is the right thing to do for my family, but, Sir, 

as far as I am concerned I guess it is at times like that you realize 

that it is so much more important to correct the situation. It is 

so much more important to bring this place back to a place of reason 

and a place of dignity, and a place where people want to serve. A 

place where people want to serve their constituents, a place, of course, 

there will be debate, of course there will be bitterness on occasion, of course 

there will be back and forth in every context of that,but also, Sir, in the end 

analysis, and in the true context that first of all we come in here to represent 

the Province of Newfoundland and Labrador, first. There are always 

other reasons, there is always politics. There are always two sides. 

But in the end analysis, Sir, please God that the people in this House 

want to serve this Province first. 

Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: 

MR. SPEAKER: 

MR. E. ROBERTS: 

Hear, hear! 

The hon. the member for the Strait of Belle Isle. 

Mr. Speaker, it is 1:00 o'clock in the morning, The 

House has been in session continuously since 8:00 o'clock,which is five 

hours ago , and the House met for four hours before that so we are now 

beginning, if my mental calculations do not fail me, the tenth hour 

of debate on the motion which stands in the name of my friend and 

colleague, the member for Twillingate, the Leader of the Opposition. 

I have heard most of the debate; I will not say 

that I have heard it all. I have heard most of it, and particularly 

the Premier's speech which has just concluded. I will refer in a moment 

or t wo to one or 8~o of the points which he made which I think may require 

s ome detailed comment from me , but before I do let me say t hat in my years 
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:1r. Roqerts: in the House, and I have not been here as long as the 

gentleman for St. John's Centre (Mr. Murphy) or the gentleman for 

LaPoile (Mr. Neary) nor the gentleman, my friend for Burin-Placentia 

West (Mr. Canning), and for the district of Fogo (Capt. Winsor), but 

I have been here as long as many of the hon. members, and longer than 

most. I do not think I ever heard a debate, and let me say, Sir, I do 

not question the sincerity of the hon. gentlemen opposite, I believe each 

of them spoke his mind as he saw it, gave his opinion as he felt it to 

be. I do not think I have ever heard so many irrelevancies, so many 

statements which can be considered as nothing more nor less than utter 

nonsense. 

SOME RON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. ROBERTS: I have heard the motives of my friend,the 

Leader of the Opposition,questioned. There have been all sort~ of points 

of order raised, most of them, in my opinion, specious and spurious,but 

the one that ought to have been raised time and time again and was not 

raised was the one in which the motives of the hon. gentleman for Twillingate 

have been questioned. I do not know if they were questioned deliberately 

or negligently or maliciously or innocently by people on the other side, 

but they were questioned time and time again, I do not think itis 

justified, I do not think it is proper,and furthermore I find it insulting 

to have to listen to that when we hear it from the lips of men who then 

go on to say that this House is being demeaned and lowered. If we 

cannot debate an issue in this House -

SOME RON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. ROBERTS: -without questioning the motives of hon. gentlemen, 

Sir, then we have, none of us, any business being here. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. ROBERTS: And I wvuld go on to say that the Premier did not 

question the motives of any hon. gentlemen here that I heard, and I think 

I heard all of his speech. 

I have over the years that I have been in this 

House - . I guess this is the thirteen year now - I have served in many 

capacities, 
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:S. ROBERTS : I have changed positions f rom time to time, and 

not altogether always voluntarily,but I have always been proud 

to be a member of this House. These last few weeks 1 like many 

of us, I have talked to members on both sides - I think 

most hon. gentlemen would consider themselves friends of mine 

as I consider myself a friend of their• - and I think the 

feeling is general that many of us, perhaps most of us, perhaps 

all of us, these last few weeks have felt somewhat ashamed of 

this House, ashamed for two reasons. Number one, we are not 

doing the business of the people who sent us here, and I am not 

talking about partisan controversy. I happen to believe this 

is a partisan forum, and I happen to believe the system cannot 

work without partisan comment and without partisan debate. That 

is the whole essence of this House. That debate sometimes will 

become bitter and sometimes heated, When men and women of strong 

beliefs state their positions on important matters, it is bound 

to become heated. But, Sir, we have not come to grips with the 

issues that ought to be concerning the people of this Province today, 

We have only debated - and I do not blame that side or this side. 

I am as guilty, perhaps not in this session because I have not 

been noticeably vociferous, after all we still have not had anything 

beyond the first Speech from the Throne debate. 1-Te still have 

not had the budget called. 

But, Sir, the tenor of debate in this House in my 

experience, which goes back fifteen years because for the two or three 

years before I was elected to the House I was a very close observer. 

I was on the staff of the then Premier, Mr. Smallwood, and I haunted 

the House, fascinated by it, feeling a reverence for it, which I still 

feel and I think we all do. All of that, Sir, I think has been 

reflected in this debate today. I do not think this debate is 

irrelevant. I think that my friend from Twillin~ata (Mr. W. Rowe), 

the Leader of the Opposition; did the right thing to put the motion down 1 
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~fR. ROBER.TS: and once Your Honour accepted it and said 

that in Your Honour's opinion, guided by the precedents and the 

rules, that it was in order to be debate it,then I think my friend 

from Twillingate (Mr. W. Rowe) did the right thine to debate 

it. But, Sir, the debate has become irrelevant in many ways 

and has,I think,taken many devious and many improper turns. 

Let me say again what many speakers have said, 

but let me emphasize one point, let. me emphasize the motion 

on which we are going to vote. At some point this evening 

or tomorrow morning or this morning, however one wants to 

put it, the motion is to appoint a committee, it happens to 

be a Committee of the Whole House, but is no less a committee 

for that. It could be a committee of three members or thirty-three 

or fifty-one. And the motion is to appoint a Committee of the 

~fuole House. To do what? To consider certain matters. What 

certain matters? The certain matters which ~~ere raised by the 

Leader of the Opposition. AnJ the Leader of the Opposition made 

assertions, allegations, call them what one wants, statements; 

he made them in his place openly with no secrecy, no innuendo, 

no back doors; he made them manfully and in the way he ought 

to have and the only way he should have. The statements were that 

in his opinion, and he led his evidence to support his opinion, 

that the Premier deliberately misled the House with respect to the 

existence of an agreement or an arrangement between the government 

and a third party to build an office building for the government. 

I am not sure why we use the words "third party" 

in that motion to be quite candid. But the government and another 

party, a party other than the government. There are only two parties 

in this, the government on one hand, and the third party on- I am sorry 

not a third party, a second party to the contract. 

Now, Sir, that is all we are asked to do, to set up 

a committee to investigate those statements. We are not asked to sit 
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'~ . RO BERTS: tonight in judgement on the Premier's 

veracity or other.nse. I have my own opinions on the veracity 

of the Premier's statements. But, Sir , the fact remains chat 

the motion,which I will support and have no hesieation at all 

in supporting , is a motion to do nothing more and o.othing less 

than to establish the truth of a series of statements, of a 

series of events. It is a motion co investigate , a motion co 

consider . It is not a motion to condemn and hon. gentlemen opposite 

may believe it is a motion co condemn, they may view it as a motion 

to condemn , but, Sir, in so doing in my view, and my view is founded 

squarely on the words of the motion before the !louse, in my view, 
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~ !~. P.OBEP-TS: Sir, they are wrong, they are mistaken, \.fuether 

they are mistaken through innocence or whether they are mistaken through 

deliberate malevolence, I do not know and I do not cast any aspersions, 

I just say they are mistaken and a vote in favour of this motion is 

not a vote to condemn anybody. Condemnation 1 if there was to be any1 

would come when the committee made its report after it . had used its 

power to call and to examine witnesses and after it had examined any 

documents that it sought to have before it; that, Sir, would be the 

ti~e when there was condemnation or otherwise. 

That is the point I want to make, Sir, because 

I think it is the key point and the crucial point. We have gone 

over the debate today into the character of the gentleman from Twillingate 

(}!r.W.Rowe),into the character of the Premier and all sorts of things 

that I think are irrelevant and I find offensive and I certainly find 

completely beside the point with respect to this motion. 

Now, Sir, I did not think that the Premier 

made very many effective points.As a matter of fact
1
I thought his 

statement was weak, I know it is a difficult one to make when one 

feels that ones integrity is involved, it is a very difficult position. 

I think every one of us from time to time has been in that position.! 

did not think the Premier made a strong defence, I know it got a great 

claF from the crowd - I am sorry, the gentlemen on the other side, and so it 

would, I will come back to this, Unfortunatelv,this has become not a 

matter of seeking after the truth, this has become a matter of partisanship, 

a matter which will now be decided on who are Liberals and who are Tories. 

And I can tell Your Honour,I believe with some accuracy,what the votes 

t<ill be; every gentleman who sits to Your Honour's left when the 

motion is called will vote against this resolution and every hon. member 

who sits to 7our Honour's right will vote in favour of it. Not because 

it is a party matter, it is as much a free vote on this side,in my 

understanding,as on the other side, This is a party matter. But I 

venture to believe many of my friends and colleagues have spoken 

I do not know if they will all speak; I mean,have some mercy on us,but 
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rr.any have tol<! me privately that even if they have 

not spoken they certainly int~nd to vote for th::.~ motion. It lvill 

be decided on partisan lines and that to ~e, Sir, is the shame of this 

1~hole debate· And I think this debate has become a shameful debate because 

it no longer is an e~quiry after truth, it no longer is a concern for 

Hhat actually happened, it nmv has become a straight~partisan debate 

on one side viewed as an attempt to smear the Premier and on the 

other side being viewed increasingly- this is my opinion but I think it 

is a sound one - as an attempt to discredit and to smear and to 

somehow derogate the gentleman who is the Leader of the Opposition, 

the member for Twillingate. (Mr.W.Rowe) 

Mr. Speaker, I think it is a sad day, a sad 

day for the House that we have come to that. Now, the Premier - I 

attempted to make notes when he spoke but he really said so little 

that seemed relevant. I do not doubt his sincerity. I very much 

felt for the position in which he found himself and I very much agreed 

with him when he talked about the need to have this House back on 

course and the need to consider problems and the need to elevate the 

tone of debate and to take away the spirit of rancor which has 

pervaded us and permeates us and hangs around this Chamber like a 

miasma and it has had the result of bringing this House, Sir, I 

venture to say,into the lowest state of disrepute it has ever 

reached in the eyes of the people of this Province. 

I think, Mr. Speaker, that if we were to ask 

the people of this Province today,they would probably say all fifty-one 

of us should be taken outside the Narrows and dumped, each and 

every one of us. In my dealings around the Province I am 

more and more finding people who will say, Why are you there? Or 

in the words, which I believe were used in the British House of 

Commons on a very famous occasion in 1653 "Get thee hence. Thee have 

sat too long for any good thee have done." 

But, Sir, the Premier only made two 

points that I want to refer to. As I say, I have a lot of sympathy 

for much of what he said but first of all I just want to pick him up: 

He made a great amount of noise about, Was there an official,binding 

agreement to rent? Well, I will deal with that a little later on, 
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~!R. ROBERTS : but I submit chat is completely irrelevant. 

I have heard more second-class legal opinions in chis House today 

and there are only, I believe, three members who spoke in the House 

today who are "learned in the law" , the gentleman from Twillingate 

(Mr. W.N.Rowe), the gentleman from St . John's East (Mr. ~~rshall) 

and myself. We may be l earned to 
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:·~~. ROBEi'..TS: greater or lesser extent, 

Sir, that is a matter for opinion, but I have heard 

more second-class, second-rate legal opinions from 

people who, with all respect, have no more idea if 

they are punched or bored when it comes to legality 

of documents,yet standing up and making vise and 

learned assertions. Yell, Sir, the Premier seemed 

to be very concerned whether there was an official, 

binding agreement to rent. I do not know whether 

there was or not, I think one can argue either side 

of it, but to me, that is beside the point, Mr.Speaker. 

~he important point is, as I shall submit, and I think 

it cannot be argued, there was a deal, there was an 

arrangement. Whether it is a legal contract or not, 

whether Her Maiesty's judges will issue an order to 

enforce it is not the point. The point is, there was 

an arrangement - there were more than one - there were 

two arrangements with Mr. Dobbin; there was one arrangement 

with Trizec. There were three separate arrangements 

these last four or five years whereby the government 

were about to rent space- I put it 'about to rent space' 

- maybe they had agreed to rent space, and in the face of 

that the Premier and his colleagues time and time again, 

consistently and constantly - and we must assume and infer, 

deliberately - I do not think they did it accidentally, 

and the act had to be either deliberate or accidental, 

there was no middle ground - either deliberately or 

accidentally, and in my view it was not accidental, it 

happened time and time again. The gentleman from 

Twillingate laid out the instances yesterday - laid them 

out one after the other from Hansard - a series of questions, 

different words, different times, different menbers, 

d i~ferent ~inisters, but always the sR~e answer, '0~ . ~e 3re 
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~~- ROBERTS: not about to do anything like 

that.' And yet these Orders in Council, tabled by the 

Premier yesterday and the one tabled by the Leader of the 

Opposition,showed that there was arrangement after 

arrangement to rent space. And I will say, !fr. Speaker, 

that it is no fault or act of this government that these 

arrangements were not put into effect. If they had had 

their way we would have been saddled with a contract 

under which we would have had to pay out $70 million over 

a period of years. It was not their doing -

SOHE RON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

llR. ROllERTS: - it was not their fault, Sir, 

that Trizec did not ~o ahead. The only reason the Trizec 

deal did not go ahead apparently - and the Premier has said 

it, other han. gentlemen opposite said it - was that 

Trizec could not attract the hotel as part of their office 

complex. The Hinister of Transportation, as he now is -

and I noted down his words - said 'the deal fell through: 

And he was referring then to '~hat I would call the second 

Dobbin deal, the one for the 400,000 square foot building 

to the West of this. The minister - I think I am quoting 

him word for word - 'The deal fell through.' There was 

a deal, there was more than one deal, there were three 

separate deals, and the Orders in Council make that quite 

clear. And yet in the face of that - and that is a state 

of fact, Sir, that is not an opinion ; that is not a legal 

opinion; it is not a political opinion. It is not any kind 

of opinion, it is a state of fact. There were three 

separate deals mad~ by this government, or were contemplated 

or entered - I mean, I do not want to use - I am not arguing in 

acourt; it is not a matter of words of legal interpretation. 

This 1s not a court in the sens~ in uh ich the term is used 
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on Duckuort~ St~cet or i~ t~e 

court s under the Ajudicature ~ct. This , Sir, is the 

?arliacent of this Provi~ce, SU?teoe, subject only to 

the Sritish ~orth Aceric a Act. This, Sir, is t he place 

where a governcent answers to the elected representatives 

!or its acts. A~d this government, Sir, constantly and 

consistently denied. in the face of repeated and persistent 

questions ,denied there was any deal even being contemplated. 

~o read t he ~ansards, to sit in one's chair and listen as 

I cid, one would c onclude that the government were not 

about to ente r into a deal. Ana,I confess, I was al~~ys 

puzzled because we all heard the ru~ours. These questions 

that ue asked over a period of t h r ee or four years uere 

al~ays asked o~ t~e ~asis of , you kno~, rucours you would 

bear, never in!ormation. :te governnen t never cane be;ore 

the Tiouse and said, '•!e are thinking of en tering into a 

deal with Trizec to rent several hundred thousand s~uar ~ 

:eat. In fact, I would think,if one wen t back throuah, 

or.e could probably find denials to say that there was a 

!r~zec deal, and yet, by Heavens, there it is in the Orders 

in Council: And if the government had had their way that 

buildin~ would have been up and ~e would have been on the 

~ack of the lease. So I say, Sir, that the Pre~ier is 

just beinz irrelevant and evasive and pe ttif~]pinz Y~e~ 

he :a!%s of no lesal, bindins contrAct. I do nne accept 

the !re~ier's opinion on le;al ~atters at any time . 
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MR. ROBERTS: but, Sir, on this matter he is 

completely wrong. Anc' then he has the tmmitigated gall,there 

can be no other word,to table what proports to be an opinion. 

Now, Sir, I have been given the copies which the Pages brought 

from the Clerk to the Leader of the Opposition. 

nw - 1 

I have trouble finding parliamentary 

words to descril:le ~Jhat I think of tabling a document - now it 

may or may not be an opinion. How do I know? How does Your 

Honour know? How does anybody know? - headed up with 

nothing!It could be page 101 or page 11we do not know what 

went before it we do not know what went after, there is no 

signature on it there is no ~dication from whence it came. 

It may or may not be a legal opinion. It has some legal 

language in it,but we heard legal language thrown around this 

House all day that is not a legal opinion in the sense of coming 

from a lawyer. It is an astonishing performance! It~could have 

been written this morning;it could have been written a hundred 

years ago. We are not even sure it refers to the agreement to 

rent which my friend tabled. 

MR. NEARY: That is rip;ht. 

MR. ROBERTS: Sir, how do we know? It says, "We have 

reviewed an agreement to rent ." 

MR. NEARY: It could be '''edgewood Park. 

" R. TtOBERTS : It could have been 1,roo a greements 

to· rent. 

Al'< RON. ME~·!.BER: It could be a mortgage. 

} ffi.. ROBERTS: I mean, how do we knovT ?How do we lr.now? 

It talks about 408,000 square foot building but there may be 

a million 408,000 square foot buildings. It does not tie it dm,'ll 

to specific draft agreement 1 to put at least that term on it, the 

draft agreement which rather unusually was autographed by the 

Premier by the gentleman for Humber East and by the proposer or 

this 1:1an lvho proposed to build the build:i.n!3 ,the de•1eloper. 
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:m. ROBERTS: This is absolutely wo~Lhless! Then 

the Premier-as if it were the crushing !low,as if it would destroy 

our case,j ust drive us under, out through the Narrows with the 

crowd of them-says., and thi~_is suoposed to be the clencher - it is urderlined in 

this,it is not underlined by me. I assume it was underlined bv the 

Premier in making his notes and preparing his spirited defence 

of an unspirited or dispirited case) he reads,and these are the 

t~ords;he did not misquote, it says"Clause 15 of the agreement 

provides that the developer supply to the government a proposed 

office lease for the building," the office lease~as it was defined 

"Within three months of signing an agreel!lent. We have not seen 

a proposed office lease and understand that Dobbin has not yet 

supplied the office lease:' So what? That does not V'Oid any 

agreement there may have been.At very most it might be a matter 

for small 9consequential damages .But if Your Honour wants a '9-ery 

quick lecture on the law~the only way that what the 

Premier was trying to get across would void a contract or mRkP. 

it voidable would be if we could invoke what is known as the doctrine 

fundamental breach .And! will not go into that because in private 

practice I happen to have spent some time on it recently and unfortunately 

I could go on at great length because I have been doing a lot 

of reading of the cases. 

But, Sir, that comment,which might have 

been made by an office bo:· ,might have been made by the Premier, 

might have liy some gentleman who is a lawyer,or it might not. T\tat 

comment no more shows that the contract that was entered into. 

whatever the effect of the contract was invalid. It is 

just. misleading at best,and I could put worse terms on it 

except: of course, I am not permitted to. ~nd it goes on . This 

opinion shows nothing, nothing at all.In factlwhatever belief 

I had that the Premier might have had a case evaporated 

not just "hen I heard him read the opinion but when I hacl a 
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~R. ROBERTS: chance to look at it. The Pr emier has 

~ade no defence at all except to fall back on quibbling 1on semantic 

quibbling whether the actual document which was tabled yesterday, 

the one which was signed by the Premier and the gentl eman from 

Buxnber East and by the developer and by an unknown-or unknown 

to me,at least - f ourth party who signed as witness to one 

of the signatures, the Premier says that was not binding. 

And then we get a long l ecture about Cabinet directives and 

about Orders in Council and all that sort of absolute nonsense 

and garbage. I could not care less whether that document 

can be enforced in the court of law or not. That is not the 

issue . That is not the issue in any sense, Mr. Speaker, 

the issue ~s simply whether this government were enterin~ 

into arrangements and proposing to ar.d making deals - and 

they were\ There can be no arguement with that. All vou have 

to do i s look at the orders that were tabled by t he Pre~ier. 

!'le do not whether we have them all now 1 
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~r. Roberts : we have no idea.There could be a hundred other 

things in the files down here. There was a deal with Trizec, a 

series of Orders-in-Council, 1531-73, 663-74, 738(a) 74, 769-74, 976-74, 

all of them, C-72, that is a Cabinet directive,75, all of them relating 

to a deal which was made and the existence of which was denied time 

and time again in this House. As for the government, Mr. Speaker, this 

deal would have been in effect today.As a matter of fact it was never 

cancelled. It fell on its own weight only because Trizec could not 

provide the hotel, could not get the tenant, and accordingly could not 

put up the building. If the government had had their way we would 

have a building downmvn today which we~the people,would have rented 

and the first the House of Assembly would have heard of it was when it 

was announced,probably,knowing the way this government operates,when they 

heard it in the newspapers sometime after the House had adjourned for the 

Summer. There was a deal. That is one. 

There was another one,which I call Dobbin number one

and I do not wish to involve the gentleman's name, but as a means of 

identification- and that was 75,000 to 100,000 square feet of office 

space, and that was embodied in C-199-74, which is a Cabinet directive, 

and ,I may add, the distinction that the hon. gentlemen have made opposite 

is spurious and specious. The difference beteen an Order-in-council 

and a Cabinet directive is nothing at all. 

SOME RON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. ROBERTS: They are both Orders of a Cabinet. 

SOME HON. }~ERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. ROBERTS: No difference or distinction at all. 

SOME RON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. ROBERTS: And I would say in most cases it is simply 

a decision of the Clerk of the Cabinet, an immensely skillfu~, dedicated , 

knowledgeable public servant, Mr. Channing, who has been in that position 

for twenty~odd years, is now about to retire, if in fact he has 

not already , and he decides what is going to be embodied in a directive 

and what is going to be embodied in a Minute-of-Council, He used to tell 
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~!r. Roberts: me when I was a member of the Cabinet that Orders-in-

Council are documents which we execute under Statutory authority, and 

directives are lesser types of decisions. But , as said, it is simply 

an arbitrary decision. And one time they were all Orders-in-Council 

until the volume of paper became so absolutely immense. And I defy 

han. gentlemen opposite to produce any letter, any opinion from any of 

the law officers of the Crown, or from anybddy else, setting down any 

rational basis on which a directive is issued as opposed to an Order-in-

Council. The Order-in-Council simply sounds a little better, and 

the Order-in-Council must be signed by his Honour the Governor, or approved 

by his Honour the Governor, normally done,in my experience, unless the 

practice has changed,at a formal meeting every once in a while, Two or 

three ministers will go down to Government House, there will be a formal 

Cabinet, and a vast number of Orders-in-Council will be approved. 

Directives do not need that. That is the only distinction, the only 

difference. It is one without any substance whatsoever. 

But in any event there was an arrangement for 70,000 

to 100,000 square feet of office space and I believe, yes, it was 

located in the K-Mart Shopping Centre at Torbay Road, a price 

specified, and so on. That one was cancelled. And if there was no deal 

why in the dickens cancel it? An Order-in-Council was issued 7th, 

March 1975, 215-75 is the number of it, cancelling the arrangement that 

had been made. So that is two deals which were made. And then there is 

a third one,the one that was embodied in the Cabinet directive C-350-75 

which was issued in response to a Cabinet paper, with which we have not 

been supplied. I will come back to that because that is the one which 

was also embodied in the agreement which was submitted by my friend for 

Twillingate yesterday. 

Interestly enough,Atlantic Place, the most 

recent series of negotiations,never got to a deal stage. The Orders-in

Council reads very differently. The Cabinet directive,9th. September, 

C-276 (a)-77, ordered the Minister of Finance, in consultation with the 

Minister of Public Works and Services to study the feasibility and economics 
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~tr. Roben:s: of rentin~ space in Atlanti c Place. 

The next one seria lly - and I assume we have all o f the 

documentation, Mr. Speaker 1 I assume we do. We do not have file 

No . 160, we only have documents from it - .>r dered that the Deputy 

)tinister of Public i<or ks and the Secretar of Treasury Board are 

directed to determine the amount of additional office space needed 

and then to submit firm proposals and to discuss them with Mr.A. C. 

Crosbie, who I assume is the principal of the Atlantic Place Company. 

The nex.t one i s C- 56-78
1
passed about three months ago, 

the lOth. of February 1978 _ four months ago. Ordered that it is 

approved in - the rental of office space in Atlantic Place be and is 

hereby approved in principal,a 
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:<:R. ROBERTS: draft agreement to be prepared and 

submitted to the committee of Council for final approval. And 

then there is another Cabinet Directive, all are directives, 

this one is C - 108 1 78, ordering that no further action be 

taken until there be further instructions from Cabinet. Now 

why Cabinet chose to issue that we do not know, but the fact 

remains they did and I assume it is still in effect. It is 

less than two months old, 22nd. March '78, but significantly 

different from the other ones. 

:-;M - 1 

There is no deal on Atlantic Place,in my opinion. 

There was a deal on Trizec, there was a deal on the Torbay Road 

property,and there was a deal on the 400,000 square feet to the 

West of here. And of course there was a deal. The terms were 

agreed. The amount of space was agreed. The rent was agreed. 

The term of the lease was agreed. What remained to be agreed? 

Nothing! Absolutely nothin2,except,to quote C - 350, as my 

friend from Twillingate (Mr. W. Rowe) says, "satisfactory 

plans and specifications." Not even the nuts and bolts. That 

was all agreed. The deal was made. Now,it fell through. I do not 

know why. I could put my mind and come up with all sorts of 

interesting speculation. We have been told by some hon. 

gentlemen opposite that it fell through because caucus objected 

to it, or because Cabinet ob.iected. I do not know and I could not care 

less whv it fell throu~h. Nor do I know whether it was a good 

deal or a bad deal. And that is not the point,either. The whole 

point is that the Premier and ministers stood in their places and 

said there was no deal and there was} There was! 

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Hear, hear! 

MR. ROBERTS: All the rest of it, Mr. Speaker, is quibbling 

and semantics, pettyfoggery and not worthy of a member of this 

House, quarrelling about whether the great seal ouSht to be affixed 

or not. It has some effect in law. Of course it does. You do not 
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'1R. ROBERTS: even need co be a lawyer Co know chat. 

And I could not care less whether the document is dated or 

undated or anything else. There was a deal and the deal was 

embodied in that document that was tabled yesterday. And it 

is an agreement to agree, if in fact it is anything, and it 

can be as binding as any agreement to agree. And it specifies 

all the important terms of the lease. It has not got the 

boiler plate in it. The lease might well be fifty or sixty 

or one hundred pages, depending on how high the lawyers involved 

want to drive the legal fees in main, if you want to know the 

truth about it. We do not have a short form of leases act and 

we should - that is another story - but all the important ~hings 

are in here. 

This is an agreement. The two parties have nut 

their mind together, the government and the developer, and have 

reached what the lawyers would call consensus. Whether you could 

go to court on it, Mr. Speaker, is another story, and 

is completely irrelevant and I challenge any han. member to deny 

that there was a deal. He cannot. It cannot be done because 

there was a deal. There was an arrangment. It is still there. 

It apparently has fallen. As far as I know it has not been cancelled. 

The Premier said yesterday it had. Today the Premier admitted it 

had not. It may have fallen. Maybe the parties decided afterwards 

not to go through ~~ith it, one or both of them. I meanlchat 

is irrelevant. Who could care less? What concerns me now is 

this motion and the motion says we must vote in favour, if we are 

in favour, of a committee to investigate. To investigate what? 

The truth of certain statements. And in my view, Sir, there is a 

case that needs investigation, that cries out for it. That is all 

this motion is about. 

SOME RON. MEMBERS : Hear, hear! 

MR. ROBERTS: Let me make another point, Sir, that strikes 

me as curious. A year or so ago I came by some information which 
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}!R.. R.Ol3ER.TS: I fel·t was seri.ous and I stood in t:he 

House and I raised a que.stion of privilege. It related to a 

television set. I made no. charges, 

Aij HON. MEMBER: Of course not~ 

~!R. RO.BERTS: No, I did not. And I would say to han. 

gentlemen opposite that I have listened 10.'ithout any objectiotlS to any 

of them, and if any of them wants to cross swords, l et him ~et his 

rapier out. But I will say, Sir, that most of them come to a batt le 

of \/its half armed and I expect, Mr. Speaker, the same courtesy that 

I have accorded them, all of !:hem, each o.f them. T.Jhat I said 

was there was some facts which in my view demanded an explanation. 

The Premier agreed •Nith that. There was no debate . 1 spoke. Tile 

Chair ruled there was a prima facie question of privil ege. It 

allowed the r.tot i on to be presented. I spoke in support of a 

motion. The Premier got up and suggesced an amendment to t he 

effect chat instead of a sel ect committee that a royal commissi on 

be appointed. The commission was appointed . The Chie f Justice of 

:-iewfoundland received t he commission, carried it out, made his findings, 

and t here the matter rested. I accepted the findings. ile found 

t hat t he television set in question had been - I am not sure t hn t 

he found it had been paid for by the Premier, or wi~ther he 

pnrased it as 
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Xr. Roberts: that there was no evidence to indicate it had not 

been paid for by the Premier. 

SOME RON. MEMBERS: That is right. 

MR. ROBERTS: But in any event)the Chief Justice made his report 

and there the matter rested. Now what I find curious is this, Sir; that 

matter of a television set was nowhere near as serious. The very most 

it could have been-offensive to me, it went right to the core of my 

belief, of my understanding of morality, but $1,500, AlJ sorts of 

' people said to me around the Province, "So what? It was only $1,500!" As if 

somehow you could be a little bit pregnant, you know. But in any event, 

the Premier in that case was quick enough to suggest and demand a royal 

commission to search out the truth, and he got involved in his seat and 

mine, and if he had allowed the inquiry to be a full and complete one, 

and we would find out where all of the other television sets went, but 

they were not-and the Chief Justice commented on that in his reports,by 

the way; he commented his terms of reference were very ~~rrow, and he, 

of course, stayed within them. 

But I find it passing strange that on this case, 

infinitely more serious, the Premier has not been the very first to 

leap to his feet and demand a commission of inouiry and say to his 

colleagues, "Back me and we will have a commission of enquiry and we will get 

to the truth of it." That is what he c-ught to have done, in my view. 

SOME RON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. ROBERTS: He did it once, Mr. Speaker, for a far lesser, 

in many people's view, a far lesser offense than this,because if this 

charge is proven here, if a committee were to sit and that committee 

were to make a finding against the Premier,that finding~as we all agree, 

would destroy the Premier in public life. And yet no demand for an 

inquiry. In fact, Sir, I venture to say that hon. gentlemen 

opposite have already decided, each and every one of them of his own 

free will, to down this motion, and they will in due course. At some 

point it will come on for debate. 

But I think it is worthv of comment, Sir, that the 

Premier 1 normally so willing to refer issues to an independent inquiry. 
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~!r. Roberts: has not suggested that here and obviously will not 

pennit it. And since he has a majority of the House to his back_ not 

a majority of the Province, a majority of the House 

~lR . H. RO~TE: He just (inaudible1 

MR. ROBERTS: - a majority of the House to his back,then there will be 

no inquiry. The matter will be stifled. It will not die. Ben Shawn, 

the American,once said, "You have not converted a man just because you 

have silenced him." The doubts will remain. If anything, they will 

grow. 

Mr. Speaker, I have only a few minutes left, What? 

I have about ten? I have got to get used to this forty-five minute rule 

instead of the ninety minutes,the luxury to which I was formally accustom. 

SOME RON. MEMBERS : Oh, a h! 

MR. ROBERTS: I have about ten, I thank Your Honour's assistants at 

the Table. 

I have already talked about the House and my feelings 

and I will now talk about it again because 9I can say candidly,! have been 

ashamed at times the way this House has carried on, And I accept my full 

share of the guilt. I am not saying I am above it or below it or beneath 

it or away from it; I am a part of the House for better or for worse. 

But I certainly share the feeling of almost all han. members that this 

House this year has been irrelevant. We have not come to grips with the 

problems that beset this Province. They are not being discussed here. 

We are getting no leadership from the government. They have 

not produced a piece of ·legislation worth talking about. The Budget is 

a disaster}piled upon a disaster,piled upon a disaster. We are not even 

being allowed to debate it. At some point they will have to call the 

Budget motion so they can once again increase taxes. We will have a 

crack at that. But that is all another story, Sir: there will be 

another time for it. 

The only point I want to make, Sir, is that the 

most effective way I can think of, the most effective way I can conceive 

to restore this House if we feel,as I do, that our reputation~ our 

standin~ in the eyes of our fellow citizens, our peers, to use the term 

misused by the Minister of Transportation earlier this evening, if we feel 
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~IR. ROBERTS : 

~IR. W. ~. ROWE: 

}IR. ROBERTS : 

Tape 2178 (~i.ght) 

that our stand -

Minister of Tourism, was it not? 

~o. The Mi.nister of Tourism I did not even 

listen to ·I have learned long ago not to bother with that . 

SOHE BON. MEMBERS: 

~IR. ROBERTS: 

Bear, hear! 

If we feel that the reputation of this 

Pk - 3 

House has suffered, and that we today stand lower in the eyes of our 

peers throughout this Province than we did hitherto, or than we ought to, 

I think we can tonight take a giant step towards restoring that. 

Because the issue here, Sir, is not whether a committee will be set 

up or not- that is what will be decided by the voce. That is the 

mechanics, the mechanism - the issue is whether we are going to seek 

out the truth or not. And there can be no doubt 
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~!R . RO BERTS : on the evidence t hat has been l ed 

by the Presier, as well as by the gentleman from Twillingate, 

there can be no doubt that there is at least a question 

about that. Xaybe I formed a view, and perhaps there is 

evidence which if I was aware of it would change my view, 

but whether I formed a view as to whether or not the Premier 

N'!1 - 1 

has been telling the truth is not the matter to which I directed 

my ~nd this day~ it is not the matter which will determine 

how I vote this night! The question is whether 'there is something 

to be investigated. I say there is. And I can understand how 

reasonable men can differ on reasonable questions, but I am unable 

to understand how any person approaching the matter with an 

impartial mind, an open mind, could possibly vote other than 

to set up this committee, Or if we object to the coiiiillittee- and 

I am not very keen on a Committee of the Hhole House, I am not 

even keen on a select committee because by their very nature they 

are partisan and I was in the House when ?1r. Groom, who was then 

Comptroller and Deputy Xinister of Finance, and Mr. Howley,who 

was then, as now, Auditor General, were invited to appear before 

the House and did appear. And I was in the House, again as 

a member, when Mr. Shaheen and a number of his associates in the 

Come By Chance venture appeared before the House, neither of them 

a very useful proceeding, neither of them much of a way to get 

at the truth,to the nub of the matter- I would favour an enquiry 

by a judge or by some other party. And where is Fabian 0 1 De a 

now that ~<e really need him1 You k11.ow. It does not have to be 

cne of Her !laj esty 1 s Judges. It could be any man of stature, any 

man of ability, any man of probity. Ue does not even have to be 

a lawyer. We are not asking for legal interpretations. I could not 

care less whether these contracts were in effect or not as legally 

binding documents. That is not the issue. Hon. gentlemen who think 

i t is,I suggest,are misdirecting their minds. They are clutching at 

stra~1s in an e ffort to t ry to get away from fac i ng t he r eal decision. 
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~UL ROBERTS; And the real point is: was there a deal? 

And there was! And there was not just one, there were three 

separate deals made by this government and made by this 

government in the face of consistent, constant, persistent 

repeated and deliberate denials that there was any such thing 

in contemplation. ney did it time and time again. It could 

not have been accidental. It must have been knowing, It 

must have been deliberate. It must have been intentional. 

I cannot put any other words on it, Mr. Speaker. You cannot 

possibly come to any other conclusion. They were wheeling and 

dealing. They were making deals with developers. Whether they 

were good deals or bad deals nobody knew because we could not 

find out. We did not know. We did not know that they had agreed 

to rent 408,000 square feet of space at whatever it was, $8 

a foot. I do not know if that is a reasonable price or not, 

and could not care less. We did not 1~ow they had agreed to 

rent 75,000 to 100,000 square feet of space. We did not know 

they had agreed to rent 270,000 square feet of space, all 

these deals, Sir. 

Now I know government cannot negotiate 

publicly but by heavens, Mr. Speaker, government can answer truthfully. 

They could say, ''We are negotiating. n 

SOME RON. ~!EMBERS : Hear, hear! 

:llt. ROBERTS: Mr. Speaker, let me conclude by saying 

that I, like every member of this House- and I question no 

member's motives. I think every hon. member is genuine and 

serves as best he can, according to his own lights, I questinn 

no man. I question no member - am all concerned 

about this Province. We all have a deep love for this 

Province. We have all chosen to make our homes here, raise 

our families here. We have all chosen to go into public life,which 

can have its good points, it can have its high points, but it can 

2lso have its valleys, and also h2ve its bad days, it can also :1ave 

its ~nhappy exneriences. But that is na~t of it. If you are not 
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::R . lf)3ERTS: willi~g co carry the Queec's rLfle,in 

c~a c old saying , then you have no right to take the Queen's 

shilling . And i f you enter public life you have got to be 

prepared for whatever fate may bring, 

But , Sir , all of us are concerned 

about this Province, and all of us feel the people of this 

Province have a right to the hi~hest possible service from 

us , the fifty-one of us, good, bad , indifferent, tall, fat, 

ugly, short, green, black, pink or yellow, it does not matter. 

We are what the't'e is. It is the only House there is goinl'l to 

be until there is an election, and there is obviously going to 

be no election for a year o r two or three . We 2re all there is . 

We are the only possible forum the ~eople of this Province 

have to determine the truth. And I am goinst to voce for t !\:i= 

motion, Sir. 
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NR. ROBERTS: I am going to vote for it 

not as a Liberal - I do not view it as a Liberal motion 

and I would be very much happier if hen. gentlemen 

opposite did not view it as a Tory motion or a Liberal 

motion or a Tory response to a Liberal motion. I am 

going to vote for it because I believe that is the way 

I can best serve this Province this day. I suggest to 

all hon. members that they do likewise. They are not 

voting to condemn the Premier or condemn the government 

- that is a red herring. It is like a rotten mackerel, 

~t stinks in the moonlight' to use an old phrase. 

MR. NOLAN: 

}fR. ROBERTS: 

Randolph. 

Yes, it was Edmund Jennings 

Randolph, I believe, in the American House of Representatives. 

It is completely irrelevant. The Premier is not being 

condemned -he may feel he is, but he has no right to. 

He would be condemned~ now this may be the nub of it, 

because the Premier knows whatever he knows and he may 

feel that if the Committee met and sent for witnesses 

and examined papers the Committee would decide and would 

then recommend that the Premier be condemned because he 

had then,in the Committee's view,misled the House. But 

as of now there is no condemnation. The motion simply 

says that the House resolve itself into Committee of the 

Whole, that we appoint a Committee which happens to be 

a Committee of the Whole to consider certain matters, 

no finding made, we are not passing sentence before we 

hear the evidence. We want to hear the evidence. And 

I find it passing strange, Sir, that hon. gentlemen 

opposite, including in particular the Premier, who was 

so quick on the television set inquiry where again he 

knew all the facts. The evidence was led and the 

Chief Justice made the finding and Your Honour can 
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~!R. ROBERTS: accept it or Your Honour 

can reject it, but it scands, che finding of the 

Chief Justice of this Province in response to questions 

put to him under a Commission. I find it passing strange, 

and I would say to han. gentlemen opposite, all of whom 

are honourable men, all of whom, I believe, are genuinely 

and deeply interested, as we all are, in getting at the 

truth of this matter, I would say to them, Sir, they 

ought to reflect upon that. Why is there to be no 

investigation? If there is nothing to be hidden,why 

not let the truth come out? The Bible tells us, "The 

truth shall make you free." Sir, I am going to vote for 

it. I would ask and suggest that all hon. members vote 

for this motion. If they have nothing to fear they will 

vote for it, and if they do not vote for it, each of us 

and each of the citizens of this Province will draw his 

own conclusions. I am voting for it, Sir, because in my 

opinion, a vote for this motion is the only way to 

establish the truth of what actually happened. It is the 

only way to establish in truth whether the Premier of this 

Province misled this House or not. 

SOME RON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. ROBERTS: That is the only way you will 

establish it. And I would say, Sir, to establish the truth 

should be the fierce determination of each and every one 

of us. As long as I am here, Sir, that is what I shall 

try to do. I can think of no better way to serve this 

Province and her people. 

SOME RON. MEMBERS: 

!1R. SPEAKER: 

Conception Bay South. 

Thank you. 

Hear, hear! 

The bon. the member for 
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~!R. NOLAN: If I may, Mr. Speaker, just a 

very few brief words at this late hour, at 1:45 A. M. 

SOME RON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. ~OLAN: I listened with great attention, 

as I believe all hon. members did on all sides, to our 

bon. friend who just spoke and indicated his concern about 

the matter that has been before us now for a number of 

hours. 

We have heard lectures today 

from a number of people about the dignity of the House, 

decorum, what the people think of us or do not think of 

us, whose fault it is, and so on, and at the same time we 

find ,;nrprising statements. For example, the ~inister of 

Tourism in his remarks had the unmitigated gall to suggest 

that all the people over here - if be did not use those 

exact words, if he did not use the word 'all' -hated the 

members opposite. 

AN RON . MEHBER: He has a complex . 

HR. NOLAN: I suppose the hon. the member for 

Grand Falls {Mr. Lundrigan) believes that too. 

!1R. LUNDRIGAN: 

~fR. ~OLAN: 

:tR , RIDEOUT. 

HR. NOLAN: 

MR. SPEAKER: 

member at a time. 

No, I do not mind that at all. 

No. 

Now he cannot take it. 

Yes. 

Order, please! Only one bon. 
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'!R. NOLAN: .\nd then you have the gentleman 1.rho, after 

lectucin~ us on the fact that all those over here hate the hon. 

gentlemen opposite, goes on to talk about decorum in the House, 

how the place has gone down, ho1v the people have lost respect 

for us. I wonder why, Mr. Speaker, I wonder why? 

The first thing that the Premier of this 

Province should have done tonivht when he stood to speak was 

to aoolo~ize to all members on this side of the House of Assembly. 

He was talking with great enthusiasm and emotion about clearing 

his good name. And yet he never had a moment's hesitatinn~apparently, 

in suggesting and branding evervone over here as being informers. 

That is what the han. the Premier did. He made a number of efforts 

to apologize to a number of people tonight, and perhaps properly 

so, but it seems to me if certainly not first, on~ of the 

groups he should have included in that apology list were all 

:r.embers 011 this side of the House of Assembly, because 1vhat he 

said publicly in this House was that there were one or two people 

w:1o cared enough for the truth on this side of the House; in other 

vmrds they had broken their solidarity, confidentiality, within 

the caucus. 

MR. R. MOORES: Had forewarned him. 

~. NOLAN: And had forewarned him. 

Can anyone really in this House imagine 

my hon. friend from Fogo (Captain E. Winsor) rushing to the 

Premier to inform him of something like that? Would someone 

tell me or try to suggest to me,for example,that the hon. member 

for Bonavista South (llr. J. Morgan) 1vould run to inform? Of 

course not, of cou!se not. And I find it particularly offensive, 

Mr. Speaker. We are now talking in this House, with this 

resolution about a committee to be set up. According to the 

Premier if the vote does not go in his favour it 1vill destroy 

him and so on. That is nonsense. It will not. It certainly 

will not. And yet the han. the Premier, who is so interested 

r.m.; in ;laving h::.s name cleared and his f=ily u.ot emoarrassed, ar,d 
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~:ho can ~lame :•im for that, does :1e 

forget t!::lat we all have families, that ue all have feelings, ti1at 

'!e all :1ave some honour and integrity? Does he feel that he is the 

only one •dth a monopoly on this? He owes this House an apology 

and he should not leave tonight without offering it to the members 

on this side of the House. It is as simple as that. 

Now, Hr. Speaker, no one here has 

called the Premier a liar, no one. No one has said any such thing, 

to say that he is a rogue. I am using now the words that he 

mentioned in his remarks tonight. No one said that. f.nd not 

only that, I do not recall ever in my experience here in the 

House of Assembly, ever using any such derrogatory terms towards 

any member on any side at any time. Never! So where is it all 

coming from? It is a pretty sad thing to see that because 

there seems to be, as the hen. member indicated, a partisan 

political, it has fallen into the PC -Liberal debate again, that 

He are now here, at this hour of the morning. and hopefully will 

eventually vote, but the thing is that this Committee needs to be 

set up. 

Now there are a number of other things 

that have crept in here. Hr. Dobbin's name has been bandied about, 

for example. I certainly have not mentioned it, but it has been 

mentioned here in this House. And I had no intention of mentioning 

it at all until the Premier spoke. Apparently the Premier :1as 

access to ~lr. Dobbin, not only to do business and as a friend, 

that is okay; he is the Premier of the Province, he has the 

committee and Cabinet Committee and so on, nothing ••rang •·1ith that. 

They are good friends, nothing wrong .vith that. But ••hen Hr. Dobbin 

starts providing 
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~R. NOLAN: 

documentation, legal documents and letters today, 

apparently designed to refute the information as tabled, 

I would hope, in all honesty by my friend, the han. the 

Leader of the Opposition, I mean, does Mr. Dobbin now 

bring himself into the political game? Is he? Is Mr. Dobbin 

tonight attempting to influence this House of Assembly? 

I call upon Mr. Dobbin now to offer publicly to appear 

before the Committee of this House to answer the questions 

that will certainly be asked of him not only on this side, 

but, I am sure, by han. members opposite. And may I say 

also - and I am no lawyer, but there are lawyers in this 

House and ~e have heard from them - if there is anything 

wrong with the alleged legal agreement that was tabled 

here tonight by the Premier, provided by Mr . Dobbin, and 

if it was in any way designed to deceive the members of 

this House, then Mr. Dobbin must appear and answer or 

the Premier on his behalf, and it seems to me that would 

be unfair to the Premier. 

I am not sure that this debate 

is going to improve the tenor 

House, I am not sure at all. 

of the activity of this 

Almost all members on all 

sides of the House of Assembl y do chit-chat back and forth 

from time to time privately. It is not an uncommon occurrence, 

we are not always at each others throats. We have all 

heard the things that are going around about accommodation 

and so on. Who is saying it is true? I am not, because 

I do not know. I do not have the evidence, I do not have 

the documentation. I have heard for two or three years 

that ~r. Dobbin has been going around with a little piece 

of paper in his inside pocket saying he can put the 

bulldozers in the ground any time. I am not the only member 
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~R. NOLAN: in the House of Assembly who 

has heard that on either side. And not only that, 

men and women who are in political life in this Province 

and other places, and may I say, journalists, are sometimes 

the victims of every crackpot who wants to come around with 

a rumour anyway. 

it is the truth. 

But they are not all crackpots, some of 

Would anyone suggest, for example, that 

even in the building trade there may be a little jealousy, 

maybe even towards Mr. Dobbin? I do not think Mr. Dobbin 

would give me a letter denying that - hardly. So maybe 

some of his competitors may have been responsible for some 

of these stories, I do not know . Maybe some political 

opponents of his one way or another, I do not know that 

either. But what I am asking Mr. Dobbin to do is not to 

interfere with any inquiry in this House. And I would like 

to know from Mr. Dobbin, and I hope,since he will not tell 

me, that he will now tell the press a little more about 

the legal document that he caused to have tabled here tonight, 

because it was de~ivered to the Premier specifically for 

usage in this House tonight. And the same thing applies 

to his letter. Now I have known Mr. Dobbin and his family 

for years and I wish him well. I am not one of those who 

gets any joy in seeing any businessman going under. There 

is enough of that in this Province, and the more free 

enterprisers and entrepreneurs we have who can successfully 

establish good business in this Province, we have to welcome 

them with open arms. And I am sure Mr. Dobbin would certainly 

agree with that. And he has operated not only here in 

Newfoundland but in the United States and other parts of 

the Mainland. But in view of what I have seen tonight, 

I would hope that perhaps Mr. Dobbin might be good enough 

to favour us on this side in the future with any documentation 

that he might have on matters concerning the public of t h ~s 
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:·!R. :'-lOLA~!: Province. And we do have a 

right to know - the people have a right t o know - or 

perhaps inform the members of the press if he wishes to 

go that route. I hope tha t the members of this Hou se 

will vote to set up this Committee. I do not agree that 

if t he vote is for the setting up of the Committee chat 

it means that the Premier of this Province should resign . 

Nonsense! Absolute nonsense! And surely, no one opposite 

believes that . lo/ hy should he resign? There will be a 

Committee of the Whole House and t he evidence that is brought 

in, those who testify and so on,with immuoity,will have an 

opportunity to have their say. 
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o 1 1 red '::err!.r:s ::;c:le.!i~ t~at t he Prenier t..7ill :lave to resi~, t! ·at .te ~ .. ~1.:.1 

-;:ave to r-:si~ 710t only l!is position as t~.e Premier, possi~ly lear.er of 

t:~e rc Part;', :Out also his seat in the JTouse of ,\sser.':lly. ::,~t is not sc, 

:mn there is no mel!lber c;:>p·:>s:!.te rho can prove that it is so. f>o, let us 

see, then, how the vote will go. Hill it be as my han. friend in<licated, 

:::ce.use if it is, I al!l afrai<l that there are fCine to be J.ots of 

ether people '-'"o are zoing to look at it, those in the pres:;. :,11 citizens 

are not ':>lind to w!'!at goes on in here. ':"11ey I"~Y P"~Y sotr.e i!ttention, I ar.1 

sur~ t:-..ey do, to sol'le of t!-.e things that are mentioneil in <lebate. It is 

not "'ll narr'.e-calling, character assassination, but I thinl: <>e •-Till !ill ~ce 

j uds-ed one ~-;ay or another if 1-1e attempt in any ;:ray, s~urpe, oL fot"!T! 

I£, as our frie11_G says, there r-rere t::ree. ·:le2ls 

on accoFnodation for the r.~vernment of this Province anQ for accommodation 

and extra acconmodation and; incidentajly, you l:nmc, there are - I l:no•·r t'1cre 

is a need fer accommodation but I also l:nm.- there are other neerl-s in t!'!is 

?rovince for other things t1:1.at peo~le neerl t:"Jat !'erhaps T"OT'ey could cle 

:,etter "I'ent on. ~·aybe the han. members might •vent to consider that. 

So, l'r. Speaker, the hour is late and f>er11eps 

ot:1er ho11. !".embers Hould uant to aclc'lt:ess the!".selves to t~le i"\Attl'?.r 1··efore ,,s. 

I, for o!'le, ·will certair:ly vote for this ro-r~itt~e 11ec;;use r 11ave no other 

c'!.!oice ar.:-:~ again, I call U!)On the Pre~ier of t!~e Frovince nor·r in his list 

a~ F..;Jologies <>hich he ma-'e reference to at the hee;inning: of ·, is rere2.rl.s 

t~is .;w~ninc:, to find sor>te <·lay before this pArticular o:veninrr or !I1ornii'.f 

:='.oses to either explain hi<- accusations directed at members of this si<:'.e 

of the House of Assembly and charging them, and a blan!cet charg•.,, cf bein::; 

infor.1ants and so on, or else ,;ithdra't-7. 'Me nade a point chis evening 

of sa:•ins that he did not r.~ind apologizin~, rlid not r.>ind wit:-.rlrawing a 

st?.teT",ent ,.,~ere ·,.e uas r-rrong. Fell, fine, •;e can only adnire 'ln<l respect 
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"!'. . SPE!-JT'"l : !'on. me"'ber for Terra ~·ova. 

:!R. 'T'. IXSH: "r. Speaker, I rise to say a few r-rorrls in this 

de ':late and "ant to say from the outset that I uiJ 1 be sunporting t'his 

r10tion. iUH! r.ot'1in~ t:·,at t::e Premier said or nothing t!lat other T"eTICbers 

orposit:e said convinced ne t:•.at I should "oe voting other--dse. 

'!"he ~,on. 1T!e'!'1ber frorc the Straits of :'elle Isle 

("rr. r..oberts) in naking the excellent speech ths.t 1'le P.arl.e referrerl. to 

son-.e of t~e irrelevancies in this particular rlebate ar.d <1lso tall-.ed a~:o~.:t 

t'1e seca'1.c'hand legal advice that came by to."ay and, I an: sure, he must 

r~ali:':e J-cu I feel a!1rl. ot~er erl.ncatcrs feel v1,en ~~e get not onJ7 second:-:a"rl 

2. .... ...l :ourth~ar.:'. 

~~r. Speaker, t!'-.is :.s not the ~~ind o-F r1 ebe.t~ tt...at 

I tE.1:e great :>le<~sure in 9articipating in.,but as I sat here this evening 

:1earing all sorts of izmuendoes a..;rl. accusations l1ein~ passer. this uay 

at t'.1e v.otives of tbe Leacer of the Opposition c>.nrl., indeec', at all Opoosition 

nembe!'s, all of us as a ;;roup in presenting this mot:!.or. this evening, 

::. felt o0ligated to 6et cp and to say a fe~J t,·ords. But, "r. Speal:er, I feel 

the same as other "'e"'bers ~~ho spoke in this <?..ebate '-rhen they re<.:errec to 

tl·.e f2ct that other ircportant econorric issues sl:ould l·e raiset:". in this 

de "':.late, t~e issuas of unern:lloyr.-ent and th~ other issues relate·-' to t:.."'le 

cost of living, issues relating to e~ucation and teac1~er C\!t,~ac:·.s. ':1: course. 

, :r. Spe~ker, I ~·Jould l:!.~:e 
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~1R. LUSH: 

to raise those issues, and I have attempted from time to time in 

this hon. House in this present session to raise these issues. 

have attempted to do that. But strangely enough up to this point I 

have not noticed any great enthusiasm, any great effort on the part 

of hon. members opposite to discuss these economic issues~until 

this evening. I have not noticed that. Indeed I have noticed an 

effort to avoid talking about these issues. But today for some 

reason or other members across the way, hon. members opposite, raised 

these important, economic issues. They would like to talk about 

these issues. \~ell, Mr. Speaker, I hope that we are going to get an 

opportunity in this House to talk to these important issues I am 

hoping that the House is going to be open long enough where can 

talk about the unemployment prohlem in this Province, ~! here can 

talk about the 32,000 people who are unemployed and find out from 

the government just what action they are ~oing to take to ensure that 

we are going to get jobs for these 32,000 people whr are unemployed. 

want to speak to these issues. 

I v1ant to speak to the issue of education in this Province 

and I am hoping,as I have said before,that before this hon. House 

is closed that I am going to be given an opportunity to talk to these 

important issues. I want to discuss these oroblems. am hoping,as 

I have said before,that the occasion will present itself where we 

can talk about these important issues and not only talk about them 

and discuss them but to take action on them. 

Mr. Speaker, this government cannot have their cake and eat 

it too . When unsavoury issues come up, when unsavour.v issues arise 

they must be dealt with. When scandals arise they must be dealt 

with. Now, Mr. Speaker, somebody alluded to the fact that on this 

side of the House that maybe we have been too diplomatic and there 

was one point that caught my attention today when the hon. member 

for St. John's East (Mr. Marshall) was speaking.' am just here 

trying to find my notes and I cannot seem to do it. Rut the hon. member 
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MR. LUSH: 

for St. John's East when talking in this debate today mentioned 

that in referring to the Opposition and in its effort to condemn the 

government, he made some reference to the fact that the function 

of the Opposition was to create scandal. Now, Mr. Speaker, I do not 

know whether that was a slip of the tongue or t~hether the han. member 

did it deliberately. But the function of the Opposition, the member 

said, was to create scandal. That is the major rPason why I rose 

to speak to this debate this evening. There is no way that I ~1ant 

to be part of any group of people, be it a political party or any 

organization,whose function is to create scandal. do not say that 

it is not the job of the Opposition to expose the scandal. 

r1r. Speaker, you do not have to be around this House very 

long in the last few weeks to realize that it is not the Opposition 

that is creating the scandal. Mr. Speaker, I would suggest that these 

~Jere very unparliamentary remarks coming from the han. member for 

St. John's East, coming from a lawyer who is supposed to know what 

the function of an Opposition is, Tc say that it is our job,the 

function of the Opposition,to create scandal is ridiculous, Mr. Speaker, 

absolutely ridiculous. And had I the copy from Hansard earlier 

would have asked the han. gentleman to withdraw the remarks but 

was not sure that I vtas hearing the right thing. could not 

believe that the han. member for St. John's East was making that 

remark about the Opposition. I was not sure. And I cannot put my 

hands on the copy right now but it is here somewhere among this pile 

of notes that I have here. Here it is. Now I have found it. There 

it is. 

It says ~ now let me see. "Nm•t this issue, 111r. Speaker, affects 

the whole House. It is more serious,! think,than members realize. 

The general public is,I think, I am not talking about 

what is going back, I am talking ~·hat is going back and forth - the 

general public is fed up with the bickering that is aoing back and forth 

across this Assembly~· 
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' I, ~yself, feel thrlt t~e 0nposition , 

\Jhich is t!1e Onnosition' s function, its overall nlan is to cre»te 

scandal after scandal and thus at tempt to shm; lack of confidence 

in t \ e ~overnment. '' 

"F.. FLIG!IT: He do not create them, t-Te expose them. 

't't. LT:SP.: ~r. Speaker, it is completely unparliamentary for the member 

for St. John's East to make that allegation, to make that 

accusat:ion. 

A point of privilege of the House, 

~ rr. Speaker. 

' ' R. SPEAKE'R : ------· A point of privilege. 

"P. ~!EAPY: - ----- I am raising t~is matter at the earliest 

op]'lortunity. lJe did r.ot have Hansard. But now the han. 

gentleman has quoted from Hansard,having gone to the Editor 

of Debates and gotten a copy of the transcript, where the han. member 

fer St. John's East O'r. !Aarshall) accused the Opposition of 

creating scandal after scandal. That is completely untrue, Sir. 

It is unfounded, it is unparliamentary. It is attaching motives 

to the work of the Opposition. And having raised it at the 

earliest opportunity, Sir, I would ask Your Honour to direct 

the member for St. John's East (Mr. Narshall) to withdraw that 

unparliamentary remark and apologize to the House. 

SOYF BON . l·ml'EE'RS : Hear, hear: 

'!11.. LUS'~ : P.idiculous. 

r~r. Speaker, it is only early yet tonight . 

Perhaus •.-1e could go back to 1958 to 1960 and 1970 and all the 

rest of it. You know. obviously that remark was not out of order 

and ol:>viously it ,;as not risen at the earliest possible opportunity, 

and obviously the Opposition again does not know the rules or 

the functions of this honourable House. 

' 'R. SPEAKER: The remark of the 

hon. member to which exception is taken t.;as very close to this -

I do not have the script in front of me - it is the function of the 

r:--ro ~'i. tio'1 to cre,te s candal. 1 car.r o t see that t l: ere i s a point of rri vile? e 
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~'r. Sneal.:~r. 

involved. There could be a difference of opinion·. 

an '-!on. membe.r might think the function of the Opposition is 

to create scandal and another hen. member might think it is 

the function of the Opposition to do something else or something 

else. But it is a statement of opinion. It is not an imputation 

0f motives. It is a statement of opinion. I could not ask 

the hen. r.en tlerran to '"i thd raw it. 

The han. member. 

Mr. Speaker, again I am tremendously 

~urprised that that kind of remark came from the han. me~ber 

for St. John's East (¥r. ><arshall), tremendously surprised 

and disappointed that he saw fit to make that kind of remarK, 

to cast these allegations to Opposition members. 

In reference, !'r. Speaker, to a few 

ot~er of the spea~ers that spoke earlier in the debate, the 

!l'ember for St. John's Centre (Hr. Murphy) t<ith his pious and 

sanctimonious statements of past developments in this honourable 

Rouse a~out the Opposition, the performance of the Opposition in 

the past and the decorum of the House, it is sickenint' to the 

stomach, sickening~to say the least. :~ow, Yr. Speaker, 

I em not one of those members who delves into the past because 

J am a person who dea,s t>'ith the present and with the immediate 

future, but J just v7ant to rer.~ind the member that I do have 

a good memory, that I do recall some of the developments that 

,.,ent on. But just to hear these pious and sanctimonious statements, 

as I said before, is enough to sicken anybody who !·.no"s anything 

about the past performance of the previous Opposition. And also 

i.n reference to that, along the same line I want to say someth5.ng 

about the nonsen~e, the unadulterated nonsense and the unmitigated 

t'<·•addle that was presented by the han. ~:inister of Fisheries talking 

a~out the Opposition in not ' raising Questions ahout the fisheries 

in tr.·ts 'Drovjnce. ~~en.:, ~fr. Speaker, just one ~;,_TQrd of 2dvir:F.: to the 

}·on. ~~:.-:ister of risheries! Tf he learned to l·.r.~p his ansrvers precise 
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and concise , ! am sure that possibly we ~ould give hirr more 

<'uest:!.ons. But the ll'inute a cuestion ts directed to the 

hon . minister he is :!.=ediately like a st:ucl< record . ''ncl 

tris is the ex~ple of another gentle~an who want s : o have 

his cal:e and eat it too. F'.e is the kind of gentlet:~an ~o~ho takes 

credit for the abundance of fish that is now on the coast, but, 

of course , is objecting to the licencing system. And, you l;no1:, 

for a ~~ntlemao wi~~ that kind of an attitude i t is very difficult 

to try and accommodate him. 

But, Hr. Speaker, I want to get 

back precisely to the ~otion 1 the ~orion which I said ~at I 

~·•11 vote for, a motion ~ihich neither 
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o: r::e r-overn:r.ent side :1ave convinced rr:e that I shoulcl vet<> asninst. 

"'r. Speaker, a~ain the motion refers to alle2;ations affectin> t~ce ?remi·:!r 

:cislea:iing t".e Rouse and to set up, or to resolve the Eouse into a 

~omnittee of t''-e ;-!hole to dig to the ':lottom c•f t~is situation, to fine! 

out the truth, to investigate the •,mole matter. Yr. :'peaker, I •·mule! suggest 

that if t<e are go in!; to raise the integrity of this ''ouse, if ··:e c>.re foi:;r: 

to restore confidence in t..'1is ''ouse, if ue are going to •·•ant t'1e people of 

t':is '?rovince to pnt f.ait't in t"tis Eouse, it seems to l!'.e t!>at t'lis is t'·,e 

only tlirection in 1'hich to go, to resolve this 'Rouse into tl,e "ortr.-.ittee 

of tl,e '•i:1ole: to r1elve into t!1e •·rltole matter and to finr1 out the trut11, to 

fin·i out j '.1'5t -.; .. That is going on. As I h. ave sai ·1, ;'r. Speal:er, eu~"='~ h::-s !- een 

l ot~1ing sai\j in t~1is ~ebat~ to rlate to cause ~e to c::anr.;e n:r st~n i -c-~ t~is 

:--articular :T'otion. 

q,testions ~ave been n'>Ler' relatin:> to t1· e constn!ction 

cf C-overmrent buildings or the expansion of r.overnm~'1t l,ni1 i!ings, relatint; 

to plans and arrangel'l.ents, and as laic1 out so clev.rl:r, so concisely, and 

so explicitly ')y the Leader- .,f the Oppostion, time after time t1·,e anSiver 

uas 'no'. There ,,•ere r'.enials as to the existence of any ;>lans or any 

So, '~r. Speaker, I am convincerl on t1\e :,as is of 

'"'~at I ',ave ;,e:J.rrl ~·1ere this evenini', I am convince·c that the "'earler of t',~ 

··d:1-1.i.,J; . tt..·at is not a r1atter that I ':·!a,.,_t to get into. '"~l} I ~-LJo'l:i fro"r" 

t:<:e evi-1~nce r>resente~ '>y t'-,e Le~ -:'. er of t'1e "ppositioT' <'!'.<' by t"le 11on. 

ner·'::"!r fran t :\e Straits of Bell~ Isle ("r. ~cherts) iR that t~1erP •-;er"! 

quastions as1:ed about pla11.S and arrangements <lnc1 1as I }'.ave SUff:ested 

before, they •·Jere all denie.i. 

··~ou, "r. Speal:er, t 1!is is a strange tun! of eW~71tS

T:lis is a c1ramatic tum of eve~ts from t~. e r.ovemment t'.lat was zoin::; to 

o;>erate on a philosophy of complete openness- the (iovemner.t, ~· , e -:->qrt;r-
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~~opl~ .. 7:~.3.: is :! stranr:~ turn of events . ~:hen .,e \1 S': ~t1es tinns "!er~ 

i~ t':e rol•Se of \sse!l'.:lly relr.tir>~ to ?l 1~s .::r.r. a1·r.1nvR:-~r:cs -.:'•2.c er" 

::~veale! :.:; t'\c .. .:~use to !.ndeerl :lave <!One on :,ecause ! .. P.!I t , .!y 

convi:lce,; 1~en t~e l..ear!e1: of t!le Op;-o-:::.cion brouz:lt i'l ~'\is Aocul'".en t 

and '•roug!\t it llefore t he J:o·:se of Asser.bly. l,ut t :-ten. uhen t he r :-cn:ier s:•nkt> 

t' .,., on t~'! ~a!1le,chen I ~ .·a s rl.owly convince:! o: t'le :-:atter ref!lrrl!.rl :o 

'.Jy l:~e ~earler o! t!".e Cp!)oSition, tl:e true co,fes s1ons s"'o:dn~ r.ot 

cnly one deal but several deals . t.s I sai<', : ·:r. '>!"eal:er, ~::i.s is a 

st:ranse turn of eve:lts . The ~over:u-:ent t~l't I·Ias going t o IJe nc>en . c'· .• 

~a:r:~· t.'-at ·4-as "Oir.g to govern t';is "rovir.ce on a -.oJ.icy of Ol"enr:ess, 

c:;P. !'a::t'· c:1a:: t·as ~oing co r,mrern this "rovince on chc rhilosop';y C'! 

;:a'·.:_-,. t'•e !:OV'!! l;":'l:-2'1t to -.:' :e "eo"l1<!, .ontl ~ou. t.:.,e !:l' ' : a"C 1'1~ !:O rt~ r: . 

.a "leti :ion O:\ "e\~111~ of cor.s titue:ncs ·;~en c!ley travel a!l r.':c '!37 fror 
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~1R. LUSH : 

when they were talking about the openness -

MR. NEARY: The time has come. 

MR. LUSH: Right, when they were saying, "The time has come! '1 

Is that what they would have done to an hon. member? Deny him the 

unanimous consent of the House of Assembly to present a petition 

on behalf of just about 900 people on a matter of very serious concern 

to them? 

MR. NEARY: Hear, hear! 

MR. LUSH: And would not grant this han. member the unanimous 

consent of the House to present that petition. The people who 

delivered it to me hired a bus, spent their time and ener~y in getting 

this petition together. Mr. Speaker, that is where this party has 

come to. Such immaturity and such irresponsibility, such arrogance 

this Province has never known. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. LUSH: Now, Mr. Speaker, I shall be supporting this motion 

because I believe that we need to get to the bottom of this matter. 

I believe the truth needs to be exposed. Mr. Speaker, if members 

on the other side have nothing to hide, if they have got nothing to 

conceal,then I see no reason why they will not agree to this motion 

that the House resolve itself into the Corrmittee of the l•!hole so that 

this matter can be fully discussed, so that this matter can be fully 

looked into. Mr . Speaker, it is the only route to go. And I think 

the Premier should want to do it, all members of the government should 

~<tant to do it, all members of the House of .Assembly should want to 

follow this route so that the truth can be knm~n . As the han. member 

from the Straits of Belle Isle (Mr. Roberts) so eloquently pointed 

out,there is no condemnation in this motion. It is a matter of 

investigation and a matter of enquiry. 

Mr. Speaker, I,on the basis of the case presented by the 

han. Leader of the Opposition and by the han. member for the Straits 

of Belle Isle and on the points that I have raised myself, I will be 
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MR. LUSH : 

supporting this motion and I hope that we will find hon. members on 

the other side supporting the motion as well. Thank you. 

SOME HON . MEMBERS: Hear, hear~ 

MR. SPEAKER: (MR. YOUNG) The hon. member for Pleasantville. 

MR. DINN: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. ~r. Speaker, the first. time 

that I spoke in this House of Assembly was in defense of a nomination 

of you as Deputy Chairman of Committees-to be Deputy Chairman of 

Committees. At that time we had an all night debate on that issue. 

That was the first time I stood in this House of Assembly and at that 

time in this House of Assembly I compared the then leader of the 

Opposition, the member for the Straits, as the Brutus of the liberal 

Party. Mr. Speaker, I had no idea at that time that he would meet 

his philippi as quick as he did. He set the tone for the Opposition 

of the day. He was the leader at that time that set the tone for 

what happened with the Opposition in the House of Assembly at that 

time. And as sure, just as sure, Mr. Speaker, as he met his 

~!aterloo~I will make another prediction .in this House tonight that 

somebody else will meet their l~aterloo and soon . 

SOME HON . MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. DINN: And it will not be long . 

AN HON. MEMBER: It will not be long now. 

MR. DINN: And it will not be long now. Mr. Speaker, I have not 

seen nor have I ever heard such a desoicable display by a man in 

this House of Assembly who claims that he wants to be the Premier 

of this Province. 
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Mr. Dinn: Mr. Speaker, I will ask the Chair for protection. 

I will not listen to the Leader of the Opposition. He had his day in 

court. He will have his day before this day is out and the decision 

will be made. And, Mr. Speaker, if he is the man that I thought 

he ~1as he will have a decision to make. 

MR. W. N. ROWE: I am not the man you think I am then. 

MR. SPEAKER (MR. YOUNr;): Order, olease! 

speaking at a time. 

Affairs. 

MR. DINN: 

I will ask han. members that only one should be 

recognize the han. Minister of Municipal 

Thank you, Mr. Soeaker. 

The han. the Leader of the Opposition 

said that he is not the man I thought he was, and that, Mr. Speaker, 

speaks for itself. We have gone through today, and now what the 

Opposition is calling for is that this House resolve itself into 

a Committee of the Whole to waste another week on this despicable 

display by a leader of a party in this Province who claims that he 

wants to be the Premier of this Province. A man, Mr. Speaker, 

who has experience. He cannot claim that he does not have 

experience , he does not know what goes on in Cabinet. He cannot 

claim that he does not know what a legal document is. He cannot 

claim, Mr. Speaker, that he did not say somethinn that he did,for 

he stood in this House of Assembly and he said that a member of 

this House and some of his colleagues deliberately misled this House. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Right. That is right. 

MR. ~1. N. RO\~E: That is right. That is exactly what I said. 

MR. DINN: That, ~r. Speaker, is one of the things 

that he will live to regret. That, Mr. Speaker, is one of the thin~s 

that not only he will live to regret but the hon. member for Burgee

Bay d•Espoir (r1r. Simmons) will live to regret, and the hon. member 

for Bay de Verde (Mr. F. Rowel will live to regret. ' 

MR . HICKEY: What about poor old LaPoile? 

MR. DINN: The hon. member for LaPoile (Mr. Neary), t~r. 

Speaker, got up in this House last night or yesterday and he skirted 
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Mr. Dinn: all around the issue. The Leader of the Opposition 

made a statement -

MR. ~!EARY : That is richt. 

MR. SPEAKER (MR. YOUNG ): Order, please! 

from interrupting. 

~1R. DINN: 

Again I request that hon. members to refrain 

I will ask you to respect the wish of the Chair. 

Thank you, Mr. Speaker. A.nd I would 

hope that if the hon. member for -

MR. NEARY: He is uc there again! 

MR. SPEAKER (MR. YOUNG) : Order, please! 

I ~!ould like the hon. member for LaPoile 

(Mr. Neary) to withdraw that remark, the Chair heard it. I will ask 

him to withdraw it please. 

MR. NEARY : The remark that I made that Your Honour 

is up there again. 

again. 

withdraw the remark, Your Honour is not up there 

MR. LUNORIGAN: Mr. Speaker, on a point of order. 

insulting. 

Mr. Speaker, this is insulting, absolutely 

know it is late in the night, but the hon. member 

for LaPoile should get up and apologize and try to show a bit of 

respect for the Chair. And I ask that he definitely withdraw that 

remark. 

MR . ~1. N. RmiE : Hhat remark, Sir? On that point of 

order, Mr. Speaker. Your Honour asked my hon. colleague to withdraw 

a remark, the remark beinq, Your Honour is up there again _ whatever 

that might mean- which he got up and withdrew by saying, "Your Honour is 

not up there acain." And what is the hon. member for Grand Falls beefing about? 

MR. LUNDRIGAN: That is an example of disrespect. 

MR. W. N. ROWE: Sir, let us get on with the business. 

MR. MURPHY : Thanks be to God I did not (Inaudible). 

MR. ~J. N. ROl•IE: Let the hon. Minister for Municipal Affairs 

make his speech, Sir. 

MR. DINN: 

order? 

He is doing his best. 

Did Your Honour rule on the point of 
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MR. SPEAKER (Mq. YOUNG): 

La Poil e withdrew the remark. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS : 

MR. SPEAKER (ri.R. YOUNG): 

~. OINN: 
MR. NEARY: 
MR. DI NN: 

Tape 2188 (Nioht) 

I feel that the hon. member for 

Hear, hear! 

I r ecognize the hon . minister. 

Thanr vn•r . Mr. ~nP.aker. 

(I naudible) You r Honour. 
If the hon. member for LaPoi 1 e tti11 

PK - 3 

not Jet me speak in silence, Mr. Speaker, then you have no alternative 

but to name him because request that 1 be heard in silence. 

Now, ~1r. Speaker, in the past few months 

in this House we have had a display by hon. members opposite of some 

of the worst kind of political tactics that I have ever seen in my 

life. And , Mr. Speaker, 
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I riC\ not s~eal:: frctr. 1';h~t a lot of 

exne!:'.;_.;!tce but I ha,re ":-ee:1 in t~e House nf Ct"l!T!I!lons i;o. Ott2.":·1.~, 

I :,nve bee~ i.r the Assembly t~ 'love> Scotie, New Bru::.;;,,-.i_ck, 

Al=~rta. I sat in an neetin~s in t~e United States, ~oth in 

t'1e state governmer..ts and in T,Vas!lington, anC. I have :1ot seen, 

nor C:o I C1ope to see "hile. I sit i::1 this Eouse of '\ssenbly, t:1e 

-::-..::.:.-~:.:; to Ce tl::.a Pr~Pier of tl:.i.s P::ovi'2.ce ~s I :u~.ve seen f~ou1 the 

LeaC:er of t~1e Opposition in t:1e past <2ay. f._ I!lan who s toad up in 

t:1is :louse against a.nct.~1er ::on. member ar..C. mc::mbers,a....~U. \d1E.r! i.J.e 

l 

:0aici •r.~embers• he did not k..""low hm~ many r.1enbers ne Has talkiug ai:>out1 

cut in t:"le Cabinet of t~e tiiile tnere ;.;as only one person missing 

frc:n a decision. ~:1e completE Cabinet :nade a .:.ecisioil anci the one 

persor.. ··v!-~o w·n.s 7ilissi~g ~ViJ..S one. of the people that put tne. pro~osc::..l 

for.;ard to Cabinet. So ,.1:1en he stood up in ::is place .:J.i.l.d ne t:10ug::t 

:1e was zeroin~ in Hith t:1.e l~ind of ve:1om t~at I :1ave :tot see~ :1is?l..;,yeci 

in parliament, he put c:1e cloud over tc1e :.ead of every -r::emlier of tr:.e 

::ow, ::rr. Sp2al~er, I ':1:15 r.o~ a mernbe:.r of 

t:1a.t Cabinet tut I '1:7ill say this, t:lat I :-~ave listened to argurr..cn~ 

on bot~-J. sides of this House ar..d a gentlew.a.:t stoocl. up tl.1is .:!fternoon 

o...'l.d e;ave an opinior.., the :ton. cteml:er for St. Jo:m's E01st C!r. :~arsha~l) 

so:-;:.:::"..Jod.y a little :o.::>re lively. \.Jell, I ~·rould aever ,,.;a..""lt to 0e liv2lj? 

"J:-.. t:1ese :::inds of issues because they are fairly sericus iss::es. ~~e 

:-.l&y :10 c re.2.lize t:~at ti1ey arc serious_ 'Jut t~1ey 2.re serious. ':'h~y are 

t:u: :.:ir:ds of issues, !!r. Speaker, that ~1ave to be a:lsw2.r-=d aud they 

•Jill Le answered by this House of Assembly before the doors close, 

a.'lC:,::r. Spea::.,er,there <dll be ,.-.o more motions w.a.C::e until t)1is issue 

is C:ecide::!~a..""ld ti1is issue ,.,ill be ce.cidecl by ti1is Rouse of Asse~bl;r. 
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do : :=..yec t c::e :.On . :IC'~:~he:r f or T:r~nity - Bay l.!o Ve:rcie t:r . : . xo\.·e) , 

:-.or do I ex:-cct the ;:on . me:nbe :r for Sur geo - Bay .:'Espoi r (;l:r . 'i't-::::o:ls), 

7:!""lr, ::ear! 

~. SPI::AKER (~IR . OTIENBElMER ) : The bon. member for Burin - Placentia \les t . 

::r . S!'eaker, there is :-.c ::eec! of :;c;,·i::l<; r 

::Ave :;ee-:1 ::ere a lo~2 t~ and ! :1ave seen a lo t of r esolutions, I 

.::1.:! :u:c! t~!.s :resolut ion on my c!esk I intended to r :!.se enc:: spcah. t :> 

~nr ger. up !!.n<l sJeak, so ;-1any ir :r~levencies , t::..tt i .io not i::t e':lc 
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MR. CANNING: except the principle or 

the main part of this resolution. 

Mr. Speaker, I have seen 

a lot of resolutions come in and what I always did was 

pick them up and read the resolutions,cret the principle 

of them if I were to debate on them, ~r prepare myself 

to debate on them and that is exactly what I did today. 

But this whole long day 

there has been speech after speech after speech of 

irrelevancy, they had nothing to do with the resolution. 

The last speaker, the speaker who preceded me, Mr. Speaker, 

from the time he got up until he sat down I did not know 

what he was talking about. 

MR. W.N.ROWE: Nor did he. 

MR. CANNING: He did not mention the 

resolution. He stared across at the Leader of the 

Opposition, he charged into him, he charged him with things 

I did not hear him say and I am listening to him all day. 

There has been speaker after speaker and nobody on that 

side of the House has done justice to this. They have 

been relevant for, I suppose, a few sentences, perhaps 

half a sentence. So now I find myself, knowing the 

rules of the House- I should, at least this one. I may 

get a complicated one some day and I will have to look up 

Beauchesne but I will leave that to one of the lawyers or 

somebody. But this is, first of all, important and serious. 

But,anyway,the resolution itself is simple. 

Mr. Speaker, when I first came 

into this House a few years ago - I came back in the House -

I came in with an open mind, with good resolutions, how I 

was going to behave myself in the House. I promised the 

Premier quite openly that what I was here for - I told him 

I felt I knew what I was here for, I was going to co-operate 

with his goverment. I said that was my duty, they were the 

government of the land, or the government of the Province 
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MR. CANNING: and wherever I could 

co-operate; where I saw they were going wrong, or if I 

did not agree with their policies I was going to stand 

up and do just that and that is what I have carried out 

since I carne here. 

Mr. Speaker, speaking to 

this tonight I can only say one thing about the other 

side of the House; Mr. Speaker, after two years - is 

that how long we are back now? almost three years 

back, three sessions or something like that- I find that, 

well, I do not know what I find, Mr. Speaker, because I 

looked over across the House and I took this member and 

I took that one, I took the member for St. John's East 

(Mr. Marshall) and I admired him and I said to myself, 

Well, that is a fellow who has a future in politics and 

seems pretty fair. I knew he had qotten out of the 

Cabinet and I knew he was not very fussy about going in. 

One time I went so far as to say I sympathize with him 

because once upon a time, a certain time - nobody would 

guess becaus e I h~ve ~ee~ here too long, so do not try to 

think which year it wa~or what was on - I felt like I 

did, I felt that I could not toe the line at a certain 

time, at a certain period. I do not mind admitting it. 

But, Mr. Speaker, here tonight, or this morning, I have 

come to the end, not disillusionment, but I have come to 

the end of faith in this government. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. CANNING: Because, Mr. Speaker, this 

could hav e been done so fast, so right and so proper. 

MR. W.N.ROWE: That is right! That is right! 

MR. CANNING: I have never seen anything 

yet come into this House that gave the Premier of this 

Province, and gave the government an opportunity to- I do not 

know what we would call it - stand up and be counted. I never saw 
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MR. CA..lllNING : such an opportunity for the 

Premier before to clear all the rumours up that are 

going around the Province, to clear himself, if he can 

clear h~sel£, against the opinions in the Province 

today. 

SOME BON. MEMBERS : Hear, hear! 

MR. "CANNING: Mr. Speaker, I have 

travelled around this Province quite a bit in the last 

few years . As a matter of fact, I have travelled more, 

perhaps, than I have in my lifetime and , Mr. Speaker, I 

know across this Province, and it started a long way 

back, the people started to lose their faith in the 

Premier and his government . That has been shown. Just 

three years in here and they almost went down to defeat . 
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They almost went down to defeat in three 

.\'bout 500 votes O::Hferer.ce. 

: ~r. Spea'.(ar, •r:-.er. I cn:::e in here I still 

had faith in them, I said the first three years they were inexperienced. 

!!e •-ras not too ~•ell off ui~~ some people he had in his C.;bir.et, 

he 'Jas not too nell off ·.~th people i.e had i:1 the House. I 

3urely sat l1ere ~.Jit~ lJett:.~r i1en Lut I still :~ad sor~e confider:ce 

in them, I !tad regard for ther.. '!r. Spe.:>ker, if anybody goes 

:::u·ou~r. :"'.Y C.istriet, or if anybody follm:ed ~e duri"g Dy electbn 

•·rhen I "as coning in !tere, there was very little I said about the Premier. 

I said it about the governli'Jo:'1t, it ~ras ~y duty to do it, but not 

too ~ch. I never ~ada a dirty speech ~n my lif~. I never used 

~--:1.:r derro:;?.tory statel'!ents in my l~fE'. to anybody ?.gai:'"ls ~ n.n;'""'-~Y. 

I ~.e .. rer Pc.nted to hurt .\nybody. Sct!1.etimes I often felt, i_s i~ 

! should not hrrve been. There ~·e:r.e other tines I '·rould thir.O: 

ta l"".]"?elf, lao!~ I think I h:!Ve been going right. ! ~:lii!k I ·J.nve 

:~no~·T ::bat I am Lttelligent or something. I do not doubt but I almost 

doubt; I ''onder am I old fashioneJ,you kno':, aE I on tha 'vrong 

trac:, because I will carry it pratty f'"-r. I felt hurt here 
.._ 

to~ay. I ~..!l~ lv..1rt ,.rae ::.t ~odav or yester~.:1y;" we are getting 

in here and said. "Some of the Op-position over there" - it was no one 

"somebody came to me." The first thine: came to 

.::2 ;;as, Good God! I hope after twenty-six years in here it is 

:-.ot me. But I do not k.."low. I ;!o not i;nov7 if it is or not. :C ·.:aat 

to 1-'J" .. O'!..; b.:.c.:1use I ~o not ~hink t~1at t:;.e previous goYerr ... rlerrt or any 

:-::'C::llJt=r in it, I do 1.10t t:"li::..k any of tl"lem, those of theru t:1a.t are 

:,era :1ow, I a1". sure thev do aot look a~ rr.e as a tr~:.:or. 

I would not say it :~as tceor. •;crv easy 
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.... .. ...., :.., , 

3~.:i~ I -;~n.s o::.. It '.7.:1.5 very J.ifficult CJ.i'lcl i'2rhaps I ·.-1a.s wrout; 

I do :lot k1ow. I l;ould :uve to co:ne oat ai1!.1 

3:o!: ::1at proof. ::r. Speaker :.:now3. I d" ccot .l!).derstand why 

the nel!'.ber for St. John's East C tr. c·!ars!:.all) dicl not !mo'.i' 

~·:~1a~ ls ~-. ..;:-e. ~~on(; of the others diU. ':'::a Premier does not 

tell him tilis;, there is :J. good favour done hm here if clC is i<. 

And if he is wrong, if he did mislead the House intentionally, 

now is the time to clear himself and clear this government, 

-:11hic:,. l~as ~one do't-."n pretty far. ~alk .:.bout t:1e House going do't·ml 

I will tell you the opinion of Ne~douncllancl toC:ay wit:1 this 

:2ove='·'mt. I know what it is. I = not ::o.a:~in~ politics ::~re 

':lecause "'v nC'litics are w.ade. Good or O>ad :::1cy are ::1ade. I -:lay 

go "..Ja.c!·:. to the district agai:1, I may not. I may go back ti:Jicc, 

p~r~a?s. I ao not :now. I an not that olci yet. But I can ass~re 

ycu one t!lins that I .:.o not :1ave to make any :nore politics. 

Hear, :1ear! 

P~d nobody in this Eouse can accu~e 

:;:e of mal~ng., since I came in again, what they call politics. 

rerhaps I am ~a~ing the best politics you can make by behaving 

m:,.self in the Eo use, and !:ly not lashing out. 

_ ·rill tell you one ti:ir~g ~ ~~r. :pea.: ... ar, 

I ~1ave "-Ot shouted out r..uc:. i:1 t:1is, I ~ave no!; let forth any 

oratory. I co not !':Ilmr i.f I car. or r.ot. I :Oelieve I can if 

I :;<Jilted to. 3ut I can assure you this, t:-t.at every speeci1 rr.:oo.de 

by tne gove=e!lt today I can spend tl.:.e !text t\;o hours and tear 

it ~.part. 

Hear, :tear! T:1at is right. 

: 2uar~~tee you I certainly can t~ar it 

2.oart. Becaus2 t!le thing -::os th.ey got up, To:~re frigl:tet~eC t~ d~at~1, 

were accused of being ro:;-.l;:::3. 

" " i ..... ':: ~::: 1 vote for this tonight, or this mornini!: or tomorrcn.r, 
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'IR • CA.\-:-IniG: or whenever '"'e vote for it. ~lr. Speaker, 

I am not voting against the government because they should not ue 

there. I do not think they should be there. I think it is time 

co Rive up they are making such a mess of it, and today and 

yesterday it is the worst mess ever you could see and there was 

a - no , it never happened in Canada in any province, that a 

government, 
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Mr. P. Cannino: that mPn entrusted ~it~ the cares of this 

Province today, in a serious era of unemployment, so many doubts 

across the Province about the government. Mr. Speaker, they 

are using it so much so that it is used widely today the same 
II 

slogan they came in on, "The time has come." 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. P. CANNING: They had enough. The people have had 

enough. 

Mr. Speaker, the hour is late so I am 

not going to spend very much time at it. am qoing to reoeat tonight 

what the member for Trinity-Bay de Verde (Mr.F.Rowe) said when he rose in his 

seat tonioht.I was ready to speak, was ready to get up, when he picked 

this up and t he words he used, the sentence he used to express his 

feelings was exactly what I was goin(l to do .when I got uo. 

MR. F. ROWE: 

MR. CANNING : 

Great minds think alike. 

Perhaps so. 

Ourino the day you heard them say, you know, 

there was no building out there, there was no contract sioned. 

You kno~. there is nothing i n that about that. He made good sense 

when he read down through the resolution . He did not say 

there was a building built. He did not find that in it. He did 

not think there was any contract out, he did not find that in it. 

So he just simply read the resolution. I do not understand why they 

do not understand it. I think they do understand it. Flut I ~li 11 

tell you one thing they do not understand, they do not understand 

the repercussions throughout this Province when they vote against 

it -

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. CANNING: _ that a committee be set up. If I were 

over there tonight and I was qoing to vote against the committee -

a committee for what? I mean~ \·!hat is it for? To declare 

themselves . 
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SOME HON. MEMB ERS: Ri ght. 

MR. CANNING : Not to clear themselves ~·ell, you 

know, to clear themselves of what t~ey are thinking. They are 

shooting across here, you blame us for being rogues, you know. 

PK - 2 

You are bringing down the House, you know, the House is at its 

lowest ebb. There is nothing wrong with that, that is true. But 

if I were the Premier of Newfoundland tonight I would come in here 

and I would say, "Okay, If you have doubts cast on me,or if he got doubts 

or anybody over there got doubts, alright set up the committee -

AN HON. MEMBER: Right. 

MR. CANNING : so I can clear myself and I will be 

vindicated". 

MR. F. ROWE: Exactly. 

MR. CANNING : And then , Mr. Speaker, I ~1ould not doubt 

that the Province might think a little more of him, might think a 

little more of his government. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

HON. F. ROWE: He is afraid, my son! 

MR. CANNING: They are a afraid . It is an opportunity 

for him. would almost say that the Leader of the Opposition 

goofed to give him that opportunity. 

AN HON. MEMBER: Right. 

MR. CANNING: I do not know, but if it has been 

my personal decision to give it to him, I do not know,I might be a 

better politician than he is. He has out his foot into it, politically, 

you know, 1"- E'Cc llS P. all he has to do is come in and have a full Committee 

of the House. Mr. Speaker, I know I am relevant, I am speaki ng on 

the committee, I am not talkinq about going back to 1963 or 1964 or 

talking about the other government, or talking about what contracts 

~rP. niven out, you know. I heard statements made over here today that 

if I were noi ng to go on and get out of order, ~1r. Speaker, and 

start debate, you know; heard someone over there today sayin~ that 

we always gave a contract. I mean I could have a qood debate on 

that . could poi nt out $1 mill i on in one year and no contract, no 
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~tr. Canni no: tenders called. You know, you could make 

what you would call a ooli tical speech. 

AN HON. MEMBER: Tell us. 

MR . CANNING: No~I Nould not go into that, I would not 

go into that. You know, there is a time and a place for it. 

AN HON. ~EMBER: Right. 

MR. CANNING: ln Newfoundland when you give out Sl million 

to one fellow there is no tender; you do not know what he did, or 1~hat 

he did not do ~lith it. We do not know where it has gone. You know, 

I could go into L~at, but then, Mr. Soeaker , I think I would be 

irrelevant and you would have every right to tell me so , And I would 

be ashamed, you know, 1 would be ashamed of myself if you had to tell 

me, because l would say, l~ell,you know, if I were three years here 

or five years here, I could get up and say, 

Mr. Speaker, I am sorry, but I did not know the rules. I do not 

kno11 what is relevant -

AN HON. MEMBER: A good reason. 

MR . CANNING: - or what is not:• But ~then you are 
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you stay ':1ere I c:!nnot be st:upirl or the people d1o voter. for l"e tirr.e 

and tirr.e a gain, there some be some smart people among them, so if I was stupid 

~ ~;oulc not he :1ere.And ! t:•ust be honest or I ~<oul,1 '!Ot '>e !:ere -

'lear, hear! 

'lr.. S • :rr:.ARY: That is right~Pat! 

:rn,. P. r.~·01 IXC:: I mean there were 13,000 or 14,000 neo~le 

<:lr sol!let11i"g had to rlecide ~hat in t'1e last election. After they were in 

three :rears they t~1oug11t I uas goo~. enou~h to send in. nut, ''r. Spe<J.J.-er, 

I ,-li(l not co:ne in to try to tear them a;:>art - t!1eir policies :ma:!:'t,yes, 

"r. Speaker. I did not have nuch opportunity to :lo it.! cid not )1.ave much 

opportunity to tell them about my district.I have not :1ad Fmcl1 Op?ortu'1ity 

tiis year,:10t~ling.I am just '"aiting to tell t~1e needs of "'Y district and 

t~:~ feelin~3 in "'Y district end t:·!hat they· \Iant. tr~ere is no speech 

f:-oe1 t''.e ':"1rone debate. 

MR. CALLAN: 

time. 

That is t~1e c1ay that you tell •vhat is ~cinp: 

on. You A.re nretty free, the rules of tl:!e !'onse ace rtot 3trict, vou can 

wander to your left and right, but we have 
not had that opportunity. No Budget 

Speech. I bave not had a chance to get up in t1-Jis }:ouse yet and give 

ny opinions of the f.ud3et. I have not f,a.-1 it. They were talking about 

-:,uest:ions toca;r.ne '1ave a _}Jalf }Jour of tluestio,-,s. The Minister of 

~ut every time that I ~1ear a 0_uestior asl:o··· to t.11e r inister they rlo fiOt 

_set an ans-o;.;er t::.e:T get a sr>eec1l; t~ey get a. St"~E:ech about some plant that is 

out in St. ;•ary 's Bay; per~aps it is one that we built but he is beginning 

to think t'lat he built it - the one up in AC:nir.:1J 's "leac'1.I ~o no': 

l:no:·:. 

:'ear-, 1"ear! , 
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''inister of Ir.tlustrial Development one time I asked him a simple - I did not mean 

:1r.:i ! coulC. ~~t :ret ""'i.., i'!'l h_is se2.t -

'':'t. P. sx;--rr:;r.. -so I came to tmderstand t:lat I 1;as afraic, 

I ':as l~eeping aHay from the '~inister of Inc'ust":"i<l ~evelcptnent-he ,.•anterl 

a:-:_, ~ ~~ot a sret.:c: ~ . .\~ ~:.en. :-inister 1 asLeC. it of. So, Mr. Speaker, 

a;?ain I t:1ink t!ois is errour~ for r:!e to say on what went wrong today because 

there t:;as ~otl:ing p\l·ent on in relation to this. '~r. !:'r>e~,·.er, i~ ": 1,_e~e 

"tad~ I "'oul:l '1ave to get up and I tmuld have to go along muc11 longer 

t:1an : am to justify wily I am going to vote for it. '3ut I me going 

to do the ?remier a favour-I e;r. still co-operating 'lith hi!!'. I ac 

fOi:l.f tc c'o him this favour: I am going to vote for it ;mel T am hoping he 

is ~oin::; to come in ancl vote for it and t!,en 1-:e are roing to .12.ve a 

Con..:.it~ee of t~,e :?ouse, "":~e ~~hole Eo use 11 Then t.re ~!iJ 1 r;o intc t~~e t1"-ing 

i>!'.C: one .-lay the Premi~r l'li[!'h t proudly get up~ I agreed to forre the 

COT"l".ittee ,I '"anted to show Newfoundland that I did not mislead the 

House. T~1ere nas nothing v1rong;' Perhaps t~e -:vilJ. nrove t!"!ere t::rere not 

a3reenen ts, you kno·H, arrangerents - it says here a~reements or arrn:tgc~en.ts -

I thin1c 1·re ~ave proven ;rit!'\nnt- "t shadow of a doubt tonight that there 

..... rere agreements, that there t-rere arrangements. There is ~o r1ouht ~·rhc.ts0e~1er 

in l..y nind :!t n:1. 'TO) vr. c:'pea!~er~ t!:iS iS \·li1at it SC?.:;r5, ••'"0 m.OVe that this 

::o c.on.sid.er certai:t matters concErning t\e privileges of the 1'0113e raise·~ 

=::.u ?lace ::.n t3e ::ous2 rl.eliher.ately l!'.isled the Eouse in answers to questions 

asked in the House by han. members regarding the existence of an agreement or 

arrangement between the government and a third party to build an office building 

for the government." Pretty clean,pretty simple, and if I were the Premier of this 

Province I would come in, and if I were the members on that side of the House 

I •mul-l 'Tote for it. '!1-ty not? What c1ave you eat to ltic~e? If we 'tave 
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~£R . P • CA. 'IN L'-'G : suspicions, if we have accused them of 

anything, they are all under suspicion - this is the place to clear it 

up, this is what chis House is here for . Through this House tell the 

people, prove to the people of Newfoundland there is nothing co hide, 

chat you have a good government, chat there were no agreements, you know, 

if that is the way it turns out. 

So, Mr. Speaker, I could not do 

anything else. I would like to bear people questioned, I would like to 

hear this thing coming out in the open just in case I have any doubts -

if I have doubts. And chen at the end if it is proven that we are 

wrong, victor y day for the Premier,red letter day for him ! Good luck 

to him! That is the chance the hen. Leader of the Opposition to~< . 

MR. W. N. ROWE: The Premier is afraid to take the same chance. 

~IR. P. CM'NING : So, all right! If the Committee goes against 

the Leader of the Opposition it will not be a red lett:er day , it will be 

a dark day for him . So here we are. The people of Newfoundland are trusting 

us tonight to carry on the business of this Province. Are we going 

to sec up a Committee or are we going co vote against i:~ 

A.'l RON . MEI:!BER: Ask the Premier if you are the one who s~uealed. 

MR. P. CANNING: Well, I know I have to ask him that. 
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~. CANNING: Mr. Speaker, I was a little bit glad, 

I am huma,, h~, r.ature you know, when the hon. minister-What is he now? 

AN HON.MEMBER: 

!'P. CANNING: 

Doody is Transport. 

The ¥-inister of Transport.They change so often, 

you know,that you have difficulty finding them in the book.You wonder who it 

is, you know.You look and you see one fellow's name,Was he last week or next 

week? The Minister of Transport,! ~s a little bit proud when he said that 

both of us were behaving ourselves over here,myself and my good friend who 

has been a long time in the House.It is nice to get that thrown at you after 

sixteen years.! felt good.But,Mr.Speaker,I will feel better when the reflection 

cast on me is liftP-d. Perhaps when the Premier comes in before this House 

closes this morning-

PREMIER MOORES: It was not you. 

MR.CANNING: Now he tells me it was not me,so I am at least cleared. I think 

every other member on this side, I know they did, every single one of 

them wanted to find out who ran to him .What a low trick. I will tell you 

this much about it:if there is anybody who went to the Premier and tipped 

him off about the caucus there is going to be one less in that caucus 

tomorrow. 

AN R0N. 'MID'BER: 

"!R. CANNING: 

That is right. 

I am going to ask the Leader of the 

Opposition that if he cannot be trusted any more than that if he is 

going to put him out. If he says . no, then I l~ill say,"! am sorry, I got 

to go out because I am not staying in with him. 

lfF • H. Rm.'E : 

AN HON.MEMBER: 

1-fR. CANNING : 

There will be nobody going out~boy. 

He is bein~ misleading. 

Here is what I am saying; I will be 

either in that caucus tomorrow or else there will be somebody out -

AN RON • }IIDA'BEF : 

}'F • CA.J.~NING: 

Out on his head. 

-if we find out l.ltlO it is . I do not 

knmv. I have no suspicions, I do not think they would; I have been 

saying it but I do not believe it. 

MP..V.ROWE: 

~'R. C.AIDTINC: 

- deliberately misleading. 

Now then if I do not believe it and 
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the Premier believes it and they have proof, well 

let them come in, for God's sake and tell me because I do not toant 

to stay in a caucus li~e that because I was never in one like that. 

I think my constituents think highly 

of me as to my honour that way. I do not think they think I am a rat, 

I can assure you that1but if T am not cleared I do not lmo~·r what they 

will think. So, Mr. Speaker, I am going to vote for this motion, I 

am going to support this motion,and I am sure that if it appears in 

the paper tomorrow,the whole motion,andi go back to my district,I 

am pretty confident that my district, the people in my district will 

be intelligent enough when they read that - even if the government is 

not--I am sure they will have the intelligence to say~Well,what about 

it? I suppose the hon. member did vote for that}' And I suppose the 

'rories up there say this- the few that are left. I think they found 

ten the other day doing a poll. I have found one but I do not 

They took a poll knm.; the other nine yet. I have found one of them. 

in my district the other day . I do not know how many hear~ of it. They 

got on this Action Line and they had seventy per cent liberal and ten 

per cent Tory. 

}'F.l;r. ROHE: 

~ .• CANNll!G: 

Seventy to ten. 

That is what I said, seventy to ten. There 

were ten people who said they were Tory. I did not know they were· there 

but I have three years to convert ten so I should do alright the next 

time. 

MR.W .ROWE: 

~'1'.. CA..\TNING: 

~. SPEAKER: 

Use the telephone ten timP~. 

No, :'o'r. Speaker. 

Order,please! I think it is important 

that the Chair be consistent throughout the day and as hon. members know 

~men an han. member speaks he is the only one who should be speaking so 

I would request other hou. members not to interject. 

The hen. member. 
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:rr. SJ?e.lker, I au supporting u,i:; . 

I know why I ald supporting it an<.i I know I should support it. I am 

sure t;l., people in r:J.Y district will know ~o;hy I 11ave supported it and 

everyone in this House will know why I have sutJported it -

!lear, hear! 

:·IR. CAi'<NING: - because I believe they trust me and know 

me, and they know I am voting for this because I think it is right. 

And, Sir, I know it is right, and I support it. 

SO:IE I:ION. HEHllERS : Hear, hear~ 

t!R. SPEAKER: The hon. the member for Fogo. 

CAPT. E. WINSOR: lir, Speaker, the Inman body is at its 

lowest ebi>, I think, at this hour of the day. 

SOl·lE I:ION. MErlBERS: Hear, hear! 

CAPT. E. WINSOR: And the darkest hour is before the dawn, 

:>0 \ve are heading, I think, in that direction right now. 

Nr. Speaker, I find myself l1aving to rise 

and support this motion. And as was ably pointed out by my senior colleague 

i1ere, there is nothing in this motion that the government members saould 

take any exception to. 

office of the Premier -

AN HON. l!El1BER: 

CAPT. E. WDISOR: 

Now I have the greatest respect for the 

Hear, hear! 

- and I have never in my political career 

ever tried to downgrade that office or any person holdin~ that office. 

A::i HOi.; , ~!El•iBER: Well, what does the motion do? 

CAPT. E. WINSOR: l~ell, that remains to be seen. I think 

this motion, ~Ir. Speaker, as my colleague said, gives the Premier a g,reat 

opportunity. You know, there is nothing to fear only fear itself. 

SO!-!E HON. !-!EMBERS : Hear, hear~ 

CAPT, E. WDISOR: And if the Premier has nothing to fear 

then the only sensible thing to do is adopt this motion, set up the 

Committee and clear the air. It is as simple as that. 

A.~ nON. ;.;EN3ER: That is right. 
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Ilte public l<ill never know unless that 

Comcittee is set up who is right or wrong because we can forecast uow 

what is going to happen a little later on, m.aybe before breakfast or 

after, that the vote is going to be put and the majority will win. 

That is democracy. But then, what is after that? Are we any the wiser 

who li'as right and who was wrong? And, Hr. Speaker, we can argue all we 

like, but the documents tabled in this aouse by the Leader of the Opposition 

stated or indicated or pointed out that there was an agreement. It is true 

there was no contract, but I feel, as a layman, that if I were to receive 

an agreement from the government signed by a minister of the Crown, 

witnessed by the Premier of the Province and another witness and signed 

by the developer, I feel within my heart and soul that I could take that 

agreement to any bank and I would be li'elcomed by the bank if I wanted to 

raise collateral or if I wanted to raise money to go ahead with such a 

construction. 

~[r. Speaker, I have listened to the legal 

advice of this House. The member for St. John 1 s East (Mr. ~larshall) 

almost had me thinking seriously about what he was saying, but having 

i1eard our leader, who is a legal man, and then the member for the Straits 

of Belle Isle (Hr. Roberts), it left no doubt in my micd that those are 

legal brains, and I do not pretend to be able to decipher or use the legal 

terms and apply them to such an agreement as those gentlemen have done 

and.t:,erefore, I haye to take my advice from the legal office. 

If I get in trouble any•v!.ere I am going to go to a legal man to try and 

figi1t my case. \</ell, I have to be convinced that that legal man is 

capable of doing the duty which I hire i1im to do. 
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Cap t . 14i nsor: In this case the legal brains of this 

House have given their opinion, and I am willing to accept that 

opinion and I feel that their ooinion now has convinced me - if 

needed any convincing;! may say I did not need any convincina -

and I am fully convinced that the only way out of this dilemma, 

if it can be called a dilemma, and I can appreciate the ~Jay the 

Premier feels, it is a serious charge. And I can appreciate the 

Premier's feeling how his family and how every other member's 

family, especially the members of Cabinet,feel about this. It is 

not easy today to be a memher of the House of Assembly. It is not 

easy, Mr. Speaker. And we are all subject to the same criticism. 

And I can certainly appreciate the way the Premier feels. And I have 

every sympathy,but, Sir, I think to clear his good name, to clear his 

good namelhe has an opportunity now, let us vote for the motion-

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Hear, hear! 

CAPT . WINSOR: - form the committee, and let the chips 

fall where they may. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

CAPT. \HNSOR: Mr. Speaker, I support the motion. 

SOME HOM. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

CAPT. ~IINSOR: Mr. Speaker, I was a bit disappointed in 

the Premier when yesterday he made his statement that there was an 

informer or informers from the caucus. No~•. Sir, I have always given 

my suoport and loyalty to my leader, and I had given that until such 

time as we had another 1 eader, and I give the same support to the 

present leader. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

CAPT. WINSOR : And I intend to do that. But, Sir, now 

the finger is being pointed, and I do not know, I do not know ~1hether 

the present 1 eader has a suspicion in mind that " 'Vii nsor' is the 

culprit. He is the man who is feeding information to the Premier." 

So, Sir, too have a feeling, and human nature as it is,as human beings 

as we are,! think that the least the Premier can do is say, "It is not you." 
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MR. W. N. Rm•E : He should apolo~ize. 

MRS. ~1CISAAC : Is it I, Lord?" 

CAPT. WINSOR: I do not think that he should go as far 

as that, but I think the Premier owes an apology to this House, If 

there are two or three members then I think we should know, And I~ 

like my colleague for Burin-Placentia ~Jest (Mr. Cannin~), I ~!ould 

not stay in that caucus and be a suspect,because as it is no,·• 

we are all suspects, and I think it is an unfair criticism and 

an UQfair ilccusation for the Premier to make 1-1ithout clearing 

clarifying it. So, t1r. Speaker, I certainly support this motion. 

SOME HON. !~EMBERS: 

MR. SPEAKER: 

closes the debate. 

MR. ~J. N. ROWE: 

to speak? 

MR. SPEAKER: 

DR. J. COLLINS: 

Hear, hear! 

If the hon. member speaks now he 

ll.nyone else want to speak? Do you want 

The hon. member for St. John's South. 

Mr. Speaker; I had not intended to speak 

to the motion until auite late in the day, but I felt for 

circumstances perhaps han. members might understand, that 

I should really,having heard the han. member for the Straits of Belle 

Isle UMr. Roberts) speak, because the hon. member put it very, very 

clearly that the vote would be on partisan lines - and it was 

my intention to vote. felt that as a member of the House had 

to vote. Other members had their opportunity to state why they 

were going to vote as such; - I felt that if I did not say anything 

it could only be taken, in viev1 of the member's remarks, it could only 

be taken that I was not doing it from any motivation other than one 

of partisanship, it 1-1as not a matter that I considered that I should 

take any conscientious or moral stand on, and that is something that 

I cannot a 11 ow to be thought. 

The other thing that troubles me, Mr. 

Speaker, when the han. member spok~- if I can find the motion that 

we are suppose to speak t~- my understanding of the han, member's 
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DR. J. COLLINS: words ~!ere that he was indicating that we 

were merely voting on a motion to investi9ate. And i f that were 

so Possibly one could support such a motion . One would have to 

PK - 3 

think about it closely but certainly I do not think it ~auld be out of 

coutt that one could support such a motion. 
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DR. J. COLLINS: But that is not my reading of the motion 

and I feel that the member, I am sure not intentionally, but 

I think that he misinformed the Bouse in that regard and 

I would like to read the motion. 

The motion states, "That this hon. House 

resolve itself into a Committee of the Whole House to 

consider certain matters concerni~g the privileges of the 

House raised by the hon. Leader of the Opposition," that 

is"that the hon. the Premier, speaking from his place in the 

House deliberately misled the House," and then it goes on. 

There is not a word about investigating whether this statement is 

true or false, if one could leave out the clause there which says, 

"concerning the privileges of the House11 which really does not 

alter the sense of the thin£, and read it that, "This hon. 

House resolve itself into a Committee of the Whole to consider 

certain matters, that is that the hon. the Premier speaking 

from his place in the Rouse deliberately misled the House." 

That is a definitive.assertive statement0 It is not a statement 

asking one to vote to investigate; it is a statement, a fact, 

and I presume that the hon. the Leader of the Opposition in 

drawing up the motion drew it up in that form for a particular 

purpose. And with the infor11ation I have before me I cannot 

in all conscience vote in favour of such a motion which states 

unequivocally, as it does here, that the hon. the Leader of 

the Opposition deliberately misled the House. 

AN RON. ~!El1BER: The hon. Premier. 

DR. J • COLLINS : The hon. Premier,I mean. 

If I could go to the substance,as I 

see it,of the decision or at least the facts I made my 

decision on, firstly I would like to say that I feel that this 

is really a partisan issue. I think that if one clears away 

all the undergrowth and all the verbiage and just gets down to the 

essentials, it is quite clear what we have to vote on here. But 

in actual fact, Sir, it has been handled in a pertisan way, 
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DR. J. COLLINS: I do not object to that, I think that this 

is fair game in this House. 

But the bones of the matter,as I see it, is 

this, that in 1974 there 1~as a Minute· in Council in regard to 

the Trizec deal,we might call it. There was no doubt about 

it,this document was a Minute-in-Council. There was no 

signed agreement. That is tee information I have and I have 

no information to the contrary. If in the absence of having 

it 9I will have to take this as I have it; there were no signed 

agreements. I think that is important. 

The next point is what the hon. member 

for the Straits of Belle Isle called Dobbin One and I will 

stick to his nomenclature because I think it clarifies the 

issues. The Dobbin One deal, there was a signed agreement 

in 1975 but this was rescinded~! am informed,in Harch 1975. 

So there was a signed agreement on the Dobbin One deal, that 

is the deal over the 100,000 square foot space from the period 

January '75 to March '75. 

The third point is that what has been 

called the Dobbin Two deal. There was a Cabinet Directive 

in August 1975 indicating agreement in principle and it did 

not go beyond that. 

Now, Mr. Speaker, the issue is whether 

the Premier lied in addressing the House. I am going to 

confine my observations to what the Premier has stated in the 

documents that were tabled-and this is the only chargeti 

presume. There ~~ere many other Hansard extracts tabled but 

they are quite peripheral to the issue. T~ev relate to other 

ministers. They might relate to other matters and so on so 

I am ignoring those. I am just going to stick to the Hansard 

extracts which deal with the ouestion the Premier was asked 

and the answer the Premier had given. 
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JR •• :!:_ COLLINS: The first one- and incidentally. bon. mel!loers 

have said that the Premier was asked questions over :he past 

three years. If that is so the documentation does not support 

t hat. As far as I can see the first documentation here is 

dated May 13tb., 1976 and thi s is ~y 11th. now, 1978. lo 

actual fac t it waa a two year period; it was not three years , 

it is tt~o years. 

On May 13th., 1976 the bon . member for 

LaPoile (Mr. Neary) asked a question which states in part, 

and this i~ the essential part , "And is the goverrunent going 

to rent space in At lantic place? And thirdly, \ooilat is happening 

to the Dobbin deal? Is that 
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.:.·c J. COLLI,;S: still on or is it off? \lhat is the 

situation regarding renting of office space for tne $OVernment offices? 

"Premier o:oores: First of all, in answer to the first question, 

:-J.r. S[leaker, there never was any agreement as such to my knm;ledge with 

Trizec. Secondly, regarding where the c;overnment is going to rent space 

is under consideration right now and lfhen we have made up our minds we 

will gladly pass the information along." 

I see no untruth in that. There :1as a 

:linute of Council, as I mentioneu, with Trizec, but there was no signed 

a£reement, and as the Premier states here, there never was any agreement 

as such to my knowledge with Trizec. This is not an untruth, it is a 

statement of fact. If the hon. the member for LaPoile (Nr. Neary) had 

continued his questioning he might have caugi1t the Premier in an 

unfortunate or an embarrassing admission~but he did not continue his 

questioning along that line, he let ti1at stand, and I am afraid that the 

Premier is not to be held accountable for inadequate questioning on tile 

part of the Opposition. 

The next item or extract from Hansard that 

the Premier should be accountable for is the one dated Harch, 1977 "hich 

states as follows, "Premier aoores: ;-rr. Speaker, there are absolutely no 

terms or no conditions nor any agreement" - this is very difficult to read 

and I think all members have the same difficulty - "nor any agreement to 

rent any space whatsoever from Atlantic Place at this time, nor any 

contemplated to my knowledge." !·lr. Speaker, that ~·Tas in ;;arch, 1'977. 

The Trizec deal for which there was no signed agreement was lon~ past L>y 

tuat time so this is a perfectly accurate statement that there was no 

space whatsoever contemplated at that tiwe. 

The next item of Hansard in which the 

Premier may be implicated is dated June, 1977, and t;.e han. the member for 

LaPoile asked the following question: "Could the ilon. the Premier assure 

the House that no deals, that no commitments have been made to private 

developers to rent office space either on a short-term basis or a long-term 

basis untjl the government has the report in its hands" - t hat is t he report 

t hat i nd i v idual::; f rora t he feJeral gover r!~.1e:tt were uaaking on behalf of t~! C 
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government - "and deci des .. hat tile 

future Ls JOia~ to oe as far as government new ~uildings or office 

svace is concernec? ? rem.ier :'.oores: I certainly Call , :ir . Si>eai<er , 

as there have ailsolutely not been any com:rit mencs nade to any developer 

Wi t h office space or wit ilOut . " ;<iow, ..tr. Speal:er , that was in June , 1977. 

The last possibility of an agreement •.o~as the one for whicil the Cabinet 

directive was given in Au{,usc , 1975 , t hat is just about ~1o years beforehand, 

and c:u;c ':laS an ;;greement in ;> r inciple on .,..nic:1 no action had been taken 

for t~1o years. So cuis clear ly is not an untruth or a lie . That issue 

was clearl y not !lOne ahead wi1:h , it was clearly a dead issue for t~;o 

years and cha-c cannot be taken to ~e an untruth . 

Tile ne."<t i te111 in the Hansar d e:<tracts ::.s 

the one dated :·Jay , 1978, and the bon. che :nember for Trinity - Bay de Verde 

(:·fr . F. :towe) asked the following ques t ion : "Hr . Speaker, a question for 

c:1a ho:t . the Pre1.1ie r. Sir , in vie<A' of the fact c_nat I 8l!l sick anJ tired 

of _driving constituent: delegat ions all over the city to the various 

government departments that are scatt-ered in the city , has tne governrnent 

any intention or plan t o 
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DR. J. COLLINS: to build a new government 

building or an extension to the Confederation Building? 

Premier Moores: 'First of all, Mr. Speaker, I am 

very sorry that the han. member is sick and tired. Also, 

Sir, there is no immediate plans right now to build an 

extension to the building. No, there are no immediate 

plans. The only possible plan,as I mentioned-a little 

while ago, was to the Cabinet directive dated August 

1975. That can in no way be called an immediate plan. 

As a matter of fact, as I mentioned already, it was not 

a plan. It had not got beyond the stage of Cabinet 

directive, an agreement in principle. " So the Premier 

stating there is no immediate plan in no way can be taken 

to be a lie. 

I next turn to later in the 

same day, May 8, 1978, in which the hon. member for 

LaPoile (Mr. Neary) says; "Is the Premier indicating 

there is no arrangement or is he indicating that there is 

an arrangement to put up a new building for office space? 

I am not quite clear. The Premier has me confused. Will 

the Premier just tell me yes or no. Is there an 

arrangement or an agreement to put up a new building? 

That is all." 

'The Premier: "Mr. Speaker, 

I have already answered same. Maybe if one of the pages 

can come I can spell it for the han. member. It is j ust 

no, Sir, he can get a translation from his colleague" and 

so on. So the Premier was asked, Is he indicating there 

is an arrangement? There is. At this point in time there 

is an arrangement. Is there an arrangement or an 

agreement? Is there? At this point in time, is there? 

As I have said a number of 

times, the only possible agreement, and that was not a 

completed one, was back in August 1975. So by stating in 

May 1978, there is no agreement, clearly that is not an 
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DR. J. COLLINS: untruth. So I think that 

if one looks at the essence of the thing, forgets all 

the verbiage, forgets all the partisan attitudes which, 

again,I do not decry because this is part of the deal in 

here, but if one looks at the bones of the thing there 

were proposals, there were thoughts and even intentions 

and so on and so forth, but none of these implicate the 

Premier in an untrue statement, a deliberate untrue 

statement that has been set out in these Hansards. So 

for that reason, Mr. Speaker, I have absolutely no 

hesitation whatever in voting against this motion which 

clearly implies that if one voted for it you were agreeing 

that the han. the Premier had deliberately misled the 

House. 

MR. RIDEOUT: Would the han. member permit 

a question before he sits down? 

DR. J. COLLINS: I feel that I do not want to 

get into a debating issue. There are other members to 

follow me and I feel that I just want to make a statement 

and leave it at that. 

MR. SPEAKER: 

MR. NEARY: 

The han. member for LaPoile. 

Mr. Speaker, I had not 

intended to speak in this debate, Sir. It is getting kind 

of late but I can see now that I am being forced into it 

because it is becoming increasingly obvious to the House 

that members are taking a partisan position, that members 

are going to vote along partisan lines, that they are not 

going to go along with the spirit of the motion that was 

moved by my han. friend, the Leader of the Opposition. 

First of all, Mr. Speaker, 

before I offer the House an alternative, I want to 

congratulate my friend,the Leader of the Opposition,for 

having the courage to bring forward this resolution. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. NEARY: The han. gentleman, Sir, has 
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MR. NEARY: provided a great service to 

the people of this Province. And the hon. gentleman has 

been slandered today in this Hon . Rouse, he has been 

attacked personally, attempts have been made to smear 

the hon. gentleman and to attack his character 
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. \'F":~.?Y: -·--- and, ·~r. Speaker, the han. gentleman~as 

'lon. 1!\em':>ers can appreciate after •ratching- the debate and the peculiar 

turn of events that the debate has taken and the issues, the non-issues 

that were dragged into this debate,that my bon. friend has acted as a 

gentleman, ~y hon. friend has shown that he is a true leader. And, 

"r. Speaker, imrr.aterial of hm• members on the opposite side of the 

House vote,truth will win out in the end and justice indeed will be done. 

Hear, hear! 

'·~. NEARY: ~·r. Speaker, I t<ill not deal <vith the 

speeches that uere made by most bon. gentleman on the government benches, 

but I do want to say that I was extremely disappointed <vith the member 

for St.John's East (~r. ~arshall) for allowing himself to be stuck up 

front, to be used by the Premier and by the administration to try to 

get the Premier and the government off the hook. I -v..-ill tell you t.rhat 

~y hen. friend reminded me of Sir. 

A puppet! . 

:1o. The han. gen tle!nan reminded !!'.e of a 

farmer hauling on a pair of thigh rubbers to get into a pig~ty after it 

•··as raini~g for acout a week. P.e got in and slipred and slithered around 

and ende~ up flat on his face in the mess that was inside the pigsty. 

!·~ . SI'I-'MONS: And then decided to eat it. 

No, the hon. gentleman did not eat it but 

he may eat it yet before it is all over. I.Jell, Yr. Speaker, the hon. 

gentleman has turned out to be a r;reat disappointment because if '·"e thought 

that any one gentleman on that side of the Fouse, ~ir, r.;ould go for this 

matter of resolving the Rouse into a Committee of the '''hole, it would be the 

han. member for St. John's East (l!lr.}\arshall) who resigned from the 

ratinet on a s1milar secret agreement -

~ot quite so bad as this one. 

YR.?mARY: that was not so bad as this one. A 

secret agreement tvith the same gentleman, the same developer 1 that caused 

the hen. gentleman to resign from the Cabinet a few years back. So, 

''r. Speaker, is there any honour left on the government side of the 

"'ouse at ~11? 
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' I T" .r · .f'lr,.,r : -----
"~, ~:!:.\!"Y: It would appear, Sir, nt this stage that 

there is none. 

'''P. Sl'FAKE"?. : Crder,please! I do believe that the han. 

gentleman there is using unparliamentary terms. nne cannot say indirectly 

or rhetorically what could not be said directly 1and all han. members on 

<-rhichever side are assumed to be hon. members and have honour. So I 

would ask the hon. gentleman to withdraw that. 

~ 'F. ~fAPY: ---- Hell, I withdraw it, "r. Speaker. I merely 

a~'--ed the ouestion,Your Honour~but if Your Honour says it is not in 

order of course I withdra~• it. I am not going to deal any further "ith 

the han. gentleman. It j_s hardly worth the effort, Sir. But I lvant to 

talk about the Premier's statement in this House tonight. I paid very 

strict attention to lvhat the hon. the Premier said, Sir, and I can 

appreciate and I can understand his feelin8. The han. the Premier~as 

far as ! could see,lvas making a plea for mercy, the hon. gentleman was 

tryinr to drum up a little sympathy for himself by attempting to tug at 

the heartstrings of the members of the House and at the members of the 

press that have been conned so often by that hon. gentleman and yesterday 

uere conned again. \..'hen the documents lvere laid on the table of the 

House the press innnediately said, 110h,oh! That is it. It is all over~ 

fhe Leader of the Opposition got caught and made a fool of himself .'1 

And I stood in my place in this House, Sir, and took a shot in the 

dark and I said that the documents that were put on the table of the 

House~ · even before I sa•r them . -

MR.F.ROWE: An educated gamble. 

"'P.. ~7 '!"'APY: -·---- I just took an educated gamhle 1as my 

han. friend S<'. ~.d. Before I even saw the documents I said J am willing 

to lay my future on the line that none of these documents are signed. 

''R. '-''. ROFE: ------ That is right. 

"'!'. ~'EA RY: ----- ~nd sure enough 1when I got a chance to go 

ove-r and thumb through the documents none of them uere signed. 0:-!.e 

had ~he signature of Er. Craig Dobbin on it and the west of them had 

no signatures at all. Certainly there were no signatures on any of these 

documents si'!ned ':Jy ministers or •-;i.tnessed l:y the hon. the Premier. So 
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for ~ercy says to the hen. House, ''Just think of how this effects your 

falY'i.l y . n Just i=gine, " r. Speaker, how this effects your family. 
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MR. NEARY: The hon. the Premier does not remember the gruellino 

experience he put me through 

SO~E HON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR . NEARY : - in 1972. The hon. the Premier ~!as 

head of the Administration that did it and has been doin~ it ever 

since. And the han. Premier must have a short memory.In this han. 

PK - 1 

House in the last two ~1eeks he has called me anything but a gentleman -

a sookes~an for this one, and a spokesman for that one, innuendoes-

MR. W. N. ROWE: A smear artist. 

I~R. NEARY: - character assassination, smear tactics of 

the 1•10rst kind, of the lowest form. And the hon. gentleman gets up 

toni~ht and makes a ~lea for mercy! 

AN HON. MEMBER: 

MR. l4. N. ROl~E: 

MR. NEARY: 

He talks about decorum. 

1·1ercy. 

r~r. Speaker, the only thino tljat I can say 

to the hon. gentleman, the hon. gentleman should have been around my household 

in the last couole of weeks. 

MR. ~J. N. ROWE: Threatening phone calls. 

MR. NEARY : The han. gentleman does not have any kids 

going to school right now, but I happen to have four. 

PREMIER MOORES: I have two. 

MR. NEARY: Not here. 

PREMIER MOORES: I have two. 

MR. NEARY: Not here. Well,not here the hon. gentleman 

does not. Well maybe, but they are not going down to the same school 

now that they used to go to, when the Premier had a government car, 

chauffeur driven,bringing them back and forth every day. I had to 

drive mine. 

PREMIER MOORES: 

sayino? 

MR. NEARY: 

He should be a chauffeur, is that what he is 

No, Mr. Speaker. I am just saying that was 

another misuse and abuse of the taxpayers money. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 
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AN HON. MEMBER: Right. 

MR. NEARY: But I did not bring it up because I did 

not want to get personal with the han. gentleman. But I have four 

kids going to school and the han. gentleman should have been 

around my house for the last couple of weeks if he wanted to see 

abuse, and crackpot phone calls from some of the - I would assume 

PK - 2 

sympatherizers of the Administration: Going to blow up the housel 

Going to burn her down! Going to run a truck into her, in through 

the house at 3:00 o'clock and 4:00 o'clock in the morning, and 

quoting some of the statements made by the han. gentlemen in this 

House. 

House, Sir? 

Now who is the spokesman for who in this 

I was really greatly disappointed tonight , really 

disappointed, Mr. Speaker, when a certain gentleman who is now sitting 

in the Speaker's gallery made his presence felt on the floor of this 

House. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. NEARY: That gentleman would have had an 

opportunity to make his presence felt in this House if the government 

and the Premier had agreed to set up the committee. l~e would have 

gladly accepted evidence from the hon. gentleman under oath before 

the Bar of the House, when the gentleman would have had immunity, 

but no, Sir, the hon. gentleman felt that he had to get his buddy 

off the hook, so he sent in a couple of 1•1hat I ~·ould call nhoney 

documents to the hon. the Premier. A little amunition to throw 

across at the Opposition. I hope, Mr. Speaker, the press in this 

Province have learned their lesson with the han. the Premier and the 

people that he associates with, and they will not be conned into 

making that a part of the defense of the hon. gentleman. 

Mr. Speaker, that han. gentleman 

outside the Bar of this House, and I told him so a few minutes ago that 

I thought he made a gross error in judgment by interferrin9 with the 

proceedings of this han. House. It was an error in judgment, Sir, 

making the han. the Premier the spokesman. The han. Premier can wink 
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~1r. Nearv: all he ~~ants . He 1·ri 11 orobab ly ta 1 k it over tomorrm·· 

at a game of golf and j ust slough it off again. It is a big 

j oke as fa r as the hon. gentleman i s concerned. 

R. 14, N. ROWE: A joke! 

MR. NEARY: The next time they go off to Calfornia 

golfing, oh they wi11 just laugh it off. We will get Neary. Get 

somethi:ng on him. 

AN HON. MEMBER: 

MR. NEARY: 

MR. SIMMONS: 

MR. N£ARY: 

Down on the Serpentine too. 

Down on the Serpentine 

St. Pierre for lunch. 

That is right, St. Pierre for lunch. 

Mr. Speaker, this hon. gentleman I refer 

to outside the Bar of the House, Sir, the reason I say that I think 

he made a gross error in judgment,up to the time, Sir, that these 

documents were injected into the debate there was not one hon. membe.r 

on this side of the House that said an unkind word about that hon. 

gentleman. 

S{)ME HON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

R. W. N. ROWE: Right. 

MR. NEARY: Not one. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. NEARY: The hon. gentleman felt so moved that he 

should come to the rescue of his buddy that he decided to give him a 

little aiTIIlunition to get the hear off, to disarm members on his 

side of the House, and in so doing, Sir, in my opinion, interferred 

with the proceedings and with the workings of this han. House, 
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• ..L\. . .~EA.:_tl: an attt!l.ilpt just to uelp to prup up 

tne Prt!nlier, to shore up the administration in t~Jeir time of adversity 

ana in their time of difficulty. >Jut it will not >~or~, :lr. Speaker, 

it will not work. And if that 6entleman were a stranger I r.~it;ht have 

forgi•re..1. him for it. I might have saiLi,' 1-lell, he did it in l1is 

simplicity and in his ignorance and I forgive him for it.' But, 

llr. :3peaker, this particular gentleman and the Premier happen to be 

ki:>sing cousins, budJy around together- nothing wrong 1vith that, 

t:1e Prei!lier [,as a right to pic:~ and c:,oose his friends- out t!1at 

particular gentl~'Uan, Sir, also is doing business •.rith the gover=ent 

in ot~er ways. And the hon. gentleman, Sir, in ~y opinion, .ras just 

putting words :L1. the hon. the Premier's mouth. Sow wao is the spokesman 

for whom in this hon. :-louse? The Premier cannot stand on his otm two 

feet, cannot substantiate his own actions? lie has to get assistance 

£rota outside the 3ar, notes and scraps of paper and ciocuments sent i..-1to 

the ::louse to the hon. the Premier. Mr. Speaker, I have to admire my 

colleague.o here tonight, Sir, for the way that they have handled themselves 

in this debate. There was no dirt, there were no smear tactics used. It 

was hard debating by a group of people who were trying to get at the truth, 

1~ho were trying to do a job for the people of this Province, a job which 

they were elected to do, and if they did not do it, Sir, they would leave 

this House tonight in disgrace. If they did not do their job they would 

let the people of this Province down. And I admire them all, Sir, every 

one of t:~eLJ. We have not always agreed, members on either side of me. 

h'e t~ere never as united, Sir, as we are at c:1e present tillle. 

SuHE: ao;~. NEH3ERS : 

~lR. ;~EARY: 

Hear, hear! 

And that should be evident tonight ~~hen the 

member for the Straits of Belle Isle (Hr. Roberts) walked in and took his 

seat in this I!ouse and made one of the finest speechs.o that I ever i:J.eard 

an hon, gentleman make in this hon, :fouse. 

SOi!E HOU. HEHBERS : 

~IR. NEARY: 

Hear, hear! 

Even his strongest critics on the goveruruent 

benches would have to agree, and I heard some of them already pass remarks 

t :1 a.t it was one of t!.e best speeches that tl1ey i tave ever ileard in triis 
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lton. i!ouse. I~ w-a:; certainly one of ti1e 

finest that I ;,ave ever heard in my sixteen or ~eventeen years in this 

hon. House. Ana I could not help tldnking when my lion. colleague behind 

3e, tl1e :neo1ber for 3urin -Placentia West (i-lr. Canning), the only veteran 

in the House, got up and laid it on the line, and the reason I refer to 

the hon. gentlecan as the only veteran in the House, Hr. Speaker, 

wi1en the hon. member was speaking he reminded me of something that happened 

to 111e Sun~y morning when I was down at the Holiday Inn i1aving breakfast 

and I met a group of naval veterans at the doliday Inn. _They a:l had their 

ribbons on awl they all had their medals polis:•ed up and they were all 

over there having breakfast. Host of them were from Grand Bank,by the 

way. And they were all there, some of them the years are beginning to 

i1ave their toll, and they all wa::.ked up to -.:~e, every one of them, and 

ti1ey shook my hand and they said, 'You know, llr. i~eary, >ve i1ave to aduire 

and respect you for the job that you are doing in that aouse, trying to 

keep the government on its toes and trying to :~eep them honest, and t::::ying 

to Keep corruption out of the government.' ,\nd I said to some of these 

people, 'Well, you need eyes in the oack of your head to keep that crowd 

nalf honest. 1 And they said, 1 That is what ~~e fought for, and do not ever 

,?;iVe up that right! That is what we fought for!" 

SOHE HON. l1EHBERS: Hear, hear! 

:•iR. NE.All.Y: "Freedom from fear, freedom of speech, 

that is what t~e fought for!" And every one of them gave me a slap on the 

l>ack •.;hen they were leaving, and their medals were clinking and I felt so 

.,rouu! And I felt so proud toni1;ht when I i1eard my hon. friend get up a nd 

lasn into the administration and challenge the administration. And my hon. 

friend has fought for this, for truth and freedma. .O.nd bon. members may 

not be able to get up in this 
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~(R. ~lEARY: hen . House today and tonight and make the speeches 

they m~de but for these gentlemen that I referreu to, the veterans 

of the Second World War •rho fought for freedom, who fought for 

peoole's rights. And so, Xr. Speaker, the message that I an getting 

across to my han. friends is this, these people, Mr. Spea:::er, these 

veterans that I speak about,and my late father happened to be a 

veteran, they fought to see that people's rights were protected, 

that the democratic system would prevail, that the British 

Parliamentary system under which we operate would remain in-

tact and that people who sit in the legislatures and in the 

parliaments of this land would act in an han. and decent 

fashion. And when situations arise, when members have to 

break ranks with the party, when members have to decide on 

issues according to the dictates of their own conscience and 

not be bullied around by the leader of the party, then they should 

do so. That is the message, Sir, that I have been trying to get 

across to these hon. gentlemen on the opposite side of the House. 

And you know, Mr. Speaker, the hon. the Premier 

was talking tonight that, you ~ow,his wife says to him some 

mornings, "Is it worth it? Is it all worth it? Why do you not 

give it up? Why do you not resign?" And then he mentioned, 

"Well, I could have a general election or I could resign." Either 

way, Sir, either way will satisfy us. Resign or hEve a general 

election it does not make any difference. It does not make any 

difference to us, Sir. It does not make one iota of difference, 

Sir. But the thing that He have to do, Mr. Speaker, in this 

House is that we have to show the people of this Province that 

l,•e are going to do the han. thing, that we are going to roll up 

the blinds, open up the windows and let in the light, and let a 

little fresh air in on the matter that has given rise to this 

motion. 
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~!R. NEARY: Now, Mr. Speaker, as I said when I started7 

han. members are going to vote, aprarently it is becoming 

more obvious to this House, are going to vote alon~ partisan 

and political lines. The battle lines are drawn. 

The han. member for St. John's East (Mr. }mrshall), 

speaking for the government, who is deliberately set up to lead 

off the debate on the government side because the han. administration 

and the han. Premier,I would assume,thought that the han. 

gentleman would be the best one to do it because he would get 

the press and he would be interviewed on television and radio and 

he had resigned previously so he would have the respect of the 

people of this Province. .And the han. gentleman let him down. 

The han. gentleman had it in the palm of his hand and he blew it, 

he let the people down. So the battle lines are now drawn. 

I was hoping, Mr. Speaker, that the han. the 

Premier himself would have supported this motion. On one occasion 

previously, Mr. Speaker, I went to the bon. the Premier- I did not 

go,I was invited by the Minister of Transportation and Communications, 

invited to the Premier's private dining room for lunch. The hon. 

gentleman says1 "That is right" and r know it is right, And we had 

a long serious talk, the Premier and r. The hon. Minister of 

Transportation and Communications did not say very much. I 

presume the hon. gentleman was there to witness the conversation 

between the Premier and myself. And I said in this House the 

other day and I repeat again what I said; I advised the Premier 

at that time in connection with 
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MR. NEARY: the Scrivener affair for 

his own protection and to clear his own good name, that the 

hon. the Premier should have had a public enquiry into the 

Scrivener affair. And the hon. gentleman told me he would, 

and the hon. gentleman reneged, went back on his word. 

MR. W.N.ROWE: Why? 

MR. NEARY: I do not know why. Maybe 

the truth is not in the hon. gentleman, I do not know. 

That was the first 

indication that I had, Sir, the first indication that I had 

that I was taken up a country lane, that I was misled, and 

then I watched the hon. gentleman ever since, paid very 

close attention to the han. gentleman's movements and every 

word that he utterea. And ever since, Mr. Speaker, and I 

coined my own phrase in this House last year to describe the 

hon. gentleman, people believe the hon. gentleman when they 

know they should not be believing him. The hon. gentleman 

has a knack for doing that. We could go back, Mr. Speaker, 

over the last few years, just turn back the clock and take 

a look at some of the promises that were made by the hon. 

gentleman that were broken. I wrote down a list of them 

somewhere here today. I -cannot find it now, but I will 

think of it as I go on. 

The Grand Falls Hospital: 

Not only did the hon. gentleman go out to Grand Falls and tell 

the Concerned Citizen's Committee that they were going to get 

their hospital in this fiscal year, but the hon. gentleman 

came back and confirmed it in writing, another case of misleading 

the people of this Province. 

And what about the tunnel 

across the Straits of Belle Isle, when a blast was set off 

on either side of the Straits of Belle Isle in the 1975 

election? 

PREMIER MOORES: 

MR. SPEAKER: 

A point of order. 

A point of order. 
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PREMIER MOORES: I am having a difficult 

time here, Sir, listening to this tonight and I am just 

wondering, Sir, if the rule of relevancy applies in this 

particular case or not? 

MR. W.N.ROWE: On the point of order, 

Sir, we are talking about misleading members of the House, 

misleading the public, and what the hon. member is saying 

surely bears on the subject of misleading. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. SPEAKER: To rule, certainly the rule 

of relevancy is applicable. There has, I think, on both sides 

by some hon. members, not by all, been some wandering. I 

would point out that hon. gentlemens' remarks do have to be 

related to the resolution before the House. 

MR. NEARY: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. So 

I am just pointing out to the House a number of examples of 

where the people of this Province have been misled. I am 

not just going back to ordinary political promises like the 

promises that were made in the by-election down in Burgee - Bay 

d'Espoir - out in Hermitage rather - or out in Twillingate, 

we are talking about another matter, Sir, that involved $75 

million or $80 million of taxpayer's money down the drain. 

And my little research that I have been able to do on that 

project indicates that there was tremendous extravagance and 

waste involved in the contracts for the construction of a 

tunnel underneath the Straits of Belle Isle and the development 

of the Lower Churchill. 

And remember the Saunders' 

affair, Mr. Speaker? A complete denial of that on the part 

of the Premier. That matter is not laid to rest yet, Sir. 

The hon. the Premier may think that that has just evaporated 

and disappeared,but that matter is not laid to rest yet either, 

Sir. 

MR. W.N.ROWE: That will come back. 

MR. NEARY: That will come back to haunt 
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MR. NEARY : the han. gentleman. 

And then all the police 

reports: The Department of Fisheries' scandal; the scandal 

in the Department of Public Works and all the police reports 

that have been carried on in the last few years; denials 

that there are any reports in the hands of the government, 
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Mr. Neary: denials that they are sitting on these reports. 

And the latest one. of course, is the denial by the 9overnment that 

there was any agreement to out up a new building, a new office 

building to provide office space for the government. 

Now, ~r. Speaker, what did Mr. Dobbin say in his 

letter that he sent into the Premier tonight to try to give him a 

little ammunition to thro~ across this House? He says for the 

record"please be advised (a) there was no money raised by me as 

a result of the agreement!' An admission that there was an agreement . 

That is an admission there was an a9reement. My han. friend, the 

member for the Strait of Belle Isle (Mr. Roberts),already pointed 

out that there were three proposals, three agreements, three 

arrangements, call them ~that you like, and here it is confirmed in 

a letter from Mr. Dobbin who says that~there was no money raised 

by me as a result of the agreement" .Did the han. gentleman rea 1 i ze 

~that he was saying? The han . gentleman nods, yes, he knew what 

he was saying. There was an agreement. Well,the hon. gentleman 

nods his approval. 

MR. LUNDRIGAN: 

MR. SPEAKER: 

MR. LUNOR IGAN: 

On a point of order, Your Honour. 

A point of order. 

Your Honour, this is totally, absolutely out 

of order. The hon. member is abusing the rules riqht to the core. 

He is discussing and debating and making reference to members in 

the gallery. There are no members in any gallery. There are never 

any members in any gallery in the Legislature , Your Honour. 

MR. \~. N. ROWE: Do not be so foolish. 

MR. LUNDRIGAN : And he is carrying on what he claims is a 

discussion with members in the gallery, -

AN HON. MEMBER: 

MR. LUNDRIGAN: 

MR. SPEAKER : 

MR . H. N. ROWE: 

Strangers in the night. 

- and that is totally out of order, Your Honour . 

The hon. Leader of the Opposition. 

On that point of order, Sir. have been 

in this House for a number of years and I have seen hon. members sometimes 
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Mr. W. N. Rowe: communicate with members in the gallery. The 

former Premier,who knew more about rules, Sir, the first day he 

was in the House than that hon. member will know after he is here 

fifty years, the former Premier of this Province ~1hen I was here 

in this House often, Sir, got a nod of assent or somethin~ from 

someone in the gallery, recognized as such, confirm for the record 

by the Premier's own voice. I did it myself on a couple of 

occasions. It is the first time I have ever heard a specious and 

spurious argument raised that in some way or other there are no 

human beings in the gallery and that an hon. member does not have 

the right to indicate or to communicate with a member outside of 

the Bar of the House or in the gallery. It is totally ridiculous, 

Sir. 

MR. LUNDRIGAN: 

MR. W. N.ROWE: 

MR. LUNDRIGAN: 

MR. l~. N. ROWE: 

them. The likes of it! 

MR. SPEAKER : 

MR. vJ. 1~. RlJWE: 

MR. SPEAKER: 

No people in the House -

Do not be so foolish! 

-are allowed to (inaudible). 

Sit down,! say4 ~r. Speaker, listen to 

Order, please! 

Back up precedings lies. 

Order, please! 

I believe here it is necessary perhaps to 

distinguish, all hon. members are aware that there are times when 

there are officials in the House,frequently during supply or during 

other proceedings,who frequently sit by leave of the House in a seat 

for members and communicate with the minister in writing, verbally, 

by nodding,in that way, and that is done, I think, by leave. 

For an hon. member to say something about 

somebody, a stranger, somebody who is in the gallery,that is in order. 

Where I think it would be out of order would be any kind of communication 

whereby a person not a member would indirectly be participating in 

debate by acknowledging or not acknowledgin~ a question put by a member, 

because in a certain sense then that person would be participating in 

the debate of the House. So that I would consider would be improper: 
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Nr. Soeaker: in other words 9to convey the ooinions of 

someone who is not a member but present in the 9allery,to convey 

thei r opinions,~o1hether it is to affirm or to deny something to 

members , is out of order. 

PK - 3 

MR. NEARY: How do I get out of it, Your Honour, out of this 

situation. Do I have to bring the hon. gentleman in and put him on 

the Table of the House now that I have referred to him? I would 

be very happy to do it, Sir, if I could . \·le have been trying to 

get the gentleman before the Bar of the House. 
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nut in this letter t'lat \;as table"' u"f tlu; 

J:'re.'ilier, Ar. Speaker, he says in paragra::>h (c) : "Unfortunately, at 

•lO ti;ne did I ft:el t:1at I nad a contractual document fro:n government 

foruidding ~e to start construction on the building. The vurpose of 

the agreement" - listen to this, Hr. Speaker, The hon. gentleman 

ad!Jlits in this again there was an agreement. "The purpose of the 

agreement was the first step in permitting me to go forward with plans 

anJ specifications for approval by your Public \~orks officials along 

1viti1 your Cabinet colleagues." And then the hon. gentleman said, 

"I 11ave understood for some time that certain members of the Cabinet 

were not in agreement with this proposal and for t;ds specific reason 

I stopped expending funds on the venture." 

HR. W. N. ROWE : After a Cabinet directive . 

:!R, :lEAH.Y: The hon. gentleman has a Cabinet directive, 

has an agreeiUent witnessed by the Premie1:, signed by tile lfinister of 

Public •<orks, and the hon. gentleman says he ueard, he had understood. 

\Tho did i1e understand it from? He sees the Premier every day of his 

life and he understood. Do they not talk about these things when they 

meet or do they just talk about golf and helicopters and trips? 

llr. Speaker, there was a stranf;er in the 

gallery who just beckoned to me, Sir, to come outside and I ask 

Your Honour to take note of that. I may need protection before tile 

night is over. 

MR. P EAI~ER: The han. gentleman has asked me to take note of 

it. I did not see it, but I will take note of it. I am not 

S".re ~'hat else one can do. 

SOl:E HON. t·!EliBEi\S: Oh, oh! 

:fr. Speaker, that is not a b it funny. 

MR. SPEAKER: I am not laughing at it. 

Order, please! 

~ iR. NEARY: 'rlas it a cl1allenge? Did the han. gentleman 

challenge I:le outside the Bar of the House? Is that wi1at ti.e hon. 3entleuan 

did? 

A poin t of order, Your Honour . 

.:'l. point of order . 
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Your Honour has alr-=atly wan•eJ t:u: 

:1on. <;entlei:Jan about tryin::; to carry on soi:le kind of a tleuate or an 

iateraction with so~ttebody w~~o is not in tlie :,on. House. ..\nci. he is 

cioinz tl•e sa::!e tz1ing again, Your Jonour, ;1e is trying to provo:Ce a 

situation, capture tlle attention of the press anu the gallery today 

to draw attention to ti1e situation, and I ask ':our Jonour to bring 

the non. I:lei:Jber to order. 

."-1.\.. S?E .. -L:..:.E ... i.: Order, ,:>lease! urder, <'ltase! 

Obviously, nobvJy 1.;~10 is not a member 

oi t•le .louse or is not brought i~ as a witness ilefore tile :louse or 

call<>ci before the Jar of the House or by leave of tne i!ouse or is in to 

ait witn a uinister to advise aim on certain matters can participate, 

nor I would say, as a corolary to that, illviteci to particil'ate, because 

;>ersons would be likely to do what they are not allm1ed to do. 

I ·""·oulU suz~est taat -

HR. HICKEY: Ring Judge Roberts. 

- if Hr. Dobbin, Sir, wants to give evidence 

in this .iouse or wants to talk to members of this House, all the Premier 

and the government nave to do if tney '"'ant the truth to come out is to 

agree to setting Ul' this Committee, resolvin;; the ;louse into a Conuuittee 

of the Whole, and the hon. gentleman will be able to staaol in fr,·ut of 

t~e ~ar of this House and speak his piece. 

HR. -~~. N. ROWE : And you will not be intimidated. 

And I will not !>e inti:nidated by any :1on. 

gentleman, and neither am I afraid of any i1on. gentle'"-an, but leave my 

faltlily alone. 

Right. 

HR. NEARY: That is all I say to him. 

SQ}IE HON. i1EMBERS: Oh, oh! 

HR. NEARY: The hon. gentleman heard lvhat I said about 

ten minutes ago. And the hon. the Premier - the lo~Je,;t fonu of life -

vTorried about his family and tVhat his family has to go througl!. 

!{R. PECKFORD: A !lOint of order, Hr. Speaker. 

A ~oint of or~er. 
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,\ t>011Lt of vrivilege , ;,r . Spesk~r . 

A poiol of privilege . 

. ·ir . Speaker , !. was listening with 

i.nt~re::lt to -:..y collea~ue 1 s comments ami I c.aougiat he 1<1as going to 

co~e ~ack co the very serious matter which transpired just now, a 

cotter ·.-.hicn sorue 1aemoers of c.'le tiouse treated rather lightly. 

I happen to oelieve , :.u: . Speaker , that if a person not a member of 

t:Us :iouse has made any ~escure, any i.lJication, any way of incimicia:ir.g 

a o~ber in tlus aouse , I think chat is a very grievous de>~lopruenc 

and I t nink we iUlve treated it far ;:coo li&~tly . I feel threatened, 

:~. Speaker , as a member of this House. I understood that we have 

full procection here anci that: we are allowec co say '-lhat we like 1rithin 

t he parliacencary fracewo r k and if it is not ~o.<i. tnin c:1ac framework teen 

!t is up to l:r . Speaker and/or the .iouse to i.rin~ it co our attention 

and to discipline us according:y. As I un~erscood it , my colleague at 

chat moment t.1l1en he was 
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~-!R. SI~ONS: speaking was well within the rules - at any 

rate the record will show that he was not instructed to withdraw

he had obviously said things 'vhich were parliamentary. He .. "'s 

exercising his parliamentary function as a member of this House 

and by his own account and by the witness of several people on 

this side of the House he was clearly intimidated by a person 

who is not a member of this House. 

Now, Mr. Speaker, I believe that requires 

some interjection from the Chair, or requires some action on the 

part of the Sergeant-at-Arms. At the very least, Mr. Speaker, 

I submit my matter of privilege that I have raised is this, 

that I submit that kind of thing cannot be condoned because it 

could set a very dangerous precedent where you would have 

people in the gallery who are not members of this House, who by 

gesture could convey all kinds of intimidation to members of 

t his House and may well, Mr. Speaker, in the process, may well 

have the effect of interferring with what the member would 

otherwise say or wish to say in this Chamber. And, Mr. Speaker, 

I may say that if a prima facie case is established, which I feel 

it is, I am prepared to move the appropriate motion. 

HR. MORGAN: A point of privilege, Hr. Speaker. 

~1R. SPEAKER: 

~IR. MORGAN: 

The hon. Minister of Tourism. 

~r. Speaker, the last fe~ minutes was a situation 

<!hereby an han. member speaking in this Assembly attempted to co=unicate 

'vith a member of the public, known in our terms as a stranger to the 

House, sitting in the gallery, attempted to not only communicate 

but very obviously provoke by means of the personal attack and 

slander of the same gentleman in the gallery, by the hon. member 

speaking. If any motion, whether an eye expression, a facial 

expression or hand expression was made in any way or form by 

the persons or person sitting in the gallery,it does not indicate 

that there was any form of intimidation, But, 11r. Speaker, I think 
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>fR. '!ORGA.J."{: it is completely out of order, and on this 

point of privilege for a member of the House of Assembly to 

stand and slander and personally attack and provoke a stranger 

of the House sitting in the gallery. 

C.lR. SIHMONS: To that point of privilege. 

AN RON. }!EMBER: Whose privilege is it? 

MR. MORGAN: ------ Mr. Speaker, if I could have silence in 

speaking on the point of privilege. 

NR. SPEAKER: I would ask the han. gentleman to bring his 

remarks to a conclusion. 

~11L MORGAN : Mr. Speaker, because the hon. gentleman 

speaking in a few sentences prior to the indication given that 

h~ was being intimidated did communicate and was brought to 

order for doing so, that the communication was at the 

initiative of the person who was speaking in the House of 

Assembly. And therefore, Mr. Speaker, there is no point of 

privilege. 

~lR. SPEAKER: Order, please! Actually it was the hare. 

gentleman for LaPoile (Mr. Neary) who a few minutes previous 

to the point of privilege raised by the hen. member for 

Burgee Bay d'Espoir (Mr. Simmons), the hon. member for 

LaPoile said to the effect that somebody in the gallery had 

invited him out and asked the Chair to take note of it and that 

•.vas that. There I~ as no allegation oy the lion. member for LaPoile 

that :1e had been intimidated, threatened, or anything, so 

on what the han. gentleman who was invited out has stated to 

me I am not aware that anybody has acted improperly. The han. 

gentleman did not make any allegation of intimidation or 

anything. He merely said that he had been invited out and asked 

the Chair to take note. But that is lvhat he said so as long as 

it is at that the han. gentleman hss not made any allegation of 

intimidation or an infringement upon his performance of his 

duties, etc. 
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'!!!.. ?ECK~O!U>: 

~{R. Sl'E.AKE!l: 

'"~!! . ?ECK:ORD: 

:ape :>:o . 2207 

A ~oint of order, ~~. Speaker . 

A point of o rder. 

:N - 3 

~!r. Speaker , a point of order. aefore the 

point of privilege came up I was rising on a point of order. 

In the remarks by the hon. lUel!lber for LaPoile e·~. Neary) before 

tha point of privilege came up, as I was trying to get up on 

a point of order, he had indicated, referrinR to the hon . the 

Premier, the tJor ds " lowest form of life" in reference to the 

Precier. This is abusive , insulting langu~ge, Mr. Speaker, chat 

the non. member for LaPoile was usinl! in referring co another 

hon. member of this House and I ask that he be ordered to 

wit:ldraw. 
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"". ~?" ,\KF!' : ------ Tcoe allegation as stated by the han. ''inister 

o~ "ir.es and Energy certainly tmuld be unparliamentary and extre1rely 

offensive language and I would ask the han. ge~tleman to r~ithdrm> 

it. 

Mr. Speaker, I withdraw, Sir. The hon. 

the Premier is not the lowest form of life. 

Now, Mr. Speaker, as I -

~'!' • SPEAKl'P. : Order,please! I recall an incident of a 

few weeks ago where the same situation came up and I said that the 

Chair judges withdrawals in the context. I realize semantics and that 

can come into it but I do believe that the appropriate thing is to 

'·'i thdra~r the remark tvithout repeating it. Just withdraw the remark. 

If Your Honour does not want me to 

repeat it•I withdraw it. 

NCJT..r, ~'r. Speaker, I started to say a fe<r 

moments ago that it is becoming mere obvious to the House that this 

matter is going to be voted on along partisan political lines and 

that indeed, Sir, HOuld he a shame and the only people tvho will suffer 

"'ill be the people of this Province so I am going to offer the 

:louse an alternative, Sir. I tvould like to move an amendment to the 

motion that was moved by my hen. friend,the Leader of the Opposition. 

~nd seconded by me if that is possible. 

~nd seconded by the Leader of the Opposition 

if the hon. -

.11~ .. H0~. ~f'£!·"'BER: No. -------
"". }' t:Al'.l.:_ And seconded hy my han. friend the nember 

for Buchans (1-'r. Flight). The amendment is this, ~·r. Speaker, to move 

t!lat all the words after that be substitued t·Tith"a public enquiry he 

established under the Public Enquir~es Act to investigate all 

circumstances surrounding arrangements made bet~'een the j?:OVernment 

and other parties to build an office ~uilding or to provide office 

space for t~e government bettveen January 18, 1972 to the present timel' 

H~. T:J . Pf'll·JF: See now •..rhat they Hill dC' to that. ------
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~t ~-!"~TC.\_'!: --- -· First ~f all,the ~on. gentl~~an helieve 

:=:eccnCed -

"r. S'PEAKE:R: A point of order? 

Yes, Your F.onour . The hen. gentleman seconded 

the motion ,,,hjch Has moved by the Leader of the Opposition. :·low I am 

not cor.tpletely clear on the rules but I am t~ondering ~f,first of all~ 

it is in order for a seconder of a motion to amend a motion and,secondly, 

Your Honour, if I might just speak to the amendment, in my opinion, 

Vour ~1onour, the amendment completely elireinates the motion. 

MR.W.ROWE: There are' two points of orC:er you have there. . ., - . \.. SIMMONS: One at a time now. 

''P.. Lt.f!DP.IGAN: Okay, the first point. 

'1'. ~PEAKEP : The first point of order :[ am not av1are of 

any author-tty that would preclur.e han. gentlenan "ho seconded the 

motion from amending it. The person t~ho proposed it could not amend 

l·.is o•·--:1 r.mtion,but to my knmvledge an hen. member 'Jy seconding is not 

?recludP.d from ~oving an amendment. 

~~. LrNDRICl.X: Thank you, Your Honour, But on the other 

ooin t of order, Your Fonour, t·7hich is the more important pair. t of order 

~ecause the important point is that the hen. the member for LaPoile 

(''r.Yeary) really in essence is saying that the Leader of the rppositior. 

is asking to 11ithdratv the motion because in essence Hhcot he is asking 

us is to •vithdra~r the motion. ~~e have been getting the sentiments of 

that the '·•hole evening, Your Honour, and I am alleging and stating 

clearly t hat the intention of the crnendment is to elirnin~te, dilute, 

it is totally dilatorious. it is totally to negate the entire motion. 

Vour ''cnour, and consequently as far as I am concerned the amendment 

is a total elimination of the motion and conseauently totally out of 

order. 

f'.J:.! EON. l"EYBER : Hear, hear! 

''P4 SI~~r~S: ------ - Yr. Speaker. 

Eon. member for Burgeo-Bay d' Espoir . 
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•·'l'\. C'.,.'"'•r:-\·('. --- ---- ":- . ~rcaker, t".e mnencben t prorosec 

"Y ~"Y col.:.ea~ue f rom !.a!'oile n~r. :-leary) haci the effect of r eooving ail 

t he :·or ds after that and substituting some o ther •:ords. ~e llll'e:~G.ment 

i n effect ~ives the House t'.,tO alternatives, ''r. Speaker, 

~. LUNDRIGAN: One is a charge and the other is 

.1n apology. 

~. SI!"~ONS: Pr . Speaker, this is the crowd that 

nreachec all tr~ ~usiness ahout silence all ntght since ei~ht o'clock . 

''R. LUNDRIGAN : I am just putting the m~mber straight on it. 

:<ame him. Name him . 
.. 

! have learned, ::r. Speaker, not tc be 

governed by that JT.ember ' s prospectus. :!r . Spear.er, 

• 
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~~r. S i rrmons: submit the amendment among other things 

gives two alternatives to the House; the House can vote down the 

amendment,for example, and still have the other alternative. 

And Beauchesne provides, I do not have the exact reference, but 

Beauchesne provides for that kind of an amendment. The rationale 

behind it will come out during the debate and we will all have 

a go at it again, but basically the rationale is that the House 

has indicated from the number of speakers we have had so far, that 

it is not too happy, the majority is not too happy with the unamended 

motion and so we are giving another alternative to the House on 

which to vote, and I submit for those reasons the amendment is very 

much in order. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: 

11R. l~. MARSHALL: 

MR. SPEAKER: 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: 

MR. MARSHALL: 

Hear, hear! 

Mr. Speaker -

Does the hon. member have leave? 

Yes. 

Mr. Speaker, I just invite Your Honour 

to this point. I do not really know whether a point of privilege 

such as this is amendable. I do look at Beauchesne, and I refer 

you to Beauchesne, Page 161, Paragraph 46 where it says, "A motion 

to ref~r a hill, resolution or any question to the Committee of the 

~Jhole, or· of any standing or special committee shall preclu~~ all 

amendment of the main question." 

SOME HON. MEMBER: Hear, hear~ 

MR. MARSHALL: Now that would appear to cover this 

situation. just wonder, Your Honour, whether in a case particularly 

where you have a matter of privilege where it is well known that 

all proceedings of the House are then suspended until the matter of 

privilege has been taken up and dealt with and that soecific matter 

of privilege itself, •..thether it suspends all machinery in the 

House at the time until that issue is decided.! would think that 

it would be a very good argument per se in that there should be no 

amendment to orivilege. And this particular privilege motion is 

also couched in the terms that the question be referred to a Committee 
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Mr . Mars hall : of t he Whole and the authority I gave in 

Beauchesne seem to preclude it. 

~R. SPEAKER: The hon . Leader of the Opposition and then 

the hon. Government House Leader. 

MR. W. N. ROWE : Mr. Speaker, there is nothing to this point 

of order. Sir, a motion has been made by myself and placed before 

the House. Any motion is amendable, if the House sees fit to do 

so, and a motion can be made to amend the motion . The motion 

that my hon. friend has now made could have been made at the 

beginning by myself on the prima facie breach of privilege ruling 

given by Your Honour. I could have made that motion then. 

PK - 2 

The point, Sir, it is a motion, it is an 

amendment offered by way of motinn which merely changes or alters 

the main motion. It does not negative or negate the main motion as 

suggested by one of the hon. member's opposite, .because then, of 

course, it would not ~~ in order because you could acheivP the 

same thing by voting no. l~hat it does, Sir, changes it in a 

material particular. And it allows the House on this grave question 

of privilege to seek another avenue of recourse, particularly in 

linht of the fact that,as my hon. friend next to me has said, 

there is a feeling that this motion will not carry if the government 

votes in mass against it, which they have indicated they are going to . 

Surely they are interested in arriving at the truth in this matter. 

So, therefore, Sir, we offer by way of an amendment another alternative, 

a public enauiry, which merel y amends the main motion. It changes it 

in a material particular. It does not negative it. It changes it. 

It gives another direction to go in which surely, Sir, should be 

accepted by every reasonable hon. member of this House. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear~' 

MR. SPEP.KER: The han. Government House Leader. 

MR. PECKFORD: Mr, Speaker, to that point of order, the 

section in Beauchesne quoted by the hon . member for St. John'·s East 

lMr. Marshall) is relevant I think here, which is put another way in 
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Mr. Peckford: Standi ng Order (35 ) , oage 22, Standing Orders of 

the HousP., which says essentially the same t hing. Beauchesne, page 

171, 203 (1) "It is an imoerative rule that every amendment 

must be relevant to the question on ~Ihich the amendment i s 

proposed. " And the kernel of it is here that the motion that is 

being proposed i s that this hon . House resolve itself into a 

Committee of the Whol~ and that is a very major part of the 

mot ion i tself . And what you are really doi ng is chang ing the 

1•1hole motion, and hence Beauchesne 203 (1) applies and therefore 

the amendment is out of order. 

~tR. W. N. ROWE: The whole thing is changed when you have an amendment. 

MR. SPEAKER: I realize the hour is late, or early,deoending on 

one's prospective, but I will have to leave the Chair, hopeful ly 

for no longer than five minutes. It is an importa nt matter and 

I want to know I am right 1·1hen I rule . 

RECESS 
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MR . SPEAKER: Order, please! 

I have no precedent for an amendment to 

this kind of motion on which to go. The most relevant, in my opinion, 

authority is Standing Order 35. realize that it is capable 

of at least two interpretations_ rerhaps numerous, at least two. 

And all I can do is,having given it quite some consideration,to tell 

han. members what my interpretation of it is and its application 

the present motion and the possibility of amendment thereto. 

Now Standing Order 35 reads: "A motion 

to refer a Bill, resolution or any question to the Committee of the 

Whole or any standing or special committee shall preclude all amendment 

of the main question." To take out everything superfluous or to 

boil that down to its absolutely essentials: a motion to 

refer any question to the Committee of the \<~hole precludes amendment. 

The motion before the Chair is obviously 

a motion, and its passage would, or it purports to refer a question 

outlined here to a Committee of the Whole. And in my interpretation 

and application of that Standing Order to the present motion would mean 

that it precludes amendment. It came as a surprise to me, but that 

is my interpretation of a standing orders application here, and in 

my judgment the motion is not amendable. 

SO~E HON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. SPEAKER : 

MR . NEARY: 

extend the motion? 

MR. SPEAKER: 

The han. member for LaPoile . 

Did I understand~Your Honou~you cannot 

No. No. That precludes any amendment 

of this form,or to add or any alter~ tion. 

•·•r> 1'. M. RlWE : 

MR. SPEAKER: 

quest ion. 

HR . NEARY: 

There is something ~rong with that. 

It precludes all amendment of the main 

How much time do I have left? 
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MR. SPEAKER : \~auld the Table please inform the han. member 

how much time he has left? 

MR. NEARY: 

MR. SPEAKER: 

I understand your time has expired. 

We did not stoo the clock? 

The han. gentleman's time has expired. 

PK - 2 

MR. NEARY: We did not stop the clock ~/hen Your Honour was -

MR . SPEAKER: When the House was in adjournment certainly I 

assume the clock stopped. 

AN HON. MEMBER: Sit down! 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hecor, hear! 

MR. SPEAKER: The han. member for Grand Falls. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. LUNDRIGAN: Mr. Speaker, it was fully my intention to 

watch the rest of the debate and not take part in the debate because 

I think most of the relevant points that could have been made ~1ere 

made until the last forty-five minutes or so. And I think in the 

last forty-five minutes have been inspired to get involved in the 

debate and in some ways regret that the amendment was not in order, 

because I am sure there are members on t"is side of the House who would like 
-

to maybe have another say, having seen the events of the last hour 

in particular Your Honour. 

' Your Honour,the member for LaPoile (Mr. 

Neary) indicated that there has been a great momentum and a great lift 

in the spirits of the members of the Opposition today. He has indicated 

that nothing has united the members of the Opposition as much as this 

particular motion. That was his comment. And he had a great round 

of applause across the 'vlay. 

AN HON. MEMBER: That is right. 

MR. LUNDRIGAN: I would have liked to have seen a situation 

today where ~/e could have had a gallery large enough to hold the peoole 

of this Province. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 
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MR. LUNDRIGAN: That i s what I would have liked to have had. 

1~ould have liked to have seen a situation where the entire Province 

could sit and make a judgment on the proceedings ~1hich have taken 

pl ace since the allegation and charge was laid by the Leader of the 

Oppositi on. 

SOME HON. !~EMBERS : Hear , hear! 

MR. LUNDRIGAN: And to see what kind of a unified attitude 

you would get on the part of the public of Newfoundland and Labrador. 

That is one of the regretable things in a Le~islature which is rather 

i solated and insulated from the public. Because i f I came in the 

Legislature today or in the last number of hours since this charge 

was laid, and I had no political affilation, no interest in politics, 

no motivation, no identification with a political party of any sort 
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:~. LL"ND!UGAN: I feel today, right now, ~hat I would be 

a fairly adamant supporter of the group on this side and a very 

concerned person for the qualitv of the Opposition and therefore 

for the qualitv of government in our Province. T.:e last time I 

took part in a debate like this was in 197l,I believe; it might 

have been 1970. I was taking part in the debate, it was late 

in the night, three or four o'clock in the morning, and I was 

on mv feet in the Legislature in the House of Commons and ~he 

record will show this, it is a little bit of history for me 

to have been associated with one of the moot moving events 

in Canadian history, when Donny Mcinnes from East Richmond 

in Nova Scotia brought in a note and he gave me the note, 

Cape Breton, East Richmond. He brought in the note and I 

opened the note and he gave me the note and when I read the 

note the note said that the body of Mr. LaPorte had just been 

found. And we were debating the FLQ crisis. And I felt a little 

bit sheepish to stand in my place in the House of Commons and take 

part in that debate because of the fact that I was looking at 

Stanley Knowles and Jolm Diefendbaker and great parliamentarians 

talking about rights and privileges. I did not read what was on 

the note. I indicated to His Honour that I understood there had 

been a major break in the events and His Honour announced it, or 

another member from the other side got up and announced it on 

behalf of the government. That was the famous FLQ crisis. And 

the reason that was a moving experience is that we •·ere talking 

about the rights of Canadian people, the threat, the degradation 

of the rights of Canadian people. 

The member for LaPoile (Mr. Neary) here 

tonight got up and talked about his concern about the rights. Somebody 

said to him, keep _ up the work in fighting for the rights that we 

fought to protect, that we fought to achieve. If we keep going the 

way t.re are going in the Legislature, if the Opposition keep up what 
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:·IlL LL':-<DRIGA.'i : has been going on since this House started this 

year, :1r. Speaker, I :1ave got a funny feeling that we will be 

back to an administration and not a parliamentary system of 

goverr~ent. That is talking about the rights. 

I saw here in the !louse tonight with 

an individual where there is no charge laid, there is no 

crime alleged, there is no indication of any wrong doing on 

the part of a ~!ewfoundlander, a person who is on his own soil, 

in his own Legislature, the member for LaPoile (Mr. Neary) sto~d 

in his place, took him apart, vilified him, accused him, all 

kinds of accusations, judgement, not somebody that we have 

to try to bring back who has been booted out of :~e,~fotOci.lan::l. 

~. SPEAKER (DR. COLLINS): Order, please! A point of 

order. 

l·IR . NEARY : Mr. Speaker, these statements that ·.rere 

just made by the han. gentleman are completely untrue. There was 

nobody slancered or vilified, Your Honour, and I would ask Your 

Honour to ask the member to withdraw these remarks. There was 

no personal attack made on anybody. The statements made are 

completely untrue and the han. gentleman, Sir, according to the 

rules of this House, is not permitted to make - if he is going 

to quote me will quote me correctly. But the remarks, Sir, are 

untrue. 

~1R. LUNDRIGAN: Hr. Speaker, I have no intention of involving 

myself in the points of order that are raised on the other 

side. I will Your Honour to judge any that come up and I will 

also ask the Opposition not to be worried about what I am going 

to say. I would like to have my say and I would like for them 

to sit in silence and let me have my say, rather than try to 

stimie me from getting involved in the debate. 

MR. SPEAKER (DR. COLLINS) : Order, please! 

MR. NEARY: I can have my say too you knm·1. You do not 

mm the House. 
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~!R . SPEAKER ( DR. COLLI:.IS): Order, please! In regard co the 

poi~t of orde r, if I und~rstm\d it that ~e remarks of the 

hon . member to my left referred co the remark which stated 

that the hon. Premier was a low life, or whatever the term 

Has, I have just fo r gotten the e.'Cact term now. . 

AN liON. Mm-rBER: Lowest form of life. 

~!R. S1'EAKER (DR. COLLINS) : If that is the remark at issue, that 

remark ·,.;as r~itlldratvn and is no longer a part oi t he debate and 

therefore cannot be consider ed to have been made . If I am 

correct in that I would ask ::he hon. member if he would 

recognize t hat point . 
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Til<int you, Your :ionour. It is 4:-'+.3 

? .~·~. 

;rr. Speaker, quite seriousl: , I am t,oin;; 

to get to the point about cae actual motion. I believe the Leader of 

the upposition in a matter of a few months as leader of his party itas 

cornuitted one of the aost tragic political blunders - and it is a political 

blunder - that I have seen in the bit of time I have been associated with 

politics. Tonigitt what we i:ave seen is a :r.otion that was ttoveJ. 11ith a 

c:1ar<~;e specifically laid against a member of the :iouse. \·:e i1ave seen all 

ti•e t~embers get up and skate around it. Quite a number of J;Jembers, if 

you watched carefully, almost apologized for the motion, stickhandled 

around the motion, never got to the core of the motion. It was obvious 

to ••e for a long time. I have been making notes for the past twelve and 

one-italf :tours on the debate. It \vas obvious to me that the Leader of 

t:te Opposition. racognized ne .~ad ;nacle a il!istake ~ecause he started out 

looking li;.;.e i1e \vas going to score a big victory ancl novT it looks like 

he is going to get himself in a :1ell of a Lless and he is apologizin:;. 

And the memuer for LaPoile (Er. Neary) is clever enougi1 to recognize 

that he i1as got il:i.nself in a mess. Because when lllembers today stood 

up and specified three members in particular that had really laid the 

charge I watched the melltber for LaPoile; he is one of the cleverest 

debaters and one of the cleverest manipulators of tile rules. That is 

••i•at you call a good parliamentarian, Your i:ionour. 

~!R. SPEAKER: A 1Joint of order. 

MR • NEARY: Your ilonour should just interrupt a:td as!,. 

t:<e ~entleman to withdraw that. I should not i;ave to stanc:l on a point 

of order -

:·lR. LUNDRIL>A.l: If you would let me finish my sentence 

then you will understand that there was no point of order. 

i:il't. SPEAKeR: Order, please: If tile han. the ·~ember 

for LaPoile \<lould just specify tne point of order a little :,it wore clearly. 

Tae 3entleman, Sir, accused me of ~anipulating 

the rules and Your Honour knovTS that is unparliamentary, anci I ask 

Your (io:1cur to direct t l:..e ,:;e:.1:Jcr far Grar ,~ F.J.ll s (: ~r. Lundriva!l ) to .:it~t.:..ira~J , 
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.· ..... \. ~~Z.Al\Y: Sir, anci apologize to t~!e !-iou::;e. 

:·JI.. SPE.>.Kl:i\: (Dr. Collins) Order, plea~e! The :1on. mel!lber asks 

the Chair to step in. I felt that the hon, mem:..er wao not using the 

1-'0r<l in a derogatory ·o~ay, 0ut if the :10n, nember was 

using it in a derogatory way I would ask him to withdra1~ it. 

:IR.. LlJNDRIGA..~: I was being complimentary about the 

way the han. member can handle the rules. Two different hon. members 

.:an stand in the :rouse, one hon, member fets ;d.mself in trouLle 

because he Joes not know how to handle the rules, The han. the member 

for LaPoile (Hr. Neary) handled the rules quite well. lie never used 

the phrase 'deliberately misled', 

fu~ HON. !·IEH3ER: Rizht. 

;~. LUN:JlUGA;.•l: ae is going to come out of it smelling 

like ro~es in one way, He is definitely going to coiJ.e out of it 

smelling like roses. I would say t:1e Leader of tne Opposition Has the 

one wl10 was llopin3 the most that tne ar~end;nent ,:>reposed Ly t;,e aon. 

the member for LaPoile would have been in order. 

Weaseling his way out. 

H3 .• LUND RIG&'<: Vt:.ry easily, That was ids hope, 

because ile has got himself in a mess. He has done something that is 

going to go down in parliamentary history in our country. I 'phoned 

today and I talked to people with whc.,m I have uad a lot of association 

in federal politics and I asked them to do some research on this 

particular type of ·.notion. They could not finu evidence of 111here a 

me:c.:,er - not nad stood up and c.:..:..le th.: cl,aq;e 'deliberately misled', 

I have said that a dozen times in the douse of ColllDlOiiS anu I :1ave 

said it here I gue~s, and it has oeen said dozens of times - but a 

mewoer who stood up anci premeditatedly, calculateJly, deliberately 

s toed in his place, cool as a cucw,tber, everytning arranged and was 

willing to lay everything on the line with it - not the lllember for 

LaPoile, the melllber was clever enough not to zet himself hooked into 

it. 

A:.~ i!ON, t_~ Hear, hear! 
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a,> :•itere ::a is .;oin;; to look auout ttiO feet tall - :.un is .:ssentially 

•;:,a t t;l~ ou tco:Je oi it is , ::r. Speaker . 

:~. S?S\.'-i:~ : (Ur . ~ollins) Or der, :>lease! 

:~ . LL');j)RIG,\., : And. t!le member fo r i..aPoile (:fr . i<eary) 

is golns t o look about t~ feet tall! 

l:R. SP~""R: 

:k'::::: ::J~ . ::E.:.3ERS : 

:;;.{. S?!::.'..KER: 

Order, please! Or der , please! 

!e.1r, "'ear! 

Order, t>lease ! A poin t of orcer. 

Your aonour mus t be aware it is unparlia~en tar y to say 

t :lat I set any~ody up, the Leader of the Opposition or :mybody else . 

You cannot icpute mot ives , Ur . Speaker , to members of t!lis .!ouse, and 

tile hon . gentleman SitOuld oe directed for the third til:le tO Witll.ira';l 

an un;.oarliaz;eotary ::eLUtrk. And the :te.xt tii:!e ~he hon . zentlel~a."' w.al..e.; 

~r.:.· unp~:~rlia:1en::ary re:uar~ he shoul<l ;,e uam.!J uy Your dvnour . 

I would hope he would let Your Honour 

make tt'le rulin:; wit:1out any comment \lecause it is using up my till!.e . 

.:\n ... I 1101>€! t ile tcemiler does not waste t.rj tilDe ;,ecause he should al.l011 <ue 

to speak. 

• iR. .;£;.?.Y : You cannot oe unparliamentary , you have 

~o follow t3e rules of che nouse . 

:1R . DI:lN: 

:~\ . SPE/u\.ER: 

!le is s .• ot clown t1vice . 

Qrcler , }>lease! I tilink t he i.~putacion 

.• ere is chat tb'! .ton . the n.uber for Lu?;)il~ ult.l ;;o:tetili~1Z tl.at uc .!ic! 

r.ot avo"· , c:.ac he ciJ so~ct:.ine in .tOt a clear ~o:ay . I t l!i:tJ... t <.at s •• v~.;:.: 

je wi.tnd ra:.'T,, ti.at :,is liiOti ves f or 
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Mr. Speaker (Dr. Collins); 

questioned. 

SOI~E HON . MEMBERS: 

Tape 2213 (Niqht) PK - 1 

doing what he did should not be 

Hear, hear! 

MR. LUNDRIGAN: I will, ~1r. Soeaker. Thank you, 

Your Honour. 

MR. SPEAKER (DR. COLLINS) : The han. member for Grand Falls. 

Oh, oh ~ SOME HON. MEMBERS: 

MR. LUNDRIGAN: Mr. Speaker, this is a very sensitive 

point, very sensitive point. The Leader of the Opposition knows what 

am talking about. The member for LaPoile (Mr. Neary) knows what 

am talking about. He is standing back there now and he is hoping 

am going to say it again Your Honour, but I am not going to say it 

again. 

SOME HON. ME~BERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. LUNDRIGAN: No,I am not going to say it again, but 

he would like for me to say it again. He would like for me to be 

on television and radio and say it again because I would say when this 

is all over, and the next few hours or days whatever the case might be, 

that the Leader of the Opposition is going to stand two feet tall. 

He will live to regret it,like the minister said earlier on this 

afternoon, earlier on today, he will live to regret it. It is a 

bad political move, aside from the impact it is having on the people 

and the impact it is havinq on Newfoundland across this country 

AN HON. MEMBER: Very true. 

MR. LUNDRIGAN: -by people who do not understand parliamentary 

procedure and do not understand things of this nature, almost as 

though we were B court being exposed to the public. 

Mr. Speaker, first of all let us look at 

a couple of comments made by members here today. The member for 

Lewisporte (Mr. White) said, "~le cannot decide IA!hether the Premier 

deliberately misled the House. l~e cannot decide,that is \AJhy it 

needs to be referred to a Committee. l~e cannot decide." I thought, 

and I was waiting, and I said to the Premier today, I said, "Premier," 

this \Atas earlier on today, while we were setting up the member for 
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Mr . Lundrioan: St. John's East (Mr . Marshall) to be our spokesman. What 

an insult that was! Can you imagine us in caucus trying to get the 

member for St. John's East, coaxing him, and saying, You are going 

to be our spokesman no~1 because you got the credibility? That is 

what the Leader of the Opposition said tonight, "He is not deceitful, 

Mr. Speaker, could not say that . He never deliberately misled 

the people of the Province. That is unparliamentary, I could not 

make that comment!' But that is what he said on television tonight, 

that we set this man up,the member for St . John's East,because he has 

the credibility, he told the people of the Province." 

AN HON. MEMBER: Hear! Hear! 

MR: LUNDRIGAN: The people,he thinks,are going to believe him, 
' . 

and they might - if I do not walk about 5,000 miles in the next year and 

a half to tell them otherwise and the rest of the members in 

this Le~islature on th i s side do not walk 150 , 000 miles combined to 

tell them otherwise, And maybe he will convince them. He has a 

lot convinced today. would like to bet, and I bet once in a while, 

gamble a little bit, play cards, and I am a betting man, I would like to 

bet that a year and a half from now, Mr. Speaker, that there will be 

less people in the Province believe him. 

As a matter of fact, tonight it ~1as obvious 

to everybody who the leader was across the way, not the appointed leader 

or the elected 1eader, but the nominal leader. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear, t:ear 

MR. LUNDRIGAN: Still the leader almost thought he was 

the 1 eader for a while, the 1 earned gentleman, became a great 

lawyer 'ad hoc', habeas corpus' 'mutans mutantis'. I got carried away 

with it- 'corpus dilecti', all the rest of the stuff. really 

enjoyed it. And he believed it, and if he was here I would 

torment him about it because I do admire his capabilities. 

But, Mr. Speaker, the Leader of the Opposition 

told the people of the Province today that the Premier deliberately 

misled the House. I do not believe, and I am safe on saying that he 
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Mr. Lundriqan: recognized when he moved his motion, when he came 

in with his bit of ammunition what he ~1as getting himself into. 

The former Leader tried to protect him a bit. Get it out of the 

House. Get it into a committee. He almost tried to give the 

impression with his skilled,capable,learned capability that really 

this was not too serious a matter. It is a matter of investigating 

something that might have some mystery to it or something that might 

be shady or something that might not be quite in order, get it 

out into the committee and let us get at the truth. He never 

quite got to the real point. And the real point is, Mr. Speaker, 

PK - 3 

that a member of this Legislature has made a clea~definitive,hopefully 

substantial charge against another member. That is the issue. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear. hear! 

MR. LUNDRIGAN: said to the Premier today, I said, "Premier, 

if the Leader of the Opposition comes into this place today, once the 

motion is moved, stands in his place and cannot present evidence 

that the Premier deliberately misled the House,I am voting with 

him." 

SOME HON. MEr~BERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. LUNORIGAN: I am voting with him. I will ask my 

colleagues around, is that the comment I made? "I am voting with 

him. " "Not only that", I said, "Premier, if he can come in this 

place he has the obligation to prove his charge." That is why 

Mr. Speaker allowed it. That is why Mr. Speaker said in quoting 

back to Mr. Michener in 1963, that unless the member then moved 

and said that someone deliberately misled the House in 1963, 
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'tR. LL'f<'DRIGA..I'I : unless l1e was prepare<! to assert on 

his own responsibility. I lmncier what does that mean1 I 

happen to know what it means a little tit because I got caught 

like that one time, Mr. Speaker. I almost lost my seat in 

the House of Commons over it. His Honour was so concerned 

to say that that was the basis for accepting the prima 

facie case, the question of privilege, that he repeated, 

~~r. S~eaker yesterday repeated, he Hent back and he said, 

"I indicated that I did not thin!: a matter of privilege 

would arise unless he was PrePared to assert on his 

own responsibility." Re repeated it. And on that basis, 

!1r. Speaker, on that basis His Honour accepted it 
1 

"If the 

member is prepared on his own responsibility!' There are 

uumerous occasions. 

Allan Lawrence most recently in tha 

House of Commons not very long ago got up and said that the 

Finance Minister deliberately misled the House. It has been 

said fifty times a year and in all cases, l!r. Speaker, His 

Honour stood up and said, "The hon. gentleman knows the 

consequences of making that kind of a charge, He has to 

be prepared to move a substantive motion. He has to be prepared 

to do it an his own responsibility. If he :!.s not prepared to 

do that then I ask that he ~rith:iraw it because he is out 

of order." And in all cases after finagling back and forth 

the member withdraws it. If he does not withdraw it then he 

lays a specific charge against the member in his motion, a 

specific charge against the member and then, Nr. Speaker, he 

stands in his place and he supports his charge. He does not allege 

his charge. He does not insinuate his charge, He does not 

suggest his charge. There is nothing airy-fairy about his 

charge. He does not get around the point. He does not 

come up and do what lvas done in the House a couple of days 

ago a:td indicate, for example• that there lvere sOl!le questions 
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'ffi.. LL~DRICAN: raised to the Premier in hopes that he is goin8 

to rut his foot in it so they can come in and get the motion on 

t~e floor. Nothing like that. It is clear and unequivocal. How 

clear and ho<J unequivocal'! 

~·!r. Speaker, clear enough that evid:mce 

exists that t!1ere has been money laid out., that the thing was a 

firm deal and that this House has been misled, that the t:~embers 

have been misled. Hr. Speaker, all of the members en this side 

of the House said this morning that if this charge is correct, 

if the Leader of the Opposition can stand up and prove that 

there has been some deliberate deception, lies, deceit,because 

of a charge laid, Mr. Speaker, the hon. Premier has no choice 

but to resign. 

Nobody stood U? in this House today and was 

prepared to blindl~· support the hon. the Premier. Nobody! 

~nd I say right now, if the hon. the Leader of the Opposition 

can support his charge, can get up and prove categorically 

that in fact this deal was co::tsunmated, that money has been 

laid out, that there has not been some kind of. an i:J.terpretation 

based on an answer given in an informal question period, whicl1 

is their total position, then !1r. Speaker, the Premier will 

not be in the position where he will ask members to support him. 

It is not a matter of lying. It is a mo~e serious charge than 

t:1at 1 I say to the learned gentleman, or half-learned gentleman 

across the 'Jay, ;.rr. Speaker. 

MR. DOODY: Order, olease ~ 

~·!R. LUNDRIGAN: Never oiad your Question Period. I wi~l 

get around to the que~tion period in a second. 

The former Leader of tl1e Opposition tried 

to apologize, that is what he did. But he is so skillful that 

you had to listen and watch. He said, "Get it into the Committee. 

Let us bring out the evidence." He said, "No charge has been laid." 

That is quite opposite to the facts. That is a verbatim coromeLt. 
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:-T.. LUXDRIGA!<: "~o condem .• 'lation." I wrote it down. 

conde=ation." He tried to say because :1e is an han. 

gentleman , tough as nails hut an han. gentleman, he tried 

to say, !·fr. Speaker, that there is nothing substantial 

about the whole thing and he went as far as to say, "Let us 

have an enquiry." 

Now here is where the telltale comes in. 

TI1ere is your professional politician. There is your 

professional politician. He said, "If I were the Leader 

of the Opposition today,do you know what I would do, 

Xr. Speaker~" This is what he said. "I would have stood 

in my place and I would have laid out the evidence that 

I have. And I '~auld say, 'Look, there is something going on 

here. I ~ave got documents which suggest to me that there is 

a deal, there is an agreement, it has been cons'W".Jnated, it i s 

firm and it is in place and I want to know •ilhat is going on 

and I ask for an enquiry.'" And the Premier Hauld have 

gotten up and finagled back and forth, if there was any 

evidence an enquiry would have taken place. If not the 

regular Que>~tion Period, which is the mechanism we use, '~auld 

have been used to eliminate the suspicion. That is what he 

S-"id. Is that not what he said? 

:-m. nn:N: Exactly. 

'-8.. LUNDR::::GA''f: l:e said the Leader of the Opposition :nade 

a tactical error. He made a blunder. But he could uot come 

out and say what I a~ saying because he would have been 

accusing the Leader. He would stickhandle around it. There 

is evidence, there is an agreement, he says. 
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Sure there is an agreement. That is the rcord on tre top of the directive 

fran r.abinet. an ag-reement in rrinciple, like you find on cozens of 

afreements that come out of •"a!">inet, dozens of directives. Go and 

do it. p.o and l!et at it, go and look at it, go and explore it. 

MR.W.ROWE: 
You are talkinR vour •~av out nf 1 t. 

~"'-· LL~mP rc,ur: I am talking my way out off it 7 

2.1'1 T? 

~'R. SIMMONS: You talked into a corner. 

Am I talJ.-ing my r>ay into a corner? I <·Till let 

the people in Ne1o1foundland test this all out. 

SO}'E HON. ¥Ef'!BfRS: 
~ . ,._ 

~'P.L~: 

~·p. SPEAKE?: --------

Oh, oh! 

~arne him! Name him! 

Order, please! I think we r.ave well estarlished 

the prececent 'ooth here today and no•,! today that wban hon. members speak 

they r.ave the attention of the llr.use in orcer to be heard. 

l'r. Speaker, I am in a corner,I admit it. 

I am in a corner but the corner occupies ninety per cent of the floor, 

Your :lonour. That is the kind of a corner I am in on this one. :~o.w, 

~·r. Speaker, let us get down to the core of the original charge, the 

original charge because the charge has been diluted as the evening 

!'regresses. It is so diluted now, }~r. Speaker, that you would never 

~et much of a charge out of it, it is so diluted not<. It startE'd out, 

•·r. Speaker, Hith all kinds of stuff, all kinds of stuff ,,,ben the thing 

.eot off the ground initj ally. I have r,ot to find my docurrents. T •·:i.ll 

tell you hm,r serious the charge ~~as at one time that yesterd~y ~·fr. 

Simmons - I am quoting, Your Honour- " r. Sill'mons~ he sort of took back 

a little bit of it earlier tonight, T do not know if that <7aS an apology. 

"Jn fairness it was not an agreement. 1\'hy did someone not tell l'r. Dobbin? 

Jle used that agreement, he did use that agreement to negotiate a large 

bank loan, $20 to $30 million. The agreement was used, ~!r. Speaker, to 

secure substantial bank financing of the order of I believe $20 cillion 

using this bit of paper that "e have tabled here today!' So o!hat they 

3re sayin~ noP, '·'r. Speaker, is that the matter. is so il'lporta.nt at the 
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' ·:11 ich Pas used - I have lost li'Y document - it is no difference anyway, 

Your Honour, '::ecause I have a fairly good mem0ry. The Leader of the 

11'"0sition 1vhen he p-ot up and made his statement .never beat arounr:l the 

'Jus~ at all ahout ···here he stood. He indicated in his motion or in his 

Question of Privileg~yesterday that there hcd been a deal, that the 

c1.eal 'A'as alive, that the deal was worth millions of dollars, that he had 

a legal opinion that said it ~~as vorth millions of dollars and that 

in fact it is a today issue, it is a today deal. Tonight on television 

he said they might come in v:ith evidence or proof or something trUTTlped 

up to suggest that it is no longer alive. But the Premier two years 

ago was saying there was no deal so he was guilty then if he is not 

r.utlty not-7. Thcot is when I got tipped off. I said~' Thereis something 
,, 

t·.'TOnl! here." I said~That sounds like to me that the ma:1 is backing 

All of this stuff that the Leader of the 0ppositicn 

saic yesterday and the motion that he moved said that it is a today 

deal, it is a live issue, it is ~~orth money, it is 1•10rth millions, it 

can he cashed and you can even sell it to somebody. He can tal<e tl'e 

deal and he can sell it aver to somebody,that is how alive it is, that 

Pas the basis for it. It is not that there Has some flimsy little bit 

of stuff happen over the past fev years in answerinp 'JUestions where 

the Premier did not tell him everything, did not take them on his knee 

Rnd sav, ''looJr, pentlemen, come on and I '"'ill tell you everything. '.'It 

>ras not t h at kind of stuff because they all know that in parliamentary 

d e;.,ate and ~i.ve and take the government does not tak e the apposition 

on it's knee and baby-sit them,although the member for Trinity-Bay d'Verde 

(vr.F.IlcHe) t:ar.ted one of my colleagues here to go ard he his poll 

c:aptain."r.ive me the information when you decide on announcenents for 

tile so I can make them!' I know the Opposition expects a lot from us-

J recoGnize that, that is important.l!ut, ~·r. SpeaJrer, the C'ppositi.on 

Teader did not indicate that over the nast couple of years there has 

hean any subtle misleadir.g. Vhat he indicated clearly ••as that it IJas ~ 

live 
1
Teal issue today and •.rhen he made his motion he said," speaking 
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from his place he deliberately misled 

t~e 0cuse ir. ansh~er to ouest ions asked in tLe Eouse b~" the: bon. 

~embers re.garding the exj s tence of an agreement or arrangement i' t!'le 

existence. And, ''r. Speaker, I am contending that that particular 

nlle!1'ation, that particula:o:- charge '"as made 'N'ith the tl ought on the 

re~rt of the Leader of the Cpposition that there Has somethinff meaningful, 

real 1hard, still existing right there,present now,in 
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t hat particular <i<:al. c::w. t •.;as ~.1e 

svirit of the cilar~e and ti",eo backbone to tn.: cllar3e til.at i1e laid and 

be is not going to stick.handle his l<ay out of that one. 

No~v I should get back to ":!Y Trinit;,• -

~ay de Verde friend (Iir. F. il.owe). "de saiu in the li.ouse tais c.fternoo,l 

tl1at wnen these questions were being ash.ed on the 8tl1 of :·lay - that was 

ti1e series of questions which took place tHO days ago on the 8th of :·lay 

L"lat the •Jr>position •.;ere not aware of the existence of tile o!ocuments 

wi1ici1 were tabled in the i:iouse yesterday. That is \Yilat he said • 

• h<d I :>toad in w.y place and I said, "J!ay I ask the han. cember a question?" 

Because I :>aid to myself, He cannot be telling me a lie; he is not ::;oint; 

to deliberately oislead me; he is u.ot goinG to do t l1at l>ecause it is so 

o::vious t.1at if he does that I will catc:1 !1iru on it. ;{e is not ;;oin,; to 

Jo tr.at. :.nc: he woulci. not let ;!le a:>i. the que:;tion, ~o I >lave to dssur.<e 

tl:at he is telling me the trutll. Dut he stootl in :1i.s place, ::r. S;ea: ... er, 

ana he started off. 'l'ilis was the day before ti1e tabling of the agreel:<ent. 

Now I am just sort of suspicious periodically. llr. Rowe got up and 

:1e said, "I am sick and tired of drivinL around my constituency and my 

Jele;;.,.tiono all over the city. Does t•le Pre•oier l1ave aay intention of 

buildi:J.g anything or doing anythin~? das i;e any intention or plan:> to 

C1uild a new· government builcling or an extension to the ConfeJeratioro 

Building?" Now they alreaJy told us this afternoou t;wt ti1ey tiid not 

kc.ov anyt1"ling - these questions, l!ecause te , .. -as quoting 'these questions' 

- \.ii(J. not ~~no,_.; a tili:.1£ ai .. cut it. T~1e 110n. t .. 1e Premier, unsuspecting, 

sittil-1.6 ri.)lt in the ._ruvds, :~r. S?ea!.:.er, ~ets 11p and says, 11 Fi_r3t oE all, 

I a~"l sorry tl~a.t :12 1.:; aic~ and tired - I ~:;.now ~1e is .sick 3.r.J tir~ti, 

offEnce of deliberately 1aisleading tae :10n. :;entlernen across ti:e 1-?ay. 

Supplementary: Mr. Speaker, in other words, what the Premier is saying 

is there is no arran&ement':"I think that is • . .;hat I said'; the Preuier 

iralicates. ilc-.v L'1. jum?s Perry Eason • 3ecause the hon. the member for 

Trinity - i.ay de Verde ••as not very skille<i at getting at the core of 

it, in jurn.ps Perry ~1ason, Hr. Spea1:er: ''.\ s:..:.pple1T'ie.!.1tary. Is the sp~aker 
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<.leal re~ardin;:: Atlantic Place?"- they throw that in as a curve - "or 

any other 2..'!;tension to the Confederation Euildin:;;?" They JiJ uot ;,no'' 

anyti1ing about t~1e existing agree!.D.ents, no tlecei: - to JeliLeratelf 

Jecei vi.n;; t i1e House t:lis afternoon and t;1is evening waen the member 

for Trinity - ilay de Verde (:Jr. F. ~owe) spoke, never i1ad a clue 

about it. And away \{e go, Hr. Speaker. T:te Premier gets up unsuspectin:> 

again anci ans\vers ti1e c;.uestion. Then ~Ir. i\ eary continl.!es: 

"A supplementary, would he indicate if there are any proposals or if 

t.1ere are any plans for a new builuiug?" .\nd the Premier eets off on 

a kick and makes a lot of press about the old House of Assembly. And 

lo and behold, after about seven questions zeroing in, the mew.ber for 

Couception Bay South (Hr. :~alan) gets UiJ aud he sort of adds t~1e icing 

on it. lie gets up, and being the gentletnan l1e is, asks the gentlemanly 

c;uestion vt;tich vas totally unrelau'!d, and I >Jauld almost say : .• e did not 

even recognize what the other t~10 hon. g;entlecen were up to. oecause 

I read his question and I have to assume - lie said, "~Jould he appoint 

a collllllittee which he promised a year ago?" - so I am assuming he did 

;:J.Ot even !-.now what wa.> going on. 

Now, Hr. Speaker, they set up the Premier. 

They set :lim up. Hr. Speaker, this evening, two hours ago, this han. 

l!lemb.;r for Trinity - Bay de Verde said, "We had no knowledge of tne 

agrea~ent, of the existing documentation, of the directive from Caoinet 

when 10ea>ked these questions." Nm~ I cannot accuse theu of deceit. 

I cannot accuse ti1ern of misleading the House. I ca~no~ say, 1 You lied 

to rc>e. 1 I cannot say he and his colJeague from IaPoile got together and 

sche:ned to try to put the Premier in a position, to set hi1<1 up, so Ltat 

then they would have sor.tething hard and fast. And they could not go 

too far. \-Tno do you think tipped them off? How stunned do you ci1ink 

the Premier is not to have caug11t on to that? Mr. Speaker, do the two 

tton. gentlemen who told, 'Oh, ~1e is right crazy upstairs - really crazy 

upstairs - " 

li?... s r:~~oxs : :~. Speaker, a ~oiot of order. 
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~!R. H.~!. RO~JE: I am J0~1g to ~et a ~w.oke . 

There really s:10uld be t~•o points of 

order, one to ask ~;hether there is a doctor in the douse to look after 

tae ·.le.Qber \i'i1en he comes uown off his trip. 

:Jr. Speaker, the real point o£ order 

I rise on is the member for Grand Falls (~r. Landrigan.) knows that he 

cannot say indirectly what he is not alloweci to say under the rules 

Jlrec tl)'. 
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MR . SIMMONS: And the questions, Mr . Soeaker, that he is putting 

now rhetorically, the imputation is very clear, the innunendo is 

very clear, low, vicious, but certainly clear, Mr. Speaker, that my 

colleague the member for Trinity-Bay de Verde (Mr. F. Rowe) did have 

knowledge - and therefore did misinform the House, did mislead the 

House by stating at the time the questions were put on the 8th. of 

May in this Chamber that he had no knowledge, that in stating that 

information to the House he was giving incorrect information. 

submit, Mr. Speaker, the questions, the rhetorical questioning 

sequence now for the member for Grand Falls (Mr. Lundrigan) is clearly 

out of order because he is attempting to say, and I think he is 

conveying his point fairly well, he is saying indirectly what he is 

not allowed un~er the rules to say directly, namely, that my colleague 

has deliberately misled the House. 

MR. W. N. ROWE: Withdraw it! 

SOME HON . MEMBERS : Withdraw it! 

MR . SPEAKER: I would point out that what cannot be said 

directly may not be said indirectly or by inference or by imputation or 

rhetorically, so I would ask the han . member to bear that in mind. 

MR . LUNDRIGAN: Mr. Speaker, let me just go on now and 

maybe a little bit more relevant to the issue, because the han. the 
I 

Leader of the Opposition has made a tactical blunder, too hungry for 

power , too eager to get at the core of what he thinks is a problem. 

Mr. Speaker, he has not sat back and thought of the implications. 

He is so arrogant he does not listen to people who make the presentations. 

I listened to every word he said, I did not sneer at him or laugh 

at him or say he was crazy or stand up and point at his head or 

anything like that. I did not do any of this stuff. I listened to 

what he said. And I listened to all of the members, and I tried to 

get from them and learn from them what they were talking about. 

The Leader of the Opposition has a level 

of arrogance, Mr. Speaker, which is broader than the Mississippi Del ta. 
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Mr. Lundrioan: I do not know how hp h~s arrived at that state 

witrout anything, He 1·•aved around his poll for weeks, and even the -

MR. SIMMONS : On a point of order, Mr. Speaker . 

MR. SPEAKER: A point of order. 

MR. SIMMONS: Mr . Speaker, I know it is getting late1 or early. 

as the case may be, but cannot we be spared this derogatory, insulting 

language about the breath of the arrogance of a member of this House, 

and that kind of thing? That is clearly i nsulting and designed, 

Mr. Speaker, designed to be insulting, designed to be insulting. 

And the member is ooing about it fairly skillfully , but nonetheless, 

Mr. Speaker, he is skating around the rules, indeed violating the 

rules in using that kind of language. And one of the particular 

impositions on this debate is that ~·e have been called upon again and 

again, and rightly so,from the Chair to observe more than ever, more 

than normall y the requirements of the House in terms of maintaining 

the dignity of the Chamber, making sure our language is oarticularlv 

parliamentary in this instance. And I think these admonitions 

should apply here now to the member for llrand Falls (Mr. Lundrigan). 

AN HON. MEMBER : That is right. 

MR. PECKFORD: Mr. Speaker to that point of order. 

MR. SPEAKER: The han. Government House Leader. 

MR. PECKFORD: Mr. Speaker, that is not a point of order, 

insulting 1 anguage. l~hy does not the hon. member for Burgeo-Bay d 'F spoi r 

(Mr. Simmons) look up his Beauchesne and find out what is insulting 

language and what is not? Saying that somebody is arrogant in the 

House has never been classified as being insulting language. And 

talking about people using rather provocative lan~uage, why does not 

the hon. member remember only a half an hour or forty-five minutes ago 

when his own colleague,the member for LaPoile (Mr. Neary)~was using 

words ten times more explosive and provocative than what the hon. 

member for Grand Falls was usinq, 

MR. SIMMONS: 

on it? 

Hhy did not the member rise on it? Why did he rise 
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MR. SPEAKER : On the point of order, I do point out to han. 

members the general requirement to avoid offensive language. 

am not going to rule specifically on the attribution arrogance, 

but I do point out to han. members the general requirement of 

avoiding offensive language. 

The han. member for Grand Falls. 

MR. LUNDRIGAN: Mr. Speaker, the word 'slimy; is that an 

arrogant word? wonder is that an insulting word, Your Honour? 

MR. SPEAKER: It certainly is. 

MR. LUNDRif.AN: 'Slimy'? 

MR. W. N. ROWE: Are you accusing me of saying that? 

PK - 3 

MR. LUNDRIG.AN: No~I am not. T am dust saying this afternoon 

you accused the hon. the Premier of being slimy. He used the word 

'slimy'. I sat like I was embarrassed because there were a lot 

of youngsters in the gallery . And. Mr. Speaker, the hon. members 

do not hear, they do not seem to perceive what they say themselves. 

MR. W. N. ROWE: 

MR. SPEAKER: 

MR. W. N. RmiE: 

Mr. Speaker, let me get back to the point ~ 

On a point of order. 

A point of order. 

Perhaps I had a momentary black-out or something, 

Sir, listening to some han. member over there perhaps m.v subconscious 

exploded or something. That would be quite possible, Sir. 

honestly do not recall using the term 'slimy' in this han. House. 

SOME HON . MEMBERS: You never did. 

MR. \o/. N. ROWE: Now, Sir, maybe the han. member can dig it 

up in Hansard tomorrow. If so I v10uld like to see it, and I will apologize 

to whatever hon. member I directed it at that time, if I used it. But, 

Sir, to the best of my knowledge I did not use that term of disaorobation 

townrds any member of this House. 

MR. F. ROWE: It was ruled upon the day before last. 

MR. LUNDRIGAN: As I was saying, Your Honour, 
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!!R. LUNDRIGAN: the hen. Leader of the Opposition started 

saying there is an agreement. I have got my notes now. Legal 

advice which he l~s received on these documents is to the effect 

that such an 2greement, backed by Cabinet Directive, copies of 

which we shall be tabling here today, appear to be legally 

binding and enforceable against the government in court, 

enforceable against the government in court. 

In other words they twuld be very valuable 

documents lvorth millions of dollars in the hands of the 

developer or anyone purchasing his rights under the agreement 

and the directive from the developer. 

llow, Ur. Speaker, this is in the fonnal 

signed, or I should say typed because it was the presentation 

Hhich was 0ut on the table, or the notes that he had, the 

salubrious notes that he used, indicating clearly that this 

is, that whatever the word is, Mr. Speaker, the long-drawn• 

out prepared detailed -

!1R. PECKFORD: 

mt. LUNDRIGAN: 

Voluminous. 

- voluminous notes,is it? I am from 

Island Cove and I am not always clever on my Webster stuff. 

But in any event, }fr. Speaker, there is an agreement. It is 

worth millions of dollars. 

Now this afternoon the member for 

Trinity - Bay de Verde O~r. F. Ro~Te) gets up and says thet the 

hen. the Premier misled the House, deliberate! v misled the House 

because thPre were questions asked about the intention of 

building a building, the desire of the government to build a 

buildin£, the arrangement that has been made, the agreement that 

has been made, these were the four words that he used. He 

bro~dened it out from an arrangement, an agreement, to ~ desire. 

He had it to the point where there was a desire. The Premier 

misled the House because he had a desire to build a building 

and he did not admit it to the House of Assembly that he had a 
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building and he deliberately ~sled the lwuse because he did 

not admit that he had an intention. He had a plan. Cther 

members use plan. Uany members use the word deal. There was 

a deal to build a building. There 1-ras an undertaking to build 

a building. There was a thought to build a building. There 

was a dream to build a building. There was a suspicion, an 

expectation, an illusion, and you can go on down and come up 

with 200 words, Xr. Speaker. 

MR. W. ROWE: Did I say that? 

HR. LUNDRIGAl'f: No. The hon. member only used arrangement, 

agreement, desire and intention. 

:·lR. S L'!NONS : 

!1R. LL"NDRIGAl'f: 

You are doing well. 

These were his four words. The only point I am 

making, Mr. Speaker, is that the Leader of the Opposition has laid 

a charge clearly based o~ the thought that he had,that an agreement 

is in existence, now exists, is worth millions of dollars and that 

government are covering it up- not the government, the Premier is 

covering it up and the members of the Cabinet do not ~now it and 

the members of the group involved in the caucus do not know it. 

Now they have gottzn around, Mr. Speaker, to asking for an enquiry, 

1mich was what the recommendation of the former Leader was, as 

an apology, to get him off the hook, because this is lvhat he should 

have done in the first place. 

SO}ffi !!ON. MID·!BERS : 

~rR . LUNDRIGAI.'f: 

Hear, hear: 

- as an apology to get him off the hook. lie 

recognized he has no charge against the Premier. He recognize,: he 

laid a charge against another member which is novel in this 

Legislature, has never been done before. He should have had the 

hard facts. He should have been able to go out around somewhere 

and find the building. He should have been able to find money 

which was laid out by the government, spent by the government, 

proof that the Premier was telling a lie in the Legislature cefore 
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~. LUNDRIGAN : he made his charge. 

Mr. Speaker, I am sure, and all han. 

mel!lbers said, "My goodness, for a member to get up in his 

place and make a charge he has got to have hard, unequivocal, 

substantible facts behind him." This is what he has got and 

because of that, Mr. Speaker -

MR. SIMMONS: A point of order. 

HR. SPEAKER: A point · of order. 

~. LUNDRIGAN: Hr. Speaker, he has been told by the 

Leader of the Opposition to get up on the point of order because 

there is only three or four minutes left so that he will eliminate 

my bit of time. 

MR. SPEAKER: A point of order. 

MR. LUNDRIGAN: That is the kind of a Leader of the Opposition 

we have in the Province. 

MR. SPEAXER: A point of order. 

MR. SIMMONS : llr. Chairman, my ·point of order is all 

written out in front of me and I am a speedwrl.ter, but Mr. Speaker -

SmiE RON. MEJ1BERS: 

MR. SIMMONS: 

~~rite that quickly. 

Hear, hear! 

I am a speedwriter but Hr. Speaker, I cannot 

What the Leader of the Opposition said to me 

is whether it was parliamentary for the member for St. John's 

North (Mr. J. Carter) to be asleep in the House at five-twenty 

in the morning? 

MR. W. RO\~: I ~ that a point of o~der? 

MR. SI~NS: But my point of order, Mr. Speaker, I mean 

in duty to my leader I had to wait to hear what he wanted to say to 

me and I do notice -

AN RON. ~IEI1BER: Why do you n~ t go away for a while7 

MR. SUiMONS: The point of order is this, Mr. Speaker, 

and I have been waitine for tne member, ~e is about to clue up 

and he has not retracted the statement that he made concerning 

me, the statement beine that first of all in t~e first instance 
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~ !R. SI~!110NS: vesterday I alleged that the Premier had 

deliberately deceived the House and then ~e said a few minutes 

ago that in my comments today or tonight I had, the quote 

I have from him is that I had cut back earlier tonight. The 

implication left there is that I changed my tune. 
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':o•·,, ~·r. Speaker, for the record I stand by the statement that 

the 1'remier deliberately misled the House and what is more, !'r. 

Speaker -

Ll"'JDFIGftN: Yr. Speaker, a point of privilege. 

.. , SPEAY.Er: A point of privilege. 

YR. LU!-"DPIG;IN: On a question of privilege, Fr. Speaker. 

First of all my rights are being seriously abused by the member right 

not·:r in collusion ~vith tbe Leader of the Opposition and secoTidly, Your 

Honour, which is more important,I have about one minute left -

1'11!. SI'~'0NS: ----- He know the feeling. 

""P. LT:riDP.IG.AN: -~d I was about to challenge the Leader 

of the C'ppositon to resign if he has not got any more evidence th~n :1e 

has today. The other two members, at least one of the members over 

there to resi~n if they have not got any more evidence than they have 

today. 

Where is the point of privilege? 

r•r. Speaker, what they are doing is 

effectively eliminating the points that I wanted to make in my conclusion 

and this is why I am saying that the member for Burgee- Bay d'Espoir.-

I was on a point of order, ~!r. Speaker. 

~"'1'. Lt~DRIGAN: - is standing - they do not ''ant to 

hear the facts. 

V~. SP'!''C'NS: l·Tbere is the point of privilege? ------
They have had enough of it. 

Oh, oh! 

~'P.. SP"'ft.KEP: Order, please! I •-rant to point out that 

obviously when hou. members rise on points of order and points of 

privilege the Chair hears them and a point of order interrupts somebody 

Hhen they are speaking and a point of privilege interrupts that point 

of order. All I can do is point out to han. members that en improper 

use of those procedures is an infringement upon other member's d.ghts. 

~nl • '·'.'POPE : Sir, on a point of privilege. ----
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~ point of privilegL. 

''r.lJ.PCWl':: Sir, on the point of privile~e raised hy 

my ~on. colleague on the other side of the House it certainly accused 

me of bein~ in collusion ~ith my hon. colleague to my right to abuse 

his rights as a member of this House. 

No~~, }'r. Speaker, my hon. colleague said 

"hat I said to him. I ~~ent ever there and I said to him, Is it 

parlia~entarv for an hon. member of the House to be sound asleep vhile 

h:is collea~ue is speaking? Then I carne back and sat down. !·'Y hon. 

friend got up and made a completely distinct and different point of 

order, Sir, and 1 resent the contemptuous and the contemptible allegation 

~y the hon. member that I was somehow in collusion with somebody to 

abuse his rights. Sir, I demand that he •~ithdraw that statement because 

it is not correct. It is wrong and it is unparliamentary to say so. 

~'R. . LUNDP.IGAN: ¥r. Speaker . 

The hon. member. 

~"'. LU!W'f!IC,~T: A question of privilege, Your Honour. 

Just so we "ill get the thing off to a 

/>N HON. NF.l-IBEP: He is allowed to go again. 

~·p. LUXDRICAN: - better startqthe han. the Leader of 

the Opposition ~as that many problems right now that he does not need 

me adding any on to him so I will withdraw that little bit and piece 

ubich constituted his question of privilege. 

~m • SPEAF'ER : Order, please! I understand that the - -----
l10n. fentlernan has '-lithdratm what the hon. gentleman to my right has 

taken exception to. Am I right in ass~~ing that the hon. gentl~man has 

unequivocally withdra,;.'!l? 

l'i'. LilllDRIGJ'll: Yes, Sir. 

l'P.. SPEAKH: Then that settles the matter. 

~"11. SI!'!-'ONS: A point of order. 

~. SPEAKEP: A point of order. 

1-'P ._SH~ONS: ~'r. Speaker, I just want to make it 

clear to the House perhaps as a point of explanation that not withstanding 

the jrnpressions conveyed to the House by the member for Grand Falls 
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("r. :unc :-ipa:1) r certai:1ly st<I!>d 

!>~· ~he l'tatements that i :nade earlier anc I !lope l did not in any 

·~ay dilute ~~hat I said. I still feel that the Premier has de liberately 

misled the House and ~1ho l,etter than the member for Crand Falls (~'r. 

:undrig:an) vould know what the Premier 1 s wo:-d is t~orth. 

J.'J. l!O~ . YU'BEP: 

'"O • S?EAKE!'.: 

!\r'':: "''\' . '"E!'BERS: 

"~. SPZ<\KEF: 

DP !~ITem:~: 

Hear, hear! 

Is the House ready for the ~uestion? 

r.h. oh: 

Bon. member for St . John's >'est . 

Hr . Speaker, I must congratulate all 

hon . members who have spoken so far in what for me has been the most 

spirited debate this session. And contrary to tJhat other people ~~~ay 

have said t believe that th is is today one of the high-points in the 

history of this legislature . 

SC::E '!0 . . :'E''tf"!\: l~ca r. hear~ 

This is not a lotJ level of de?att-. 

it is a very high level of debate "''ith ~very member. virtually every 

nemher in the House participating. 

are most crucial to 

ThP- point that tJe are ciebating 
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:>i... lZITC.i:iL.~: tl1e o;..>eration of any ;;overnment. 

It i;; wo;;t crucial tc, the way ci1e peo;.>le of this Province want this 

rlouse to operate. \le cannot do anything unless the integrity of the 

3over=ent, 'uhich is really '"'hat we are talking about, is without 

question. 

SOi-~ .ION. ;-!E.C::OERS : dear, hear! 

'' ,·_, i(ITCllE" : There are how many thousand unemployed in this 

Province? 

~R. LUSH: Thirty-two thousand. 

Fifty thousand? Thirty thousand? I tlo not 

:.W.ow. 

HR. LUSH: I~irty-t"t-70 thousand I think it is. 

JR. KITC!!E:;: I t.Lo know tlu;.t t;,ere are 1, 000 unemployed 

,Jeople i.1 tlle district Lillt I repres.mt a:1ci .ao,;t uf t ,lel:! are young ;>eople, 

not 311. It is very ~1arci to eet a job. 

I \ms privileged to visit the :-:ortltwest 

Coast last ••eek where the fish plant in Port au C10ix hired apl'roximately 

100 extra veople. But there were 400 people looking for work. Of the 

400 loo1ciu.g for work, 300 of tr1em could not get work. Unemflloyment is 

a very serious problem in this Province. But it is related, very much 

related to wi1at !ve are talking aiJout her.e today. 

aousin;; is a very serious proiJleil too. 

There are many people in ti1is city, in this Province, ,,;,o Jo not have 

a decent place to live. 

JR. KITCHi:~I : And thos e who hav e Jo ,wt i1ave the "'on ey 

to <'ay tuc rent, the outrageous rent that so!lle of tile J.evelopers are 

char zing. 

SOl!E HON. ~JEi;BERS: 

DR. KITCaES: 

in this city right now. 

A..i" llOi-l. l'iE! :l3ER : 

J~ . ..~ITCJ:.!.D: : 

Hear, hear! 

Some are being flung out of their houses 

I t is very l~rlportant for us t~..~ dis cuss 

;:;ove.r11::1ent ~orality and · .. v:-,o ti,;y ar~ oixccl ut.: cvith . 
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There are people who cannot afford to 

buy medicinal drugs and they have to choose between eating and taking 

care of their sickness. 

\ve have prices Joing up in supermo.rket:s 

all over town. And when I get a chance I am going to ask the han. the 

Hinister of Consumer Affairs what he has been doing about this question 

lately. But we cannot do anything, the goverr,ment cannot do anythin~ 

until we have integrity in government. 

A.'< HON. :·lEc·1BER: Stand up, boy. 

DR. KITCliEN: Confronting the members of this Assembly, 

as I see it, are three great tasks that have to lle accomplished in the 

next few years: One, and this task has been very ably presented to this 

House in the only positive statement that has been made in this ilouse 

to date this year, is the development of Laurador. And remember, that 

is our legislation, not yours. It is our le0islation. 

SO;[E ,ro;:,. HE11BERS: near, hear! 

DR. KITCHE:<: The other one is the development of the 

fisitery 

AN HON. i•IEHBER: 

;m.. SPEAKER: (Hr. Young,) 

JR. KITc;IEN: 

That is ours, not yours . 

Order, ;>lease! 

- a second major tasi~ of a eovenuaent. 

A ti1ird one - and I will agree 1vith many han. members on tite opposite side 

is to rearrange our position in Confecieration. These are the ti1ree great 

tasi<s coufronting this Legislature. il~t they an~ not the ;;riority items, 

because we cannot move ahead on either one of these items until we can 

guarantee to the people of this Province that the government itself is 

a government of integrity. 

S01IE ao:<. ilEN3Er..S: Hear, hear! 

DR. ~ITCH&'<: Total, absolute integrity, that is what we 

oust have and that is what we have been talking about for the past numi:Jer 

of hours. 

;LR., Siin•:O<~S: That is what the;; tlo not understantl. 

Yie cannot lLave n dcu.se of As3emJ.:.ly 1 • .Jitil 

a uovernt!lCnt lecl Uf a Premie= if tLat ?re:nier' s inteJritj' is cl!allen~ed . 
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J~ . JfC IE:-! : \/>! c:mr:oc have it . :.-~ • ..::ve t..> cl.;ar 

up t:tis matte-r anJ it has to be cleared up ;~ roperly .sn..i noc ?Jidden 

d~<'ay . :~e cannot have 11 government suppon:ed oy a !1ouse of Assemoly 

led oy a ?retlier whose signature has uo meaning. 

near , hear ! 

I wa.; .u:IUsed - not aaused , saddened, 

t.•i1e.'l I realizeO:: durin.; c:1~ dcoace tllat just a. week or t11o aeo several 

of rue meo!Jers op!losite ..,er e tureatenin; t.;> resi:;n froc tl~is ;:ove:-•• ce;lt . 

~fR . ~i . !o1. ROlrE : That i s righ t. 

And now they are up t :1ere cloi.\.:; all sorts 

of ?eculiar cuings becaase we dare to c;uestioo-
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Dr. Kitch en: not to dare to question to dare to request that 

the House look into that. 

AN HON. MEMBER: This is an abuse of the House. 

MR. SPEAKER (r~R. YOUNG): Order, please! 

I will remind all han. members on 

both sides of the House that the speaker is to be heard in silence. 

S0~1E HON. MEMBERS: 

MR. SPEAKER (MR. YOUNG): 

DR. KITCHEN: 

Hear, hear! 

The han. member for St. John's \~est. 

Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

~1y handwriting is getting pretty bad at 

this stage in the game, I cannot even read what I was going to say. 

Mr. Speaker, I believe that the level of 

debate has been very high today, and it has been high, and it has been 

high for the past several weeks because we are coming to griPs with 

the most serious question facing this Province, and the most serious 

question is not unemployment, as serious as that is, nor Labrador 

development, but it is integrity in government -

SOME HON. MH1BERS: Hear, hear! 

DR. KITCHEN: - on which everything else must be 

built. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Hear, hear! 

MR. SPEAKER: (MR . YOUNG): Order, please! 

refrain from interrupting . 

AN HON. ME~1BER: 

MR. W. N. ROW E: 

AN HON. MEMBER: 

MR. SPEAKER (MR. YOUNG): 

DR. KITCHEN: 

I will ask the han. members to 

Fling him out! 

Name hirn! 

Order him out! 

Order, please! 

I have been travellinq ouite a bit in 

the past three weeks, three or four or five weeks doing this and that. 

PK - 1 

I have spoken to a lot of people all over this Province, and believe you 

me the people of this Province do not think that this Leqislature is not 

doing its duty. They believe that the Legislature is doinq its duty, 
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Dr. Kitchen: and this is the duty of the Legislature to make sure 

that the government is operating in a proper fashion. That is our 

duty. 

MR. SIMMONS: Mr. Speaker, on a point of order-if my colleague 

will permit me? 

MR. SPEAKER (MR. YOUNG): A point of order has been raised. 

MR. SIMMONS: Mr. Speaker has requested on two occasions 

that there be silence,The member for Bonavista South (Mr. Morgan) has 

abused the rule. That is in character for him and the member for Mount 

Pearl arena lMr. N. Windsor),who has temporarily left the Chamber, but 

now most recently the member for St. 'John's Centre (Mr. Murphy), the 

sometimes member for St. John's Centre,has made another loud interjection, 

It is very difficult, Mr. Speaker, with the member for St. John's 

Centre and the member for Mount Pearl arena, and the member for Bonavista 

South, it is very difficult to hear what my colleague is saying. He 

is making a good speech and he should not be subjected to this harassment. 

And I ask the Speaker to enforce the rule of silence. We extended that 

crowd over there the courtesy of listening to them in silence, and 

now, Mr. Speaker, can we have the same protection from the Chair? 

-MR. N. WINDSOR: To that point of order, Mr. Speaker. 

just want to point out to Your Honour that 

at least on two dozen occasions today the Speaker has been forced to 

bring the members of the House to order . And I would suggest, I do 

not know if Hansard will show it or not. but the han. gentleman for 

Burgeo-Bay d'Espoir (Mr. Sirrmons) has, without any question, been 

one of the ~1orst offenders •, It is totally hypocrisy to stand here and accuse 

another han. member, Sir. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. SIMMONS: Mr. Speaker, I do not want to interrupt 

the train of my colleague from St. John's West lDr, Kitchen), but if he 

would just allow us for another minute. I understand that the member 

for Mount Pearl arena is sensitive. assure him that we will have 

a debate on his issue later, and he need not fling low,vicious terms across 

the House about how bad or good I am in the House. I hope that Mr. Speaker 
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Mr. Simmons: if he hears me say something or sees me do something 

that is unparliamentary will bring me to order. And if he has not 

then I suggest that the member for Mount Pearl arena has indicted 

not me, but the Chair. 

MR. SPEAKER: (MR. YOUNG): Order, please! 

I will ask the hon. member. all 

hon. members in this hon . House to be called by the district they 

respresent. To the best of my knowledge there is no Mount Pearl 

arena district. 

MR. W. N. ROWE: 

ask the hon. member to withdraw that. 

MR. SIMMONS: 

what he represents. 

MR. SPEAKER (MR. YOUNG): 

MR. SIMMONS : 

MR. SPEAKER (MR. YOUNG): 

Oh I did not know that. 

Did you know that? 

Mr. Speaker, I was certainly calling him by 

asked you to withdraw it ~ please . 

~li thdra~/. 

would like to rule on this point of 

oraer. I do not know if it is a point of order as such, but I ask 

all hon. members while the hon. member for St. John's West (nr. Kitchen) 

is speaking that they please refrain from interrupting. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: 

MR. SPEAKER (MR. YOUNG): 

DR. KITCHEN: 

Hear, hear! 

The hon. member for St . John's West. 

Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

I was saying that the most crucial thing 

that this House can debate is the question of government•·s integrity 

on which everything else is based. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

DR KITCHEN: And to suggest,as some of my hon. colleagues 

on the other side of the House, nne or two, that we are abusing the time 

of the House doing things that the people did not want done with their 

crockodile tears over there, is certainly not what I pick up when I 

speak to the people outside. The basic auestion we have here-, Mr . 

Speaker, is whether we should refer something to a 
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~R. KITCHEN: Co~ttee, and the question basically is, did 

the Premier deliberately mislead the House? And that is really 

what this committee ~Jill be looking into if it is established, 

As I understand what has occurred and the 

evidence that has been tabled before us, there can be no 

doubt that the Premier denied that there was any agreement. 

I think his denials have been read out into the record by both 

sides. He has certainly denied the existence of an agreement. 

I think that nart is true. That does not say he deliberately 

misled the House. That just says he denied something. I think 

there is no doubt that he denied that there was an azreement. 

If there ;,ras an agreement then he has misled the House. 

Of course there could be an agreement. He may 

not have kno'vn there was an agreement, or he may have t~ought 

it was not an agreement, in which case he did not deliberately 

mislead the House !Jut unknovringly misled the House. I am not 

too sure if he deliberately misled the House or if :1e unknowingly 

misled the House. It all hinges on whether or not there was 

an agreement and whether he thought there was an agreement. And 

when I look at the preamble, there are only t'~o documents I think 

that have any meaning here, one is the ?reamble to the Cabinet 

Directive which says that"the following proposals submitted with 

regard to the construction of an office complex for the government 

situated immediately 'tlest of Confederation Building be and they 

are hereby approved in principle subject to the submission of 

Cabinet of satisfactory plans and specifications." Now to me there 

is something like an agreement there. I am not too sure if it 

is ~n agreement but it is certainly Cabinet knowledge of something 

that went on or was going on. 

MR. W. ROWE: An arrangement. 

DR. KITCHEN: An arrangement. But the thing that bothers me is 

not so much that, that is something too but the other piece of evidence 
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JR. KITCF.EJ.1: !s this thing ~~ith the sie:natures on it, and 

that is really what bothers me. I have to ask, it could be of 

course that the Premier really did not sign these things. They 

could have been skillful forgeries. I would like to ask the 

Premier, I suppose he cannot te:l us nmv because he has 

spoken, but I would like to know if he did sign it. Is this 

the signature of the Premier of the Province? Because if that 

is the signature of the Premier of the.Province then I do not 

~·r:mt that signature on anything that I have 2.ny dealings with 

if he can say it was not an agreement. If that is an agreement 

what can be an agreement? His signature is there. He is there 

as a witness to the signature of the appropriate minister. 

HR. SIMMONS: His ~written word is no more than his spoken 

~mrd, not worth anything. 

'JR. KITCHEN: If the signature is there the only question 

I can conceive that he is not guilty of deliberately misleading 

is if that is not his siznature. Now if that is not his 

signature then I think ~~e should apologize to the Premier for 

an error on our part and so on. Rut ·~ that is his signature 

then I believe that we are quite justified in thiR House of 

getting to the bottom of the matter and sett1.ng up ~ Co!:l!!littee 

of the Whole House to look into the whole situation. 

So I would like very much to k::ow is that 

Ls ::he signature of the Premier ::md :i.i: t !1at is C:1e signature of 

his minister. 

Another ooint that I 'vish to look at, because 

it concerns this whole question of mor:=.lity. in government and tr.at 

is really what thi.s is about. This is the context in which this 

thing sits. I believe our Leader, my Leader suggested that, I am 

not sure if I have him right or not, that he was not particularly 

interested in the amount of the deal. I am not sure if he said 

that or not. If he did say it I am not sure that I entirely agree. 

Because it is one thing~! suppose,to mislead the House or not to 

"'islead the House and it is something entirely differe.nt,I suppose, 
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:JR. KITCHEl': : H t~ere was a rip off here. Now I do not know 

if ther e is a rip off or not but I look at the price , $8.35 per 

square foot, and I asko!d a devo!looer friend of Uline ,'' Is that a 

good price? Is that a fair price three years ago for a building 

of 404 , COO square feet, $8 . 35'?'' H.e said , ''lvell boy, if that 

was built now i t would be a fair price , ! suppose, a reasonably 

good ?rice, no rip off t here. But t hree years a go I think t!lere 

is a lot there , " ::te said , " in my view there is a lot more there 

than there need have been to make a good deal . " And I asked him 

a~ain ;md he said you have to look at tile land. ''to. nat do you 

:ne.an land?" I saic, "The land is supplied in this deal. It is 

going to be built next to the Confederation Building on land that 

is owaed by a creature of the gove~ent. You do not t ave to 

buy any land." 
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DR. KITCHEN: That means that is added into it too. And then 

I understand that there is no tax. The government does not pay the 

30 per cent tax that everybody else does when they rent, you see. 

So the developer would not have to pay any tax like a developer would 

if he were renting apartments or if he was renting office space to 

a business firm in the city. So here again that is a good cushion, 

a very big cushion. 

PK - 1 

So the only thing that I am not sure of is whether 

our Leader really looked at the total amount of the rip-off, if there is 

a rip-off. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh! 

DR. KITCHEN: And what bothers me in this context is another 

thing that I came up against recently and that was the unnecessarily large 

salary paid by this government to the President of Newfoundland and 

Labrador Hydro, which I calculated to be in the vicinity, counting coin 

and all the freebees and so on, to be about $110,000 per year. Another 

rip-off. 

Now we cannot have these rip-offs in government. 

We cannot have a double standard. ~!e cannot have a double standard for 

politicians and then at the same time to say it is all right for the 

developer to take ~1hatever he can get. Mr. Speaker, I do not believe 

that any Newfoundlander should be ripping off the government of this 

Province -

SOME HON . MEMBERS: 

DR. KITCHEN : 

or whether he be a politician . 

SOME HON. MEMBERS : 

Hear, hear! 

- or any outsider, whether he be a developer 

Hear, hear! 

DR . KITCHEN: 

Chruchill Falls . 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: 

We are being ripped off by Quebec on 

There is no doubt about that. 

Hear, hear! 

DR. KITCHEN: We have been ripped off by the British 

for years and years. We have been ripped off by ERCO, We have been 

ripped off by Price (Nfld.) . And we have been ripped off by Bowaters. 

SOME HON. MEMB ERS : Hear, hear! 
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DR. KITCHEN: But let us stop this ripping off. I have a 

book here,The Story Of Newfoundland written by the late A. ·B. Perlin, 

and it is full of rip-offs, the story of the commerical rip~off of 

the government of this Province by one prominent politician, and 

people connected with politicians after another . It has to stop. 

It has to stop. It has ·to stop. \~e cannot allow anybody in this 

Province,whether he be in the government or in private business,to make 

more than what is considered an appropriate amount. 

AN HON. MEMBER: Shame! 

DR. KITCHEN: That we cannot take what the traffic will 

bear or what you can get away with. And I do not care who it is, 

whether it be the developer or medical or a' university professor, or 

anyone else. People who get more than their share should have it 

taken from them. I know it is pretty hard sometimes to figure out 

what their share is , but the principle is clear. 

Mr. Speaker, I certainly hope that this 

House resolves itself into a committee, because I would like to see the 

Premier cleared. I hope he is innocent. really hope he is innocent 

for a number of reasons. It is terrible to think of a fellow Newfoundlander 

deliberately misleading the House. It is a terrible thing to contemplate. 

It looks very much like it. We cannot be sure until we look at all the 

evidence and summon various people before the Bar of this House. 

I hope he is innocent. But I believe it is our duty here in this 

House,every single person here)to clear the air. So let us set up 

this committee, clear his name, or if not fling him out. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Hear, hear! 

MR. SPEAKER (MR. YOUNG): The hon. member for Ferryland. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear, rear! 

MR. C. POWER: am glad am getting some applause, some applause 

from both sides of the House. 

MR. NOLAN: His merry band of ministers . 

MR. SPEAKER: (MR. YOUNG): Order, please! 
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MR. POWER: I am not going to 

speak for very lonq. It is almost six in the morning, but I have 

a few things I want to say which is very difficult after fourteen 

hours of debate to say something which is totally different or it is 

totally new, but I think on an issue that is so important to the House 

that every member should speak just to say as to why he is voting one 

way or the other. 

I think also most members on both sides of the 

House will reasonably acknowledge that I am a reasonably objective 

politician. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. POWER: That I have proved by my past experience that I 

am at least more objective than most. 

DR. KITCHEN: You are going to vote for the motion? 

MR. POWER: I did not say that. I said that at least 

my motives should not be impugned that if I vote for this motion, or 

if I spoke, like one day spoke before and the good member for 

LaPoile (Mr. Neary) said was talking my way into the Cabinet or some 

such, and itiwas sort of a facetious comment probably, but my comments 

today are not designed to talk my way into anything, I have certain 

reasons for voting one way or the other which I shall certainly let 

you know in course. But those reasons are certainly reasons which are 

sincere, they are not reasons for any great political gain which I will 

get because I certainly will not. 

Before I get on to how I inteRd -

MR. NEARY: How are you going to vote? 

MR. POWER: I will get on to that, Sir, in due course. 

I must admit that today's debate in the House of Assembly is by far 

the best debate that I i1ave seen. 

SOME HON. 14EMBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. POWER: It has been a debate which on both sides of 

the House members have/listened to attentively, both sides of the 

House have been well attended, 
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~··~. PCL·:c:::: 

'lery courteous cousiciering tile aoount of ti..'ne that v.'e have been here, 

.-\old to uy <1ay o£ thinl.ing, being <' young me:ni:Jer, that is =ybe the way 

tl1a <!ouse of Assembly ahould be done all the time:, although I kno\v, 

::r. Speaker, ti1at tne seriousness of t;lis debate lends itself to a 

little oit of better decorUl:J ti1an you could ordi.1aril}' have on 

or...iinary days ''.'hen you are here for sixty or seventy or eigi1ty days 

. .lt ;;,ny .;;iven ti:ne. 3ut certainly t~1e ge!leral treml of =<le del>ate has 

.Jeen tiu; 'vay a parliamentary system should be -

.'u~ liOii • }ffi}1BER: aear, hear! 

:. ~... :'O~ffiTI.: - witere veoiJle have certain tldngs to 

say. It ia deoate and ti1ere is obviously Jifference of opinion, ·people 

here and tl1ere have difference of opinion, .-u~ !.n any civilized society 

-people ,lave to learn that a Jifference of opinioa does not necessarilj 

22a:~ that one :;uy is crazy or one guy is ignorant Lec<ouse he i1as a 

different viewpoint frorJ another person. In our J?arliamentary system 

we have to learn ti1~t t l1e parliauentary system only functions as lon:.~ 

as gentle-:nen use the rules for what thev were intended. 

The previous StJeaKer, my c;ood friend from 

St. John 1 s \Jest (Dr. iCitchen), whose at least recent political back;:;ro,~nd 

I seer~ to follow very closely itaving l:>een elected on tl,e sal.'le day as i1e 

\.;a~ and having lone on to the same J?Osition in our resl'ective parties1 

b1ere are certain tilings that he says that ·~specially ·in tite case of 

De ripped off when you do not pay a uollar to someone? A ri!J-off say3 

on one hauJ ti~at you are givinJ sometiling away.,and not 3ettin~ Jacl' a 

fair aoount in return. We in this case a~ a government uave not givea 

away one dollar, so hot~ can you le ripped off? 

MR. SIMMONS : 

l-!R. POWER: 

He know that! 

r-Je are talking abo;.1t the .notion tl,at is 

i>efore the !louse, the motion deal.ln;5 ·with one deal which relates to 

40J,OOO square feet of space -

MR. S !MUONS : 

exchanged. 

We do not know if there was any money 
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:,'ell, certainly -. ;e l1ave no ?roof to tite 

opposite. 

,\;-/ HON'. ~IEHBER: 
The way you work who knows. 

:.R. ro:r::R: As I "-"-Y, ~ir. Speaker, I do not 11ave a 

lot of comments but the fe,~ t:1at I do Lave I suppose it is better for 

Lle to do it in reasonablY good order. 

The point from a young politician's 

,.>Oint of vie1,;, from wy ,Joiat of vi~w, is taat t:lis 1•hole thing is a 

matter of senantics, I suppose, in the sense that allllost all the 

zentleuen who have spoken on this side t:link that there is not an 

agre<!l:lent and the the gentlemen on tne otner side think taere was an 

agreement. And it comes dO'Nn to one's definition of what an agreement 

is and 1~hat factors make up an a&reement. And I think when you get clown 

co that point of view - and what I have done, I i1ave sat down and said, 

LooL, frm . my 1'0int of viotoT is there an agreement, c•:r. Speaker, and is 

there r~ot an agreement? If ti1ere is an agreewent, or was at L1at tii•le, 

t:1en obviously the Premier is guilty and should resign; also on the 

opposite ;:>oint there is a little small problem tliat bothers me 

some·what because so much time has been " •,asted" in the :louse of 

Asse:ui.>ly or at least not spent v!isely - Ulay'ue "wasted" is a poor term 

i:Jecause if you spend time talkir3 about points of order or points of 

privilege it is not technically wasted becau5e t!,ey eventually solve 

30tilething - but one of the ~.'oints that :,others me about tit is is that a 

po.:.Ht •Jf privilege is before the House. Obviously if tl1e Preltier is 

.:'ound ~;uilty of Jeliberately misleading the ilouse he l!lusc resisn, but 

,,[,at: ;;atJiJens to th'" person - even after this case~what happens aext 

week or next mont:1 if a person can make a poillt of privilege k.'1o1vin3 

that all lte has to do when the thing is over and nis case has not been 

prove"l, all he has to do is stand up and say, 1 I am sorry, I wit;tdrav;"? 

It appears to me, in any crime, t!te 

kOUnisllment should be comparative to tite crime. 

HR. Sil1MONS: Let us prove t~1e case. 

'-·"·. PO\ro:i~: Alrig\1t. But if the case is c1ot proven -
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~oc.J it ::;,Ji..: ..;ol<l\1 O:ll! bit furt..1er tha~ ...fter covir.3 Into Corur.ittee of the 

n."1d a l so in that motion t here 3itou.li.l ue. to the effect i'' the llladerof the 

o-.>posi tion C:oes :~oc ,>rove his :>oiut titen ue certainli' !•as no c ::oict· t•ut 

to t:: i>eo chat same C\)Urse, be1u:, : .te :.ilt:E: r-unis:unent for : t:e sane cri.te . 

.h::ld U titat we-re t iter'! , I '-'Ou.lci gladly ?i0¥e or a ladly vo::e ~or a .\O: .i.on 

to t.lOve tilis riouse i .tto a COUlllitte<: of t!;e :-r: ,ole to ~rin:::. in wituesse:s . 

I \loulc. a lso vot.:: for a ;>u.>lic inquiry if t :tat were the case , ,n::ovi..t.:u 

c:t:~t tl..e ?un.iso\ments were the SOllie for bot .. s:!.d.:s . lt sir::l'lY is :lOt fair 

to say that one person slloul.i resi-.:;n if it is true and tJJe ocher . .. rsor. 

·::.t:it~ra·; !.is re1.::1r;.s i f it is oiOt true. :o ·. ''J •.ay of t i.tin"ing, <.!_;C:.i..t 

c .. c .iou::;e or the running of che .louse -

That is fair enoug!,. 

.u. ?0'./E!\ : - I thi:\k that t hat se<!'.ns to Le f.'lir !rom 

~l R . Sll£HONS: ~..>ve c.te .u..end:nent .:hat by leave of the Uouse . 

:-!R. LUNDRIGAN: 

?;.)\/El : A~ai11 t ~:arro..., r:.y comr.to!•t l:s d ololll. co tl•l) .•Ohtts , 

small co~nlo!uts 1 l'Ul address .Jysclf to , just ~o:t<: ti.er or not c .• .:re •:.:1s au 

aer ae:..eu: a:~d ·.o~h.atber t hat a;1;rel!lllent .;as t.ecwecn :,overn;nenL an<.! :. c,lirci 

tf fOU loo~ at t lt.is point and you tahe the 

uocuetents t hat 
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~· ilL POw'ER: we i1ave tabled hera .:md you take the documents 

that the Leader of the Opposition tabled the other day, the one 

..,,hich contains the Premier's signature and the Minister of Public 

Works at that time, do those signatures and the conter,ts of 

that "agreement" constitute a legally binding 2greement or 

document or whatever? And I looked back and I talked to the 

member for Trinity-Bay de Verde C1r. F. Rowe) today and he 

mentioned something to me about life insurance which I ,.;ork 

at and many people in real estate that I thought about, or in 

car sales and I thought is a signature an actual knowledge or 

an actual stating that something will take place. And I kno..,; 

that if a ;?erson goes out to buy a house and he signs a 

document with a real estate agent those signatures are only 

an agreement that the House '~ill be purchased if the money 

can be arranged, if certain conditions take place. It is only 

tl1en that it becomes a legal document. If a person applies for 

life i~surance,or sells life insurance as I do,or as someone applies 

for it and two signatures, the buyer and a witness goes on that 

document ~d it goes off to a life in~urance company, a head office, 

and they decide not to issue insurance for whatever reason, because 

the person has speeding tickets or he is drinldng, again it 

only becomes legal based on certain conditions. If a person 60es 

in to buy a car, like buying a home, he signs a "deal" with a car 

representative or car dealership, subject to fina.ncing, subject to 

those conditions that must be met and if those conditions are not 

met then obviously the deal is not a le6ally binding contract. That 

is one point, w:1en you get to tile> signatures. 

The other point on the other side of the thing, 

if you look and say, "Why is it not an agreement? Has it had 

a seal?" I know for instance that if you have an incorporated 

company and vou go to the bank m:d you want to oper.. a bank account 

for a corporate company then certainly they will ask you for 

the corporate Real. 

~o quorlJ.r.. in the. House, :~r. ~peak:r. 
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~!R . S?!:...:.KER: 

~ilL ?OLlt:R : 

~[ - 2 

Order please! A quorum has been c~ad. 

I am informed t"hat a quorum is present. 

'<he l on . member for Fer ryland . 

~!"C. Speaker, one point ar ain in decidin~ 

l-lhether t ere was an agreement in force a t the tiu.e t!le ouestions 

ver e asked in the House, and relat e s specifically to the face 

as to "hether the Premier llli.slec the House purposely, in tlte 

;?aper that is signed today it says , t h is is :::le one that was 

signed from Hr . Dobbi.ll, addressed to the Premier, it says, 

"Clause l5 of che agreement ~>rovides thac c:1e develooer supply 

to t :te government a p-coposed office le.n.se for the buildin11:, the 

office lease within three l:'.!ll"lths of sign"ing the ag-reement . " This 

supposed agree1l'.er.t. t~t >las signed on August 18th. of 1975 that 

t .h r2e mor. ths after that agreement becomes, if it is an agreement 

at all, certainly becomes sornetr.ing which is not legal because 

that time period has expired. How many 
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MR. POWER: questions were asked of the 

Premier of this Province between August 18, 1975 and October 

18, 1975, or November 18, 1975? I would say none, because 

the House of Assembly was not open. 

Now, if at any time in the 

past, with regard to this agreement, that ever was in force -

it could only have been in force during those three months 

because after three months the thing becomes null and void 

because that clause is not carried through - certainly 

the Premier did not decieve the House at that time because the 

House was not open and there were no questions asked of him. 

Again, another problem that 

I had to solve, whether there really was an agreement or not, 

was how - even a marriage that is not consumated is not a 

marriage. There is no building as many people have said 

which, in fact, says that there was not agreement at all. 

No developer in the world would give up such a rosy deal if 

there really was a deal, if it was legally binding, no one. 

I submit no one would give up. 

MR. SIMMONS: If it is a wedding, it is 

certainly a case of a shotgun wedding. 

MR. SPEAKER: Order, please! 

I wish to repeat the ruling 

from the Chair that han. members should not interject. 

The hon. member for Ferryland. 

MR. POWER: The other point, Mr. Speaker, 

as to whether or not there was an agreement or not, the other 

big point is that in the case brought out y~sterday or the day 

before by the Leader of the Opposition - if I can find a 

copy of the actual motion - says, if you read the preamble, 

"Deliberately misled the House in answers to questions asked 

in the House by han. members regarding the existence of an 

agreement or an arrangement between the government and a third 

party," the key word being 'government'. In all the questions 

asked that were tabled- and I think the member for Trinity -
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MR. POWER: Bay de Verde said there 

were twenty-four times that these questions were asked, 

twenty-four times - almost all questions you will find are 

from Mr. Roberts' question away back- and again the 

dates on these things are not the best because you cannot 

read them and you will have to bear with me there because 

as you can see the photocopies did not come off terribly 

well and the dates are sort of blocked out - but Mr. 

Roberts away back in March of 1976, says, "Of the government's 

negotiations to obtain extra space. Mr. Neary in March 1977, 

it says about the government renting office space and so on 

right down the line up to May 8th., the other day, numerous, 

numerous, numerous references · to the government' s negotiating, 

the government obtaining power. 

And here is a point of 

contention that I wish to bring in. A Cabinet directive, 

whether it be signed by one or two ministers or others,is 

not a government document, is not binding on the government in 

any way. The only thing that binds a government has to be a 

Minute of Council from the Executive Council itself, the 

problem being that the member for St. John's West (Dr.Kitchen) 

said, and he almost put his finger on it when he said it, 

the Premier's signature is not worth anything. That is what 

the member for St. John's West quoted. He said he could not 

live in a Province where the Premier's signature was not worth 

anything. My argument is that what the Liberal Caucus has 

been subjected to is almost a dictator psychosis where in the 

twenty-three years of Liberal administration the Premier's 

signature was worth everything and there was absolutely no 

difference between government and Premier, they were one and 

the same. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Hear, hear~ 

MR. POWER: They were absolutely one and 

the same. For twenty-three years, government and Premier were 

one and the same and that sort of dictator psychosis which was 
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~1R. POWER: developed throughout the 

Libera l caucus is the belief that the Premier has ultimate 

and absolute control of a province, that the Cabinet and 

caucus have to go along 100 per cent with what a premier 

suggests and, as the Premier has suggested in his own 

comments today, that simply cannot be done, that in this 

day and age there is a sort of a democratic trend to 

government and whether it be premier, or cabinet or caucus, 

that trend is there . And I say this to you, that simply 

because one person or two persons or two ministers sign a 

proposal, a suggestion that certain work should be carried 

out , does not make that legally binding on the government. 

Does not make it legally binding on the government . I say 

that for my belief 
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MR. POWER: first of all there was no 

agreement as such, and certainly if there was an agreement 

there was no acrreernent between the government and a third 

party. There wasno agreement between the government and a 

third party at all. That is my contention and that is why 

I shall vote against the motion when it comes up. 

MR. SPEAKER: The hon. member for Baie 

Verte - White Bay. 

SOME HON. M:El'TBERS: Hear, hear~ 

MR. RIDEOUT: Mr. Speaker, I had intended 

to speak when I got a chance, but what made me jump to my 

feet so quickly after hearing the last hon. member was the 

dictator psychosis - I suppose that is the last part of the 

word - and let me say that that is not I, Lord, I have 

never been subjected to any dictator psychosis since I have 

been a member of this caucus and I do not anticipate that I 

ever will be. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear~ 

MR. RIDEOUT: Now, Mr. Speaker, there has 

been a deliberate attempt by almost every speaker who h~s 

spoken on the other side in this debate in the last number of 

hours to drag one red herring after another across the floor 

of the House. 

MR. NOLAN: 

SOME HON. MEMBERS : 

MR. RIDEOUT: 

Right. 

Hear, hear! 

The simple fact is, Mr. 

Speaker, that there is a motion before the House saying that 

the Premier time after time in questions from members on this 

side of the House deliberately misled the House in the 

information that he gave to it. That is the motion, nothing 

else. No dictator psychosis or any red herrings of that 

nature, the motion is that the Premier, the leader of the 

government, the leader of the Province has deliberately misled 

the House in answers to question by members of this side, and 

I believe, Sir, that when we have evidence of that sort, and 
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MR. RIDEOUT: the evidence has been backed 

up in Hansard on a half dozen occasions, brought forward 

when the Leader of the Opposition laid out his case 

yesterday, when we have that kind of evidence then we have 

an obligation to the people of this Province to bring it 

before the House of Assembly and to have it aired once and 

for all. And that is what that motion, Sir, is all about. 

To hear Your Honour who is 

now in the Chair, the member for St. John's South (Dr.J.Collins), 

say there is no provision in the motion for investigation 

then I would submit, Sir, it is only reading part of the 

motion, it is only putting into the motion what one wants to 

hear, because the latter two stages of the motion says, "Call 

and examine witnesses" and then the second part says, 

"Examination." Now to me examination means investigation and 

if that is not investigation then I do not know what it is. 

Now as I said, Sir, the 

simple fact of the situation is that this government which 

came to office with a 'holier than thou' attitude, that they 

were going to clean out the ranks, that they were going to 

bring back honest government to this Province have fallen 

down on the job. . 

MR. NEARY: Hear, hear~ 

MR. RIDEOUT: And they have fallen down on 

the job aided and abetted and led by the leader of that 

government. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Hear, hear~ 

MR. RIDEOUT: Mr. Speaker, the member for 

St. John's East (Mr. Marshall) said it was unfortunate and 

unwise that the Minister of Public Works would even sign such 

a statement. 

MR. NOLAN: Right! 

MR. RIDEOUT: Then for that same hon. member 
<I 

to weas~e~around and be able to support the government and vote 
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"1R. =un:=.:ouT : against this kind of a 

motion, M.r. Speaker, is almost unbelievable in itself, 

especially when his own leader, the Premier of the Province, 

witnes sed that same document of which that hc::m . gentleman 

said that it was unfortunate that it was ever signed in the 

first place . 

Now there has been some 

discussion here this evening about Cabinet directives and 

Orders in Council and all that kind of thing. Sir, on the 

1st. of May, 1974, a Cabinet directive was issued which 

said that there will be a holding of the line for two years, 

ther e will be no consideration given for the next two years 

to any addition to Confederation Building, to any addition to 

government office space and so on. One thing that strikes 

me about that particular Cabinet directive, since that is 

part of what \ve are debating here this evening, is that on 

the 
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MR. RIDEOUT: directive itself it 

implicitly states in black and white that a copy was to go 

to all ministers, but I did not notice that, Mr. Speaker, 

on the Cabinet directive that was appended to this 

agreement that we tabled in the House yesterday. That did 

not say it was to go to all ministers, it did not say 

anything. All it said was what the directive was all about. 

There were no instructions about who it was going to go to, 

there was no recinding order as there has been in some other 

cases, with the Trizec deal and so on so. Mr. Speaker, it is 

all a red herring. The whole point of the matter is that 

the Premier was asked on twenty-four different occasions in 

this House of Assembly in every conceivable manner, was there 

a deal? Was there a commitment? Was there an intention? Did 

the government intend to go ahead? And in every case the 

Premier said in black and white, proven in Hansard,'no' and 

in one case he said, 'Absolutely not, no deal'. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Right! 

MR. RIDE OUT: Now what conclusion can any 

reasonable person come to, Mr. Speaker, only the Premier 

did not want to give the House the information. It is either 

that or the Premier of this Province has the shortest memory 

of any man that I know . Because if the Premier witnessed that 

document, if the Premier was present when it was signed, as 

he had to be, then the Premier could not forget that quickly 

and it is stupid to ask us to believe that kind of an 

allegation or that kind of information. 

Now, Mr. Speaker, almost 

everybody who got up in this House tonight, not being lawyers 

there are only three or four people who are - got off on a 

legal kick. I say to members, forget about the legality of 

this document because that is not an issue either. If there 

is any question about the legality it can be decided by the 

courts. If anybody wants to take the document into court -

I am not going to give a legal opinion - if anybody wants to 
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~1R. RIDE OUT: take it into court, then 

the courts can decide on the legality. The simple fact 

that we have to contend ourselves with is that a document 

did exist, an agreement did exist, a deal did exist and ~~e 

Premier said it did not, and ~~e Premier said that in this 

House on more than one occasion. 

MR. NOLAN: That is right. 

MR. RIDEOUT: So we can talk about 

sweetheart deals, we can talk about misleading the people's 

House, and that is really the issue, and, Mr. Speaker, that 

is the nuts and bolts of this particular motion that we have 

before us tonight. On every occasion that that was done the 

Premier replied no, so what are we to do? Once we have 

established that case, as we have in a documentary fashion, 

are we to sit back and say, Well, too bad, but we will have 

to take the Premier's word for it? The Premier said no on 

every occasion and I would say that the Premier has now, in 

the terms of colloquialism, made a rod for his own backside 

and he must put up with it. 

Now, Mr. Speaker, there have 

been dozens of speakers on both sides of the House tonight 

speak in this debate. All kinds of red herring, as I have 

already indicated. we had the Minister of Health, for example, 

get up and accuse the Opposition of trying to vilify the 

Premier, putting the Premier down as a villian. Now, Mr. 

Speaker, if giving misleading information to the House makes 

the Premier a villian, then I say, so be it, he is a villian. 

MR. W.N.ROWE: Hear, hear~ 

MR. RIDEOUT: And if continuing to give 

that same misleading information to the House day after day 

on twenty-four different occasions, if that makes the Premier 

a villian, so be it, he is a villian. And if us calling, if 

the Opposition calling on the Premier, or calling the Premier 

to task for his actions makes him a villian, then he is a 

villian, so be it. We did not call him that. The word 'villian' 
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MR. RIDEOUT: did not come from this 

side, Mr. Speaker, it came from that side. And if by so 

doing, if by calling the Premier to task we force the 

supporters of the government, the supporters of the Premier 

to defend their leader, if that makes him a villian, then I 

say so be it, he is a villian. I did not call him a 

villian, it was called from that side of the House. And, 

Mr. Speaker, as one member of this side, I make no apologies 

for that because I believe that it is our duty on this side 

of the House, our duty, Sir, our sacred duty on this side of 

the House to expose corruption if we have reason to believe 

it exists. that is what we are here for. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear: 

MR. RIDEOUT: And to expose shady deals, 

Mr. Speaker, if we happen to discover them, which we believe 

we have,and to take to task any person whom we believe has 

misled this House of Assembly, the people's House. That is 

the issue. No red herrings involved, that is the nuts and 

bolts of the issue. It is our duty, Mr. Speaker, to expose 

wrongs in the hope that by so exposing those wrongs then they 

will not be committed again. 
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MR. RIDEOUT: - ---·---- I do not make any spologies 

for that, as I have already said, and I believe the Leader 

of the Opposition did the right and proper thing. In fact, 

I think he was duty bound to bring this resolution, and this 

motion before the House so I have no hesitation in supporting 

it at all. I stand proud in the belief that what we have 

done and what we are soing is the right thing and the proper 

thing, it is not vilification. I would submit that it is 

not vilification at all, Mr. Speaker, but it is exposition 

of what has gone on in this Province and in this government. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear~ 

MR. RIDEOUT: It cannotbe construed to be 

malice, but it is conviction that what we have discovered is 

right and we ought to bring it out. It cannot even be called 

gutter politics, but it is protecting the sacred rights of 

this House and the people who sent us here. 

Then ministers on the other 

side got up and they talked about how we want to get over there 

so badly, and we do not care how we get over there, and it is 

an honourable ambition to get over there. And one minister 

said, But get over here the same way we did,by honourable 

means. They have short memories, Mr. Speaker. And that same 

minister who uttered those words was an Opposition member on 

this side of the House in the late '60's and the early '70's 

when the guttersnipery of politics in Newfoundland had never 

fallen so low before and will probably never fall so low again. 

They never talk about the 

Crosbies and the Hickmans who sat on this side of the House, 

they do not talk about the Bill Se.1n. C' e rs' affair, but they try 

to slap it all back this way. We will stick out the chest and 

it can bounce off and go back again, Mr. Speaker. I would say 

to them, if they want to throw those kinds of stones then they 

ought to make sure that they do not have to duck themselves to 

avoid being hit. 
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MR. RIDEOUT: Then you get people getting 

up on the other side and talking about, We do not want to 

talk about the fishery, we do not want to talk about 

unemployment, we do not want to talk about this or we do 

not want to talk about that. We learned, Mr. Speaker, as 

one member already said here tonight, not to ask too many 

questions of the Minister of Fisheries because there is no 

point in it anyway. If Question Period starts at 2:30 and 

you ask him a question, he may finish ten minutes or five 

minutes to three, if you are lucky, and Question Period is 

shot down the drain. The only information you can get from 

the Minister of Fisheries, Mr. Speaker, is Friday morning 

press releases -

MR. NEARY: Hear, hear! 

MR. RIDEOUT: - to catch the radio and the 

T.V. so he will be on the news on the weekend. That is not 

the type of information that we are interested in. 

The Minister of Fisheries, 

Mr. Speaker, has not spoken, has not engaged in a major speech 

in this House this session except in defence of his own 

estimates, and he calls us to task about not talking about the 

fishery. The Minister of Fisheries has been as clear as mud 

on the Nordsee deal, just as clear as mud, and then he talks 

about us not talking about the fishery. How foolish, Mr. 

Speaker, can you get? It ill-behooves the minister to 

chastise the Opposition for not talking about the fishery and 

accusing us of deliberately wasting the time of the House when 

you hear that kind of thing going on. 

Now, Mr. Speaker, they talk 

about wasting the time of the House as if some people are in 

a rush to get out of here. I am not in any rush to get out 

of here. I have no other job, Mr. Speaker, I draw no other 

income from any other source only what I get as a member of 

this House so I do not care if we are here until this time next 

year. I do not have a worry in the world about being here. 
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N.R. RIDEOUT: So when you talk about 

wasting the time of the House do not go talking to me 

about that foolishness. Because the government kept 

this House muzzled and kept the members of this House 

muzzled until the 4th. day of March, 1978, from the 

18th. day of June previous, and then they talk about 

wasting the time of the House. We can spend ten or 

twelve hours on this special debate talking about 

corruption, we can spend many days on this debate talking 

about corruption, and still have 'Iots of time to talk 

about the fishery and still have lots of time to talk 

about unemployment and still have lots of time to talk 

about the development of the Lower Churchill and so on 

because I am in no rush, Mr. Speaker, whatsoever to get 

out of here, no rush whatsoever. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Hear, hear~ 

MR. RIDEOUT: I would submit that there is 

nobody on this side in any rush to get out. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Right. 

MR. RIDEOUT: So do not go talking about 

that foolishness and red herring approach about wasting 

the time of the House. 

Then they talk about how 

productive the House is. Well, I would throw the 

question back and ask how productive is the Cabinet those 

days, Mr. Speaker -

MR. NEARY: Shoring themselves up. 

MR. RIDEOUT: - when they spend all their 

time clustered around the big table down on the 8th. floor, 

sitting in the white chairs with their hands under their 

jaws wondering how they are going to cling on? The 

productivity of this House, Mr. Speaker, the productivity 

of this debate has already superceded what has gone on down 

on the 8th. floor in the last seven or eight weeks. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 
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MR . RIDEOUT: They talk about productivity, 

Mr. Speaker, productivity of the Cabinet, productivity 

of the House-. Productivity in reverse, I would say to 

Your Honour, Sir. Then they talk about anything to 

cling on to power. 

And the government majority 

over there, Mr. Speaker, who have - this very reasonable 

motion, to resolve the House into a Committee of the 

Whole, we are not condemning the Premier. Maybe the 

Committee of the Whole may condemn him and make a 

report back to Your Honour and then the House acts. What a 

red herring, that by voting to resolve this House into a 

Committee of the Whole to bring in witnesses so we can 

hear their evidence, is condemning the Premier. What 

a foolish going on~ How you can twist the facts, Mr. 

Speaker, to suit your own partisan wishes, foolishness 

to the nth degree. 

So, Mr. Speaker, there is one 

issue here and that is that the Premier has been accused 7 

there is an allegation that has been made that the Premier 

has deliberately misled the House. I think there has been 

sufficient evidence placed before the House to substantiate 

that charge and I think the House has the right,and every 

member should ensure that the House has the right to 

investigate that charge and if that han. crowd is not 

going to do that then they are aiding and abetting the Premier 

in any wrongs that he may have committed. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear~ 

MR. SPEAKER{Collins) : The hon. member for Windsor -

Buchans. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. FLIGHT: Mr. Speaker, earlier in the 

night I had made my mind up and thought it was encumbent 

on me to speak in this debate, but as the morning wore on 
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MR. FLIGHT: I realized that anything I 

might say would be tedious, tiring and probably boring, 

abusive and nonsensical. But, Mr. Speaker, I lost 

all fears of that after I heard the hon. me~ber for 

Grand Falls make his speech. I had no worries, Mr. 

Speaker, about standing up and boring this House or 

being abusive, or being tedious or being anything you 

want. You cannot outdo that man in that area so, therefore, 

I will be very composed and make my speech that I had 

debated whether or not I would make at the risk of boring 

the House. 

Now, Mr. Speaker, why is 

this debate tonight valid? The hon. Leader of the 

Opposition yesterday raised a point of privilege, the 

privilege being that the Premier had misled this House. 

Mr. Speaker ruled on that breach of privilege and 

accepted a motion, and the motion, Mr. Speaker, is to 

move that this hon. House resolve itself into a Committee 

of the Whole House to consider certain matters concerning 

the privileges of the House raised by the hon. the Leader 

of the Opposition, moved that the House resolve itself 

into a Committee of the Whole. 

Now, Mr. Speaker, most of the 

debate here, and I do not challenge his Honour's rulings 

tonight or his handling of the debate, but most of the 

debate in this hon. House has not been relevant. Most 

of the debate that has come from that side of the House 

has not been relevant. The Minister of Transportation, 

the Minister of Fisheries, the Minister of Tourism, the 

Minister of Health, the member for Mount Scio, the 

Minister of Municipal Affairs; sanctimonious, motherhood, 

pure partisan politics. Political partisanship. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Hear, hear: 

MR. FLIGHT: Slanderous, dispicable attacks 

on the Leader of the Opposition, attacks, Mr. Speaker, 
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MR. FLIGHT: unbecoming of scoundrels 

let alone hon. gentlemen. 

Now, Mr. Speaker, let us 

go back to the real meat of this debate, let us try 

to be germane to the motion. The fact, one undeniable 

fact,that the Premier and his ministers have consistently 

deliberately denied that an agreement, an arrangement 

or a deal existed with regards to building a new building 

or expanding Confederation Building, the present 

Confederation Building. 

The second fact, Mr. Speaker, 

depends on the interpretation that one puts on this 

document. The first time I saw this document, Mr. Speaker, 

was minutes after the Leader of the Opposition tabled it. 

I perused it and I looked at it and I read some of the 

conditions contained herein and I saw the signatures and 

I said, Yes, that is an agreement. A poor lowly mortallike 

me with no legaitraining sai~ that is an agreement. And, 

Mr. Speaker, I submit to you that 9 9. 9 of c11e )Jeo~-,le i:u 

this Province today, ?Ossibly excluding some lawyers, 

would say that that is an agreement and it would follow, 

Mr. Speaker, that once they accepted that as an agreement 
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MR. FLIGHT: then 99.9 o f the people 

in this Province today would say t hat the Premier 

misled the House. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. FLIGHT: This, Mr. Speaker, is 

a government of the people,by the people,for the people, 

not necessarily of lawyers, by lawyers or for lawyers. 

MR. RIDEOUT: Now! Well spoken! 

MR. FLIGHT: Now, Mr. Speaker, nobody in 

the government wanted to talk about the agreement, they 

wanted to talk about the Cabinet directive. They 

avoided like the plague ~~e agreement. Now, if the 

Leader of the Opposition had tabled a Cabinet directive 

directing the Premier to enter into an agreement or to 

talk to some developer that in itself,in view of his 

answers in this House in the past few months, would in 

itself have warranted this debate. 

But, Mr. Speaker, the reason 

that the hon. members did not want to talk about the 

agreement, that they wanted to refer to the Cabinet 

directive was that they wanted to avoid drawing attention 

to the fact that there was a document containing the 

Premier's name, the developer's name and witnesses thereto. 

Mr. Speaker, one1 I think, is 

allowed to wonder out loud. There is no date on the 

agreement, there is a date on the Cabinet directive. One 

is allowed, Mr. Speaker, to wonder to himself, to wonder 

out loud why there is no date on the agreement. Had 

that Cabinet directive - and could it be proven - and had the 

han. the Leader of the Opposition been given what he simply 

asked for, a Committee that could call witnesses to 

determine the facts of this case, it might have been 

possible to prove that it is possible that that Cabinet 

directive was issued before the agreement was signed. It 

is not inconceivable that that could have happened 1 in which 
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~ffi . FLIGHT: case then, Mr. Speaker, that 

would have been a bona fide agreement, undertaken 

Cabinet agreement. 

Mr . Speaker, members on the 

other side of the House got up man for man and denied -

the ones who did refer to this agreement-that it was an 

authentic, valid agreement. Well, if we would have had 

that Committee that the han. the Leader of the 

Opposition asked for, then possibly we could have asked 

to have laid on the Table of the House agreements that 

were indeed consumated by this government. And it would 

be interesting to find out, Mr. Speaker, if this 

agreement is any less authentic than the agreement under 

which this government paid $435,000 to have wood delivered 

to Stephenville. That wood was never delivered. So by 

the logic of the other side, since the building is not 

there there is no agreement, well,since the wood was not 

delivered there is no agreement and you need not have 

wasted that $435,000. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear~ 

MR. FLIGHT: The same logic applies, Mr. 

Speaker. 

Mr. Speaker, I submit that it 

was not the government that did not consumate this 

agreement, it was not the doing - the han. the member 

for the Straits of Belle Isle alluded to ti1is tonight -

he did not say it the way I am going to say it now, but it 

was not the government, Mr . Speaker, it was not the doing 

of the government that this agreeme~t was not consumated, 

the people of Newfoundland made sure that that agreement 

was not consumated. Had the people of Newfoundland in 

1975 returned that government with a big enough majority, 

the few bon. members sitting on the other side would have 

been indispensible and they would not be sitting on the 

other side tonight because this agreement could well have 
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MR. FLIGHT: 

SOME HON. MEMBERS : 

MR. FLIGHT: 

been conswnated. 

Hear, hear! 

But the Premier knew and 

Cabinet knew that that hon. gentleman resigned on the 

principle of this and he could not risk having no 

more of a majority than they had so it is conceivable 

to think that he could not risk having him leave his 

caucus because he knew that he would have. So, Mr. 

Speaker, the people of Newfoundland have to believe 

that the intent was there, the agreement was there, 

the work had been done and only the people of Newfoundland 

and only the event of September 16, 1975 did indeed stop 

the people of Newfoundland from having this kind of a 

debt on their hands. 

Mr. Speaker, the member for 

St. John's East (Mr. Marshall): I would never put 

myself in a position where I would want to have to 

debate with him in a legal sense, but I fail tonight, 

Mr. Speaker, being an untrained legal mind , I fail to 

follow his logic. The member stood up and on four or 

five occasions in his speech indicated, he told us 

the conditions under which he resigned. He resigned on 

the same principle. There was no agreement signed, Mr. 

Speaker, 
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MR. FLIGHT: I understand when he 

resigned on the Wedgewood Park proposition but he had 

resigned from Cabinet on the principle of an agreement 

like this. 

Now, Mr. Speaker, in his 

speech he said on four or five occasions that the proof 

that there was no agreement was that there was no 

building. Following that logic to its justified end, 

why would he have resigned before there was a building? 

You know, following the same logic that hon. member used, 

Mr. Speaker, then he should not have resigned. If it 

took a building to make this agreement authentic or to 

say that it was consumated, then why would the hon. member 

not have followed the same logic back when he resigned 

from Cabinet? 

MR. W.N.ROWE: 

MR. RIDEOUT: 

MR. W.N.ROWE: 

Exactly right. 

That is right. 

Hypocritical. 

MR. FLIGHT: Mr. Speaker, the other side of 

the House tonight needed a crutch and they had a crutch in 

the hon. member for St. John's East. I said before, Mr. 

Speaker, that had the people of Newfoundland returned 

this government with a majority big enough that the Premier 

could have done without them, -those two hon. gentlemen, St. 

John's North (Mr. J. Carter) and St. John's East (Mr.Marshall)1 

were indispensible, they would not be there. If ever -

were dispensible, I am sorry - if ever the member for St. 

John's East was indispensible to the government it was 

tonight. They needed him tonight. They put him up front. 

There was not, including the Premier, one speaker on the 

other side tonight but alluded to the argument put forward 

by the hon. member for St. John's East. It is ironical, 

Mr. Speaker. It is ironical. He will have in his own 

mind to reconcile his position tonight and his position of 

a year or two ago when he resigned on the same principle. 
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MR. FLIGHT: Mr. Speaker, in view of 

that hon. gentleman's - and let me say I have a great 

deal of respect for the hon. member for St. John's 

East. I have developed that respect since I carne into 

this House, number one, for some of the stands he has 

taken in debate. But he might well have come close to 

blowing it tonight. 

MR. W.N.ROWE: Oh yes. He blew it. 

MR. FLIGHT: He blew it tonight. Now, 

Mr. Speaker, the hon. member for St. John's East is going 

to have a hard time in my mind reconciling to himself 

his attitude, his defence of the government tonight 

based on his performance with the same government when he 

was forced to resign, when he resigned on principle, the 

very principle that he is upholding here tonight. He 

will probably just, as my hon. friend says, have nightmares. 

So, Mr. Speaker, the issue 

here, there is no doubt in anybody's minds that that was 

an agreement. There is no doubt in anybody's minds that 

the Premier and his Cabinet denied that there was an 

agreement. There is no question. If that was made 

public to this Province, if there was a referendum held 

in this Province as to whether that is an agreement or 

not, or whether or not the Premier had intentions of going 

into an agreement, and I am prepared to leave it to the 

imagination of the people of Newfoundland as to what would 

have happened to this had the right things happened on 

September 16, 1975. So, Mr. Speaker, again, the hour is 

getting late and to try to make a~y more points would 

simply be repetitious. I intend to support this motion. 

I congratulate the Leader of the Opposition for having 

the strength to bring in the motion. If that is not 

reason, Mr. Speaker, to ask that this House be brought 

into a Cornrni ttee of the Whole and call witnesses, a 
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MR. FLIGHT: document that would have 

placed $70 million on the backs of the people of 

Newfoundland and consistently over two years it was 

denied that it existed, if that is not reason to ask 

for an enquiry. If we cannot be proud of exposing 

something like that then, Mr. Speaker, we cannot be 

proud o£ being members of this House. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Elear, hear! 

MR. FLIGHT: And I am, Mr. Speaker, 

prepared to stand or fall. 

And the han. member for 

Grand Falls talked about t,he han. the Leader o£ the 

OpJ?OSition; his politi.cal career, ·he will stand that 

high. Well, Mr. Speaker, I will tell you that I was 

prepared to go out with this in my hand and stand ten 

feet tall and say yes, I supported the motion. 

MR. W.N.ROWE: We stopped it. 

MR. FLIGHT: If there was any chance of 

this succeeding, we stopped it, and, Mr· Speaker, I will 

stand 
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MR. FLIGHT: 

or fall po1itically by defending this motion. 

AN HON. MEMBER: Hear, hear! 

MR. FLIGHT: Stand or fall in this Province in any riding or district 

with the people. 

AN. HON. MEMBER: Stand by the people. 

MR. NEARY: Are they going to rescind it now or what? 

MR. FLIGHT: It is not rescinded. The one germane point t.he member 

for Lewisporte (Mr. White) asked - of course there is no+ ooint in 

saying it now, we are all waiting for the Premier to table a re;;cinding 

order. That would have been the - but there was no rescinding order, 

Mr. Speaker. 

Mr. Speaker, I would have preferred, and I still cannot understand 

why the Premier spoke ~·hen he spoke, I ~rould have preferred though that 

the Premier would have closed this debate prior to the hon. Leader 

of the Opposition because I would have liked to have heard the Premier -

as a matter of fact I know it will not happen but I would certainly 

be prepared to give the Premier leave to withdraw another misconception, 

another statement in Hansard where again he can be accused of misleading 

the House, where, Mr. Speaker, the han. Premier accused members of the 

Opposition, a member or members of leaking to him, tippino him off 

as to what would happen. I would be prepared to concede leave 

for the Premier to withdraw that statement because he knows that that 

indeed, Mr. Speaker, is misleading the House. He knows it did not 

happen. It is not a case of saying, "Who me, Lord?" It is a case of 

saving, "We, Lord" because we all know it did not happen. '.l:ne l:'rellll.er 

knows it did not happen and he owes the Opposition an official apology. 

So, Mr. Speaker, I intend to support the motion and I call on 

all members of the government who have any backbone, who bElieve in 

decency, fair play, believe the people of Newfoundland are entitled 

to straight, honest government, to support this motion. And then 

let the chips fall as they may when this House has been turned into 

a committee whereby witnesses can be called. Let the chips fall as 

they may. Mr. Speaker, it is a great pleasure for me to support the 

motion. 
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SOME ~ON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. SPEAKER: The han. member for Port au Port. 

MR. HODDER: Mr. Speaker, I rise just to say a few words in support 

of my colleagues. I have not much more to say than has been said here 

tonight. But I too would like to put my name on the record as being 

proud to be a member of the Liberal Party, of being proud to be associated 

with the Leader of the Liberal Party and being proud to be associated 

with the members of the Liberal Party. Because, Mr. Speaker, in the 

few years that I have been in this House I have come to the conclusion 

that if the Premier had been born 200 years ago he would be standing 

on the back deck of a brigantine with a skull and crossbones flying 

overhead. The only thing that happened in this Province was that the 

people of the Province got tired of the same face for twenty-five years 

and gave the chance for a buccaneer to come in and plunder the Province. 

MR. SPEAKER: Order, please! Order, please! 

I draw to the han. gentlemen's attention, to my left as well, 

the requirement of appropriate language and the need to avoid offensive 

and insultin9 language. 

MR. HODDER: Thank you, Your Honour. 

Mr. Speaker, I think most of us reflect the vie~Js of the 

constituents and people who we talk to and at the present time the 

word that I am getting is~' There is something wrong with that crowd over 

on the other side. Go after theml"And that is our bounden duty 

when letters come into our possession or documents come into our 

possession signed by ministers and witnessed by the Premier then \~e 

have no choice but to make sure that the information is laid on the 

table of the House and the people of this Province know what is 

going on. But, Mr. Speaker, the motion that was put here today 

that this House be resolved into a Committee empowered to call witnesses 

and to look into the impropriety of the matter, 
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this particular motion, this resolution, is completely proper. 

:'nc <.'h<Ot I cannot understand is <vhy the gentlemen c:1 the ether 

sice are afraid of doing that. ~ny are they afraid, ~r. Speaker, 

to cal] a select committee or to call a royal commission or to 

fonr. the House into a committee to look into those matters? 1-lhat 

more ~·auld give the people of Ne<doundland faith than to have 

the <vhole tr.ing aut. Let us call the people concerned tere and 

ouestion it. Are the gentlemen on the other ~ide afraid, are 

they afraid to do that7 Because it is a simple procedure. 

::ot~ing could he ll!ore above board than this allegation. ~!a thin~; 

has been soh•ed here tonight, r<r. Speaker. ~Tot a thing has heen 

solved. fill •ve have done is stancl and debate back and forth, 

''ad: at'd forth, hack and forth, one group saying that the 

do~uroent is ~ ~ood document, the other group saying that the 

,•ocument is not worth anything. '<othing has been solved. The 

press has been up there listening. And one speaker gets up 

after the other making their points. The only <vay that this 

can come out, ~'r. Speaker, is to have a full enquiry, to have 

the committee of this 11ouse look into all allegations <¥hich 

have heen raised in this House. And unless that is done the 

people of this Province will consider it to he a cover-up. And 

there is no tvay that this government can let dovr the fact that 

t""" voted a:ietinst the '"nticn presented hy r.ty honourethle frienc 

"'·"'·' colleetpue, the memher for T<dllingate ("r. !'. !'oPe). 

There are a couple of other thin?.S· One 

at~' er thing I Pould Uke to say, "r. Speaker, is that T feel 

that I, as a member of this Rouse, on a couple of occasions have 

been t!1e victim of innuendo here tonight or today or yestercay. 

First of all the Premier said that the - you knmv, one of his 

misleac:linp. statements-that members on this sirle of the neuse 

rave heen inforrninp; and this sort of thing, trying to plant the. seecl 

t~Pt there: is a Drohlem on this siile of the Honse. 'lell, ~·r. <;peal: er, 
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T c:1ll on the J>re::lier to name that person, ~ecause T feel 

·,~ has an obligation . ~e 1~ent on provincj al television and 

j;aic' t!-at . L think he must anc has tO nal!ie that partiCl' lar 

1)erson . 

The other thing that !1appened 1 tonight 

T lis tened to the l1inister of Fisheries get up anc "belittle 

C!lestions that Here puc to hir.~ . !-'e said r:.!1at there ·.;ere fi'le 

QUes::ions put to ri:fl i.n his C:!.pac:l,ty as :-'inister cof Fisheries. 

! do =t believe t hat . I ~ut tHO to him nyse!.f . l al'l sure t h;:c 

tbe neople of l"ort au Port ~orould not think t hat they were -

'1e s .ai,; t hat they •,:ere of no consequence . 'They do not feeJ chat 

t'-ev "ere of 'lO conseouence . And t~en in deoate 1 have asked 

: !-at o<J rticular r.i.rister to rlc cert·ain tl~:f.~r-s "or ~:-c cistrict 

····::.c"' "lave- n<' t ·~.!M (lone . So -'>at docs ::rts reba t e ll'ear; en r~:e 

"~'orle out t !·cre "it!: 1:0 ~l.sl'.enr.en at I:lue Ileac!1~sccct·, ··+:.o 

c?.~no:: get t-ack o r forth . Pisb huycrs cannot r at dot.m t here . 

"'isl-oP.ries access roads ?.re in rlisrepai r . / .nd c!le :t~!n~.s ter hl:s 

the face to ;:;e t up and criticize as if He or.. t~is side of the 

nouse - o r as if they were trying to provo : hat or. this sic!e 

q f tile 'louse tbn: ~re have to ask a r;uestior. of thac lTir.ister 

"efore MO get anyth1.n[l COne . /' nd there have \•een ;'!Ore letter s 

anc !"Or<a telt>pl·one ~llS come from !1\e to t ho t t'l~dster's ceparo:ter-t 

t l. 'l ... t c- any l't!1cr -: ini;:: ce r in this i'cuse . IN' T c.:>r '-ncl· t:~.1t 

'lr arr ~a-y ~f the >:eek . 

!lut, "r. !:pea!ter, 1 heHeve t ha t tho:! 

~rPwie r has ~isler the Pouse . I ~ave read t he ~a~sar~s. I hav~ 

listened co t he debate . T have listened to t hP. red !lerdn:iS 

1-eing draeged across t'le floor of t he flouse . And the <1uesrions 

t!-a t ~lave not heen M~s•<ered : t'hy Pas the cocument s~gned one 

week "efore a [;ene ral election .. as. called? n1at is a question 

that has not 1-een ans•;eTec . !:as it that perhaps the partr t~as 

try i,.- ;:r. ::.Use " little n:ooe:r IL~d the~· rr.ac!e a C'tlic k si~ninF o f c-hose 
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•·r. J. :'odder. 

~~c~erts? Recause these are the types of questions that 

!"ust cor.-e out in this House. ,~nd I helieve that the 711emhers 

on the other side must, if they have any moral responsibility 

at all, must vote to see that this "'hole story comes out, 

f,ecause there is more to it than this. 1-:e knm~ it, and the 

!"eople of 7·le,.found~:md ·Jill knm; it after tonight if those 

honour?.hle gentle!!!en do not vote 
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::2ar, ~.:ear! 

Han. !Oer-.ber for rar:;le ~jver. 

·'r. ~peaLe.r, i~ is alr:ost se·ven o'clocl: tn 

the ::-.ornin3. :::f I could get the pa:c;e awake aayl::e I coulc 

Oh, oh! 

:,~ven o 'cloc!·_ in the r.~ornin~ and altlQSt all +:t.::.:t t:-:e -':cver!lr.eT1t coulc~ ~o 

o£ t:i.e :~ouse, stand on t~-.eir O'i:m dignity, accuse us o~ 1)rir1[;ing in allepations 

scanG.alizinf t~.1e rovern~ent, and insteaO of responrling to t':e arrurent ~lace" 

'Jy the '10n. Leacler of t:le C1prosition a clay ago, the rrer.:ber for St. John's I:Pst 

.:1ll our .: .. rrur ents do~'n. I wust a~r-it thc.t ! t~-:.oug~'"'. t t~at so~e of "-:is :.o;:ic, 

rtot go along with and. l1.e resigned fran ~~ ·.at. '-'et, torlay, 11e can turn 

is ~-.,~ cc.us~ t:1is '1nilr'in3 is not :,uilt · it ,-'oP.s rot e~rist. !~ t'-. i ~ or_e 

of th·~Se t\VO ar~unents? 

0-pr.osition ,or t\e i_.i'"Jeral Party. 
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':ir.n of <"r!!1Jr.e"-t or logic is that for t"e l!'e!l'her of St. Jo\r> 's East 

G~r. '!arshall) to use :t 'because the builrling is 110t there then 'le is r;oir ~ 

to vote against t:.is ~tion ani' ue should ·not c'e arg11i.n~ it. ':oes that 

~:e st:trt arr:uin:!; about the <;leal •.1it'1 f"-ull Island, ~•hat arran?e!T'ent t!:e~e 

is iP- ~ull Island, t;e i.avc to ~:ait until it is a11. in p1 nee anri t'hen 

start arguing after thP- r .oney ~las been S1Je!'t, after the a~;r~e!".er>ts "-ave 

1) een :::et, t::en o;;e start argui:n~? ~ure~.y ::.at. I a~ sure t:-te r.er"~ber must 

regret using ti1at Id.nd a: logic to justify a defense for our stater:cents 

and esl'ecially the motion rove~ by t"•e Leader o'" the Jppos·'.tio:J.. 

for St .Jo:~n 1 s Ean t t\.qt it see~s also to :,e a ~ou:r:. le. l·.int'l of s tn:'l·,n.~C 

appliecl in t:1e questioni,-,g. \·Ie ask questions, fl r instance, 'lnc ':!Uestio!'.s 

~rreerre::t ::it!~ .:.ny r!eve1oper; i:·~c:t 1;-7as nol... the questior t:·re as~·-ec:. If it 

:,acl been and tc·:e ans'ller as shown ~·~-" tC!at there was no leg;al ::inding 

agreeT!len1; if t~1at is the case, ti1en, of course, ~1e o;-;rould be \·rrong. ,..c 

::!id not as!: if tclere ~~as a legal ':Jincing agrec7Jt:nt. :lur flltestions alr:ost 

tot2lly ':!ere, '~re t'1ere ,qny ~rr.qnee~aents, an~_,. r1eals, any ag~e :::-1~:r: ts , any 

of our questions ~;~nd in defense cf tl1e motion ~:ere ue fin-1 that t!:ere ~-1ere 

.::t.?,reeme!!t3, proposals, antl our argnn1~~nt, as t:1e FlC!Pber For ~~~e Strnits c r: 

;2elle Isle (•- ~r. ~o:--erts) saiC, '"It ~OP.S not -~e:'enr:1 on rr~~et'-..er ::t is len-.?.1 

or not'; :,ecausc ve ~.ever asked that rruestion \·.r:"lether it -.,ras legal or rot 0 
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Hr. <:trach:-!'1. -------
Fe did not \-no,,· hm> far along it Hent. •,Te did not knm·c in fact 

until the motion Has moved and a defconce •.Jas put cut exactly 

••hat there had been. I 1muld say to the Premier that it 1·rould 

be very, very simple to answer the question and just state 

i:1 the l'ouse, :res, there have teen proposals received. There 

rave t-een soll'.e agreements and that r,muld have heen the end of it. 

l~ny deny and deny that there had been proposals, agreeJ".ents, 

deals or Hhatever? Fhy continue to deny that there had 'Oeen 

rehen there was'? And in fact the defence used hy the Premier 

sho~•ed in fact that there had been deals, agreements, proposals. 

,\] 1 th:l s that '·'e rave here, all the red herrinp,s hauled across. 

Tn fact ;·chen the Premier anspered the other day in reply to t!1e 

motion moved b~· the Leader of the npposition for the first fe•.J 

minutes it astonished me, because I thought that something 1vas 

going to come out ,,·hicb shm,ed that the Hhole thing was "'rong. 

Jlnd in fact his defence ·.~as to table a rvhole heap of documents, 

proposals, agreements, deals or whatever it is as a defence I·Thich 

implicated him further, which will show that tr:0re had been 

agreements. 

I realize full "'ell that offense is 

often the Finest form of c:'efence,but obviously to use this Jdnd of 

cef"'nce ,.•hi.ch lvhere one tables agreements proposals' c'ocul'\ents' 

deals or 1·.'hatever ycu ,,•ant to call it - and I do not care tHo hoots 

•·•hether it is le~ally binding or not. It cioes not bother mE' 

l>hether it is legally binding or not. h'e did not ask ,.,hether it was 

legally binding or not. Fe asked, Had there been any deals, any 

~roposals, any agreel'lents? And there ~;e sar< a multitude cr Cluite 

a number of proposals, deals an~ calls for tenders. and especially 

this deal here laid on the table of the House in defence against 

tlcis motiCln moved hy the Leader of the Opposition. 
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~'P. . ~TR!tCHA~·~: So I say that ~hat has happened here 

as to the Prernierlcomi~r in and replying to this motion here, 

'1as in fact incriminated hirr.self. !le has established the fact 

that for three years ••hile he was denying to us that there Here 

any deals, documents, negotiations, proposals, that in 

f?.ct in the last day or tuo :,.e has jncriminated himself hy 

laying on the table of the House the very deals that he Pould 

not acknowledge existed. That to me, llr. Speaker, is the whole 

essence of it in as much as the t.rhole defence that the government 

h::ove in this motion here is shot, it all goes out the t.rindotv. 

There is no defe.nce. ~!hen you look at all the proposals that 

Pere tabled by the Premier, all the agreements and documents -

the idea, of course, was to o'bviously pile one on top of the 

C'ther. Pile it all on. 1·'e got a study of t'be accommodation 

reauirements of the Govern'r.lent of l)et<foundland and Labrador, 

January, 197l> •md then He have a Hhole heap of other ones. Pile 

l.t all on so that our one, the one Hhich was tablec here, bets 

lost in all the mess. ~11 of them tabled by the Premier, 

~one of them sip;ned. The only o~.e '"hich ~.ras sir-ned in fact "as 

the one tabled hy the Leader of the Opposition - piled all on 

top of each other so ttat the ~.rhole thing uonld become confused, 

('lhfuscRted, as the Leader of the Opposition said - nice ,,•ord - so 

to~ t ,-,c>,ody •·•onld JrnoP Fhat •.vas f'Oing on, so that the press 1.-ould 

''ecome cor fused 1..-it'b :! t, and "'e 1muld feel, therPfor'", tj,at 

the ~>hole thing ~muld become so difficult to untangle that 

little "'oulc he made of it , tl:>.at the Opposition '''c>uld ')e 

confused, that the press would be confused or tvhatever HC'uld happen. 

Fe can almost thro'.; all the documents that 

'"ere tabled 11y the l'r::mier, ,.,e can almost thro•,· the whole "crk:s 

a• .. ,ay only except t!'tat i.n tahli':"!g them he }jas shown existence ot 

arran~e11'ents or propcsals <rhich he has cc>nsistently clenied for three 
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~1R. STRACHAN: 

range of questions were quite wide and varying over the three years. 

Are there any in existence now? Have there been any in existence? 

The range of words used was not always the same. It was not, ~1as 

there a legally binding agreement. That was not asked. Any deals, 

any proposals, any plans for a wide ran~ing discussion on the buildings. 

For instance, I think there was an extension to the building and new buildjng for 

office space, Atlantic Place, various other aspects of the question. 

·so we can make sure that what was being asked could be replied to. 

But I cannot for the life of me understand why the answer could not 

have been in the positive,to say, yes there have been, we are in the 

discussion stage or we are negotiating, ~e do not want to tell you. 

That is fair enough. 

But what we got for the three years was denials and that 

is what led to this motion, that the Premier had misled us because 

for three years there were denials of any negotiations and surely 

that is the kernel of the matter, that for three years there were 

denials of any negotiations, of proposals or deals . And it ~ould 

make no difference,in fact~if the document that the Leader of the 

Opposition had if he did not have it,because in essence the Premier 

in tabling all his documents and had kept that one out would have 

still shown that there had been deals like the Trizec one, there 

had been proposals. So I cannot undPrstand the logic of that, 

that in effect in defence and mavin~ on the offensive the PrPmiP~ 

in fact laid out the fact that there had been a great deal of proposals~ 

a great deal of studies, three deals,as the member for Straits of 

Belle Isle (Mr. Roberts) laid out,or agreements or whatever you want 

to call them. Whether legally binding or net is obviously for the 

courts to decide. 

The member for St. John's East (Mr. Marshall) continues his 

arguments in trying to cover up this whole thing or trying to make 

it muddy by trying to argue that it is not a binding agreement. We 

did not ask 1-1hether it was a binding agreement. ~Je are not concerned. 
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MR. STRACHAN: 

And he obviously stated too that there would be a difference of 

opinion in the legal profession, he stated, whether it would be 

a binding agreement or not. That is immaterial to us. It is 

immaterial to this question. It makes no difference whether it is 

legal and binding. We did not ask whether the agreement was legal 

and binding. \~e asked bad there been any agreement or if that did not 

suit, proposal or deal. 

MR. NEARY: If that did not suit, arrangement. 

MR. STRACHAN: Arrangement, that is right. In fact the Premier 

in his defense right after our motion the other day in which he was 

obviously ready~-and well and good, no problem at all. He could have 

~ecome ready from a number of different sources,could have known that 

we had a motion ready. I will deal with that in a minute. But the 

Premier in his speech then in which he tabled these documents 1 in 

defense of the motion which we moved,mentioned arrangement fifteen 

times. Fifteen times through here he mentioned arrangement. 

AN HON. MEMBER: Agreement. Give it to him. 

MR. STRACHAN: Agreement, sorry. The word agreement . That is 

what he said, is it not? Agreement. The word agreement, he mentioned 

we had an agreement here, an agreement there. Fifteen times he mentioned 

the word agreement. And yet when w~ ~sked questions in the House of 

Assembly. "Had there been agreements?"the answer was no. ~nd yet in 

defense he used the word agreement fifteen times. In fact,in the 

letter tabled tonight from Mr. Dobbin,who I will deal with in a 

second~which I think is a totally different situation, there is the 

word agreement three times - twice,sorry, the word agreement. Once 

he calls it a proposal. 

In other ~JOrds,in thE-ir defense they have acknowledged that 

there were agreements. And our question then is that surely they 

are misleading the House if for three years he said there have been 

no agreements and the very defense they use is the Premier in speaking 

uses the word agreement fifteen times. Surely tt,ere have been 
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~s I aP. cor~cerne0, llecause I <lo not knoH him. T :1ave not a clue o: ·<:.at 

t:<e arra;·.::;-~reer.ts are. 8tiler colleagues here '·•ho ':no·.r t'!e situation in 

:::'t.J,J' •:1's, t~"'e ~olitical situatic-:1 i!"l Zt . ...To:~n's, in t},e ""'rovince ~11' 

Isla.~~.~, anrl so o~, Hre fn.r ~'ett~r al:'lle to tal:~ nbout t:!at t2.an "I f'l\. ,...;le 

only t~ing I c1o ':noF is that previously I R.<lP:!.re,'. entrc'">renet!rS. I t:1in\ 

t:1at ~·. r. ;o:;'.,in ollviously rr'USt l;)e ~-very cle ... ;er anc1 a:OJ.e 0ne. "'iut, I as~·: 

you, that in this docul!'f nt table a 'lere tonight 'cy ''i"' - I e.s~- you +:!,at if 

:,e is a clever a,-,.r' al~le or.e, and obviously his '-is tor~• shons t'-Rt :--.e is a 

v2ry clever ar!.cl ::tble entre?r~ne1.1r, is it norr.al (or a c.!ever ;:.171..-:~ ~·~~-7 

t',e construction inr'ustrJ is snc\ 

a very clever and very a:,le entr"!preneu:-, a---1 I ar oure. t'-at '1e c:!ir' r:ot 

gn ~:~.·~ spenrl su~stantiaJ a!!lounts of -m.o~. t=.y, out-o4=-pocLet eXT1er1ses, 0"'1. f'e 

C,nsis of pure S!'ecvlation, on the "as is that ".e 'Cay set somet'-cing. n•,viously 

t:.:e!"2 ha(1 to ~-,e an -3.8r_eeJT1ent, otlter-;;r~se ~vhv r..;oul~ you _r'"O drl ~ Sle~,,~ .,_ 

co-:.si~~rabl.; a~ount of n.oney if tt~ ~re -·as ~o a.~rP.e-:"lent'? :.n ~ n11vinnsl"f; 

.:J.~ree:-"f;r..t, t~en SHrely' 1"".7~at :f0ll ~. aVe none iS tO 2. -~T"1it ruilt' i & :r011 1-:'.L.e ' 

'JUt you ~1a·:e admitted the fact that there Here ar;ree!'1ents ,~-,en yon 1u1·.re 

·.,e~~- cor-s i11 ter~ tly, as ~EI.r as -svP.: are conce:m~=C, ,..!len yin(" t 1
-: • ,~c t""~· e·--:--.:· s t~n c·; 

o~ t~e.r for t·~rA:e ye.P..r~ nov:- in t,.,_P. ""T0ns.e o~ \::-.s~"l"""l~l:.... .. ... o ... .,·, ! ..:lo 10t eRr-:. 
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t:1e answer 1·ras 'no~ 1\nd here in clefense of it 't.;e fir,_r:: t~ere are ~1~ ;':infl: 

of agree!".ents talke:: ebout with money being spent by the <'eveloper or. t''r: 

c=sis that 2.e felt he ilad an a?,ree~ent, 1'.p:rcecents '-;ein~ tal-lee. ~·y the 

~~ v·iou.sly, t~1en, the notion r.ad~ ~~y t!1e :Leader o~ t:--:e (':r--posit·Lot:. 

:·ust ,:e eorrect. I F. t~~ere ~ad l1ee'.1. no f.
1.ocu"':".ents, ~ro~ot5c.ls, af"reerr.e;nts ~ 

arranger:ents te.3ltd ~JY t:le Pre!'l.ier, "uec.ause there r.;erc. none in e~:iste:.1ce, 

t:".er. :-..e ·•ould Je correct. T:le very fact the1t ,__e tea led t::ell' r::ust there.:or; 

indicate t:;at what he uas telling us "'as incorr;ct,•hich is the res~;} t of 

tte motion. I cannot see it any other 1-•ay. Tc,ere car.not 'be any ot:-.er 

opposite can see it ar~:' ot~er Nfi.Y. I-F t~cre ::ad ~ee~ r.o •:ocur·1.2nts ta:·le·:, 

--' ~l~i: •!~ .,.::!nts ta1,led, no arraneel!l.ents, no proposc.ls, t 1u~n ~·that ~ad 'heen 

sai<' in ti1e house for the last t:.1r.:e years rqoulr1 ~:-e correct. nut to use 

in t';e v<>ry (lefense against our motion. tu use all the~'! ' !<Jct "'e"ts, 

proposals, arrangements, deals, agreer.-.ents. contracts, lfhatever you ;rant 

to call t'leM, surely that indicates that •rhat 'las heen saic •vas incorrect 

::.n t~e I:o,Jse and we '"ere :!'.islecl. 
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MR. STRACHAN: 

So in other words I believe in this case here that the Premier 

and the administration opposite since they seem to be in agreement 

have proven the fact that they misled the House by tabling the very 

documents which they said were not in existence. That is all we 

were asking. nothing else. Never mind the semantics. Never mind 

the arguments, the legal arguments . Never mind talking about the 

dignity of the House and the decorum of the House and the level of 

debates. Never mind trying to pull in all the red herrings in the 

world, throw the debate off into some other avenue or channel. Surely 

then what has occurred as far as I am concerned is that we have been 

proven correct. 

The arguments r sed are that all the Opposition is interested 

i n i s to scandalize government, have no facts at all, t hat all they 

are interested in doing is pulling people through the gutter, through 

the mud,and alleaations likP. this. I have no great love for c great 

deal of name calling that goes on. It is some people's forte and som~ people 

are good at it and other people are not. ~orne oeople get into it. 

Usually you find that the repartee which occurs~ccurs between pearl~ 

who generally are involved in it and that is what they maybe excel 

in. I am not generally interested in that. I am not good at it. 

So I do not usually get involved in it and I stay away from it . 

The arguments here are as in the case of the Scrivener 

business about allegations against the governm~nt. I stated here two 

nights ago or three nights ago, I stated that I looked Rt it verv 

carefully and became involved in them albeit not as the principal 

or anything else>but became involved in them because I believed 

that there was a fair amount of truth to the allegations. But not 

only that. I would not h~ve become involved in them at all,nor would 

I have become involved in this here if it had been something plucked 

out of the air, if somebody had gotten some allegation and picked it 

up and run into the House with it or something they heard or a document 
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MR. STRACHAN: 

they picked up or something like that. I am not interested in the 

slightest. But the business of this Scrivener deal, the member who 

raised it had had it for a number of years. He had documents to show 

that he had asked for enquiries. He had documents which went to the 

Premier of the Province. He had documents which I believe went to 

the Minister of Justice here, letters which went to the Minister 

of Justice in Ottawa. In other words,he fairly well exhausted:as 

far as he was concerned,his avenue ~nd he decided after that to make 

it public and he was intent in his own way,which is his own way to continue 

with it and make it public in this House. 

In this case here, did we jump aboard; here is a document and 

we will jump in and we will table it without any discussion? What is 

Question Period? Question Period surely then is an ooportunity to 

question government on proposals and a~reements and arrangements that 

they have and for three years questions ~/ere asked and denials were r:1ade 

that there was anything. It was felt then that government had ample 

opportunity in three years to answer correctly. All they had to do 

was once along the line somewhere once say, yes,there have been 

arrangements, there have been agreements. Then the line of 

questioning would have changed totally. But in three years of 

questioning there were denials and therefore it was felt because the 

document came to hand that we were quite entitled as an Opposition to 

table it in the House and to move the motion. Had the auestions not 

been persistently asked for in that period of time, then I would have 

felt, most definitely would have felt that we were pursuing something 

purely for the idea of scandalizin9. But I fully believe that in 

both of these issues the Opposition have done what Oppositions are 

supposed to doland that is pursue the avenue for facts fro~ rovernment, 

truth hopefully and to pursue it in a way in which it can be guaranteed 

that the truth will come out. And that is exactly what we have done 

in both cases . 
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MR. STRACHAN: 

The refusal in the case of the Scrivener business to allow 

it to be totally within the hands of the police is for obvious 

reasons and we want the truth to come out because in essence it goes 

from police back to the government. And it is not the oolice that 

l"le are afraid of, the RCMP or police. What we are afraid of is 
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~1:1at the ~overnnent "auld the!', the administrati-on, 1muld 

t- e asl<ed to lav charges a~ainst themselves if there is anytr.ing 

there. So ~~e decided to keep making it public as afajn T said 

in the 1·7ay that the member for LaPoile (?'r. Neary) and only he 

can do. 

This matter here, er.actly the same as 

0Ccurred,that for three years the oppor':unity has been there fer 

the arlministration to say,"Yes, there have bee'"! deals or arrangements 

or proposals received. '1e have looked at them all. There have he en 

various ones accepted at various times. There is one l<hich may be 

onf!oing or is not ongoing!' But instead ~<e continually received 

clenials of anything at all taking place. And, therefore, surely 

rts e~n nppo5itiot! it is our hounc1en duty .'>s far as •:e ere concerned 

to pursue th:f s avenue l·+.icr i s the legitimate avenue by th' 

npposition i_n this House of Assembly. 

There seems to be fr011' most of the talk 

hv the me~bers opposjte, and I think I have fairly from my point 

of vie•< estabJished that 1ve have a case, there seems from the 

speakers opposite that they seem to mix up this r1otion here or loat1:1erl 

•,•hcot t1->is motion is about. This motion in essence is to resolve 

:f.nto committee to consider certain matters. In other ,,•orcs, to lool-

into the 1·7hole th:fng to find out 1-1hether the facts that He have 

a re correct or P1:1ether there are otl:er situat:!.ons to consider 

cP.rtain matters. Tf Fhat the administrat i on are s~yirp t hat Fe 

nu"'t rave a hundrerl per cent pure tip,ht case ever:r time "'e talk 

a"'oat somethjn3 lilre this, then nothing woulc\ ever be di:>cussed, 

no thin!; •~•oulcl ever be discussed, l,ecause. ~-1e cannot - we do not have 

access to documents, all kinds of documents. Pe can never ret it. 

''rat "'E' have to do is make a judr:et:tent that "e feel there are 

sufficient grounds. Fe cannot hope to collect all the ev:fdence. 

:he o;,•; idence may "'e for the good. The evidence :r;•.y shm1 that •.;hat 

,., .. e have i.~ the one hand is incorrect. That is Do argur.ten t tl-·ere. 
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nrC' .;;u:::c:otir.~ :1er1! !:1 th!s cor.:rdc:ce t.•as for the committee 

tC' con sf t'p:- cercai:1 ~3ttcrs . .,..:e rr=ier at ar.y ti::""e or ;;rrynne 

~;-r.s!te, the ~iniscers involved, at any t~"e could havf' come 

in t·>i:l' 1\:l:·: hlng , ·r..th any kind cf docUI'\ent to shot1 thl\t one 

'\eek after t his arranfe!T.ent Has rrade that ic t\36 cancelled . t f 

t'~ :\t ;'ar:tcU:ar docu.."!e:1t cid not ccl!:e into our 1um<is. tl-ere ''1>'1 

no .,ay t!:at ·1e l:ne•·· or could knolof that it v•as cancelled . So 

su:-e!y then ~·h;H ~1e vere askinJ: for here 'A'as to set Uil a 

COII'mittee to f!'ld cut the truth of the matter anc.! to lay it out:. 

':td if 'vf' did "lOt have all the facts here, whtch ~o·e do :-tot l:ave 

anc' never coulcl have, then surely the committee HOul~ find out these 

~-c::. :?"-! re ···ould c~vioosly ~e told that sor:1e of what t;e 

· r.~~ ~s correct. ~uc there is much nore to it, anc c~ese ~:-e 

ere fac:s laid out, anc the case YJOuld have co ~e dtO?ile~ 1"1 -~at 

case. 

The cor.tnt t tee then as r ~r as ,..e are 

ccncer:~ecl, surely t:~e coll'r.llittee ,,•as to look fnto tl :Is stcuation, 

to c'1sr.u~~ to r.•eirh the r.atters. to call r!!tnesses. .~nd 

r remel'!l-cr the :'tniste-c of Y.ines and !:nersy in 11 discussio:-t -

sone ?eople ~ere talkinr about the sucrctary of the Executive 

Council t~ a question about the dHference l:ett,.een a directive 
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is to ::ave tile :nerr:bers co:::e in and indicate that it is le~ally :,inc'inf ,or !lOt. 

!C'.ere is still 2.not:1er ar:;;UI~ent: It makes no difference if it is as far as 

\·7e are concerned :,ecause it is not a point of onr argument. I:ut ~1h.at I•Je are 

~!e stan :i on this. 

~1e. last point I ~;ant to :::ake, 1_j.'·e. otlvor 

~neakers ~efore me, is t~·~t - I do not need to as1: t1:e ~r:::r:fe~: .. c:~ f.::.· a.s 

I a~ concerre~, in t~is The last point I uish to I".ak~ is f'r~at I ·,eli~ve, 

as i:1any mer.bers, that t':!.e of t'he necessary r~quiref.'!P.nts, or c~aracteristics, 

!: t=:inl· that O"". t~:.at :::~sis, once I ::ave r:~.r~e a 2ecision, :·!ow~ver ,.ror3 

~·i:"lere the Premier accuses so~~e m~-r:~ ~rs opposite or lea!·:ing inforr.1ation .. t:l~~ 

to 1'\e, of course, it is total nonsens·< l.•ecause it I"USt have ''ee"- f;oirly 

o ... t.:llinq., or ratti~3. 

t"is si,'e. "'er?. \ave stcor1 up an" tal1:ed on this Fatter, and 'lisc•1'3Se·~ 

this !1<'.tter , laid it out, '·ecause 'le helieve ~hat t':lere '1as to be loy~}. t~. 
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had ·!enials of any arrar-p;m::ents an~ t: ;t 

·;~ ';ave proven t~at there :-tave been il.rrangements, <~n<' t~ere fore. sor.ethi~.~ 

is "rong, sol!\eone has ln1en '!"islerl, and He think ;Je ~ave ;'roven our case. 

~!e ~:ave all tall·.~d on t~d.s side ~(""'.7,. 

:: ':Jelieve. 

Except the member for St£phen·lille (••r. ~rcN.,H) . 

0!"!3 :'Oint "•'llS isc ·ssi::!' t:,e feet that 1~ never t11l!:e" a t o:·t ar.: ':' :.:-r, usef•1 

··e::e. 'l!h. , very s~l~c:n . ~:\e nst t.: e 

p~~t o f '!:!ursday, F!'!.day, ruv' p!l t of : ·on . ay on t:~e ··i~er ."'! !:-r"Of t 

ro . ,-n; ""' • • . ... .. .... __ ~ 

"':ull Isle:.-:: -~. a';J out c:tir tra;-t~por a.r.ion, ail o ut: ·L~~a!.t~ \U~t"!r.i, ti s far es 1 

So, surel7, ~r- e ~:ave :,~e::1 askir.g a ::.oasi .:~ :t' · -~ mnou~1. : r. 

: ·~ ir:::.stx:a~.iQ 
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MR. STRACHAN: 

we think it is. We have laid it out and we have asked here to set 

up a committee, vote to set up a committee to look into the matter 

further to find out whether the facts that we have that have come to 

light are correct. If they are incorrect, then to lay out the evidence 

which will make them incorrect. And that is what the committee was 

for. That is what we hope will be set up. 

The debate has been a long one and everyone has talked,almost, 

on both sides. The Minister of Manpower has not talked on the other 

side, the Minister of Education. 

MR. SIMMONS: The Minister of Manpower? 

, MR. STRACHAN: Has not talked. !~e thought everyone 1~ould get 

into it and discuss this matter. Mr. Speaker, I support this 

motion. I support the motion not because it is demanded of me. 

support the motion because I believe in the very defense of the 

administration they laid out their own guilt by tabling documents 

which showed agreements which they stated in the questions in the 

last three years had never existed. I believe,then, Mr. Speaker, 

that in essence the incrimination was against themselves and I cannot 

do anything else under the situation but to vote for the motion. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. SPEAKER: The hon. Leader of the Opposition. . 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. W. ROWE: You should warn the members, Sir -

MR. SPEAKER: If the han. member now speaks he will close the debate. 

MR. W. ROWE: Mr. Speaker, I am surprised the Minister of Manpower 

has not spoken in this debate. Does he want to speak? I will ~ive 

him his opportunity if he does. He does not want to speak, the 

Minister of Education? Does not want to speak? 

MR. ROUSSEAU: would like to make one statement if I could if 

you do not mind. could stand here and say that I have never 

deliberately misled the House. That is all I have to say. 

That is what you are worried about, is it not? 
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MR. SIMMONS: Mr. Speaker, on a point of order~if my colleague 

would yield for a moment. 

MR. SPEAKER: A point of order has come up. 

MR. SIMMONS: Mr. Speaker, I was particularly hopinq that the 

member, the Minister of Manpower, would address himself to this 

debate. He has now indicated to the House that he is not going to. 

So perhaps he ought to be given an opportunity to do something which 

he promised the House on April 16, 1975 he would do. 

MR.ROUSSEAU: What is point o~ order? 

MR. Sir-T-lONS: This is the point of order. Wait and perhaps the· 

member will learn. I want to give, Mr. Speaker, and I believe it 

is a legitimate point of order if you will hear me out on it, I want to 

give the Minister of Manpower an opportunity to do what he promised on 

April 16, 1975 to this House he would do. am quoting from Hansard, 

the verbatim report of the House of Assemhly for Wednesday, April 16, 

page 4425. The minister is speaking, Mr. Rousseau, and I quote in 

part. "I can stand here and say to the han. member and to all han. 

members and to the people of this Province and if I, Joe Rousseau, 

thought there was a deal then I would resign from this government." 

Now, Mr. Speaker, my point of order is that during the debate 

it has been clearly established that there was a deal. He is talking 

about the deal that we have been talking about all day and I now 

ask him if he will now honour his commitment to the House of Assembly 

and submit his resignation from the Cabinet . 

MR. ROUSSEAU : Mr. Speaker, to that point of order . I would contest 

that that is merely a difference of opinion between two han. members . 

MR. SPEAKER : Order, please! 

I feel there is no point of order before the Chair. 

The han. Leader of the Oooosition. 

MR. W. ROHE: The minister does not want to speak. Well, Sir , I 

will not be long. I will say one or two words . 

MR. SIMMONS: 

to speak. 

MR. W. RO\oJE: 

It is not that he does not want to. He is not allowed 

I ~1as very gratified, Sir, that every single member on 
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MR . H. ROWE: 

this side of the House rose to speak. The member for Fortune

Hermitage (Mr. J. Winsor) made several attempts to speak earlier 

in the evening and did not get a chance to get to his feet and had 

to go, had to leave, Sir, as everyone in the House knows. He does 

have a severe problem with his hands and could not stay on. 
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rveryone else in the House, ~ir, on this side of the House, 

S!JOke in suorort of the motion hefore the House 1 <.;hich is a 

· ~~t'o~ to set up a committee to examine the allegations, 

'!r. Speaker. It is auite clear from the statements made on 

the other side of the House that such a cmmnittee will not be 

set up a'' far 1'~S they are concerned in this honourable !louse. 

The Speaker's ruling, ~!r. Speaker, 

l·•hich started this debate, ruled that there Fas a prj~ma facie 

case of priv:llege iPvolved in this matter, a prima facie ce.se 

of a breach of priv:l.lege and that, therefore, tbis debate referring 

it to a Col'11Tlittee of the Phole House tmuld be allmc'E<l t.c- te.ke 

nrececience over every other c-rdcr, every otrer matter before 

the House. Tt appear!'\ that tlcat is going to re turned COHn. 

TI1<1t is too had, Sir. That is too had, Sir., because it is 

orvious from the information alroady given to the House loy 

rrvself and by the Premier that it is a matter concerning 1·1hich 

the Premier does not 1o1ant any additional information especially 

from people examined under oath and especially in a committee, 

1.;rhether it be a commission of enquiry or a committee under this 

House that can require documents to be brought, Sir. The Premier 

and his collee.gues do not 1vant further information to be brought 

out on thi.s matter particularly the matter involving the deal 

bet•,een himself, representinr. the government and also the 

minister concerned and the developer in this case. Ee does not 

··•ant it. I can understand Nhy he dces not ''ant further information 

to come out, Sir. It is a very good deal from the point of vieH 

of the developer if it had ever been allowed to go ahead. And 

I hope that if this debate has served no other purpose it has 

served the purpose of stopping the.t. Seventy million dollars 

under an arrang-ement, a deal, entered into by this government 

,.,:ftC. that developer. An arrang'e!l'lent, Sir, <Vhich the member for 

~t. Jo1"-.n'=: ;:'ast (~·r. ;~crs\2.]1) C1"'.aract2ri::2f'1 in b::!s verV circur•1Vl?T'.ting 

lc?2.1 orir:.ion, his very cn:1'7cluteci Jcg.al opinion, en arreement, nn 
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il.rran~emcnt •<hich the member for St. John's East (~'r. ~larshall) 

said the han. l'inister of Ineustrial Development ,,·as badly 

advised to sign. "Foolishly signed the agreement,., I believe, 

the uords "ere used by the member for St. John's East (Yr. ~·arshall) -

foolishly, he very foolishly signed that document, that agreement. 

'·!e had the member for Green Bay Wr. Peckford), 

tre "inister of l 'ines and F.nergy admit there was approval in 

principle and then go on to say that approval in principle means 

notH ng. It t:'eans nothing. Approval in principle means nothing, 

: 'r. Speaker. 

It is obvious that there '"as a deal, 

an arrangement, an agreement, ~ntered into bet~;een the 

r,overnr,:ent and this developer, anrl there was a deal, an arran!!,ement, 

entered into uith Trizec previous to that ,.,hich the Pren:ier 

c'eniec' having t-een in existe!1ce Hhen he was c-uestioned on it 

ear] i er three or four :'ears ago in tr.is honourable Fouse. 1\nd 

1:-e r.'enied t::F> arran;;ement het~·,een the govern11'.ent ancl "r. f'ohhin, 

enc1 in do~_np so, Sir, delil:Jeratel y mislee this honourable House. 

I "as disappointed to see the member 

for St. John's East (l•r. ''arshall) stand up and C.efend the governl'lent 

on this matter ••!1en he h.ad s!ccwn courage earlier in resignin~ from 

t!oe f'overn rner.t on a similar deal, not quite so bad as this one, 

'··ut a si.r:r~l.~r e.rranrcement. a si.milar deal 'lad hrour,ht the l"in-1.ster -

J do not kno•·J~ ~ · e ,.ras Tlouse Leader for a l'hile there - hrought his 

re.sign2tion from the government. l!e says there was nc n~reement 

because no buildine; ~Yas started,1~hich is the height of nonsense, 

!'r. Speaker. If every agreement had to wait until something 1~as 

done under the agreement, before it was binding or considered to 

l·e a hinding legal arra"'l.gement or agreement, Sir, very fe~Y agreements 

•·•auld be consicererl to re 1--ir.cling. I must ask the member for 

~t. ,Tohn 's Enst (l'r. ~·arshal]), as other members have asked him 

as •··el 1. i f '".e res i ,.,r,E' d neecllessly ~chen he r e signec1 on the ctr.er 
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t:~at ~-:as !l.ot COi!Sur:r:uter~ concen"1.ir-g ~1~ic!1 

. . " ::.:1 va 1.r. ~ ~ir: it acca~plish no thinr? 

!'lac'e the r-overnl"ent hustle "clad: to the develorer ani! pressure :,i;, into not 

proceeding ~vit"l ~1is position in that particular matter, I ,.,ouJ..--1 su~rnit. 

":'::l~ rrer~i.er at t~:e tirr:e ~ according to fhls nel•7Spn.p~r, ~e l'"ia9a.r;;. ~;lls 

~lc.:: :--een talC five mont:1s ago :1e would be re(Tt!i rerl to leave the ·:-:c.1d.~P.t:. 

resi:;nec fran ~o.is Cc>.binet position on a. :natter of princi;-ole i."volvirg a r~e<l.l 

"'.rery sir-ilar to t he one P;ich is T"~,.OP t1:e sut-ject matter of t 1·es~ c1isc.ussions. 

-;~rd: .,i:"'~ 'dierl a na.tnral dea.t~' a~~out 2 year q£"0. ~"ohor1~r 1LnS ever "'5'e.rr~ .. 

t:~is "';overn:ner.t he 1~as to see to it, he never 1 ·no":?S "~"·.rhen ~1.is ri~fltS ~.re 

goi'n; to evaporate because ·he never kno\VS uhen t1,P.: nr~er in Council is go5.Pf 

to ':-tie a n;itttrnl r!cat~i' c ~:- '·e consirleren to ~tavP. 'r.ief a na.tur~l t\:~Clth' 

::or r.r.,en ~tJ.y district that t'1e "rder in Council '-'.ie'! a natura:'. ,1eat1,'. 
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to ,_,e a.greeFents, l;bich are set out nitl-t agreeT"cntG :.;it1· -~J :. thP. terrs of 

~[r+?er.-.t~P..tS in t~e4'., and. they Co T"Ot consirlt!r t~"'.is rt ·:or:ur.-e~t t0 ll?. 'lOTIOtrred 

in sny ~•ay, lega.lly, or ot!-eruise? ·•r. 3pea\~er, ':~e ,1~1ole t:-.in~t is too 

ric'iculous to t.aU: a':lout. Any reasona~le = or uoman in t~:;is T'ouse, or 

in t~is !'rov~nce, kncnvs that there •-ras ,, r 1 ~.~ ... 1-.~::nee!" tt.e Govenra•..ent ;-~::.~ 

J.:tG. t~1i.s ~entlec:nr.., =1n 0 t~~e G,., ... ~?crn!:tent and Tri:?::ec rorpor~tion ~ n.nt1 :tr.. at 

l:!ast tT.,.•o of t~ose deals t~-...e Prerr.ier stooC ttTJ an~ ."".crier' t':e existe'r".CC o~ 

still "l~~otiating ~n~ ,.,_ot!1i:-:..1 ~ar:; ~een ~eci~ed, or ':e r:td not say t!1~t -.,TP 

1"'..P..Y~ .o:a.n 1:\;:!reero.er..t :.,ut that c2n ~e ~escin...1erl ')y n0. "r--1.er .;_r rn~~.cil. '1e 

i.~· t;:e ~ouse. It is one thin~ foi: the 'Prz!'lier to stand up c.nd sa:.?, or a:1y 

~~i~ister to stentl up o.r..·-:'. say, =r refuse to fl.P.S\.7'?r t>~t q\,eSti.c~': it iz P-

... ,.... ....,·Lslea1 t"~e ~ious~. -hat is t:"~.e :1i..f:ferencC'~ ~i.r. It · ::s ~ot ,"': ratter 

.:Pyirr so:e!:hin~ -.:7}·5ch 1:z..s a :j.=Jee.:.-lir.~ <t11S~·~t?r to rc~1 'r!!'~ oF t.~.,i.·::; :,ouse:~ 

i~clu~iP-g r.:rself, anci. ny co] lea.r.:,.t'=s, and o':l1e.r ... e,..,·:t::rs of t'·~e ~ 70"J.3 ~ 
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MR. -... ?..OWE: 

for the last three years. A $70 million agreement, Sir, no wonder 

the government and the Premier wanted to keep it secret. No wonder 

the only kind of information we could get on it was rumours around 

the streets of this Province and the towns of this Province that 

such a deal existed. No wonder the Premier and the ministers wanted 

to keep it secret because the people of Ne't-rfoundland,he knew 

if they got wind of it in an inappropriate time, would be completely 

outraged at the idea of this government spending $70 million on 

that kind of a project. $70 million, Sir, involving a profit 

at least of $20 million to that developer. And I do not deny 

anybody a reasonable profit, Mr. Speaker, What I do deny is secret, 

cosy arrangements made whereby the profit is far more than is 

reasonable, with no public tenders being called. 

}!R. MORGAN: A radio in the House! 

XR. w. ROWE: The details of the agreement -

MR. MORGAN: Mr. Speaker, on a point of order. 

HR. SPEAKER: A point of order. 

}!R. MORGAN: Not in regards to the han. gentleman's speech. 

But it is maybe a question for clarification, whether or not it is 

allowed to bring in an electronic instrument into the House, 

for example-a radio like has now been brought in by the hon. 

gentleman from Trinity - Bay de Verde (Hr. F. Rowe) . 

:1R. SPEAKER: I do not know off hand 7to be perfectly 

frank, whether it is in order to listen to a radio in the House or 

not. Off hand I do not know. 

MR. F. ROWE: Mr. Speaker, if I may speak to it, since I was 

listening to the news. On a number of occasions, Sir, I think my 

friend and colleague from St. John's East (Mr. Marshall) will verify 

this, that he has been sitting in this Chamber over the past five and 

a half years taking in the national hockey playoff games by earpnones 

through a radio and nobody has risen on a point of order on that occasion 

and it just has not been brought before the House before. 
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~!R. F. ROWE: As a matter of fact~everybody knew 

it and there was no problem at all, Sir, and I did not hear 

the minister's point of order because I was listening to the 

radio but this is certainly not a precedent. It is a well 

established thing that people have been listening to the radio 

in the House of Assembly with earphones. 

:-!R. ~BY: Mr. Speaker, if I may. 

MR. SP~: The hon. ~!inister of Consumer Affairs 

and Environment. 

~!R. MURPHY: It is not something that has happened 

that - I remember back in former days, the hon. Premier at these 

days used to always have his little radio plugged in listening to 

the news. You know,quite frankly if someone were broadcasting I 

could see some harm being done. 

AN RON. MEMBER: Hhy do you not try again,' Jim 1 ? 

MR. SPEAKER: Well,all I can say is really I am 

not in a position to make a decision. I suppose to a large extent 

it will depend on a concensus of the House and the matter oerhaos 

which at the opening some day, before strangers are admitted, 

hon. members can express their views on. I am not in a position now 

to say if it is in order or not in order. 

l.ffi.. MURPHY: I might add to it that it is not 

a very good compliment to his brother, the hon. Leader of the 

Opposition, that he has to listen to the radio but just the same 

outside that I do not mind. 

:1R. SPEAKER: That is not a matter on which I choose 

to get involved. 

~!R. W. ROWE: That is a matter between myself and him, 

Sir, but he was listening to me on the news, . as it happens. 

HR. MURPHY: Oh,that is it. 

MR. W. ROWE: He was not listening to a game or anything, 

he was listening to the news, Sir. 

XI<.. SI::£10r<S: The score is heavily in our favour, ----- -
:!r. Speaker, at the moment. 
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finished . 

11R. SL'!MONS : 

Tape ::a . U 45 

Tne polls all s how that the govet'tllllent i.s 

Maybe Your Honour could take it under 

advisement and deal with it tomorrow? 

XR. SPEAKER: Yes, that is what I will have to do. I will 

have to take this under advisement and lllake a decision on that. 

I am not in a position to do so now. 

}lR . SIMMONS : ~!r . Speaker, just a bri ef word, 

I just submit that I do not t hink it is a lllajor or earth -

shaking issue but I would suomi t, Mr. Speaker, that as 

demonst r ated by looking around the House now, a number of 

peoole are absorbing the news via the pri.nted !lledia and I l.lould 

sugges t that if my colleague l.lants to do it through his ears rather than 
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MR. S WMONS : 

through his eyes, I cannot see any problem unless he is interruptinp 

the proceedings of the House and,of course,that he is not doing. 

MR. SPEAKER: The hon. Leader of the Opposition. 

MR. t~. ROWE: The hon. Minister of Transportation, Sir, when he 

was making his remarks talked about the details of the agreement not 

being acceptable to Cabinet or to caucus. I dispute that, Sir. 

dispute and I will endeavour over the next number of months,and years 

if necessary,to find out the veracity or otherwise of the situation. 

I dispute the fact as alleged that members of the caucus or members 

of the Cabinet beyond a few hack in August of 1975 were even aware of 

this a~reement, Sir. ~at is how grave the cover-up attempt to keep 

this thing quiet until the appropriate moment arose, that is how grave 

and how concerted and how serious the cover-up attempt was. 

MR. NEARY: Keep it under wraos. 

MR. W. ROWE: Details of an agreement, ~ir, which had a Cabinet 

directive attached to it is suddenly rot acceptable to Cabinet. Vlhat 

a ridiculous notion! 

MR. NEARY: Did not Nixon try that one time, a cover up? 

MR. ~J. RO~IE : Yes, he tried that kind of stuff. You know where he 

ended up. The idea, as some han. members opposite have mentioned, 

that an agreement with a Cabinet directive attached to it is found not 

to be agreeable to Cabinet some time later is a notion, Sir, which 

is too ridiculous to talk about. ~1r. Speaker, on b•enty-four occa~ions 

according to a count done by an han. member of this House in answer to 

auestions the Premier of this Province gave misleading answers to the 

probing variety of questions concerning a deal or an arrangement or 

an agreement to build an office buildinq. 

MR. F. ROI~E: The Premier and other ministers. 

MR. W. ROWE: The Premier and other minister is right,is what 

meant to say. The Premier, the Minister of Labour and Manpower, one, 

for example, the Minister of Industrial Relations is another and the 

Premier himself on twenty-four separate occasions gave what can only 

be characteri zed by any kind of a reasonable interpretation as misleading 
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~1R. W. R0!1E: 

answers, deliberately misleading answers to members of this House 

as a result of their questions. 

What is the government afraid of, Mr. Speaker, from a 

committee of this House or from a commission of enquiry? And 

we offered them the choice a little earlier on and they jumped up 

with points of order and points of order and Your Honour ruled on 

an ambiguous Standing Order that it could not be amended or an 

amendment could not be moved based upon points of order raised by 

the other side. The option was gi~en to members of this ~ouse to 

enquire into this matter, Sir, which I have alleged by a committee 

of thfs House or a commission of enquiry to get at the truth of any 

possible hanky-panky or skulduggery involved between the government 

and anybody else outside the House involving buildings of great 

expense, $70 million or perhaps more because the figure was expressed 

to be a minimum figure, Mr. Speaker, in that agreement. 

What are they afraid of? am not afraid of an enquiry. 

on this matter. I am not afraid of a committee of this House on 

this matter. would gladly serve with the other members of this 

House and examine witnesses or have somebody else, some competent 

individual, as well, to do the same in a commission of enquiry. 

would gladly examine documents and see ~·hy the cover-up took nlace, 

why the deliberately misleading statements were made, what is at th~ 

bottom of all this. Probe to the bottom of it, Mr. Speaker, in 

order to get to the truth, particularly in an effort to make sure 

that the same thing was not allowed ever to haopen again. 

Mr. Speaker, in the documents which I laid before this House, 

on any reasonable interpretation a signed agreement, the absolute 

blinding legality of which could only be determined by the Supreme 

Court of Canada ultimately but which in my opinion was a bindin~ 

legal document and in the opinion of other lawyers, in my opinion 

Sir, and in the opinion of 
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at least t'venty members of this House cpenly, and I 1·7ould 

suspect, Sir, more ir. their hearts 1 we have the alleRation 

uh ich I made proved ':Jy these r!ocuments, an agreercent •d th the: 

signature of a minister, a signature of the Premier, a signature 

of the c!evelorer, also r.-ritnessed,and a directive of cabinet . 

..'nd if trat cl.oes "-Ot go to make an arrangement, Sir, or 

A decision taken ~v the rovernment regarding a building to be 

l'u:i 1 t or an agreement, then, Sir, the "ords have no meaning 

'·71-:atsoever. And only a partisan, only a party persor., Sir, 

more dedicated to the party than to the reasonable clear interpretation 

coulcl vote in a manner •A'hi ch may obscure the fact that the proof 

"as "~en J aiel C"n the ta~ le of tri.s Fouse at1d try to obscure that 

f1'1ct. 

The Prel"l:ler tabled a docuT"'ent •·rhiclt 

sho~red that a committee of cabinet recommended to cabinet that 

the Dobbin proposal he proceeded with immediately and a decision, 

as I understand it,1>'as taken on that as ,,,ell. ~'r. Speaker, for 

a minister or a Premier to come into this P.ouse and tell members 

not that he would not answer the ouestion, but that no arranzements, 

or deals or commitments or agreements of any kind, no decisions 

had "een taken, :is to •.;:ilfully mislead this honourable House . 

. And, 1-'r. Speaker, 1-.'e may net r-et the 

truth nf the m:'ltter no,.,, because the ;>e>vernl:'ent will net alloP 

a cc=1ttee of t;,is !~'ouse to le>ok into t!'e truth C'f the rratter 

anrl ~lun~e to the ~attorn of ~Ljs matterJor a co~~issicn of 

enqui.ry. But T guanmtee, ~'r. Speaker, t!-:at honourahle members 

orpos:!. te and honourable members on this sic1e sooner or later 

•Till find out tre absolute truth of these matters. !-ncl I caution 

l-oonoura">le ~r.ernbers, Sir, to reflect on Hhat they have done, what 

they are doing or ,,,hat they intend to do, ~ecause I intend if~ as, 

and ,.,.,en I have the onportuni ty and the author:! ty to do so to get 
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1 sRiG earl~er tocay t~at r ~o n~t 

~~t~:-:<' to conduct any •dtch-hunrs nor co r , J-ut I do i:ltend 

to t;et to the hot tom, Sir , of ongoing matters concerninl ·.·hich 

trere are many loose t hreads hansing out and ra~-taes and ~atters 

·.rr.ich lool-- very suspicious and are unresolved, unresolved l:ecause 

: " :.S "ouse1 or a ::!ajori:y of t!':e 'louse in a r<~rtisan ::ay reDr~se:u:ed 

hy a narcy ···hi ch !'UflPOTts the tt,overnment, t-rould not allov t•ae 

e-:,.uir;· "!1ich t.•e :eouested to tal:e place and ·.·hie!-, ·~our Honour . 

rule~. a r!ebate on ~hould eo ahead. It . ,4:l <"•f such importance 

i~volvi~z the privileges of t~e House . 

't saic one time in this ' 'ouse !>efore, 

~ir, O'l ~nother ,atter, the ~auoders' r.3tter r.eferrer tQ ~y 

::::--:e o : •:J '·o'lou rahle col!.e2p;.acs, so:-e :ivE' t;~ r si:: ~·€'nrs i!f.o 

·.·h\c" !oo'~ place, ''"'tcJ stant· to h~.::;t: '~nnvc:-.s then :n"l c ccs ·.o•·, 

s:r , r sate at thl'lt t!'l'e !:-. tM.s "ouse :!·at t r e truth ".~ t'•c: 

t'.aurh tc:>r of ti:nc. <'oot>cr or lat"r, :·1r . Sren!·er, sot'ner o r 

:at<':- :'-eF.e "1atters "'ill he nlunred to ::heir dcptrs .-n~ t he 

truth co:'!cerning them '7111 he found out and ~<ill !:e tr.<tde ru;,lic 

tn the penrle oF t:1is Province, Pntl t hif> !s one of tl•e cccas:.cns, 

<:'r, · -hi ch •··oul<' >-e included i.n thAt cat<'fOt')' 8$ ~~r 210 r :>tr. 

concer:ec . Anfi 1 -'!1' VI!'T)' sort;• t!.at rr':'ICIUra1•li' I"P.tr~('TS r;~ve 

ro:;d~~c! -:ot to 1 oo~' into the r~u tr c: : re P:'l tter, nor to f" 11 C" 

t! •e nv.c t"•l>elrrt'lf cac;E' ·•!·icr hns "een t"r<'sentec ~.?re, su,..r-nrter! 

" :: .1q:u::ent. 11uprorted 'w !!ansard rerorts .1:-:! re ferel'ces, ;:•:cr.ty

four of :hem, supror ted hy documentation \-.caring !li.!rnnr:ur Fs f'l f t11e 

fOVeT"''l"'e1"1t ri.n1ll ter!', 
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~ -'!::!.t~~t ,,i..r~c~i,:~, 3n ~V('t"'ol~•e!.::-i:tz '· •Jr ttcr. Oe n r oor "•rs • ... l".J.H"' -~t ·,y 

--.rS:!l.:. ~~-r, ~~· :"""" co!.lCPfU~~· ~""l th::s r.at:eT, i s"•oui.,1 ~t:::: ·a !!.ll~:;'.!,.z 

t~at cl!:ar!y to ~v~=yonc ' s satisfact ion and, also, to 1"0 int o a !'e': r-o r e 

:-atte"!"s invo! vi:lg c:~is part icular c.-se . I uas very, very <.:isappointerl , 

,:e~ :;: .. ; e r:o .S:?e~:, i:1 ':llis ca:ie, ia~ect "li$ pr~::>~nce i.:-.r.o t..':!s .,.01..'3'?- , v~.'r:' 

•'i3d:·"OinteJ to St!.; i ": . 

·--~= rear, ::ear ! 

:!.is ~ebate start~d, in a.~ o', vious effort t o ··ail o~1t ·~::.s :...u.! ~i:• , t;' :a :-reri.er 

oE c:•e ">rovi::cc, in .:! ver:; ..1i!'fic•.tlt si tuat:!.on t'tat !te !'ound '•irSE'l f in, 

o~ papgr, ~u!E.'er 3 .~ot.'tl there, numbe r 4, ,.,, ~ t.,an 11: <2nrls , no na::!'!::', ro 

t*ocur.~nt . ,u·,., "l ave rev.l.~·,.~" 3..'1 e.~t"~AnP.nt to l"f!:\t, slpn~~ ">:' *"*er ""l"i.a.$t r 

t>~ ::nee"\ i-:: l':!.gh: of -· ... wr-ouncil.and' anr' \rai£ !.. !)oltl ir !' !t !t acr.ittet' 

to :l'! a.n l\~ra2r~nt . It !.s :ad:"lj,tte.·l to i ... e a.n 2"tt"( er.e~t. ·"r . ~='"e3' ,Q :- . ...,,•Qr 

i:. ~-!l:IJ S t> • ~c .l~:?.' ' "it': - ··,.. ·o ..O:!lt. ' , av~ t:~n · ~~~ ~ lero n~i.~io~~. ;c-c:tll ~,·, 
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e(>!!tler.ar. 2!1~ lat.:yer. It is t:~.e ~:ind of legal opinion , " r . Srea!·P.::, ~mich 

rc r.::tr · 1 i~: -:~e ~-·· :ll ';! :".at tet' . T:·at is :'te '·i:-d r.c :s 'oct~~e- t i c is. "'~ . 

t-=:-!nt to do, or ··'•at t':'oey ·.-i 1.1 ': :Y to ill 

~:::ic:1 :>ill )e tot~tl!y c:ea"\ingless to the ;>eo!)l,e of c.:1is Frovincc. :..1.1. ~ t 
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''!". . ':"''ot··-:· . ---------

to ~o t'-.:-ou;·'1out t~ i.s "rovince stating tl~ -'\t the mem~ers of the 

1!overnment cove>rec! up and dra~gec a red herrine over the aller:ations 

"'ac1e "Y ne R~d our desire fe>r r! commtttee. They covered it up, 

Sir, and they surported the Premier and the government jn an 

agree~ent, a $70 million agreement entered into between the 

Pre~ier and his best buddy secretly, $70 million with $2Q million 

0f rrofit to po to the developer. That js •·•hat they ar<e C:cing, 

"r. ~!'eal·er. That is ~~l,at they are doing. The idea, ···r. Sc>eaker, 

the idea that in this forum here the Premier is going to b e 

found guilty or I am ~.o:!ng to be found as not having substantiated 

"'·Y case is totally, utterly ridiculous and an ahuse of the whole 

idea of an enquiry to try to get at the truth of this matter, 

" r"-rt v su~port:!nf- t he Premier in his allepationl' and a party 

~11p!'ortinr; me in T'lY allegations. That kjnd of a :-1oticn, ''r. Srea!<Pr, 

<·•tll l: olr1 no '·n~ter td. th the people of t~.is l'rovi.::ce. T1:e 1>remier 

is lH·.ely to get up no", •·!hen his party votes do-.rn my !':lotion, and 

say," Okay, I ktve 1->een found innocent," the J'rem:!er '•ill say, 11 therefore. 

the member has not substantiated !-.:! s <J.llep,ations. I ,,,auld hc>.ve 

resignee'. Is che mem!:ler prepare<! to res:ign?" \-'hat childishr.ess, 

~·r. Speaker, as if the matter -

One of his hacks Hill do it. 

- as i.f the matter !-)ad smrethiPg to do 

,,,~::~'"rank l ' oores' and '1lill Po•,re'. 11m·· ridiculous, ho•·· childishly 

ridiculous! 11-'e matter ]-,~s nothir!f to no ,.-j tl- t hat. T1 ~e rr.e~tter 

o•as to c!o Hith scmetl· inp far greater, r·r. Speaker, thlm hir. as 

an individual or me as an individual. The matter has to do 

~lith a ,,, ilful attempt by a government to cover up, to mislead 

members of the Bouse, to 1<eep things quiet that they were 

Pl!lharrassed ahout,and l·lhen it is discovered, when I had the fortune 

to have these documents come into my possession, everyone i:r. this 

Province can see •N'hy the cover-up •-1as put into place, '"hY He "·ere 

misled in this House, ~fr. Speaker, because it is a pigantic 
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rip-a f f and 1J0uld have been a gigan~ic rip-off. P.nd no uonder 

they •·ere embarrassed about it and kept it quiet and denj ed 

all the rumours and allegations that were going around. That 

is the important matter. It has got nothing to do with that 

rentleman as a member of the Rouse or personally,or we as 

a member of the House or "ersonally, Sir. It l1as ;cot to do 

'•ith graver issues than that or of his political future or mine. 

Hm.· ridiculous! Nonsense! 

If no••, Sir, if there uas a comm5ssion 

of enquiry with broad terms of reference to look into this 

matter, broad terms of reference to look into th:l.s matter, 

not only the m:l.sleading statements but t:1e •.·•hole deal itself 

ancJ 1··r.ether it is in the best interest of this Province or not 

and so on and so forth, terms of reference '"hich <-;ere approveG. 

hy me as well as by the Premier, I might say then they might 

have some argument for talking in terms of this ~;entlcman 

resigns or that gentleman resigns, a totally fool1 sh :;:ituation 

~esi~ned to reduce the grave argument "o ridiculous proportions 

and try to make it look like a personality contest or something 

bet•,een the Premier and myself ,.;hen •.;hat ue are talkinr, about 

is the hest interest of the Province an~ the reorl"' ~n i.t <rhen 

1 t comes to the >"nenclin!: of public money. Tr.e Pre!'der •,•ants to ;'Ut 

it tC' t".e test, Sir, ···het the reorl-o of ' ·'e•·•fou1CcHand thi nk nl1ont 

th1 s rleal "ncl oth~rs. I issue h:lm a challen~;e, " r. cpeal :er. 

T .sa:r , Go cmm to Govern!l'ent Jlo u:=;e a'ld advise t h e Lieutenant-Governor 

to cRll en election and let the people decide. 

Rear, hear! 

~'F. P. 1'01Tf: - ------- Let the people cecide. 

Hear, hear! 

If the Premier thinks that he sr,ould 

resip· nr 1 should res~;cn}or if the Premier thinks that ,.,e 
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C.::!C~not do anv 'lark. in tl11.s honourable P.ouse because 

t~ere is too much nit-pic~ing hac~ and forth or hic~Pring,or if the 

"remier thinks that in his government he cannot get any Fork done 
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MR . W. ROWE : 

else. Let them decide. Let us have a debate on this publicly, out 

in a campaign, ~/hether this government here has misled the people 

over the past six years ~s the Premier and ministers have misled 

this House? Let us do that and let us present our case and our 

arguments and our evidence to the people of this Province and see 

what they say. I would gladly do that and I issue that challen9e 

to the Premier. It has been, what, two and a half, goirg on three 

years or something since he had an election. Normally you would let 

him go four years before you ~1ould say have an election. But, Sir, 

this government has ground to a halt. This government can no 

longer govern. This government does not have the moral sanction of the 

people because they feel themselves, they know themselves to be so 

unpopular, they do not feel they have the mandate of the people. 

You have got ministers who are frightened to death at meetings 

practically. They cannot get up. They can hardly get up and make 

a spiritPu defense of what they are doing . 

no morale,demoralized. 

It is all apologetic, 

Well maybe the results of a general election may put them 

back in power again. Then they can come back with their morale, come 

back with the spirit-or maybe not. Maybe they could be over here 

trying to uncover and expose skulduggery,which I hope never exists. 

But I say to the hon . member for Green Bay (Mr. Peckford) and any 

other hon. member over there if any of those hon. members ever come 

into possession of documents which I have tabled there in the last 

day or so then I say to you, come into the House, rise on a point 

of privilege, make your prima facie case, table it in the House 

and have a debate. And I will say this, Mr. Speaker, and I say 

this and I guarantee this for the future,that if there is this kind 

of evidence ever presented regarding any administration that am 

involved in or that I lead there will he an investigation. 

MR. NEARY: Hear, hear~ 

MR. W. ROWE: guarantee that now, Mr. Speaker and we will not -

SO~I Ho:\1.:'-!EMBERS: Hear, hear! 
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MR. t~. RO~IE : 

because people are always fussing about how to cling on to power, as 

my han. friend from Baie Verte-l~hite Bay (Mr. Rideout) said
1 

if the Premier honestly thinks that then let him go call an election 

and let the people decide. If he is re-elected again wit~ a clear 

mandate,so be it. He would certainly have four years of clear 

sailing and legislative power in this House, Sir, with a clear 

mandate. Dr on the other hand the people may turn to this party or 

some other party and may give some other party a clear mandate to govern 

on their behalf. They may do that. I am not afriad of whatever decision 

may be taken by the electorate. I am not afraid of that at all. As 

a matter of ~act,I would welcome it. Let the two hundred-and what:

forty or fifty thousand voters we have in the Province now, let them 

decide. I would gladly submit myself, my political fate, to the 

hands of the people of the Province. Submit my political fate to 

thirty partisans on the other side of the House! How totally ridiculous, 

Mr. Speaker. Making a vote on partisan grounds! ~lha t nonsense! 

How ridiculous! After an election is over I would certainly submit 

my fate to the hands of the majority of the House, gladly. And if 

I could not sustain their support in the House I would certainly resign. 

But let there be a general election if we think these matters are 

getting too seriou~ to handle here in this House. Let us clear the 

air that way. 

I would not hesitate, Sir, to advise the Premier to do that. 

Come what may·. Maybe we would ~rin, maybe we would lose. One of the 

han. members over there seemed to think that I was cocky or something 

as a result of a poll. Yes,we have had good results from r>0lls t:·,at 

we have had commissioned, radio stations have had commissioned. But,Sir, 

the outcome of an election is of little concern to me. If we went 

to the polls we would go there with our platform and our leadership 

and our candidates nnd then we wou1d let our fate rest in the hands 

of the people, let them decide. There would be no clinging on, 

trying to trick our way into power by promises or dupes or anything 
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,r ....... '~. ~ nqE.. 
--·---·-- and 11 e "i 11 not have it ,, 11 cl e c i. d e c' on 

:-artisan lines. c!r. Speaker, 11/e ''ill not have childish 

challen3es flung back and forth, we will not have mutterin~s 

of revenge against che people who dared to exercise their 

ri:hts in this House to lay these documents on the ta~le, 

none of that kind of stuff. I will be verv interested to 

see now, Sir, what the han. minister and members have in 

mine' when in a partisan way they defeat this ~otion. I 

will be very interested to see. 

One thing I knew, ~r. Speaker, is that 

it is going to be a political blunder of the worst order 

and I welcome - well,I wish I could plot it out for them. 

I know what I would like for them to do,but I doubt if 

even they are quite that foolish,but I hope that they do 

:1ava socething in ~ind, Sir. 

Wait and see. 

·.-m. W. ROWE: I will sit uown when I a~ finished. 

~·rr. Speaker, there are one hundred other things that you could 

say about this. You could talk,since the gentleman outsic'e 

the Dar of the Tiouse there now saw fit to inject hinself 

into this, you could talk in terffis of other little interestinz 

coincidences and so on, ~r. Speaker. Fund raising of political 

parties or anything else is a very, very, difficult subject, 

as we have touched on in this '·.on. :rouse a :1unher of tiUJes) 

~ecause of the ;rave danger that efforts on fund raisin~ on 

t~e rart of parties or candidates nay becocre seriousl~, tan~le~ 

up with sovernment favours and government deals and so on 

like t~at. 

~ne of the enquiries, and I must say that 

I am giving consideration to what further moves and steps and 

public utterDnces I may want to make concerning this subject, 

but one of the very fertile fields of enquiry would be an 

examination into the r6L: played by certain gentlemen ,close 

to the Premier and close to that party over there, in the months 
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leading up~. the weeks leadin~ up to the 

general election at the sane tiCJ.e as this aeal, Sir, was signed 

in the month of August, August 18th, a week or so before the 

general election. That is a fertile field for en<]uiry, Sir. 

I hope that that kind of thing is not a fertile field for 

enquiry a year or two years from now,because I hope that 

we will have legislation in place which will get rid of 

any suspicion even of hanky-panky or skulduggery or anything. 

:ut, Sir, in the weeks leading up to the election of 1975 

there would be a fertile field for enquiry and I am pondering 

out loud to myself now, Sir, as to what might be said or done 

about that now and in the future. I do not know. It will 

have to be thought about very carefully. But one thing, Sir, 

as I indicated earlier in my remarks - and every member here, 

knows, I thin~ what I am talking about- as I indicated earlier 

in my renarks, Sir, without trying to be holier than thou, 

without tryin~ to have a halo or anything around ny heaf,as 

the member for Green Bay (~r.Peckford) tried to do himself 

and then accused me of trying to do immediately afterwards, 

I and my colleagues here, and I am willing to venture many 

of my colleagues on the other side of the House 1rant to clean up 

the whole process of monies and funds involved in politics. 

They do~as do I,and we will have to make some moves,either 

separately as parties or together,in that direction and I 

do hope, Sir, that we do make progress in that direction. 

Let me finish, Sir, by saying si~plv this, 

every member on this side of the ~ouse stood up and said that 

they are convinced that they were misled or that their colleagues 

were misled in answers ziven to questions by the han. the 

Premier. I ~or one am convinced of that completely. I would 

like to go further and find out more about the deal itself. 

~·'e are not going to he permitted to do so. But, Sir, I am convince~ 

we were misled and willfully misled and deliberatelv mislPn 
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:~;:. ,, . ~OP"I":. -------- 2 n c. s v d 0 i!'. ~, c 0 ll e a~ u e s ;--, e r ~ ~ r r. 0 have t n 

a ~an a~d a woman stood up and made exactly the SRme accusation 

and 1.-:e stick by it, Sir, because we kno,., it is true 

S 0~:": , fl~l. ~!E!!B ERS : Hear, hear! 
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~IR. SP.EAKER : Is the House ready for the question? Those 

in favour "Aye", contrary "Nay". In my opinion,the "Nays" have it. 

SOME RON. MEMBERS: Divide! Divide! 

DIVISION 

MR. SPEAKER: Those in favour of the motion,please stand. 

The hon. Leader of the Opposition, Mr. Hodder, Mr. Strachan, Mr. Fred 

Rowe, Mr. Neary, Mr. White, Mr. Lush, Dr. Kitchen, Mr. Flight, Mr. 

Canning, Capt. Winsor, Mr. Nolan, Mr. Rideout, Mr. McNeil, Mr. R. Moores. 

Those opposed to the motion,please stand. 

The bon. the Premier, the bon. the Minister of Labour and Manj>ower, 

the bon. the Minister of Education, the bon. the Minister of Tourism, 

the bon. the Minister of Rehabilitation and Recreation, the bon. the 

Minister of Forestry and Agriculture, the bon. the Minister of Health, 

the bon. the Minister of Consumer Affairs and the Environment, the hon. 

Minister of Mines and Energy, the hon. the Minister of Transportation 

and Communications, the bon. the Minister of Municipal Affairs and Housing, 

the hon. the Minister of Fisheries, Mr. Lundrigan, Dr. R. Winsor, Mr. 

Marshall, Dr. J. Collins, Mr. Young, Dr. Twomey, Mr. Neil Windsor, 

Mr. Cross, Mr. Patterson, Mr. J. Carter, Mr. Woodrow, Mr. Power. 

Fifteen affirmative votes, twenty-four negative 

votes. I declare the motion lost. 

SOME RON. MEMBERS : Hear, hear! 

MR. SPEAKER: The hon. the Premier Moores. 

PREMIER MOORES: Mr. Speaker, I rise on a point of privilege. The 

debate has been held and the motion has been lost. And I would point 

out, Sir, that in the Hansard of just before the debate took place 

the hon. the Leader of the Opposition said as follows, And my point 

of privilege, Sir, is that the Premier of this Province,aided and abetted 

by a minister or ministers, has deliberately misled this bon, House 

in a matter of involving tens of millions of dollars of public money." 

The phrase "cl.eliberately misled this House",Sir, I would ask the bon. 

the Leader of the Opposition to do the gentlemanly thing and withdraw that 

remark. 

MR. SPEAKER: The hon. the Leader of the Opposition. 
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~. t~ . RO\'E: To th~ point of privilege. 

MR. SPEAKER: I do not kno~ if the hon. gentleman, the Leader 

of the Opposicion , intended to rise or not. 

~ish co speak to it? 

Does the hon. gentLeman 

~. W. ROWE: Yes, Sir . Sir , the remarks made by myself 

were made in order to set up a prima facie case of abuse of privileges 

of this hon. Rouse made to Your Honour. And in doing so, of course, 

1 had t o set out what I ~as trying to do. I could not couch it in 

language which was meaningless. It had to be language which would set out 

what I was trying co do, Your Honour accepted the prima facie case 

which I presented and aLlowed the debate to take place on the motion 

which I have subse~uently put, the motion being to set up a committee of 

the House, a Committee of the Whole House in order to enquire into 

the allegations -
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~!R. l<. ROWE: 

and so on. There were two points made, Sir; one is that I was 

making my case, and two, that the question which I raised has 

never been dealt with because the government or the majority 

of the members of the House would not resolve into a Committee 

of the Whole or accept an amendment which we offered in order to 

determine the truth or otherwise of the allegations, which I would 

submit, Sir, a prima facie case of the truth of them was made 

1vhen Your Honour accepted my case and allowed the debate to take 

place on the motion to enquire further into the truth of the 

allegations or the lack of truth thereof. 

Now, Sir, ~thout dealing with the matter 

as to whether I am going to withdraw or not, I submit, Sir, that 

there is no occasion to require me to withdraw for the simple 

reason, Sir, that if I am exercising my rights as a member of this 

House, rising on a point of privilege in order to make my 

prima facie case, and my prima facie case is accepted by the 

Speaker, whatever the position may be- if it was not accepted 

that would be a different matter, I would vouchesave to Your 

Honour- my prima facie case was accepted by the Speaker and the 

debate allowed to take place on a motion which I subsequently made. 

Therefore, Sir, I would submit that the whole matter has to be 

taken as a piece • I mentioned when I made my remarks , Hansard 

will show, that I am making these remarks which would otherwise 

be unparliamentary - I mentioned that, Sir - remarks that might otherwise 

be unparliamentary and I intended to move a motion in connection 

therewith. Subsequently Your Honour accepted the prima facie 

case, allowed the motion to be made and the debate to take place, 

Sir. So I am saying, Sir, if a member in those circumstances is 

required to withdraw anything that might be said in support of a case, 

1vhich is subsequently accepted as a prima facie case by the Speaker 

and a debate is allowed to take nlace, if that is a case where he is 

forced to withdraw subsequently, Sir, there is no way a member can 
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:·!R. ~;. ROWE: make a case before Your Honour involving 

the privileges of this House ·where any allegation is made of 

impropriety, or deceit, or willful misleading, or anything 

else regarding any member of this House and that would be 

clearly a derrogation from the rights of an hon. member 

to make that allegation and to lead evidence in support 

thereof. 

SOME RON. MEMBERS: 

~IR. SPEAKER: 

Hear, hear! 

Order, please! I am in a position to 

make a ruling. I am not going to consider the privilege of 

prima facie. I am not going to consider that. the substantive 

matter is that the han. Premier has asked that the allegation 

of deliberately misleading the Rouse be withdrawn. I would 

point out, l1ay, page 429, "It would be useful to give examples 

here of expressions which are unparliamentary and among them 

the misrepresentation of the language of another and the 

accusation of misrepresentation," and then it says, "and the 

accusation of deliberate misrepresentation." That allegation 

in Parliament is per se unparliamentary. m1en it was made by 

the hon. Leader of the Opposition,it was made as the substantive 

issue in his allegation that privilege had been broken and he 

indicated that if the ruling of the Chair were such as to give 

it a prima facie operation that the matter of privilege was 

sufficiently involved to require precedence in debate, that that 

would be incorporated into whatever such motion might in fact have 

precedence. 

If the decision of the Chair had been that 

there was not a prima facie case,then I think the han. eentleman 

would have been required to withdraw. This is not the situation 

we are now in. mten the Chair ruled that there was a prima facie 

case, I was 
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~r. Soeaker: 

ruling that the matter of privilege was sufficiently involved in the 

allegation made by the han. gentleman that the House should give 

precedence to this matter, and that a motion based thereon would have 

precedence. 

PK - l 

The Chair does not decide matters of privileges, It is 

specifically stated, and I think all han. members know that. The Chair 

is precluded from deciding whether there was a breach of privilege or not. 

All the Chair can do is make decisions on two points:whether the matter 

is brought up at the earliest opportunity and, number two, whether, in 

shorthand, there is a prima facie case meaning whether the privilege 

is sufficiently involved in the allegation and submission that this 

matter should have precedence and tbermotion based upon it would 

have precedence. 

A motion with such precedence has been debated and 

finally it has been resolved. And the motion would direct a number of 

things, examining witnesses, documents, reporting recommendations to the 

House of Assembly, etc. But in its first paragraph, the extremely 

important part of it is that the House resolve itself into a Committee of 

the Whole to consider certain matters concerning privileges of the 

House raised by the hen. gentleman, viz, that the han. the Premier 

deliberately misled the House in certain matters. 

It is the House which decides on whether privilege 

has been broken or not. It is the House which decides,when that motion 

which has precedence is ruled to be in order, and when it is finally 

resolved by a debate, after the debate, when it is finally resolved, 

it is the House which decides. And the House has decided by a majority, 

which is the only way the House can decide, to negate. that motion. In 

my opinion, therefore, the hon. the Premier is justified in asking 

for a withdrawal of that allegation. 

Allow me to put one other reasou, if that is the 

correct term. If an allegation such as being deliberately misleading 

were allowed to go without being withdrawn after the House had decided 

on the substantive matter, it would appear to me that henceforth any hon. 
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Mr. Speak_er: member on any side could attribute to anybody 

else that he is delibe_rately misleading the House, and that tba.t 

very essential restriction,rule of parliamentary language would henceforth 

be forever undermined in the House of Assembly. And I do not think 

that I could allow that. I would be acting improperly toward the 

House, toward all hon. memhers,to allow that. It is therefore my 

decision that I call upon the han. gentleman to withdraw the 

allegation made toward the Premier. 

The hon. the Leader of the Opposition. 

MR. W. ROWE: Mr. Speaker, I assume I will say a word or two in advance 

of doing what I intend to do. Sir, I do not mean to argue with Your 

Honour. Your Honour has made a ruling. But I will point out particularly 

with reference to your last, or your latter reason, or your last reason, 

that there are two separate cases~ one,being where no prima facie case 

is involved, and the other,where a priilia facie case,a breach of 

privilege is in fact ruled to be made out by Your Honour. 

entirely that if no prima facie case is made out then the 

I agree 

words would be certainly unparlipmentary and the person should withdraw 

them or take the consequences. 

So, therefore, Sir, since the Speaker has the 

right to make the prima facie case ruling one way or the other, Sir, that 

certainly gets rid of any danger or any apprehension Your Honour has of 

the danger that people can go around this House 
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callin:; ::~embers willfully misleading or anything else with impunity 

because when there are matters of grave privilege involved 

I would assume Your Honour exercises a certain amount of discretion and 

judgement on the lll_!ltt~r as to ~~hether it looks as if it should 

be dabated, it should be looked·at carefully and so on ann so 

forth and therefore, Sir, in that particular case it seems to 

me that there should be no requirement to withdraw, The ~atter 

has been debated, the matter has been resolved in the House, 

so to speak,but, Sir, I would point out very clearly for the 

record and for Your Honour's edification as well that no 

opportunity was afforded me,who made the allegation,to in 

fact enquire into the truth of them or not,or this House for 

tl1at matter. 

The motion that was defeated, Sir, was not a 

motion as to whether the han. the Premier willfully misled 

this House or not~ that issue was never decided in this House, 

Sir. The only issue that was decided was whether there would 

be a committee set up to examine into that question. And for 

reasons which Your Honour can best imagine yourself the 

majority of th!s House decided not to set up a committee and 

not to enquire into the matter, They did not decide, Sir,the 

truth of falseness of what I had to say 1and therefore, Sir, 

the matter is left hanging by willful vote of this Uouse. 

It is not ny fault, Sir, I wanted to have the matter l0oked 

into, If there is any fault, and I do not call it fault,it is 

the fault of the ~ajority of the House who d ecide d not to ~ave 

the matter encuired into and the matter is therefore unresolved. 

Therefore, Sir, we do not know at this moment in time whether 

=Y case is in fact substantiated or not. 

HR. SPEAI::ER : Order, plea<;e! I have to interrupt the 

hon. gentleman.! heard his remarks up until I interrupted as 
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p erhaps a question or = explanation o f th ~ 

ruling 1 but I could not allow what might appear to be a 

questioning or an argument with my ruling. I think in 

order to keep our practice and our procedures, whic!: are 

very i~portant in this respect, to keep those without any 

ambiguity I will just repeat my decision.It is my judgement 

that after the prima facie ruling was made,which means that 

the ~atter of privilege was sufficiently involved to pernit 

a ~otion which would be given precedence?and that motion 

was made and has now been resolved and it has been resolved 

in the negative,that that does now require a withdrawal of 

the allegation. 

I realize the wording of the motion,and it 

'lSked for a conmittee to be set up, but there is an obvious 

reference there to set up the committee to consicer certain 

watters raised by the han. Leader of the "pposition ,viz,, 

that the han. the Premier speakin; from his place in the 

c!ous e deli b er "- t ely misled the House in answer to questions , 

etc., etc., I would have to interpret the vote obviously 

as a negative vote, as a negative ~ate on that motion which 

took precedence because of my previous ruling. I do now 

require the han. gentleman to withdraw. I cannot hear any 

debate or questioning . An appeal obviously can always be 

T'lade. 

I nove t h at the Speaker's rulin: be appeale d . 

'~!'-. ~PY.:AKE!l.: The motion is that the Speaker's r u lin ~ he 

upheld. Those in favour, "Aye". Contrary , ":::lay!' In my opinion 

the "Ayes" have 

MR.W.ROWE: 

¥11. SPEAKER: 

it. 

On division, Sir. 

Call in the members. 
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~. SPEAKER: The motion is that the Speaker's ruling 

be upheld, Those in favour, please stand, 

The hon. the Premier, the bon. the 

Minister of Labour and Manpower, the bon. Xinister of Education, 

the hon. the Minister of Tourism, the hon. the Minister of Rehabilitation 

and Recreation, the bon. the Minister of Forestry and Agriculture, 

the han. the Minister of Health, the han. the Minister of Consumer 

Affairs and Environment, the hon. the Minister of Mines and 

Energy, the bon. the Minister of Transportation and Communications, 

the hon. the Minister of Municipal Affairs and Housing, the bon. 

the Minister of Fisheries, Mr. Lundrigan, Dr. Winsor, !!r. Marshall, 

Dr. Collins, Mr. Young, Dr. Twomey, Mr. Neil Winsor, Mr. Cross, 

Mr. Patterson, Hr. Carter, Mr. Woodrow. 

MR. SPEAKER: Those opposed to the motion please stand. 

The bon. Leader of the Opposition, ?·!r. Hodder, 

Mr. Strachan, Mr. Fred Rowe, Mr. Neary, Mr. Simmons, Mr. \olhite, 

~r. Roberts, Mr. Lush, Dr. Kitchen, Mr. Flight, Mr. Canning, 

Captain Winsor, Mr. Nolan, Mr. Rideout, Hr. McNeil, Mr. Moores. 

MR. SPEAKER: Twenty-three affirmative, seventeen 

negative. I declare the motion carried. 

SOME RON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. SPEAKER : I now have to call upon the hen. Leader 

of the Opposition to withdraw the allegation. 

~. \L RO\VE: I understand the position you are in, 

Mr. Speaker. You have to make a ruling because the words in 

themselves are unparliamentary. In theory the words themselves 

are unparliamentary. Your Honour has no choice but to ask me 

to withdraw the words. Whether Your Honour feels it is justified 

or not is irrelevant. That is your position, Sir. 

My position, and this will be a very 

brief explanation, my position, Sir, is that although I recognized 

the words to be as words unparliamentary, I also have to recognize 

something greater, and that something greater, Sir, is "hat I believe 
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:tR. W. ROWE: to be the truth and I have made allegations 

in this House which I know to be true, which I believe to be 

true, which I know in my conscience, my heart and my mind to 

be t=ue, and whether those words which I uttered are unparliamentary 

or not, Sir, I cannot in conscience or in principle, or by 

exercise of my intellect,withdraw those words. I cannot do 

it, Sir, because to do so would in some way make it appear as 

if I did not believe that the words were t•ue, And Sir, I believe 

what I uttered when I said that the Premier of this Province 

willfully misled members of this House • including myself. Sir, 

I believe tho~e words, I know them to be true and I cannot 

in principle withdraw them. 

Sm!E RON. }IID1BERS : Hear, hear! 

l.ffi. SPEAKER: The han. ~~;entle has explained his 

position and I will explain mine. I have no choices. As Speaker 

I have certain obligations. The authority I exercise is not a personal 

thing, it is the authority of the House of Assembly. I have not, 

durin2 the close to three years I have been Speaker,ever been 

required to name anybody. It is not my wish or desire to have 

to so do. I regard one of the main areas of my responsibility 

is to facilitate members bein2 in the House; not a part of my 

responsibility which I particularly relish, if and when the 

occasion arises,for having to name an han. member. 

However, the rule that I must apply is 

totally binding on me. I am sure the han. gentlemen- I am not trying 

to put words in his mouth- I am sure all hon. gentlemen realize 

that when the Chair requires 
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~!R . SPEAKER: something to be withdrawn and an han . member 

refuses to so withdraw,it is imperative upon the Chair to take a certain 

action and I now so do. I have to name the han. member for Twillingate, 

the Leader of . the Opposition, ~. William Rowe. 

MR. SPEAKER: The han. the ~nister of Mines and Energy, 

MR. PECKFORD: Mr. Speaker, in the name of the dignity and privileges 

of this han. House I move that the han. the member for Twillingate be 

expelled from this Chamber for three sitting days. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Shame! Shame! 

MR . PECKFORD: Seconded by the han. Minister of Transportation 

and Communications. 

MR. SPEAKER: Order, please! The motion before the Rouse is 

that the hon. member for Twillingate be expelled for three sitting days. 

This is not a debatable motion. 

MR. NEARY: 

MR. SPEAKER: 

MR. NEARY: 

MR. PECKFORD: 

MR. SPEAKER: 

Do ~ou not need a seconder for that, Mr. Speaker? 

I think the han. gentleman indicated the seconder. 

Who is the seconder? 

The han. Minister of Transportation and CoDDIIUnications. 

I shall now put the question. Our precedents 

clearly establish it is not a debatable motion. 

The motion before the Chair is that the han. the 

member for Twillingate be expelled for three sitting days. Those in 

favour "Aye"? 

SOME RON. MEMBERS: Aye • 

MR. SPEAKER: Contrary "Nay". 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Nay. 

MR. SPEAKER: In my opinion the "Ayes" have it. 

SOME RON. MEMBERS: Divide! Divide! 

MR. SPEAKER: Call in the members. 

DIVISION 

MR. SPEAKER: The han. the member for Twillingate be expelled for 

three sitting days. Those in favour of the motion please stand. The 

han. the Premier, the han. the Minister of Labour and Manpower, the hon. 

the Minister of Education, the hon. the Minister of Tourism, 
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the hon. the !1iois rer of 1\ehabilitation and Recreation, the hon. the 

Minister of Forestry and Agriculture, the hon. the Minister of Health, 

the hon. the Minister of Consumer Affairs and the Environment, the hon. 

the Minister of ~lines and Energy, the hon. the Minister of Transportation 

and Communications, the hon. the Minister of Municipal Affairs and 

Housing, the bon. the Minister of Fisheries , Mr . Lundrigan, Or. R. WinSor, 

Mr. Marshall, Dr. J. Collins, Mr . Young , Dr. Tvomey, Mr . N. Windsor, 

Mr . Cross, Hr . Patterson, Mr. J. Car ter, Hr. Woodrow. 
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~lR. SPEAKER: Those opposed to the motion please 

stand: 'Mr. Hodder, Mr. Strachan, !":r. F. Rowe, Mr. ~eary, ~lr. 

Simmons, Mr. White, ~~r. Roberts, Mr. Lush, Dr. Kitchen, ~1r. 

Flight, Mr. Canning, Captain Winsor, Mr. Nolan, Mr. Rideout, 

Mr. McNeil, Mr.R.Moores.Twenty-three affirmative, sixteen 

negative. I declare the motion carried. 

SOME RON. }!EMBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR.. SPEAKER: The hon. Premier. 

I'RE!1IER MOORES : On the same subject , the hon. member for 

~urgeo-Bay d'Espoir in the May9,1978 Hansard,his quotation was, "The 

Premier and his colleagues clearly and deliberately and knowingly 

and systematically and on a continuing basis misled this House". 

I ask the bon. members here to withdraw those remarks • . 
'MR. SPEAKER: On that matter the c~rcumstances are 

SOME RON.MEMBERS: Oh,oh! 

~!F. • SPEAKER: Order, please! Order, please! 

-identical and there is obviously no neer for 

me to go through the niling again because t~e circumstances are 

identical as they were with respect to the hon. gentleman's 

colleague. I therefore do call upon the hon. member for Burgeo -

Bay d' Esoir to withdraw that allegation. Ron. member. 

MR. SD-1MONS: Mr. Speaker, first of all I wanted 

it to be made clear that I am responding to Mr. Speaker's reouest 

that I wi thdra'~ ~ not to the Premier's request that I withdraw. 

There is a big difference, Mr. Speaker. I will take direction 

from the 9hair, never from the Premier in this House. 

Mr • • Speaker, the allegation I made 

I have made on several occasions in the past few hours, Mr. 

Speaker, something which I can if not repeat word for word then 

I can certainly reflect in other words the essence of 

what I said. And I can do that so well, ~r. Speaker, without 
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NR. SIMMONS: notes because I happen to believe it 

so deeply,that the Premier did wilfUlly and deliberately mislead 

the House on a number of occasions in relation with the ma~ter 

we have just concluded debate on. ~1r. Speaker, for me to stand 

here today and withdraw these remarks because as words they are 

not within the parliamentary framework of terminology laid for 

us to use,or which we can use or cannot use . for me to withdraw 

them for that reason, Mr. Speaker, would be a very serious contradiction 

in terms. I understand, Mr. Speaker, that you have no choice 

in what you have to do in requesting me to ~-ithdraw and I under

stand the circumstances in tvhich you find yourself required to 

do what you have to do. But equally t would hope, ~·r. "pea':e.r 

that you and the members of the House would understand that 

what I have to do I have to do to and that is be prepared to 

stand up for what I believe in. Mr. Speaker, respectfully and 

tvithout any desire to intimidate the Chair in any way, I must 

say, Sir, that I find that I cannot withdraw the remark. 

SOHE RON. ~ERS: Hear, hear! 

HR. SPEAKER: Obviously the obligation incumbent 

upon me with respect to the former hon. gentleman is incumbent 

upon me now.I must proceed to name t~e hon. member for Burgee -

Bay d' Espoir,Mr. Roger Simmons,and require his withdrat·cal from the House. 

f'-'IR.NEARY: 

~. PECKFORD: 

}ffi. S • NEARY: 

MR. SPEAKER: 

MR. S. NEARY: 

The han. Minister of ~ines and Energy. 

l~atch the executioner get up. 

}fr. Speaker -

A point of order, ~~r. Speaker. 

A point of orner has risen. 

Is•the han. gentleman moving the 

adjournment of the House? Is the hon. gentleman moving the adjournment? 

MR. PEr:KFORD: I cannot answer. It is out of order for 

me to answer. 
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~. S. NEPL"R.Y: Well, Mr. Speaker, Your Honour ~as 

named two of my collegues for accusing the Premier of 

deliberately misleading the Rouse in answering questions 

asked in the Rouse by the hon. members on this side of 

the House regarding existance of an agreement or an 

arrangement between the gove~ment and a third party to 

build an office building for the government. 

D\o' - 3 

Now, Mr. Speaker, my point of order is 

this,that hon. members in this Rouse, Sir, are going to find it 

very difficult in future to carry out their responsibilities 

and their obligations of the people of this Province if thA~ 

is allowed to stand. And I repeat, Sir, I have no hesitation 

in upholding my hon. friends who have just been named by Your 

Honour and I say that the Premier,and I believe that the Premier 

deliberately misled this House. 

SOME RON. ME}f]lERS : 

MR. SPEAKER: 

MR. PECKFORD : 

Hear, hear! 

Ron. minister. 

Hr. Speaker, to that point of order. 

There is no point of order, but in the process of 

the hon. member trying to make one he has in fact also used 

unparliamentary language and therefore must be brought to 

task. 

SOME RON. MEmERS: 

l!R. SPEAKER: 

Oh, oh! 

There is no doubt that the hon. member 

for LaPoile has made a similar allegation which I regard as 

unparliamentary and which I will in time require him to '~i thdraw, 

but we are now in a somewhat 
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~!! . SPE:\KI:R : different stage and we have 

to do things one at a time . 

:!;t . SPE.\KE:t: 

:~nes and Energy. 

: :~. P~C:~:O::!>: 

:lr . Speaker . 

Th e hon. the ~inister of 

In the name of :he dignity a~c 

privileges of this louse,r ~ove that the bon . member for 

3urgeo- nay d'Espoir be expelled from t~is Chamber for 

three sitting days. 

:·::t . SPEAKER: 7he ~otion is that the hon. 

~em~er for 3urgeo - Bay d'Espoir be expelled from the 

Chamber for three sitting days . 

i:. 

Those in favou r 'Aye'. 

Contrary ·~tay •. 

In oy opinion the 'Ayes' have 

Order, please! 

It will come as ~o surprise to 

the hon. gentleman from LaPoile t hat I mus t call upon him 

to withdraw the allegation of deliberately misleadi~g the 

Jouse which he has previously made. Will the hon. gentleman 

1.-ithd raw it? 

::::t . ::E.\RY: ~:o, ::r . Speaker . I !>elie-,;e :he 

charges and t h e alle&ations that I mRde to te true anJ : 

have no intention of withdrawin~ them. 

SO~!£ !lO~l . :n:;!B:::r..s: 

:tR. SPEAK~R: 

Hear, hear! 

The rules of the Rouse require 

that I name the hon. gentle~an, which I p roceed to do -

the hon . member for LaPoile , ~r. Stephen ~eary. 

The hon. the :!inis t er of "ines 

and !::nergy. 
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:!R. P::C:~:;" O?!> : 

:c 

~aPoile be expell~d fro~ this 

Ch a~ber Eor c hrce si ttine days. 

1 

:!R. SPEAKES.: The motion ~s that the hon . member 

for La?oile be expelled fro m th e Chamber for three sittin~ 

days. Those in favour 'Aye', contrary, '}lay' . 

In my opinion the •Ayes' have it . 

:tR . STRACHA~l: Mr. Speaker, a point of order. 

::R. SPI:AKr:t: A ?Oint of order. 

:·lit. STRACP.A~l: ~lr . Speaker, in the c!ebate t·7hic h 

ensued I made certain statements that the ?re~ier anc nembers 

opposite had deliberately misled chis llouse . I believe these 

to be true and I say t hem now in a point of order. 

I believe the statements and the 

arguments I made. I believe chat this Uouse was misled by 

t h e ?re~ier and the minister s OP?OSite. 

: !!1. . SP=:AKER : Order , please! 

:iR. E. P!!ITE· To t he poi~t of order. ~r . s ~eaker. 

I am dealing 1~ith one. 

~R. F. '71:ITE: The same one , ~r. Spea ker. 

~!P. . SPEAKJ.:R: The sane point of order? ! thought 

the bon. gent leuan was ;otn~ to make an additional point of 

order , but one soMewhat similar. 

'!P . . f. N!IITE : The point of order th&t I want to 

s peak to is e~actly the sa~e as ny ~on. ~rienrl j ust snak e 

to. I , too . believe . ~r. Speaker , that the Pren ie r 

d eliberntely nisled this House. 

"lh, oh! 

t!R. SPEAKER: ---- - ·· Order. please~ Order. p lease~ 

I have to take one at a time. !he points have ~reat 

similarity but they are different, and I cannot dea l wi t h 

fiftee~ or sixteen en masse. 
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··~ - ~ - SPEAKE~: In the :irst one , oade bv 

c~e bo n. gentleman for Eagle :tiver, his allegation t l:ac 

t~e ?remier deliberately oisled the ~ouse, I must 

require him to withdraw . 

~LR . STRA CHAN : Sir, I believ e the m to be true 

a nd I cannot with~raw . 

~c. SPEA~!3: The boa . gentleman does not 

~ i rhdraw . Obviously, I have to name him. The bon. 

o:tember for Eagle River, ~lr. Ian Strachan, please «ititdraw 

from the House . 

!1R. HODDER: A point of order . 

~l :'!. . SPEAKE~ : No , I have to deal with one at 

a tioe. 

Order, please! ~fter an bon . 

membe r has been named then there is - something 

A~: t:Otl . MEI-!5i':R : (I.naudible) 

~~~ . SPEAKE?.: - nothing, oh, fi.ne . :.;all then, 

the next one. I believe the hon . ~ember fo r Lewisporte 

had risen I can only take one at a tiJ!Ie - did not the 

hon . member for Lewisporte rise? 

:IR . \-li:ITF.: On a point of o rder. 

:-iF~ • S t' EA KEit : Yes, and the h o n . the mcwber 

said th~t he was not willin g to withdraw thP 

allegation. I name hi::l · ::r . FreeiUan (:b ite . 

~:t. :!JDDE:t: :tr. Speaker. 

:·!R. SPEAKER: The hon. t h e member for Po rt 

au Port . 

~IR. UODDER: To a point of o:der, !~ . Speaker, 

I ~ould like to categorically and c~pbatically s&y that I 

bel~eve that the Premier, sitting in his place, deliberately 

misled the nou se. 
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Ilte non. gentleman itas made his statement. 

I :J.Ssume he does not intend to withdraw it,and I assume he is waiting 

for me to name him. 

: 'R • F . F.O\·IE: 

YR. SPE~.KER: 

!o'!R..F .ROWE: 

The hon. member for Port au Port, Er. Hodder. 

A matter of privilege. 

A matter of privilege. 

The han. member for Trinity-Bay De Verde. 

On a point of privilege, Hr. Speaker. I find 

it passing strange that in the debate last evening and this morning 

that han. members opposite quoted from the verbatim reports from the 

House of Assembly statements and allegations and charges made by the 

Leader of the Opposition and the member for nurgeo-Bay d'Espoir (Mr.Simmons) 

and myself, Three different members stood in their places, Sir, and 

read back the verbatim reports and I find it passing strange that the 

hon. the Premier has seen fit to rise in his place for the purpose of 

seeking a retraction from the Leader of the Opposition and the member 

for Burgee-Bay d'Espoir (Mr.Simmons) I find it passing strange, Sir, 

that the same rule does not apply to myself,the member for Trinity

Bay de Verde. 

AN HON. ~·Et'BER : (Inaudible) 

~'R. F. ROWE: Nr. Speaker, for the edification of the minister, 

we were asking the minister whether he was going to adjourn or not and 

he would not tell us what he was about to do. 

:-'R. YURPHY : 

l-'R. F. RO\o.'E: 

That is his business. He is House Leader. 

That is right, it is absolutely right. It is 

his business ,.·hat he wishes to do. I simply want to say that I in 

speaking,befoil'e this motion and during the de!:>ate on this motion accused 

the Premier.by referring to the verbatim reports of the House of Assembly, 

Hansard and subsequently after the motion is brought in, a document, an 

agreement,T accused the Premier of deliberately deceivirg and misleading 

hen. members of this House, and I repeat that charge, Sir. 

~'R. PECKFORD: To that point of privilege, Nr.Speaker. For the 

edification of the hon. member in his explanation of why the bon. the 

Premier did not take similar action as it relates to him because of 
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his char3es that l>ere in the same vein and in 

the sar:le phraseology ancl around the same time as the other t'W'o 

hon. gentleman, it was the intention of this side of the House to 

so do and to take the same action,and we can prove that with the documentation 

here. But before the hen. Premier had a chance to get up 

on his point of privilege for the third time~because there were 

three hon. gentleman involved from our point 1 the hen. member for 

LaPoile (~r. Neary) rose on a point of order and then got into the 

business of unparliamentary language.In order then he had to be 

taken up after the second person was done~and then as it continued 

from there in points of order the whole question became a mockery 

of this House,whii::h we are trying to prevent ancl trying to safeguard 

the dignity and the privileges of this House 1and have therefore 

refrained from taking any further action to try to keep a ,;emblance 

of dignity and honour in this hen. Chamber. 

SO}!E RON . ~'"EMBERS: 

}<R..SPEAKER: 

Hear, hear! 

Order, please! On that specific point of 

privilege,! can dispose of it.l'here is no point of privilege on which the 

Chair is required to make a decision. An hen. member may ask for an 

apology, a :.ithdrawal from whom he ellicits to and from whom he does 

not. So there is no matter there on which I have to make a decision. 

1-!R.F.ROWE: 

!-IR.SPEAKER: 

!"R.F.ROWE: 

Sir 1on a point of order. 

A point of order. 

move the motion that he had intended to move? 

AN RON. HE¥BER: 

!'R.F .ROY."'E: 

(Inaudible) 

\.Jell 1in that case, Sir, I simply wish to 

identify myself with previous statements made earlier that it is my 

sincere feeling and my sincere belief that the Premier over the past 

three years has deliberately misled members of this House of Assembly 

in answers to questions directed to him concerning certain agreements 

for the building of certain buildings for rent for office space for 
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t~e Confederation Buildin& or addition co the 

Confeueratio~ Building. 

~ffi.. SPEAKER : Asaio I have no choice but to name the hoo. 

!:!ember for Trinicy-Bay de Verde, 1'!-r.Fred Rowe. 

~ffi.. PLIGHT: 

~'R.SPEAKER: 

~:R. FLIGHT: 

A point of order, ~lr . Speaker. 

A point of order. Th~ hoo. member for ~indsor-Buchans. 

Earlier in this debate I supported the motion, 

Mr . Speaker, and now in all conscience having supported the motion,and 

the u:otion reads that'the hon. Premier speaking from his place in the 

Rouse deliberately· misled the House,' 
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~ffi. FLIGHT: I would not have supported the motion 

had I not believed that had been true. 

MR. SPEAKER: Then I have to name the han. member for 

Windsor - Buchans, Mr. Graham Flight. 

MR. NOLAN: A point of order, Mr. Speaker. 

MR. SPEAKER: I believe the hon. member for Carbonear 

has been tryin~ to get in for some while. 

SOME HON . MEZ.ll!ERS : 

XR. SPEAKER: 

Trying to get out. 

Trying to get out. 

The han. member for Carbonear. 

MR. R. MOORES: If I have not said it already, Mr. Speaker, 

I would like to say it now on this principle of such importance, 

that I believe,and know it to be true, that the han. the Premier 

speaking from his place in the House, deliberately misled this 

House in regard to matters relating to agreements entered into 

with office space. 

:1-ffi. SPEAKER: I will have to name the han. member for 

Carbonear, Mr. Rod Moores. 

The hon. member for Conception Bay South. 

MR. NOLAN: Mr. Speaker, in my point of order may I 

say that during this past few hours we have witnessed a member 

of the House of Assembly on this side being threatened from outside 

the Bar, and a person who has been in association with the Premier 

of this Province; may I also say that we have had the Premier of 

this Province defame the name and cast aspersions on the character 

of every member on this side of the House -

MR. SPEAKER: Order, please! Order, please! 

I cannot allow a resume of hours of activity 

in a point of order because if there is a breach of order theL exception 

must be taken when it occurred and the case submitted for judgement 

then. So I could not accept as a point of order sort of a review 

of chings which have happened during the past several hours. It would 

have t o be a specific matter. 
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mt. ~mLAN: What I said was merely a preamble, Hr. Speaker, 

to say that I will not be dictated to by this Goebbels. I believe 

that the Premier has misled this House and I would be glad to be 

fired out. 

SOME HON. MEr-tBERS : Hu=ay. 

MR. SPEAKER: Order, please! Of course,I do not fire 

peoule out or in; all I do is name hon. members. If there is 

some recourse that comes after that or not, that is • matter 

for the House. The rules require that I name the hon. member 

for Conception Bay South, Mr. John Nolan. 

The hon. member for Fogo. 

CAPTAIN WINSOR: Hr. Speaker, having stood in my place here 

in the early hours of this morning and supported this motion, 

regretfully I feel that I can do no other but stick by my 

argument and I too, Sir, deserve the same punishment. 

MR. SPEAKER: The hon. gentleman has said nothing which 

requires me to take any action. I make that point to emphasize 

that I only will name a member, as long as I am Speaker, when 

the rules require that I must. And I want every han. member to 

always know that it will be a last resort when it is done by 

me, and it will only be done as a last resort, and it will be done 

because the rules require me to do it. Because I regard one of the 

most important parts as to facilitate the participation of members 

in the House. So that I why I said, there is nothing in the rules 

would not require me to take any action with respect to what the 

han. member for Fogo just said. 

The hen. member for Fogo. 

CAPTAIN WINSOR: Mr. Speaker, I certainly, Sir, appreciate your 

ruling and certainly have no intent on my part to question any decision 

of the Speaker so therefore I too believe that the hon. the Premier 

deliberately misled this House. I think that covers it. 
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~!R. SP::AKER: 

Captain Earl Winsor . 

}1R. PECK:'"'ORD: 

I must name the hon . member for Fogo, 

I move, Mr. Speaker, that this House 

adj ourn until tomorrow morning at 10:00 A.}!. 

~!R . SPEAKER: I must aslt by tomorrow morning if you 

mean Thursday o r E'rlday? 

~. PEC!a'ORD : Friday at 10:00 A.M., and that ::his 

House do no1~ adjourn . 

:!.R. SPEAKER: The motion is that this House adjourn 

until Friday ne.:u at 10:00 A.M. Those in favour "Aye", 

contrary ''Nay," I believe the "Ayes" have it. 

~: - 3 

This House stands adjourned until Fri day 

at 10:00 A.X. 
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